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PREFACE

Background	 rationale

This study is set in the context of a larger study (Edinburgh ELTS

Validation Project: Criper & Davies, 1981 - 1986) of the English Language

Testing Srv1ce, the testing service provided, by the British Council. The

Briti-h Council is Britain's principal funding body for scholarships for

overseas applicants to education institutions and courses, and the

Engli h Language Testing Service (ELTS) as originally introduced and

operated was a test for applicants to academic tertiary educations

(univer ities, polytechnics, and advanced professional courses). Because

of the undergraduate entrance requirements of British universities, almost

all applicants are postgraduates or equivalent.

The ELTS is a two-tier test In the first tier there are two multiple-

ch I e tests ) one of which is a reading test and the other of which is a

ii tening test. These two tests are taken by every ELTS testee. In the

sec nd tier there are three tests: a multiple-choice study skills test, a

dire t writing test; and an oral interview. In this second tier there are

six hoices or 'Kodules', and every testee must choose one of these The

six }todules are Life Sciences, Xedicine, Physical Sciences, Social

Studies, Te linolagy and General Academic. The first five of these were

designed to conform to the five largest groups of applicants for British

Council s holarships, while the last, General Academic, was intended for

all those applicants who did not fit easily into the other Xodules.

The ELTS w s designed to put Into practice three theoretical positions or

con tructs of how language proficiency is composed The first is

r latively uncotitentious the ELTS views language proficiency as divisible

on the skills dimension, and it has separate tests of reading ) listening

writing, and speaking. The ELTS takes this construct further than other
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PREFACE

tests, certainly further than any other test at the time of its

introduction.

The second construct underlying the ELTS is a view of language

proficiency as divisible into 'general' and 'study' proficiency. The

second tier of the test is the test of study proficiencies: Ml, 'Study

Skills', is intended to test reading and other text skills with a focus on

those 'micro-skills' amd 'micro-functions' which are used in academic

study contexts; 1(2 'Writing' is Intended to test writing in academic

settings, and 1(3 'Oral Interview' is intended to test speaking skills in

academic settings.

Third, and perhaps most contentiously, the ELTS divides language

proficiency on a subject, or discipline, dimension, through the six

Modules referred to above. Thus in the ELTS, there is a construct which

assumes that there is such a thing as Life Sciences for study purposes,

which Is distinct from Medicine for study purposes, etc.

While a test such as the ELTS offers rich opportunities for research,

even the most cursory examination of 1(2, the writing test, showed that

there were particularly strong imperatives for detailed research into it,

and for generalizing from the results of such research to the testing of

writing in similar contexts, i.e., other contexts where testing writing in

academic settings involved a choice between writing tests for general

academic purposes and writing tests for specific academic purposes.

Before an empirical investigation could proceed, however, the problem bad

to be put into context through the exploration of a number of preliminary

concepts and constructs, and some hypotheses had to be determined.

-2-



PREFACE

Chapter

Because the written form is so often used as a means of testing

knowledge in content areas, it may be forgotten that the medium is itself

an area of knowledge and skill. When a person is required to write so

that her mastery of a subject matter can be assessed, or so that

generalizations can be made from her performance to her readiness for

study of a particular kind or at a particular level, it is not simply a

set of re'-ponses which can conveniently be measured against a criterion,

a norm or other measurement scale which are collected, In addition, an

authentic and personal response is elicited Writing is something real,

s mething people actually do, it is not a contrived response-type

existing only in examination halls In investigating any writing test,

then, serious attention must be paid to an understanding of the activity

of writing, or composing' what characterizes it' how we can recognise

successful outcomes of it? Writing performance cannot be measured until

writing is understood as a construct, and this is the focus of the first

part of Chapter 1.

Writing as e sment ha always been problematic, and there Is no reason

to supp e that the testing of the writing in English of non-native

Engli h speaker presents fewer problems than the testing of the writing

of native spe kers of the language. An understanding of the fundamental

oncepts of language testing - reliability, validity, practicality, and

backwa h - provides a sound starting point from which it is possible to

inve ti ate practices and problems in the testing of writing in the

context of this study, and this is the focus of the second part of

Chapter 1.

In the empirical investigation it will be necessary to keep in mind the

principles about the composing process as far as it has been possible to

derive these from Chapter 1. The following is an attempt to derive

these principles:
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1. Writing is a heuristic procedure through writing
learners learn not only to write, but to think and
feel (Xurray,1978; Zaniel, 1983);

2. Writing is not either 'good' or 'bad': acquiring
skill in writing is a developmental process, and it
is possible to Judge what stage of development a
writer is at by exploration of such factors as
distan e from the self (Wilkinson 1978 a+b),
complexity of T-units (Hunt, 1965, etc ) and number
of error-free T-units (Stewart, 1978);

3 Writing is interactive: a writer needs a reader, and
the (perceived) nature of the reader influences the
writing pro ess and product (Flower, 1979; Young et
al 197 );

4. Writing is a multi-dimensional activity: a writer
goes through a number of stages (Weaver, 1978;
Britton et al, 1978) and the stages are not
(necessarily) linear (Flower and Hayes, 1981; de
Beaugrande, 1983). In addition, a number of
processes can occur during each stage. It is also
purposive: purposeless writing, or writing initiated
by someone other than the writer where the writer
does not accept or 'value' the purpose, will suffer
in quality (Weaver, 1978);

5. Writing is normative: throughout the writing process
of the good writer runs an awareness of the need to
conform to a range of norms (Flower, 1979; Nystrand,
1983 (b); Shaughnessy, 1977). This principle
explains the continuing emphasis on the product
rath r than the process in the teaching and
evaluation of writing product norms can be specified
and quantified in relatively precise ways, unlike
process-related principles;

6. All writing beyond handwriting practice is also
composlng the writer must express something of
herself in every composition.

In Chapter 2 It will also be necessary to keep in mind the principles at

language testing which are summarised here:
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1. Language tests can be of different types and for
different purposes. the purposes for which testing is
being carried out will determine the type of test and
the rigorousness with which other testing principles
are applied,

2, Unless a language test is reliable its other
characteristi-s cannot be meaningfully investigated.
The level of reliability which is demanded of a test
depends on its type and the purpose of testing,

3 Reliability is a necessary but not sufficient
hara teristic of a language test. validity is the
central haracteristic, but we cannot measure it
until we have achieved reliability,

4.	 Con truct validity is the most difficult validity to
stablish for a language test, yet it is the validity
langu ge tests need most of all.

Chapter a

The use of direct writing samples as the basis for judgements has been

amman in Britain and the United States of America since the Victorian

era, and has been problematic throughout that period. Direct writing

as essment is typically claimed to have inherent validity; problems are

usually seen as relating to reliability Chapter 2 looks in detail at the

reliability and validity of direct writing assessment as well as t its

practicality and ba kwash.

In the terms of this study, an essay test is the collection of a direct

writing sample or samples from candidate writers in a highly structured

test context, in response to an assigned task, which sample(s) is/are

then read and rated according to a mare or less precisely specified

procedure by one or more qualified judges. In this definition, we have

four key variables contributing to what, for the sake of convenience but

at the ri k of accuracy, is referred to throughout as the 'essay': the

task; the writer; the scoring procedure; the rater (the terms 'rater' and
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'reader' are used interchangably throughout this study). These are dealt

with in reverse order in Chapter 2.

A complex of factors which combine and interact to make a particular

rater on a particular occasion respond in ways which are not only more

or less reliable but also, in any writing assessment which is purposive,

more or le valid, are discussed. A large range of scoring procedures

is rveyed and it is suggested that a choice of scoring procedure will

al a have effects not only on the reliability attributable to the

asses ment, but also an its validity.

Th re is not y t a research methodology for the study of writer variables

or their impact, nor even a developed categorleation of writer variables

as dl tinct from task variables. There Is at present no certain way to

determine the amount of true variance in a writer's essay test score

whi h Is due to theoreti ally predictable characteristics of the writer,

a oppo ed to the interaction between the writer, her performance on the

specific occasion, and a range of other characteristics, notably

ch racteristics of the t st ta k. Investigations of the ways that

writers' responses are shaped by the tasks on writing test are in their

infancy, but the early research suggests a number of important design

fa tors which can be applied In shaping a writing test task to give every

testee an equal opportunity to give her best performance.

Clearly, the principles for the testing of writing remain the same for

the testing of the writing of second language writers. There is little

research evidence to Indicate whether or not findings from studies of

English Li writers and their writing on essay tests can be applied to

ESL writers writing essay tests in English. Throughout Chapter 2,

however, insights from first language studies and from second/foreign

studies are interwoven, and it is suggested that not only are there no

contradictions in the issues, methods or results reported, but further,
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this interweaving provides a much fuller picture than would be possible

if only the research from one or the other were surveyed.

Chapter

The concern of this study is not simply the empirical investigation of a

direct writing assessment, but of a direct writing assessment designed

for a very specific context and based on strong and controversial claims,as

wa suggested in the first section of this Preface and as is detailed in

Chapter 4. The test battery as a whole rests on a claim that to tes

'general language profi lency' is insufficient for the context in which

this test operates. In this context, it is claimed, language proficiency

should be tested for each skill area separately; for study purposes

rather than general purposes; and, in the second tier of the test, for

specific academic purposes rather than for general academic purposes,

i e, through discipline-specific test materials. The bases for claims of

general anguage proficien y (UGH, or the Unitary Competence Hypothesis)

and f divisible language proficiency (DCH, or Divisible Competence

Hypothe is) are examined in the first part of Chapter 3, and the

arguments for a direct writing assessment which is intended to be not

only an academic writing test but further, a specific academic writing

test,are placed in the context of the debate of the past ten years over

the construct of language proficiency.

The s ond half of the Chapter seeks to define and classify 'specific

purpo e ' (ES?, English for Specific Purposes) and 'academic purposes'

(EAP, English for Academic Purposes) teaching and testing, firstly in

general, and secondly with the focus of attention narrowed to an attempt

at an understanding of what might be meant by 'academic purpose writing'

and 'specific academic purpose writing'. The advantages claimed for

'academic purposes' and 'specific purposes' teaching and testing are that

they are more relevant to learners' knowledge and needs, and that because

learners of English will be learning the language, and demonstrating
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their proficiency in It, through material with which they are already

familiar they will be able to perform better. These claims form the

basis for the research questions in the main study reported in Chapter 4.

Chapter 4.

When the ELTS was being developed, interest in the direct testing of

writing was growing In general, and the British Council's commitment to

ESP te ting and to communicative testing meant that writing really had to

be tested through direct performance. At the same time, however, language

testing was undergoing something of a reaction to the psychometric-

structuralist p nod and reliability was lower on the agendas of many

test d velop rs than validity (in the restricted, non-statistical sense of

conforming to a certain view of how the test should be). In the case of

!2, the concern of the test developers was primarily with content

validity, and questions of score reliability were little considered The

result of this was that within two years of the introduction of the ELTS,

objections were being raised to the writing test on the grounds of its

poor reliability.

Such objections to writing tests are by no means new. A much newer

objection, though, was to the concept of discipline-specific tests. The

ELTS writing test, )t2, like the other two parts of the second tier of the

ELTS, is spoken of as 'discipline-specific' and validity is claimed for it

on that basis. It has yet to be shown, however, that the ELTS is In fact

a discipline-specific test, as opposed to a more or less general academic

test using discipline-related texts. It has not been shown in what ways,

if any, the performance the test elicits is actually discipline-specific.

Indeed, the Edinburgh ELTS Validation Study (Griper and Davies, 1986) in

a content validity study of Gi, G2 and Ml, the three objective components

of the test, found little to suggest that the test content, or the kinds

of performance elicited, were either discipline-specific or even

exclusively academic.
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In the case of the writing component, 1(2 (specifically, M2Q1, since this

study does not investigate the second question of 1(2, which was at that

time severely restricted in time for writing and writing task type, and

since performance on M2Q2 only affected the final score for 1(2 by + or -

6%, le., by a maximum of half a band) it would be necessary to

investigate not only the reliability of the test but also its validity

Chapter 4 describes the first part of ELTS 1(2 (i.e., question 1) and

considers the expectations which a specific academic purpose ('SAP')

writing test such as ELTS )t2Qi must fulfil, before Investigating the two

research questions. The main research question asks what the effects on

writing test scores are when overseas, non-native, postgraduate students

at British universities are asked to write on topics closely related to

the content of their own discipline (discipline-specific or 'SAP' topics)

compared to a topic accessible to all members of the university

community (discipline-free or 'GAP' topics), and how these effects can be

accounted for. The subsidiary research question asks whether scores

a signed to e say test answers, whether SAP or GAP in nature, by the

operation scoring procedure for )t2Ql (1980 - 1985) are adequately

reliable for research and operational uses.

The final rationale for the development of a test of the complexity of

the ELTS must be that it provides a fairer measure of a testee's language

proficiency than the test or tests which It replaces. Thus the rationale

for a pecific academic purpose (discipline-specific) writing test such

as 1(2 must be that it yields information which corresponds more closely

to what the testee can actually do in regard to the writing required in

British postgraduate education than either an indirect test of writing

ability or a general academic purpose (discipline non-specific) direct

writing test. The information must be at least as reliable as the

information yielded by discipline non-specific writing tests, and it

should have greater claims to other validities.
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The empirical inve tigation indicated that )!2Q1 was not satisfactorily

reliable as an operational test instrument It found no consistent,

significant evidence to show that SAP writing tests advantage testees in

the ways predicted by the strong ESP construct,; it also found no

evidence that the effects of SAP writing tests as opposed to a GAP

writing test fitted a predicted pattern. While SAP writing tests yielded

higher scores than a GAP writing test the differences were rarely

significant. The two SAP writing tests were not parallel on statistical

criteria while in a number of cases GAP had more common variance with

one or both of the SAP writing tests than the two SAP writing tests had

with ea h other. While all three writing tests were highly correlated in

most c es, the amount of variance they shared was not as great as

predi ted.

A a result of the empirical investigation it became clear that further

investigations were needed, to attempt to discover what variables were

operatin to invalidate some of the assumptions made by the ELTS and

a cepted for the empirical investigation, i.e., that the tests designated

'SAP' were in fact tests of specific academic purpose writing, and that

they were different in important ways from the 'GAP', general academic

purpo e, task.

Chapter .

In the process of carrying out the subsidiary study, of rater/score

reliability, it became clear that the ELTS writing test as used at that

time could not guarantee adequate reliability for an operational writing

te t. There was no possibility of using multiple raters in the British

Council ontext: what was urgently needed was a scoring procedure which

could provide scores of adequate reliability with only one rater.

Investigation of the scoring procedure was also necessary to construct

validation. Chapter 3 proposed four key variables for a writing test, of

which procedural variables are the first. For a construct valid SAP
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writing test we should expect to find evidence that all or several of

the e variables are operating along SAP dimensions in the test

An inve tigatlon of the scoring procedure permits identification of the

features of writing it values or does not value, leading to a greater

understanding of what is being measured by the test The first part of

Chapter 5 d cribes the d velopment of the scoring procedure by this

researcher and considers what eviden e there Is to Indicate that t2Q1 has

been scored by a SAP pro edure, arid also the level of reliability which

can be a hieved by a test of writing in academic settings when scored by

a single rater In less than ideal circumstances.

The sec rid part f Chapter 5 looks at rater variables through an analysis

of t pe re ording of the piloting of the 2 Assessment Guide, and

attempts to und rstand how raters respond to a writing test which is

described s a SAP writing test ctudy of the tape recordings permits

the rec n tructi ii of the criteria which raters use to judge writing

ample , and Is an Important aspect of the search for evidence that !(2Q1

is in fact a specific academic purpose test

Chapter .

Because it was seen in Chapter 3 that task variables operating in any

direct writing ssessxnent are numerous, complex and poorly understood, an

unders nding of task variables in this context is approached through

study of writers' responses The answers were carefully read a number of

times in a search for patterns of response which appeared to be related

to components of the task: question, resources and rubric. 'l(arked'

responses In particular were noted and the concept of the 'challenge' was

developed.

Ta k variables and writer variables are Interwoven in a search for

indications of the ways In which writers respond to tasks and the
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qualities which make a task a specific acadmic writing task rather than

a general academic writing task. A tentative system for task analysis

and for assessment of task difficulty is developed, and the questions on

the three writing tests used in this study are considered on this basis.

It cannot, however, be concluded that a satisfactory means of predicting

task difficulty on the basis of task analysis in the present state of

that art is possible.

Conclusions

The scoring procedure was found to be principally a GAP procedure, raters

were found to function as GAP rather than SAP raters, and tasks were

found to be poorly designed and without a coherent set of relationships,

so that some supposedly SAP tasks displayed more features of GAP tasks

and so that difficulty levels varied widely. Under these conditions it is

unlikely that findings will be stable enough to permit conclusions about

the choice of SAP or GAP writing tests for the testing of the writing in

academic settings of overseas postgraduate students to be drawn. It is

felt that the variations in score patterns observed in the empirical

study are adequately explained by these inconsistencies across task

variable , and that 	 the study does not provide evidence to support

the existence of an advantage for students tested by a writing test in

their disciplinary area over a writing test appropriate to all members of

an academic community. However, it is felt that the study has clarified

many of the problems of test design for specific academic purpose

writing tests

Some suggestions for future research and development are made: In

particular a need is identified for research which links studies of

disciplinary communities, of writing as process as well as product, and

of the development of scoring procedures, drawing on what has been

learned in all these areas to inform the development of valid assessment

of writing in academic contexts. Research into raters' rating processes
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using ethnographic methods such as that in Chapter 5 Section 2, and

research into writers' processes using structured interviews and a

process parallel to that in the ethnographic study, are identified as

being potentially particularly fruitful.

Since 1980, when the Edinburgh ELTS Validation Project began, and

since 1983, when this study began, the ELTS has undergone a

number of changes not described here. Important among these are

the development of alternate forms for most components,

development of a training package for 1(3, Oral Interview, and the

implementation of an 1(2 training Nanual based on the work

reported in Chapter 5 section 1 and on separate development work

by this resear her on K2Q2. In that period the Service has

expanded to 13,000 candidates annually in 144 test centres in over

90 countries, and an increasing number of undergraduate

candidates. Plans are in hand. for the development of an

'Undergraduate' Nodule, for wider publicity and information about

the S rvice, and for expansion of the Service to Canada, Australia

and the United States of America. In 1987 a new period of

research and development of the Service will begin, drawing on the

results of studies completed to date.

It should further be noted that, although the expression wthe

ELTS" has been used in this study, to parallel the expression 1the

English Language Testing Service", the British Council have

established a policy of referring to the test as "ELTS" only.

(Gill Westaway, Consultant, ELTS, The British Council' personal

communication)
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CHAPTER ONE

TWO APPROACHES TO THE PROBLEN:

RESEARCH II WRITING All) COItPOSIJG; AND II LANGUAGE TESTING

INTRODUCT ION

Because the written form is so often used as a means of testing

knowledge of content areas, it may be forgotten that the medium is itself

an area of knowledge and skill. When a person is required to write so

that her mastery of a subject matter can be assessed, or so that

generalizations can be made from her performance to her readiness for

study of a particular kind or at a particular level, it Is not simply a

set of responses which can conveniently be measured against a criterion,

a norm or other measurement scale which are collected. In addition, an

authentic and personal response is elicited. Writing is something real,

something people actually do; it is not a contrived response-type

existing only in examination halls. In investigating any writing test,

then, serious attention must be paid to an understanding of the activity

of writing, or composing. what characterizes it? how we can recognise

successful outcomes of it? Writing performance cannot be measured until

we have understood writing as a construct, and this is the focus of the

first part of this chapter.

In the second part of the chapter, the focus shifts to a survey of some

fundamental concepts of language testing which can inform the

Investigation of the nature and effectiveness of measurements of writing

performance in the empirical study. Direct writing assessment has been

problematic since It became common in Britain and the United States of

America In the mid 1800s. There is no reason to suppose that the direct

assessment of the writing of non-native users of English is less

problematic: an understanding of the basic expectations of a good
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language test provides a sound starting point from which it will be

possible to proceed with the investigation of practices and problems in

direct writing assessment in later chapters.

1.	 RESEARCH j WRITING AI CO)!POSINI

1.1.	 Search 1cr. . definition

1.1.1. Writing

What ia writing? Surely it is not, as Bloomfleld (1933) described it,

"merely a way of recording language by means of visible marks" (p 31).

It is not speech written down. Is it then, as Gabriel Fielding, one of

Xurray'e (1978) writers, described it, ". . .a voyage, an odyssey, a

discovery" (p.101); or another, Lawrence Osgood: "like ecp1oring...as an

explorer makes maps of the country he has explored, so a writer's works

are maps of the country he has explored" (p.103)? Or does it fit

Vachek's more prosaic description: ".. .a system in its own right, adapted

to fulfil its own specific functions which are quite different from the

functions proper to a phonetic transcription" (1966: p.l5?). As Young

(1978) suggested, researchers in this field rejected the traditional

conception of writing and are exploring a new paradigm (In Kuhn's (1970)

sense of a system of widely shared values, beliefs and methods that

determine the nature and conduct of the discipline) which requires a new

definition.

1.1.2. Composing

We can clarify the question a little by substituting the term 'composing'

or 'composition' for 'writing'. The term 'writing' encompasses the

recording of any kinds of symbols on paper or other visual record: while

this physical action is not excluded from composition, in fact is an

integral part of, it is not a focus for Investigation. De Beaugrande
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(1983a) advocates a 'science of composition': his paradigm envisages a

research programme for that discipline which would include: a) a model

of the operations and controls involved in writing; b) an account of how

writing conditions differ systematically from speaking conditions; c) an

explication of strategies of decision and selection; d) a means for

decomposing the entire writing process into manageable small subtasks;

e) a prediction of the most preponderant difficulties in writing, that is,

of the normal weak points in the production system; and f) a set of

criteria for evaluating and revising written texts (p.232). rt is with

the last element in de Beaugrande's programme that we shall be primarily

concerned, but clearly work in this area must take place in the context

of the discipline as a whole.

1.2.	 A. brief history

1.2.1. Writing, composing and the Greeks

Human communities have developed systems for representing meanings in a

more permanent form than sound from the early days of their intellectual

development. The mechanical process of learning the written symbols,

their significations, and the conventions of their use is an essential

step towards writing, but we do not normally refer to this letter-and

word-formation process when we talk globally of 'writing'. Rather, we

refer to the whole composing process, and its product: the process of

selecting from and collocating elements of the written code at a number

of levels to form a meaningful whole: a discourse. Our understanding of

the art and practice of composing is founded in the language studies of

the ancient Greeks, who developed a theory of rhetoric which had two

faces: the 'logical', which related to techniques of persuasion and

included 'inventio', i.e., invention; and the 'artistic', which related to

the aesthetics of style. Aristotle's influence led to the tradition which

viewed these two faces of rhetoric as inseparable. Aristotle's work, in

particular the first two books of his Rhetoric, were also influential in
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that they are considered to have been the first working out of a theory

of prose composition: . ..we may say that the Rhetoric treats for the

first time the art of writing, as opposed to the art of speaklngN

(Scaglione, 1972: p.19). In both Greece and Rome during the classical

period, the study of rhetoric was viewed as a scientific discipline, and

engaged the attention of the most prominent creative thinkers.

1.2.2. From composing to composition

Through a long period to the Renaissance, rhetoric remained a dominant

discipline in education. Although the art of written composition as a

clearly defined part of rhetoric was developed by the Romans, for whom

its boundary was the sentence, and its focus was style rather than

persuasion, and found its place in the study of rhetoric throughout this

period, it was not until the Renaissance that attention was given to the

study of prose composition beyond the sentence. This was a consequence

of the rationalist influence of Cartesianism and of the Port-Royal

grammarians, which caused the stylistic elements of composition to be

subordinated to its dialectic function (Scaglione, op cit). Until that

time 'rhetoric' had been conceived of as including not only the

organization of ideas and their stylistically elegant expression, but

also, within the model of classical rhetoric of Aristotle, Cicero and

Quintilian, as including an emphasis on constructing persuasive arguments,

and particularly on invention. Increasingly, however, concepts of

'invention' were applied to the study of logic and thinking processes

This resulted in the narrowing of attention of 'rhetoricians' towards the

composed product rather than the composing process, that is, away from

invention and back to style. Increasingly, the concern was with usage

(grammar, punctuation, spelling) and with analysis of the product into,

for example, discourse types and discourse functions. This was

encouraged by the Romantic belief that creative processes are mysterious,

impenetrable and therefore unteachable. By the early nineteenth century

'rhetoric' had become 'composition' (Corbett, 1967).
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1.2.3. Literacy in the nineteenth century and after

The nineteenth century brought a need for a workforce with some degree

of education, and a huge increase in the number of young people

benefiting from some form of formal education. The industrial revolution

created a need for a class of skilled worker, the first literate working

class 1 who could be trained more efficiently with the help of written

materials supplementing the oral tradition of apprenticeship. The spread

of the British Empire involved open-sea navigation, which required

literate sailors and artillery gunners who could read and calculate angles

(Cipolla, 1969). The establishment of the British Empire led colonialists

to create a cadre of native clerks and teachers in order to exercise

authority in Africa and Asia (XcCully, 1965). The working classes were

quick to see the connections between literacy and power. From the

earliest times, literate members of society have had disproportionate

power: priests, oracles, poets and medicine men have all shared as part

of their source of power a certain literacy, and in the modern day

professors, lawyers, engineers and doctors likewise exercise power in

part because of their control over language (Power, 1983).

The view of literacy as an enabling skill fitted well with the view of

'composition' which was current by this period, with its emphasis on

usage, grammar and spelling and on stylized methods of paragraph

development, focussing on the composed product to the exclusion of

invention. A consequence of this view is that the reader/writer has only

strictly limited power to manipulate the language to her own ends: the

language shapes the would-be member of literate culture rather than the

reverse. Bailey (1983) points out that although literacy may create the

potential for political transformation, the institutions through which it

is transmitted, the schools, promote the traditional values of a society,

foster obedience to authority, and socialize the young to accept roles

within the established order" (p. 39).
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True literacy must go beyond this. Literacy must be seen not merely as

an economic and social survival skill but also as a means for

understanding and coming to terms with our lives, as a route to education

In the classical meaning, and to full empowerment within one's culture. A

modern conception of literacy must see writing and reading as primary

tools for the kinds of thinking - abstract, analytic, deductive,

Inferential - which characterise the most advantaged members of the

culture, and to the intellectual and emotional enrichment which almost

always accompany such advantage. Such a conception has informed the

development of literacy programmes in Britain, the United States, and

other industrialised countries since the 1960s, and is increasingly

pervading schools and education programmes in Third World countries

(Power, 1983). Changing paradigms of 'composition' and 'composing' have

played and still play their part in views and values of literacy, and are

also affected by changes in views and values of literacy, in a dynamic,

continuing process.

1.2.	 Towards &	 paradigm

1.2.1. 'Composition' into the twentieth century

Young (1978) points out that we know less about the development of

composition since the nineteenth century than any period before. Kelly

(1969) tells us that during this period the formal teaching of

'composition' fell into disfavour and was replaced by translation as the

main teaching method for writing in schools: the increasingly sterile

view of composition which had emerged toward the end of the Renaissance

and particularly in the Romantic period, and the replacement of this view

by translation Is a further move away from invention and toward style in

its most limited interpretation.

It would seem that an impetus for the revival of the use of writing other

than for translation came, not from rhetoricians, but from other
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disciplines, impelled by a need for a feasible examination system. In the

eighteenth century the oral disputation had been the prevailing model of

both teaching and testing in the disciplines, but the growing enrolments

of the nineteenth century made this increasingly impractical, at the same

time that the rapid expansion of knowledge made it difficult (Lunsford,

1986). As the prose composition was increasingly used as the (sole)

testing method in school subjects, particularly with the development of

public examinations in the mid-1850s (Brooks, 1984), the oral,

collaborative model of education broke down and was replaced by an

emphasis on the use of writing to demonstrate knowledge. For most of

the twentieth century writing has been seen as a means for communicating

information, and writing in schools has been primarily taught to enable

pupils to show, on written examinations, what they have learned from what

they have been taught. Writing was separated from the other

communicative arts and lost its purpose as a tool for the pursuit of the

individual's academic and social goals, becoming a 'contentless' subject

(Lunsford, 1986). The growth of 'objective' testing in the twentieth

century is a natural development: if the purpose of writing is simply to

demonstrate knowledge, why bother with the writing? Why not get

straight to the knowledge?

1.2.2. 'Current-Traditional' paradigm

Young (1978) has described the tradition of composition teaching through

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries up to the 1960s as 'current-

traditional', and says:

The main difficulty in discussing the current traditional
paradigm, or even in recognising its existence, is that so
much of our theoretical knowledge about it is tacit.
(p. 31)

However, he goes on to describe some of Its main features: emphasis on

product rather than on process; analysis of discourse into discrete,

component, parts; classification of discourse into 'types' such as
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narrative, exposition and argument; strong concern with usage and style;

preoccupation with the formal essay and the research paper.

This paradigm came under increasing attack in the 1960s. At this time,

many social forces were on the move: a concern for declining standards of

literacy In industrialised countries focussed attention on the teaching of

reading and writing in the schools and called accepted models into

question. A redefinition of literacy beyond functional literacy to

cultural empowerment went hand in hand with the reorganisation of

secondary education In Britain. The "60s generation" believed In cultural

participation and the ability to affect social change for all members of

a social group; writing was seen as a social force, and as a humanizing

force. The 'current-traditional' paradigm for the teaching of writing in

schools sat uncomfortably with the larger pattern of humanism and

concern with the individual, and was criticized for failing to provide

effective teaching of invention techniques or of those techniques of

analysis and synthesis necessary for the development of thinking,

criticisms which culminated in what came to be known as the 'Dartmouth

Conference' in 1966. A shift of emphasis in writing research and in

writing classrooms to the composing process is one consequence of social

change that led to other such shifts, for example, to describing rather

than prescribing in linguistics, to learner-centered approaches in

education, and to process studies in research in psychology and

cognition.

1.2.3. A changing paradigm

Young (1978), drawing on Kuhn (1970), suggests that what has been

occuring is a "paradigm shift", and explains this by summarislng Kuhn:

A pr-adigm acquires wide support by demonstrating its
superior ability to solve problems generally acknowledged
by those in the discipline to be acute and fundamental;
once it is established, research is directed primarily
towards its articulation and application, New problems
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arise, however, which those committed to the paradigm
cannot solve adequately, and a crisis develops,
accompanied by a sense of uncertainty and insecurity in
the profession. The response to the crisis is typically
the development of new theories which are able to provide
more adequate solutions. A new paradigm emerges from the
inquiries and controversies of the crisis state and with
it another period of relative stability. (p.35)

Hairston (1982) suggests that external circumstances hastened the sense

of crisis: she identified open admissions policies; the national (U.S A.)

decline in conventional verbal skills; the increasing proportion of high

school graduates entering tertiary education; and the entry to tertiary

education of increasing numbers of armed service veterans and other

older, more demanding, students. Similar external circumstances In

Britain may have been the raising of the school-leaving age and the

introduction of the C.S.B. examination. Hairston describes several ad hoc

remedies which were tried in the period of change, among them writing

labs, individualised instruction, expressive writing and sentence

combining. She believes that each of these contributed Insights but none

was important enough to indicate that a true paradigm shift was needed,

and she cites the work of Shaughnessy (1977) in the U.S.A. and Britton et

al (1975) in Britain, both of whom began their studies in the late 1960s.

Another important influence was the work of lurray (1968), which

challenged many assumptions about the traditional approach to the

teaching of writing and emphasised writing as a process of self-

discovery.

In 1963, Braddock, Lloyd-Jones & Schoer said that "today's research in

composition ... may be compared to chemical research as it emerged from

the period of alchemy (p.2). In the intervening twenty years, there have

been signs that we have indeed emerged from the 'alchemy' of composition

and, while we may not quite have a periodic table of the elements of

composition, we are certainly in a much better position to be able to

understand and describe, from empirical studies, the nature of writing
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development 1 the components of the composing process, and the features of

'good' writing.

1. .2.4. 'Process- Invention' paradigm

Young (op cit) saw two important changes which characterised the new

paradigm: a shift in attention from composed product to composing

process, and a revival of interest in and teaching of invention.

Studies such as those referred to above, by Shaughnessy and Britton,

describe the learner-writer at developmental stages and question why the

writer is as she is. Other studies, such as Emig (1971), Pen (1979),

Graves (1983), and the work of Wilkinson and his team on the 'Crediton

Project' (1978; 1978; 1980), have helped us to understand how the young

writer develops towards maturity in composing. Weaver (1973) explored

similar questions with English teacher candidates. The development of

self-report techniques and protocol analysis by Flower & Bayes

(1977,1979, 1980a, 1980b) and a coding system for protocols by Pen

(1981) has provided a research methodology and permitted detailed and

structured observation of the writing process. Studies by Hunt (1965;

1970; 1977), Vitte (1980; 1983) and others on T-unit length and other

syntactic maturity measures have quantified certain features of writing

development. Research in educational psychology such as Peel (1971),

Xarton and Sa]Jo (1976), Biggs and Collie (1982), and a renewed interest

in the application of Piaget's work have also made contributions to the

methodology and hypotheses for investigating the composing process.

Nodels of the composing process, on the lines of Cicero's invention,

arrangement, styles memory and delivery model, have been developed. For

example, Bruce et al (1978) produced a stage model consisting of:

discovering ideas, manipulating ideas, producing text, and editing text.

Britton et al (1975) propose a three stage model: preparation,

incubation, and articulation. Murray's (1978) three stages of prevision,
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vision and revision are very similar. De Beaugrande (1983) proposes a

'multi-dimensional parallel-stage' model of the writing process: he

believes that all 'stages' operate for each stretch of text, with

dominance shifting among them over time. He says:

One conclusion of the multi-dimensional parallel-stage
model is that text production has no clearly built-in
conclusion, no point at which cognitive processes are
definitely accomplished ... (the model) implies stages,
thresholds, shifting back and restarting/revising.
(p.23?)

Flower and Hayes (1980) also refute a linear view of the stages of the

composing process. They propose that writing consists of three major

processes: planning, translating and reviewing. Planning consists of the

sub-processes generating, organizing, and goal-setting; reviewing

consists of the sub-processes reading and editing. Flower and Hayes'

model is dynamic, and they believe that the writer moves through the

processes/sub-processes constantly and in rule-governed ways. For

example, editing has priority over all other processes and can interrupt

any of them. Using think-aloud protocols for the observation of the

composing process they have established five principles which are

empirically supported:

1) writing is goal-directed;

2) writing is hierarchically organised (i.e., goals are
set; sub-goals are set in order to achieve goals;
etc);

3) writing processes can interrupt other writing
processes over which they have priority (see above);

4) writing is a recursive process (i.e., it contains
each of its parts within its smaller parts; for
example, an 'edit' interrupt sets in motion the whole
set of processes within the 'edit' sub-process);

5) goals can be modified during the process (Flower and
Hayes have not determined where goal-modification
fits into the model: they suggest as part of the
'goal-setting' sub-process).
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Black et al (1983), describing what good writers know, talk of goals,

plans, scripts and themes. Goals are those of the writer, and of

characters in a story or a play (essentially the sense is the same as In

Flower and Hayes, above). The making of plans for the writing, and the

carrying through of these into discourse realisation, is seen as a method

for accomplishing a goal: while plans are abstract, scripts are a routine

method of accomplishing a goal. For example, we share conventions of

behaviour for entering a restaurant, ordering, and paying the bill: the

use of this convention in a written discourse Is a script. Themes are

the elements of background knowledge which make it possible for the

reader to predict the writer's goal.

Awareness of the importance of the reader is one of the most important

characteristics of the good writer. Flower (1979) describes what she

calls 'writer-based prose' as a halfway stage in the composing process,

in which search and selection procedures are mainly complete and appear

as a Nrich compilation of thoughts" which, as long as the audience is the

writer, constitute well thought-out communication. However, she

describes writer-based prose as unsatisfactory for any other reader due

to such characteristics as missing information, lack of organization, and

the omission of syntactic elements, particularly psychological subject.

The good writer goes on to transform this writer-based prose Into

reader-based prose, i.e., into an autonomous text. Nystrand (l983b) has

pointed out the importance of this central awareness of the reader for

good writing:

When written communication fails, readers find the text
misleading, turgid or ambiguous. Aware of text rather
than meaning, these readers are in effect excluded. By
contrast, when written communication occurs, readers find
the text legible, readable, and lucid - in short,
"transparent". Unaware of text as text, they are
"absorbed" into the world of its meaning. . . This
transformation points to a confluence of reader-writer
consciousness -	 its effect	 underscoring their
participation in a shared space - textual space. (p.72)
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Young et al (1970) describe how difficult it is to achieve this

participation in shared space:

..,the.re can be no interaction between writer and reader,
and no change in their thinking, unless they hold certain
thing-s in comn, such as shared experiences, shared
knowledge, shared beliefs, values and attitudes, shared
language. (p. 172)

They relate this to Grice's (1975) maxims, springing from the cooperative

principle. Xi].ler and Kintsch (1980) are in agreement:

Readability is not a property of a text... (it) is an
interactive relationship between the properties of a text
and the reader who is processing it. (p.348)

This is a view central to the 'reader-writer contract' proposed by

Tierney & LaZansky (1980), in which both writer and reader understand

and accept that they are co-signatories to an agreement with fir-rn and

mutually binding conditions. The implication of this centrality of the

reader to the effectiveness of any written discourse is that any research

into composition must include a consideration of the reader and his

responses, as Nystrand (1983c) points out. Flower and Hayes (1980)

describe three constraints on the (adult) writer of expository prose:

firstly, they need integrated knowledge (i.e., a conceptualized and

precisely organised knowledge network) secondly, they are constrained by

the linguistic conventions of written text (i.e., explicitness, cohesion

and cohesion, lexical fluency, etc.); thirdly, there is the rhetorical

constraint (i.e., the writer must conform to the structures imposed by

purpose, audience specifications, and writer's roles). They stress that

composing is a speech act: because writing is not supported by an actual

context, by the existence in the same space-time dimension of those

concepts or objects to which it refers, it must be independent, providing

all its own referents.
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The view of composing as a speech act returns us to the second of

Young's characteristics of the new paradigm: invention. A key feature of

the new paradigm as It is manifested In writing classrooms Is an

attention to prewrIting as a means of discovering meaning, i.e., what It

is the writer has to say. Invention techniques play a major part here.

Young describes four main approaches to invention: classical invention

(developed by Aristotle); Burke's dramatistic method (heuristic probes);

Rohman's prewrltlng method (journal writing, pseudo-religious meditation

techniques and analogy); and Pike's tagmemic invention (problem

investigation and solution). Some other Invention techniques are cubing

and looping (Cowan and Cowan, 1980).

12.5. The present position

Currently the field of composition research and teaching is emerging from

a period of wholesale acceptance of this new paradigm and into a more

mature period, in which a focus on writing as a process no longer

excludes all attention to the composing product. Hillocks (1986)

conducted a ineta-analysis of all published studies from 1963 (the year of

the publication of Braddock et al's survey) to 1982, finding a good deal

of support for the process paradigm, but also some unsupported

assumptions and some contra-indications. Many studies showed that the

writer's process is influenced in Important ways by external factors,

even from the earliest ages. Hillocks categorises three 'modes of

instruction' as a result of his meta-analysis. The 'presentational' mode

represents the established tradition of composition teaching, and of much

instruction In other areas also. In this mode the teacher dominates all

activity and learners are passive recipients of knowledge. He found that

was the least effective mode of Instruction. The 'natural process' mode

as it occurs in writing instruction can be dated from the Dartmouth

Conference and the work of Emig (1971), and Hillocks describes it as:
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"a reaction against the dominant presentational mode with
its often arbitrary assignments given with no preparation;
with its structures to be learned from rigid models, such
as the "five-paragraph theme"; and with its emphasis on
the "correctness" of products. (p.247-8)

The third mode, the 'environmental' mode, appears to be relatively recent,

although Hillocks sees its intellectual roots in Herbart and Dewey. The

environmental mode moves beyond process without abandoning it; for

example, proponents recognise the need for prewriting, but they focus on

prewritlng activites which help develop skills which can be used In

composing products. Environmental instruction may use models and teach

form, but it emphasises activities which help writers understand the

thinking which lies behind the forms and encourages them to look

critically at models. By incorporating aspects of both earlier modes

(which bear striking resemblances to the paradigms we have been

discussing in this chapter) it moves beyond both to a more powerful

paradigm.

1.2.6. From Li to 12 composing

The discussion of what we know and believe about the composing process

in the Li has implications for a better understanding of composing in the

L2. The principles which can be derived from the research discussed

above provide a theoretical underpinning from which 12 composing

research can draw hypotheses and procedures. In particular, L2

composing research has to orient Itself towards the investigation of the

relevance of the various paradigms discussed above for L2 contexts. What

Cooper and Odell (1978) said in relation to Li writing research has until

recently been true of L2 writing research:

Fez- too long a time, many researchers assumed that the
most significant kind of question was: What materials and
procedures will improve students' work in written
composition? Underlying this question was a further
assumption that we did, in fact, have an adequate
understanding of the term 'composition' 4 that our primary
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fob was determining the effectiveness of specific
instructional materials and procedures, rather than
finding out exactly what information and skills teachers
and researchers ought to be concerned with. (p.xi)

The traditional approach to teaching second language writing, like the

current-traditional paradigm in Li writing, has depended on teaching the

'grammar of writing' and the rhetorical-structural conventions of written

text: this has been particularly true for the teaching of expository

writing, where this has been taught at all. The process-invention

paradigm in Li writing has had a tremendous impact on the teaching of

second language writing, in showing that there is a coherent body of

knowledge about how writers write and in making suggestions about how

writing can be taught taking into account the new insights into the

cognitive and psychological processes involved in composing text.

However, these developments are less well known outside the English Li

countries and will take many years to have significant influence. There

are also indications that a third approach, which like Hillocks'

environmental mode combines the best of both earlier approaches, is

gaining acceptance among L2 writing researchers.

i,3.	 Composing in. & second language

i.3.i. L2 studies of composing: focus on products

Fein (1980) compared native English and ESL student writers In equivalent

undergraduate writing courses and found that although the ESL writers

recived much lower ratings on impression marking and on an error count,

they compared more closely to the native English writers on content,

organ isation and style. He suggests two reasons for the differences he

observed: the language acquisition process may be at work, and fluency,

rhetoric and grammatical complexity may be acquired before grammatical

accuracy; or errors may have been fossilized. However, the raters he used

were the English class teachers, who did not know that ESL essays were
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included in the papers they were marking, and they used their own

criteria. As is shown in Chapter 2, section 3, the orientation of the

rater, and the criteria used, play an Important part in the resulting

assessments. It may have been that Fein's raters were heavily error-

focussed: unfortunately Fein does not provide sufficient information on

these aspects. He concludes that, because ESL writers have some grasp of

the 'five paragraph' fundamental structure of an expository essay,

teaching should not concentrate in this area but in the areas of weakness

revealed In his study, i.e., grammatical accuracy.

Edelsky (1982) studied the writing In English and Spanish of bilingual

primary children. She collected pieces of writing from three class

levels at different times during a year and studied them in an attempt to

understand the relation between the children's writing in Li and L2. She

found that the children applied high level strategies from Spanish (their

stronger language) to their English writing but that these were affected

by what the children knew about English. Edelsky concludes that "what a

young writer knows about writing in the first language forms the basis

of new hypotheses rather than Interferes with writing in another

language" (p.22?), and suggests that application of Li knowledge to L2

writing can appear in both similarities and differences in texts in the

two languages by the same child.

Jacobs (1982) investigated the writing of five ESL writers and six native

speakers of English, all of whom were, however, from ethnic minorities.

All eleven writers were grammatically competent; they were all in the

same pre-medical program. Each student wrote on a topic from their

lecture course each week, and the writing was responded to by Jacobs, who

sat In on the course with them. All the writing tasks were of a formal,

expository nature, and the writing was done in an examination-type

situation. Jacobs assumed that all the students had mastered the

content, and wanted to force them to use organizing principles to present

their writing; although the students could refer to their notes, she
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ensured that the questions could not be answered using the organizational

structure of the lecture(s) in which the notes had been taken. She

concludes that academic writing demands high predication loads (that is,

it is of high rhetorical and relational complexity) and that because high

predication load is difficult to handle It leads to less coherent text.

However, these problems are not noticeable until the writer is in control

of the content; if she is not, she will have few propositions to build

Into predications In the first place. When students had integrated the

content and were seeking to organise it appropriately, their phrasing

changed for the worse, showing more grammatical faults. Those students

who had not yet grasped the need to integrate the new content Into their

own thinking and to represent it in a modified/selected form to fit the

task set did not show these changes for the worse In phrasing. Jacobs

believes that this shifting level of grammatical control Is symptomatic

of the developing writer. Further, she believes that the same writer may

on some occasions be an integrator of information and on others simply

represent the original information almost regardless of the task: this Is

another aspect of the development of the writer as a thinker, since in

Jacobs' view writing is a formal discipline which through Its exercise

brings learning. Jacobs also found that the ESL and native speaker

writers showed the same problems and strategies.

These studies all approached L2 composing through products: more

recently, other studies have focussed on processes.

1.3.2. L2 studies of composing: focus on processes

Lay (1982), for example, had students compose aloud while she observed

them, and concluded that most of the processes observed in studies of Li

composing are also present in L2 learners. Zamel (1982) interviewed

eight skilled ESL writers, and examined their writing at various stages:

she found that they used similar strategies to those used by Li student
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writers. In a further study (1983) Zame]. looked instead at the composing

behaviour of six advanced ESL writers, and concluded that:

• . .instructional approaches that view writing as the
sequential completion of separate tasks, beginning with a
thesis sentence and outlines and requiring topic sentences
before one has even begun to explore ideas, may be as
inappropriate for ESL students as they are for native
speakers of English. (p.181)

Heuring (1984) observed the revision strategies of five ESL writers at

different proficiency levels, using a video-taping method that allowed

him to collect both process and product data. Heuring makes three

general observations from his data: 1) skilled writers gave revising a

complementary and productive role in the writing process while unskilled

writers were not able to strike a balance between revising, planning and

transcrIbing; 2) skilled writers revised at the level of meaning as well

as of surface features, while unskilled writers were preoccupied with

revising local, surface-level features; 3) the most skilled writer used

reading as a revising strategy to a considerable extent, while the least

skilled writer did not use any In-process reading strategies, re-reading

only between drafts. Heuring's observations led him to suggest that more

emphasis in teaching should be placed on idea generation and development

than on grammatical accuracy.

Raimes (1985) asked relatively unskilled ESL writers to compose using the

think-aloud protocol technique and Perl's (1981) coding method, during

their normal ESL writing course. Raimes found that her students not only

attended to the task but were "riveted on it" (p.246); unlike Pen's (1979)

writers, they were not preoccupied with errors or editing. Also unlike

Pen, Raimes found few common patterns among her eight writers, but she

did find that all eight were able to generate language and ideas in much

the same way as more proficient students. These writers did not view

writing from the reader's point of view, unlike Zamel's (1983) skilled ESL

writers who "understood the importance of taking into account a reader's
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expectations" (p.178). Raimes concludes that ESL students in writing

classes cannot be treated in the same way as Li student writers: while

attention to process is necessary, it is not sufficient:

What the less proficient writers need is more of
everything: more time; more opportunity to talk, listen,
read, and write in order to marshal the vocabulary they
need to make their own background knowledge accessible to
them in their L2; more instruction and practice in
generating, organizing and revising ideas; more attention
to the rhetorical options available to them; and more
emphasis on editing for linguistic form and style.

The view Raimes puts forward in this article can be seen as a call for a

third approach, where the emphasis is exclusively on neither processes

nor products, but on both in the kind of mutuality described by Hillocks

(op cit) as characterising the environmental mode.

1.3.3. Research on 12 composing: competing paradigms

The literature on L2 composing from the end of the 1970s has been

dominated by proponents of the process-centred approach, but this

approach has not yet shown that teaching writing within this paradigm to

L2 learners actually leads to better writers: we do not yet have research

evidence that emphasis on process leads to a better product in L2

classes, as Horowitz (1986) points out. Yet wholesale criticism of the

current-traditional approach is common. Taylor (1981), for example,

criticizes the practice of the teaching of outlining and the use of

models, and claims that revision is "largely unexplored in most writing

programs" (p.?). Taylor says:

Rather than offering students assignments which require
that they grind out essays on teacher-assigned topics on
the spot, or imitate a model, or follow a controlled
exercise, it is more effective to teach students to build
up from their own written ideas. The notion of revision
could hardly be made more explicit than by having students
sit down with their own random, isolated sentences and
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phrases from their journals, debates, and brainstorm
sessions and begin to pull them together. (p.11)

However,Taylor does not provide data from L2 studies to show that these

classroom practices result in measurable improvement in ESL students'

writing. Zamel (1982) has a similar position, and concludes:

If, however, students can learn that writing is a process
through which they can explore and discover their thoughts
and ideas, then product is likely to improve as well.
(p. 207)

It is clear that the new paradigm has demonstrated its superiority to the

old in humanistic terms and in the way it informs and is in turn

informed by interlanguage studies. Few teachers who have made the

conversion in their teaching from a product-centred to a process-centred

approach have failed to discover for themselves its superiority in terms

of student involvement and interaction and therefore of motivation.

Similarly, the techniques for the generation of ideas, the treatment of

error and the approaches to feedback in a process-invention approach are

appealing to both teachers and learners. But some proponents of a

process orientation in the teaching of 12 writing (notably Zamel and

Taylor, above) have rejected any role for attention to products, and have

discounted the relevance of product requirements in educational systems.

What is needed, however, is research rather than polemic and hypotheses:

without the results of such research are available, the process approach

is as vulnerable to assault as the product approach has been.

A lead has been given, although of a limited kind, by Spack (1984), who

presented a case study of a Paraguayan first year undergraduate who was

taught, and used, invention techniques in his English composing.

Invention, or discovering what one knows, how one feels, and what one

wants to say about a topic, has a central place in the new paradigm and

is a specific classroom technique which can be applied and observed.
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Spack believes that through using invention techniques, the student she

observed:

"discovered an organic relationship between the content of
his subject and its form,.. (he) jxde an effort to
synthesize and further clarify his ideas, to put them down
in an organized fashion, to include examples relevant to
his audience, and to construct well-developed sentences.
A concern for organization and correctness gained priority
in his writing after ideas ca to life in invention".
(p. 662)

Selinker and Kumaradevelu (1986) describe a 'safe-rules' approach to L2

composing, in which writers are taught strategies for composing which are

safe,and alternatives which are less safe, to be used as the learner

Increases In confidence. Swales (1984) presents a heuristic for the

composing of introductions to research articles, and in a forthcoming

paper he shows how the heuristic was taught to and applied by a group of

graduate engineers with some success. Swales' heuristic combines

features of both the process paradigm and of the product paradigm.

Spack (op cit) concluded that the teaching of writing in a second

language cannot depend for its techniques on the findings of Li studies,

and that research into teaching practices which will uniquely suit L2

students is sorely needed. Until the results of such research are known,

there will be competing paradigms and little more than individual

intuitions to guide choice between them. There have already been

indications, for example by Horowitz (op cit), that some L2 teachers are

unhappy with the strong view of the 'process-invention' paradigm and feel

a strong need for evidence of the benefits for learners in instrumental

terms, If it is true, as Horowitz claims, that the process approach only

allows for certain ways of seeing, thinking and writing, then the process

paradigm will have fallen into the same traps as the product paradigm It

has superseded. Although there is no L2 equivalent of Hillocks' Li meta-

analysis, Hamp-Lyons (1986a) suggests, and Horowitz (1986b) concurs, that

it Is essential to reconcile differences among proponents of one paradigm
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or the other and to move forward to a descriptive model, based on

research into both writers' composing processes and their written

products, which will be more powerful

1.4.	 Research a 12. composing: implications £i testing writing In.

academic settings

It can be seen that the limited amount of research which has been done

in L2 composing, and the fact that most of this has focussed on writing

processes without regard to absolute judgements of the resulting

products, leads to problems for the evaluation of second language writing

in academic settings, whether specific or general academic. We are not

yet in a position to claim that we have a construct of either the

processes used by unskilled, semi-skilled and skilled L2 writers when

they compose in a highly structured context on an assigned expository

topic p. of the standards by which the products of these composing

activities should be judged. As Nystrand (1983b) points out:

Any valid and useful assessment of writing must cope with
enormous problems entailed by the absence of an abiding,
lawful account of how writing works. For the test maker,
it is an issue of construct validity in the absence of a
construct. (p.18 )

The diagram below (Figure 1.1.1) is an attempt to distil the findings of

the survey and discussion in this chapter into a brief characterisation

of the composing process which can be applied to the investigations of

the testing of writing in academic contexts in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
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Figure 1.1.1
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2, CONCEPTS IN LANGUAGE TESTING

2.1.	 Language testing defined

We find in the literature of the field a number of terms which are

generally used without definition, but which are intended to convey

meaning. 'Testing' is itself a term of this type. Lado in his classic

work (Language Testing: 1961) defines language but not testing. Valette

(1977) similarly does not provide a definition for the global term

'testing'. Davies (1968) comes closer, with his discussion of the

relation between theories of language and learning, and testing, but does

not provide us with a precise definition. Heaton (1982) and the

contributors to his volume similarly do not provide us with a definition,

though Heaton's statement that "the whole psychometric basis of language

testing has been seriously questioned" informs us at least that there has

been a psychometric basis for language testing. There seems, then, to be

a tradition of using the term 'language testing' undefined, and Stevenson

(1981) provides us with clues to explain the non-definition of language

testing with his discussion of the restricted and expanded views of

language testing, and of the conflicts generated among proponents of the

different views, as well as between language testers of any kind and the

lay person who is affected by work in language testing.

There is, perhaps, a folk wisdom in leaving language testing undefined,

for in defining one's ground precisely one takes on the obligation for

defending it territorially, and loses the possibility of shifting it. The

current period in language testing does not seem to be the time or place

to set up camp and defend a position against all corners, as 011er's

experience has shown (1983). In the 70's Oiler had taken up a well-

defined position and defended It consistently: In his more recent work

(op cit) he has retreated from that ground, albeit graciously, and has

joined the majority of language testers in the open forum. As Stevenson

(op cit) points out:
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...views of language testing are not available as pre-
packaged and competing credos in the testing literature.
Rather, they represent fluid concerns and sets of
emphases." (p. 1?)

Language testing, then, means different things to different people, and

until we can all agree on a common definition of the term, any unilateral

attempt at definition will only lead to confusion and arouse hostility.

Common practice is followed here in using the term without defining It.

2.2. Expectations language tests must fulfil

The expectations which are placed on language tests are dependent to some

extent on the purpose for which the testing Is being done and the

strengths of the claims which are made for the test instrument used.

Clearly, a standardized placement instrument used nationally or

internationally must meet more stringent criteria than an ad-hoc

classroom test used only for internal diagnosis/remediatlon. The

expectations of language tests are the same as for all kinds of tests:

reliability, validity, practicality, and positive backwash.

2.2.1	 Reliability

Carmines and Zeller (1979) define reliability as "the extent to which an

experiment, test, or any measuring procedure yields the same results on

repeated trials." (p. 11). No measuring procedure, in any discipline,

yields perfectly reliable results, and the finer the measure which is

applied the more measurement discrepancies will emerge. We cannot expect

duplication of results, but we can expect consistent results. However,

any test will contain random error (i.e., chance factors which interfere

with precise measurement), and random error is Inversely related to the

degree of reliability of the test. Test constructors aim to reduce random

error to a minimum. The amount of random error which can be tolerated

in a test depends on the stringency of the expectations for that test.
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Testing experts do not agree on the tolerance limits for random error.

Ingram (1977) expects properly constructed large-scale tests to have a

reliability coefficient of at least .95. Harris (1969) believes that any

standard test designed to separate one examinee from another should have

a reliability coefficient of at least .90. Carmines and Zeller (op cit)

set a lower limit of .85 in similar situations. Thorndike and Hagen

(1969) remind us that there is no fixed minimum reliability required of a

measuring instrument, but that, other things being equal, we should select

the instrument with the highest degree of reliability. What Is always

possible is the specification of the level of accuracy attributable to a

description of any individual on the basis of a test score, and this

specification should always be provided. Guilford and Fruchter (1978)

similarly remind us that reliability must be interpreted in a relativistic

manner.

There are two ways of establishing the reliability of a test: through

measurement of stability, or through measurement of equivalence.

Determining stability reliability involves administering the same test to

the same students with a time gap between. The subjects are expected to

retain the same rank order from test to retest. The problem with using

test-retest as a reliability measure is that human subjects cannot be

depended on to perform consistently. In addition, it is impossible to

control what the subjects do between the two administrations of the test:

some subjects may receive Intensive instruction which will affect their

performance on the retest, for exampae. Another way of establishing

stability reliability is to mark the same test more than once. There are

two approaches to determining mark-remark reliability: firstly, the same

examiner marks the same test papers on two occasions with a time gap

between; secondly, two or more examiners mark the same test papers.

Whichever method is used, what is being investigated is the extent to

which the test instrument is consistent in its measurements. There are

several ways to determine equivalence reliability. A test-retest method

in which parallel forms are used, rather than the same version,
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establishes the extent to which the two sets of scores are measuring the

same thing. However, aiming at equivalence reliability by parallel forms

is a circular operation in that it seeks to determine the reliability of

the two tests by comparing them with each other, the reliability of

neither necessarily having been already established externally. It is

only useful when Form B of a test is being tested for equivalence

reliability against Form A, reliability of which has already been

independently established.

The Spearman-Brown split-half technique resembles the parallel forms

method, except that a single form of the test is divided (split) into two

halves, usually odd and even, and the scores are treated as parallel

forms. The two disadvantages of this technique are that there are fewer

Items than In the parallel forms methods, and that, as Richardson and

Kuder noted (1939), the value of the reliability coefficient thus obtained

is not unique. The assumption underlying the Spearman-Brown technique is

that both halves of the test will have Identical standard deviations, but

in fact the specific split chosen will determine the level of equivalence

reliability obtained.

Kuder and Richardson (1937) developed an alternative technique for

establishing equivalence reliability, in which the coefficient of

equivalence is defined as the relationship between one form of a test and

another, hypothetical form. Equivalence is defined precisely In terms of

the items or elements In the test, and departures from exact equivalence

are directly measurable. There are four formulae, all of which can only

be used with dichotomously-scored items. The simplest formula, known as

KR 21, can be used where there is good item homogeneity and where a

conservative estimate of variance Is acceptable. An alternative formula,

KR 20, is used when there is doubt that item difficulty is consistent, and

when a more precise measure of variance Is required.
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Heaton (1975), discusses five factors which may affect the reliability of

a test:

1. size of the item sample selected for testing (the
greater the number of items, the higher the chance of
reliability);

2. test administration (conditions should be the same
for all testees on all occasions);

3. test instructions (do fl candidates understand what
is expected of them?);

4. personal factors (e.g. metivation, illness);

5. scoring (objectivess tests build in merker
reliability; subjective tests do not necessarily do
so). (p. 155 - 161)

It can be seen that techniques for determing test reliability centre on

(1) and (5) above; test administration and personal factors are not

susceptible to either objective study or control by the test constructor

or validator. Although care is normally taken to provide clear test

instructions there has been little investigation of the effect of test

instructions on a test's reliability.

Reliability refers to the consistency with which a test measures whatever

it measures, and it tells us nothing about what the test actually

measures. Harris (1969) points out that no matter how high the test's

reliability coefficient is, "it is by no means a guarantee that the test

measures what the test user wants to measure" (p. 18). Yet as Davies

(1977) says "...unreliable results can have no meaning apart from their

own randomness.	 ...it is essential to establish reliability first.

Otherwise there is no point in considering validity" (p. 57). There is a

problem inherent in the relationship between reliability and validity to

which we shall return after discussing validity in detail.
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2,2.2	 Validity

In the field of language testing, validity has traditionally been defined

according to Lado (1961): " ...it answers the question 'Does the test

measure what it is intended to measure?" (p. 30) Davies (1977) calls

this the "common sense" approach, since it relates the test to a pre-

determined purpose. The problem, he says, lies in assuming that the

exact purpose of a test can be known: for this a criterioa is needed.

The criterion is a representation, or statement, or alternate measure, of

what the test purports to measure. Validity questions, then, lead

inevitably to questions as to what it Ia which is being measured, or
which should be measured (p. 58).

Cronbach (1971) makes it clear that validity is not a simple,

unidimensional concept: "Validation of an instrument calls for an

integration of many types of evidence. The varieties of investigation are

not alternatives any one of which would be adequate. The investigations

supplement each other." (p. 445). In identifying the types of validity

which a language test should possess, it is most common to follow

Cronbach (op cit, p.106), who lists four: predictive, concurrent, content,

and construct. The American Psychological Association, in association

with the American Educational Research Association, combined concurrent

and predictive validity and established three aspects of validity which

should be researched before any test is widely distributed: criterion ( =

concurrent + predictive), content and construct (APA,1966). Criterion

validity is also referred to by Harris (1969) and others as empirical

validity.

Whichever classification of the types of validity is used, it remains the

case that validity concerns the crucial relationship between a concept

and an indicator of that concept: in assessing the validity of any

measure there are always theoretical claims being made about this

relationship (Carmines and Zeller, 1979). An additional type of validity
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which is considered to be important by most language testing researchers

is face validity, which is generally accepted as one of the 'five

validities'.

2.2.2.1 Face validity

Face validity is rarely referred to in the classical literature on

psychological testing from which the bases of our thinking on language

testing are derived: it does not appear in the APA's standards (op cit),

for example, nor in Cronbach's classification. Davies (1977) explains

that this is because it is not a theoretical concept. Face validity

refers to the degree of acceptability of the test to the lay eye. Morrow

(1977) explains this by saying "...it must seem plausible to the person

taking the test that the tasks he is asked to undertake are relevant to

the objectives of the test" (p. 16). Hughes (1981) points out:

"A test's lack of face validity will have a detrimental
effect on predictive or concurrent validity; at least some
candidates will fail to take the test seriously, and so
their performance on the test will not provide an accurate
picture of their ability." (p. 208)

However, Stevenson (1985) warns that all testing contexts are

'inauthentic' in that behaviour is required and observed for scoring

purposes and not for real-life purposes and thus possess limited face

validity. Palmer and Bachman (1980) refer to face validity as "the least

important type" of validity (p. 1). However, the importance of face

validity should not be underestimated: it must be remembered that the lay

persons who will judge a test on its face validity include not only the

testees, but also administrators deciding among a range of available test

instruments for specific purposes of their own, often without consulting

language testing specialists; and score consumers who may use scores on

a test instrument for making decisions about individuals based entirely

on their perception of the purpose and meaning of the test and individual

scores attained on it, i.e., entirely on face validity. Clearly these are
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both serious considerations, despite (or because of) their lack of an

adequate theoretical base. However, Stevenson (op cit) warns language

testers against using face validity as a criterion themselves: discussing

a study of different methods of assessing ESL writing ability, he says:

So-called direct approaches, that is, an essay and a
reader...are favoured. However, it i admitted that many
criterion-related studies 	 seem to show that so-called
'indirect, objective' tests are relatively valid. And
also, they da have several psychometric advantages over
direct essay grading as it is usually carried out in the
real world.	 But, nonetheless, the conclusion is given
that they cannot be valid, 'they lack face validity. .
construct validity' (Stevenson's emphasis). This is
because, of course, we know they can't really be measuring
what they appear to be. (p.43)

2.2.2.2.	 Criterion validity

Cronbach (1961) identifies two types of criterion validity, concurrent and

predictive; and distinguishes between them according to whether test

scores are compared with a direct measure of the criterion performance

collected at virtually the same time (concurrent), or £ihether test scores

are used to predict a future criterion and compared with that criterion

at a future date (predictive). Davies (1983) does not wish to

distinguish rigidly between the two because "... for me the issue is

largely practical in terms of when the criterion is available for

observation and measurement" (p.142).

Carmines and Zeller (op cit) consider the logic and procedures to be the

same for concurrent and predictive validity, the only difference being

whether the criterion variable exists in the present or the future.

However, this seems to ignore Cronbach's view that the purposes of

determining concurrent and predictive validity are essentially different:

he gives the principle use of concurrent validity as the substitution of a

more for a less convenient procedure, and the principle uses of
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predictive validity as selection and classification of testees (op cit).

Anastasi (1976) makes a similar distinction.

2.2 .2 .2.1	 Concurrent validity

Cronbach (1961) states that concurrent validity Is investigated when a

new test is proposed as a substitute for some other Information. He

suggests that this occurs when a test of a certain ability involves an

inconvenient procedure, and the new procedure is expected to give an

equally acceptable estimate of the same ability. In such cases the

previous procedure is used as the criterion for estimating the

acceptability of the new test. Narrow (1977) states that concurrent

validity is established when scores on the new test correlate highly with

scores on existing tests whose validity has already been established (p.

16). This, however, leads us to a problem. How is the validity of the

earlier test established? Davies (1977) pinpoints the danger of

regressiveness, i.e., "...if test X is established by concurrent validity on

test Y which was itself validated against Z, then a certain drift is

engendered" (p. 60). For this reason, Davies suggests that concurrent

validation should also look outside existing tests for criterion measures.

Ingram (1977) found teachers' ratings to be one of the best criterion

measures of a test's concurrent validity. In developing the first version

of the English Proficiency Test Battery (EPTB), Davies (1965) used

teachers' ratings on a variety of scales as criteria.

2.2.2.2.2 Predictive validity

Pilliner (1968) describes predictive validity as "a numerical expression

of the correspondence between performance on the examination used as a

predictor and some criterion of later success" (p. 87). Narrow (1977)

adds that predictive validity means the test will predict successfully

the performance of students at a later date (my emphasis). His example

is the EPTB. The greatest problem in predictive validity, according to
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Thorndike and Hagen (1969) is finding a satisfactory criterion. They

point out that any realistic criterion can only be partial: the ultimate

criterion will be lifetime success in the sphere for which prediction Is

made. There are many potential criteria against which to measure the

predictive validity of any test instrument: success In a job or training

programme; supervisors' ratings: teachers' ratings; colleagues' ratings;

scores on later tests; academic outcomes. The characteristics

recommended by Thorndike and Hagen (op cit, p.168) to be sought when

choosing a criterion are (1) relevance, (2) freedom from bias, (3)

reliability, and (4) availability.

Predictive validity coefficients are typically rather low: the highest

quoted by Thorndike and Hagen (op cit, p. 170) is .78 for Lorge-Thorndike

Verbal Intelligence Test with Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, with other

coefficients ranging between .01 (Differential Aptitude Tests - Space

Relations with English grades 3é years later) and .60 (Short Employment

Test - Arithmetic with stenographers' job grade). Some of the reasons

for low predictive validity coefficients are: time lapse between predictor

and criterion; unreliability of the predictor; unreliability of the

criterion; lack of relationship between predictor and criterion; individual

aptitude for criterion as opposed to predictor. Davies (1965) reported a

predictive validity coefficient of .45 for his EPTB with academic

outcomes. Burgess and Greis (1970) looked at scores on various language

courses and on the Michigan Test, the Lado Test, and TOEFL (Test of

English as a Foreign Language) to find the best predictor of Grade Point

Average (GPA: success-rate session by session in American university

classes) and Cumulative GPA (i.e. success level at the end of degree): the

best predictor was the Writing Grade English 110) at .70 with GPA and

.62 with CGPA. Heaton and Pugh (1974) found a predictive validity

coefficient of .22 for the University of Leeds English Test with academic

outcomes. Chai and Voehike (1979) discuss the predictive validity

obtained in a number of studies comparing American BSL tests used as

college/university admissions tools with a variety of academic criteria.
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In nine studies correlating the TOEFL with GPA, the predictive validity

coefficients ranged from .17 to .43. In two studies which used TQEFL

and GRE (Graduate Record Examination) scores together to predict GPA, the

highest multiple correlation coefficient was .32. 	 In a similar study

which used a GRE retest In the final term as the criterion, the multiple

correlation coefficient was .71. In a variety of studies using other ESL

tests as predictors of GPA, number of university credits earned, or

academic success, predictive validity coefficients ranged between - .05 and

.70. Davies and Howatt (1983), reviewing the predictive validity of

University of Edinburgh's English Language Battery (ELBA) with academic

outcomes over ten years from 1973 to 1983 showed predictive validity in

the region of .3. Criper and Davies (1986) demonstrated a predictive

validity of .45 for the ELTS test against final outcome after one year.

Thorndike and Hagen (1969) state that predictive validity of .3 will

yield correct choices 60% of the time; .45 will yield correct choices 65%

of the time (p. 172).

One reason for low predictive validity is the diagnostic use of test

scores to guide placement into language remediation courses concurrent

with the academic course (Hamp-Lyons, 1986b). Another reason, when using

academic outcome as the criterion, may be that as there is a very high

success rate in all academic courses, both in the USA and Britain, the

criterion permits of little discrimination. It may be that the predictors

are discriminating among testees with unnecessary fineness, and thus

obscuring predictive validity. Thorndike and Hagen (op cit) discuss the

greater merit of expectancy tables in terms of useable information

provided, and these do seem to be an easily interpretable way of

presenting predictive validity data.

2.2.2.2.3	 Criterion validity: postscript

As a postscript to the discussion of criterion validity, both concurrent

and predictive, it is important to remember that in measuring criterion
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validity it is not necessary to know what the test is measuring, as long

as whatever it is measuring is a good predictor of the criterion. As

Palmer and Bachwan (1980) point out, a problem with criterion validity is

that a test may have criterion validity without one's knowing what it

measures.

2.2.2.3.	 Content validity

"Content validity is established by an expert appraisal of the test

content as a sample of the subject to be learned" (Davies, 1978: p 61).

Palmer and Bachman (1980) describe it as "... basically a sampling

process (which) requires a fairly complete description of the type of

competence being tested" (p.2). Thorndike and Hagen (1969) tell us:

"To the extent that our objectives, which we have accepted
as goals for the course, are represented in the test, the
test is valjd...,It should be clear that ...content
validity is important priiari1y for measures of
achievement" (p. 164).

Davies (op cit1 p. 62), while agreeing with this, adds that proficiency

tests also require content validity. In proficiency tests, the language

needs to be fully represented and adequately sampled. Moller (1982)

believes that the content of a proficiency test reflects the test writer's

decisions about the universe of content to be sampled and his choice of

sample: in this view, the test evaluator looking at the test for content

validity is really assessing the constructor's definition of proficiency.

Caraines and Zeller (1979) describe three steps to achieve content

validity: 1) specify the full domain of content; 2) sample appropriately

from the domain; 3) put the sample into testable form (p. 21). Their

view is that it is usually impossible tD sample content; instead, a set of

items which it is hoped reflect the content of a given (in theory)

content domain are usually constructed. They remind us that there is no
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agreed criterion to determine the extent to which a measure possesses

content validity: rather, this rests on an appeal to reason. Cronbach

(1971) adds that the content of a test should be judged for accuracy as

well as for relevance to the universe. For this a subject area specialist

is required. In addition, the test specifications need to state the

characteristics of distractors, where these are used, because the content

of an item can be altered by altering the distractors.

2.2.2.4.	 Construct validity

Anastasi (1976) says that uThe construct validity of a test is the extent

to which the test may be said to measure a theoretical construct or

trait TM (p. 151). In simpler terms, Cronbach (1971) tells us TMEvery time

an educator asks 'But what does the instrument really measure?', he is

calling for information on construct validity TM (p. 463). Jakobovitz

(1970) is referring to construct validity when he says:

TM The question of what it is to know a language is not well
understood and consequently the language proficiency tests
now available and universally used are inadequate because
they attempt to measure something that has not been well
defined TM . (p. 75)

Carmines and Zeller (1979) see construct validity as central to the

measurement of abstract theoretical constructs (such as language

proficiency). Anastasi (1976) regrets the fact that some testers have

presented construct validity as .. .purely subjective accounts of what they

believe (or hope) a test measures (p. 160). Such subjective accounts

are, in this view, merely a special kind of face validity - face validity

to the language tester - until the construct in question can be described

and observed. Anastasi believes that this perception of construct

validity may have arisen from the practice of describing construct

validity as theoretical, and from statements such as that of Crtrnbach and

Xeeh]. (1972): • construct validation is Involved whenever a test is to be

interpreted as a measure of some attribute or quality which is not
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'operationally defined' " (p. 91). Such statements have been interpreted

as suggesting that the construct is not amenable to proof.

Anastasi stresses empirical techniques for measuring the theoretical

construct, e.g., correlations with other tests, factor analysis, internal

consistency measures and convergent/discrimination by the multitrait-

multimethod matrix. Anastasl (1982) says:

Any data throwing light on the nature of the trait under
consideration and the conditions affecting its development
and manifestations are grist for this validity mill.
(p. 144)

As long as empirical investigations of construct validity are not carried

out, Morrow (1981) has some basis for claiming that construct validity is

circular. Porter (1983) believes that construct validity need not be a

circular concept if empirical evidence Is required to show that the

construct has some reality independent of other constructs, i.e., the

theory of language (learning) upon which the test is based must be stated

explicitly and supported empirically.

Carmines and Zeller (op cit) describe three steps in construct validation:

1) the theoretical relationship between the concepts
must be specified;

2) the empirical relationship between the attained
measures of the concepts must be examined;

3) the empirical evidence must be interpreted in terms
of how it clarifies the construct validity of the
particular measure. (p. 21)

In interpreting the empirical evidence, the test evaluator must be able to

state several theoretically derived hypotheses involving the particular

concept, to which support has been given by the study. Cariulnes and

Zeller point out that construct validity is not established by confirming

a single prediction on many occasions or by confirming many predictions
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on one occasion. Ideally there should be a pattern of consistent

findings involving different researchers using different theoretical

structures in a number of different studies. In contrast, statements such

as that by Cronbach and Meehl, that it is essential that construct

validity is "...not identified solely by particular investigative

procedures, but by the orientation of the investigator" (1972: p 97) tend

to obscure the concept again, suggesting that construct validity should

be subjectively rather than empirically determined.

Weir (1986) argues that there is an equally important need for construct

validation at the a priori stage of test design. He believes that:

...tbe more fully we are able to describe the construct we
are attempting to measure at the a priori stage the mare
meaningful might be the statistical procedures
contributing to construct validation that can subsequently
be applied to the results of the test. (p.2)

In this view, statistical analyses of test results would serve a

post en on confirmatory construct validation functions.

What appears to be needed is a combination of hypothesis formation,

empirical investigation and hypothesis testing in rigorous contexts,

replicated many times, that is, a combination of a priori and a posterioni

approaches. In this view, the most satisfactory definition of construct

validity to date seems to be that of Nessick (1975):

"Construct validation is the process of nmrshalling
evidence in the form of theoretically relevant empirical
relations to support the inference that an observed
response consistency has a particular meaning." (p. 955)

Construct validity has been receiving increasing attention in language

testing in recent years, as evidenced by such studies as Oiler and

Perkins (1978), Bachman and Palmer (1982), Upshur and Homburg (1983),
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Alderson and Urquhart (1983) and Klain-Braley (1985). Vollmer (1981)

has said:

We as a society simply cannot afford to classify people
and divide them up. .. . as long as the question of construct
validity of the instruments used is not clarified somewhat
further, (p. 168-9)

As Alderson (1981) suggests, there is potentially a conflict between

construct validity and content validity. For example, the skills/aspects

model may provide a convenient basis for sampling of items for tests,

i.e., it may facilitate content validity.	 It may, however, prove not to

reflect the true nature of how language functions, i.e. it may have poor

construct validity. Alderson sees this as a question of whether tests

are "...mirrors of reality, or constructed instruments from a theory of

what language is, what language processing and producing are, and what

language learning is".

2.2.2.5.	 Reliability-validity : tension?

Davies (1978) suggests that:

"In testing as in teaching there is a tension between the
analytical on the one hand and the integrative on the
other... The two poles of analysis and integration are
similar to (and may be closely related to) the concepts of
reliability and validity. Test reliability is increased
by adding to the stock of discrete items in a test...
Validity, however, is increased by making the test truer
to life, in this case more like language in use". (p.49)

It is from these and similar comments by Davies that the now frequently-

accepted view of 'reliability-validity tension' has arisen. Since both of

these expectations of language tests are fundamental and critical, this

point must be investigated.

Thorndike and Hagen (1969) tell us: "Validity, insofar as we can appraise

it, is the crucial test of a measurement procedure. Reliability Is
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important only as a necessary condition for a measure to have validity"

(p. 189). Lado (1961) makes the same point: "Reliability is necessary

for validity, because a test with scores that fluctuate very much does

not test anything" (p. 31). Spearman (1936) made this clear many years

ago:

"...the interrelations of reliability and validity are
one sided. Low reliability necessarily means low
validity, but the converse is not necessarily true.
Whenever we find bad agreement between different
measurements, then we can safely say that the examination
is bad.	 But when the measurements agree we can not
forthwith say that the examination is good". (p.108)

It must be remembered that test reliability refers only to the proportion

of the variance observed in a set of measurements that is true variance

rather than error variance. Spearman's statement above indicates that

when two (or more) measurements using the same test disagree very

widely, the explanation lies in poor content or construct validity. But

when these two measurements correspond, we can say only that whatever

the test measures, it appears to be doing it reliably. It might in fact

be testing something other than what was intended: Oiler (1978) and

Gunnarson (1978) discuss this point in detail. Davies' (1977) statement

that "Reliability is most happily seen as a form of validity" (p. 38) thus

becomes simpler to undertand and to accept: without reliability there is

little point in considering a test's validity, since it is not possible to

identify what the test is measuring in order to consider any of the

theoretical validities. Where then, is the reliability-validity tension?

Only, it would seem, in the degree of reliability which is demanded before

a test can be investigated for validity.

Lado (1961) pointed out that we often "have to choose between more

apparent validity but less objectivity, and more objectivity but less

apparent validity" (p. 29). Guilford and Fruchter (1978) develop this

point in detail. They focus on the mathematical incompatibility of

reliability, which requires high item intercorrelations, and validity,
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which for many purposes requires items which are of varying difficulties

and which measure different factors: such items would necessarily have

low item Intercorrelations (assuming each item to be valid). They make

two suggestions: first, a degree of compromise. They believe that inter-

item correlations for well-constructed items which range between .10 and

.60 will yield reliabilities approaching .90, The other solution would

be to use a battery of tests. For each test the goal should be

reliability, though some reliability should be sacrificed for the sake of

a difficulty range of items. Each test should be designed to measure one

common factor, which means there should be minimal intercorrelations

between tests. The goal for the test battery should be validity.

This discussion brings us back again to the issue of reliability -

validity tension: if such a tension indeed exists, it is because we have

insufficient knowledge of the nature of language, of language learning,

and of language use, so that our perceptions of these constructs differ,

and therefore we do not all interpret 'validity' similarly. Spearman had

this to say in 1936:

N • that which is intended to be iasured by examinations
is generally most vague and equivocal...Save where there
is soi sort of answer available to this great question as
to purpose (of examinations), examinations. . . would seem to
be but a groping in the dark. N (p. 109)

As language testing comes closer to defining what must be tested, why,

and in what ways, i.e., to greater content, criterion and construct

validity, relationships between measures will become easier to establish a

priori and the improved test design will result in fewer problems of

reliability, and the tension will dissipate. That position is, however,

still in the future.
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2.2.3	 Practicality

The concept of the practicality of a language test was introduced by Lado

(1961). Developing the point 1 Harris (1969) lays down some aspects of

practicality which must be considered:

1) economy: copy cost; cost of scoring time (human or
machine); administration time

2) ease of administration: equipment; space; number of
administrators

3) ease of interpretation of scores

To this list we may add the level of qualification required of

administrators and scorers. Corder (1973) points out that as testing

techniques become more sophisticated, they also become more expensive.

However, Hughes (1981) argues that valid tests may save money, by

avoiding wrong decisions.

Cronbach (1971) describes a utility equation which can express the

practicality of the use of a test for selection decisions. The equation

incorporates information on the importance of the decision, the cost of

testing, the proportion of applicants who will be accepted, and the

predictive validity coefficient. Cronbach does not think that the

equation is likely to be applied formally by test developers, but

nevertheless it is conceptually useful. Essentially, the cost of testing

must be weighed against improved accuracy of decision-making. Cronbach

also reminds us that in many cases a testee's scores are placed on file

and used for a number of later decisions: each use should be offset

against the initial cost of testing.
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2.2.4. Backwash

Backwash ("the receding effect of a wave, literally and figuratively":

Ggiicise Oxford Dictionary) refers to the effects of testing on teaching.

Heaton (1975) says:

N it can be argued with some justification that language
examinations in the past have exerted a harmful influence
on the language teacher and have considerably inhibited
language learning.. N (p. 21)

Jackson (1965) takes an extreme position on the same point:

"All examinations in English purport to be testing
devices. All experience shows that their techniques
immediately become teaching devices. (p. 13)

Carroll (1973) agrees that "this matter of the relation between

in truction and examining is certainly one of the persistent problems of

foreign language testing" (p. 16), but points out that, while examinations

can have adverse effects on teaching, they can also have beneficial

effects. He sees the solution to 'teaching for the test' as being to make

better tests. Jones (1977), making the same point about the backwash

effect of testing, suggests that students are "more concerned about

immediate realities such as tests and grades than they are about any

stated objectives for which they will not be held accountable" (p. 241).

He also suggests that teachers feel the pressure to teach to the tests

most strongly when several colleagues have students taking the same test.

Heaton (op cit) considers it fair to point out that testing has been "one

of the greatest single beneficial forces in changing the direction of

language teaching in many areas" (p. 162). Both Jones (op cit) and

Carroll (op cit) highlight the introduction of listening and speaking

tests as having had a beneficial backwash effect in increasing the amount

of attention paid to oral production and listening comprehension in EFL

instruction. Davies (1977), in discussing a test of Spoken English in

Vest Africa, saw one of the demands to be made on the test to be that
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its effects should be beneficial, in terms of encouraging the teaching of

spoken English and acting as a goal for that subject, and also in terms

of raising the standard of spoken English.

In designing new test instruments, backwash effect must always be a

consideration, and the expectation will be that the new test will have a

more beneficial effect, or at least not less so, on teaching.

2.3.	 Norm-referenced 	 criterion-referenced tests

In educational measurement there are essentially two different kinds of

frames of reference for assigning and interpreting test scores. In norm-

referenced procedures, information from a group of individuals provides a

frame of reference against which the score of each individual can be

compared. In criterion-referenced procedures, the test provides its own

frame of reference.

2.3.1. Norm-referenced tests

Norm-referenced tests provide information by comparing the scores of

each individual to those of other individuals tested by the same

procedure. This is done through the application of more or less

sophisticated measurements such as ranks, percentiles, grades and

standardised scores. In each case, the basic principle is the same: the

measures provide a continuum from best to worst, and each individual is

located at a fixed point on that continuum (Pilliner, 1978). In a norm-

referenced test, success is defined in terms of the performance of all

the candidates taking the test, and thus can shift from occasion to

occasion according to the distribution of performance within each norming

group. Brown (1980) points out that with norm-referenced tests we may

have same general knowledge of what the assessment measure was concerned

with, but that normative scores tell us only whether the testee knows
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more or less than other testees, not what it is that testees know or do

not know, can or can not do.

lorm-referenced tests have been the standard kind of test since they

were introduced early this century, as part of the response to mass

education and the need for efficient selection procedures for further

education and training. The virtues claimed for norm referencing are

objectivity, stability and comparability: essentially these are all

reliability claims, although there are also practicality claims for norm-

referenced tests. The basic principle underlying norm-referenced tests

is that if you have a large enough sample all human performance falls

into a 'normal' distribution from extremely good to extremely poor, with

the majority around the average or 'norm'. A norm-referenced procedure is

designed to produce a bell-shaped curve representing the distribution of

individual scores around the mean. To produce this distribution, a norm-

referenced test must contain some very easy items that all testees can

perform correctly, and some very hard items that no testees can perform

correctly. Test items are constructed, selected and rejected on this

basis. Clearly, the ability of the population against which the test is

nonned has a great effect on the shape of the curve and the point on

that curve at which individuals will appear.

Since the information produced by a norm-referenced test Is relative,

these tests are most appropriately used in situations where comparisons

among testees are sought, such as in a competition for a limited number

of scholarships for higher education courses. Brown (op cit) points out

that norm referencing is basically an aptitude procedure, since any Items

which all testees get right (because thay have achieved a certain level

of performance) will be rejected. Cresswell and Houston (1983) ) however,

believe that the situation Is not that clear, and that norm-referenced and

criterion-referenced tests become harder to distinguish once one begins

to consider how standards (norms) for performance are set.
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2.3.2. Criterion-referenced tests

Brown (1980) defines criterion referencing in general terms as follows:

Assessment that provides information about the specific
knowledge and abilities of (pupils) through their
performances on various kinds of tasks that are
interpretable in terms of what (they) know or can do,
without reference to the performance of others. (p. vii)

A criterion-referenced test includes the specification of a level, or

several levels, of previously defined and described competence, and each

individual's performance is judged in terms of how It measures up to the

specified level(s) of competence. It follows that on any one testing

occasion the number of testees at any particular level of performance can

shift dramatically from any other testing occasion where the same pre-

specified levels are applied, according to the chance distribution of

abilities of the testee group on that occasion. Because they are based on

test performance criteria rather on the performance of a Mnormalw

population, criterion-referenced tests do not seek to achieve a normal

curve. Those who know and can do what is necessary for this test will

score high while those who do not will score low. Items for a criterion-

referenced test are chosen not for discriminatory power but to represent

a range of relevant tasks. Scores on criterion-referenced tests provide

information not about testees' relative standings but about what each one

has and has not achieved in a particular area of study or skill. Thus,

criterion referenced tests have great potential as diagnostic instruments.

It can be seen that the Information from a criterion-referenced test is

more specific than that from a norm-referenced test. With a norm-

referenced test, performance on all the Items is usually summed and

reported as a total global score. In contrast, a criterion-referenced

test is designed so that inferences can be drawn from the testee's

performance on each of the test items, and the global score would be

irrelevant. PillIner (1978) points out that it may happen that different
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testees have quite different patterns of item scores which add to up

similar or identical global scores: a norm-referenced test wou].d take no

account of this possibility. Pilliner describes these 'profiles' as "of

the essence" for a criterion-referenced test designed to tell whether each

individual reaches a previously-specified level of acceptability on each

part of the test (p. 39).

The virtues claimed for criterion-referenced tests centre on validity and

on the increased possibility of positive influence on instruction. The

problems relate to the difficulty of transferring a criterion-referenced

test from one context, for which it was expressly constructed, to another;

and to the difficulty of arriving at satisfactory statistical measures for

describing and generalising test performances. Classical test statistics

are of little applicability, since these tests are not designed to

discriminate among testees, and discrimination is at the heart of

classical reliability measures. Recently work has centred on estimation

of the standard error of measurement, and the application of Item

Response Theoretic approaches, most usually Rasch analysis.

Cresswell and Houston (1983) argue that decisions about what to include

in a test and about criteria for performance levels are made with

reference to experience of what a reasonable proportion of testees are

likely to be able to achieve. This is confirmed by Pilliner's (op cit)

description of procedures for setting 'cut-off' scores for criterion-

referenced tests (pp. 44-45). In some sense, then, a criterion-referenced

test is always a norm-referenced test.

2.4.	 Concepts in. language testing: implications £t testing writing in.

academic settings

We may derive certain basic principles from the preceding discussion

which must be applied to an investigation of any writing test, whether

general purpose, academic purpose or specific academic purpose.
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While reliability is not the most important test characteristic 1 unless

the writing test is reliable its other characteristics cannot be

meaningfully investigated, For a writing test which is used

operationally to make significant decisions about whether or not testees

are awarded scholarships 1 or are permitted to participate in career-

advancing courses of study, we hold the view that a high degree of

reliability is required - at least .80.

Reliability is necessary but not sufficient for any test: it is essential

to look carefully at validity also. Construct validity is the most

difficult validity to establish, but it is also the validity a test of

writing in an acdemic setting, whether that setting is general or

specific, needs most. We hold the view that a priori and a posteriori

construct validation are both necessary; this view has motivated the

first section of this chapter, in which the attempt was made to arrive at

a construct of writing, with particular reference to writing in a second

language. The same view motivates the exploration in Chapter 3 of the

constructs of language proficiency, English for Specific Purposes and

English for Academic Purposes.

For an operational writing test, such as is the focus of this study,

considerations of practicality and backwash are also important. Direct

tests of writing are less practical than objective measures which

correlate highly with them; on the other hand, direct writing tests are

generally claimed to have beneficial backwash while objective measures

are claimed to have negative backwash. The practicality and backwash of

dirct writing assessment are discussed in Chapter 2.

In considering whether writing tests should be referenced against a fixed

set of criteria, with each testee being measured on the criteria without

comparison to any population, or referenced against the performance of a

large population, with each testee being measured by comparison with the

other performances on the continuum and then being placed at an
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appropriate point on that continuum, the problems of reliability-validity

tension surface again. White (1985) sees the problems with using norm-

referenced writing tests as located in test design and in the norming

populations. If the test measures what it claims to measure (I.e., Is

valid), and If the Donning population Is an appropriate and sufficient

one for the target testee population, he believes that norm-referenced

writing tests are acceptable. If these two demands are not met, however,

he believes consideration should be given to a writing test linked to

pre-specified standards and not to a population (p. 67). In this case,

the test design process will entail the specification of what the test is

Intended to measure, how it will do so, and how satisfactory performance

at the performance levels can be recognised, that is, it will ensure

maximum validity.

White (op cit) cautions that there is a danger in criterion-referenced

testing of writing that unrealistic or unfair criteria may be applied, or

that criteria which were fair and realistic in one context may be

transferred into another context for which they are Inappropriate. In

other words, It Is easy for poorly designed or inappropriately applied

criterion-referenced tests to be invalid. White prefers a procedure which

blends norm referencing and criterion referencing, in which a scoring

guide sets out criteria for scoring while papers are ranked against

sample papers representing points on the scoring continuum. With careful

monitoring, such a procedure combines attention to validity with

attention to reliability. Procedures for the scoring of writing tests,

together with a detailed discussion of all the expectations of and

variables in writing assessment, are the focus of Chapter 2.

It will be difficult for any writing test to meet the expectations

suggested in this survey: nevertheless, the attempt is essential, as Is

the reporting of information concerning the extent to which the test has

succeeded in fulfilling them.
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THE PROBLEX IN CONTEXT (1): THEORY AID PRACTICE II WRITING ASSESSKENT

LNTRODUCT ION

The use of direct writing samples as the basis for judgements has been

common in Britain and the United States of America since the Victorian

era, and has been problematic throughout that period. Writing tests

which require a sample of writing from the testee are often claimed to

possess inherent validity, on the basis that the skill, or proficiency,

being tested is the same as that being used to answer the test. However,

they have long been considered inefficient and unreliable, in contrast to

multiple-choice tests, many of which correlate satisfactorily with direct

measures. Traditionally in testing, Indirect measures are preferred over

direct measures only when the indirect measures show clear advantages,

and this was the argument behind a great deal of direct assessment of

writing in the past forty years. We have recently emerged from a period

in which proponents of indirect measures could point to the high cost and

low reliability of direct tests of writing and make strong claims for the

greater efficiency of indirect measures. This battle has been fought and

won on the issue of backwash, especially In the U.S.A. (section 2.3.).

Xany problems remain unsolved or only partially solved, however, and

these are explored in the sections which follow. Four key variables In

the construction of a writing test: the task; the writer; the scoring

procedure; the rater, are considered in detail, in reverse order. The

chapter ends with a consideration of how research In the assessment of

writing, the great majority of which has been the assessment of Li

writing, can be applied to the assessment of writing In the second

language, and in academic settings.
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1.	 WRITING TESTS

1.1. DefInition

In the ensuing study, and in this chapter, the term 'writing test' refers

to assessment based on a direct sample of the testee's writing. There

are two kinds of test which, within the definition above, may be

considered as 'writing tests'. One is a test of anything which uses

continuous writing as the test method. The other is a test of writing

which uses continuous writing as the test method. The focus of the study

which follows, and of this chapter, is on the second, although as we

shall see in the next section the second grew out of the first, and as we

shall see when we turn to the research in Chapters 4 to 6, in testing

writing in academic settings the distinctions between the two become

blurred.

In our terms, then, a writing test is the collection of a direct writing

sample or samples from candidate writers in a highly structured test

context, in response to an assigned task, which sample(s) is/are then

read and rated by one or more qualified Judges (raters/readers) using a

procedure which has been more or less closely specified and Is more or

less replicable by other readers.

1,2. History

Cox (1966) describes the establishment of traditional examinations as a

relatively late development from the "rather haphazard medieval system"

(p.2) and resulting from the advent of mass education and increased

public expenditure on education. Brooks (1984) attributes the

development of public examinations to a social change from patronage to

proven ability, to the competitiveness of the age of imperialism and to

the increase in size of the middle classes. Many of these causes are the
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same as or very similar to the causes of the rise in literacy described

In chapter 1, section 1, and clearly there is a very strong relationship

between the testing of writing, particularly academic writing, and the

spread of mass literacy. In the period from 1800 when the Oxford public

exams statute was passed to the Schools Enquiry Commisssion of 1868,

there was an enormous increase in the number and specificity of public

examinations, to the extent that the Report of the 1868 Commission

complained that the qualification bandwagon was in danger of making

Heffective organisation of the school as a place of general education

impossible" (Vol.1, p.324: quoted In Brooks, op cit). For many years the

traditional essay-type examination which was the method used for all

these public examinations was apparently considered to be a perfectly

adequate instrument. What little criticism there was focussed on the

lack of consistency of these examinations, and there appeared to be little

concern that the examining of such subjects as mathematics, physics and

chemistry by the essay method might be invalid.

Attention began to be focussed on standards within and between

examinations, and a small number of reports such as Edgeworth (1888;

1890) and Starch and Elliott (1912) showed that there were considerable

differences between examiners. By early this century there was clear

concern that standards were not fixed, and it was gradually realised that

the test method, or more accurately the scoring procedure, was at the

heart of the matter. Ballard (1923) said:

One of the defects of the essay as a measuring device.. . is
the I mpossi bill ty of ir*ki ng (it) amenable to rigid
objective measurement...An essay is an intricate mental
product which cannot be analysed completely.. . it fails
through its very wealth and complexity (p.6l-62)

Concerns about the Inconsistency of written examinations were at a peak

in the 1920s and 1930s: a number of attempts had. been made to improve

the consistency of scoring of essays. Britton et al (1966) describe work

by Rice (1903) and Hillegas (1912); Willing (1918; 1926) divided the
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composition into 'style' and 'form', thus introducing an analytic element;

Val Wagenen (1920) analyzed the composition into thought, content,

structure and mechanics, and provided criteria for each. Although there

were some encouraging reports (Willing, op cit; Van Wagenen, op cit;

Hudelson, 1925; Sims, 1933; Stalnaker & Stalnaker, 1934; Traxier &

Anderson, 1935), there was also a good deal of contrary evidence (Hulten,

1925; Valentine, 1932; Hartog & Rhodes, 1935; Hawkes, 1936, Stalnaker,

1937; Cast, 1939,1940).

Two major reports, one in Britain and one in the United States, were

primarily responsible for a dramatic shift away from essay examinations

and toward standardized, or "objective", testing in the late 1940s and

1950s. The first, by the International Institute Examinations Enquiry

Committee, under the chairmanship of Sir Philip Hartog, reported a series

of studies begun in 1935 which were published in 1941 as The Narking of

English Essays. Their study showed serious inconsistencies in marks

awarded, and little improvement as a result of various innovations they

attempted, and was then, and is still generally, understood to be an

indictment of the English composition test. However, careful study of the

Report shows that Hartog et al were oversimplified and misunderstood:

their criticisms were directed at poor testing practice, such as the "vast

or vague" subjects set for essays (p.138), rather than at the test type

itself. Their first recommendation was:

That the practice of asking pupils from the age of 13 and
upwards to write "compositions" termed "essays" be
abandoned; and that they be asked instead to write
compositions on sublects about which they mey reasonably
be expected to have a fund of ideas and a sufficient
knowledge which they could express for a given audience
and with a given obJect in view (p.l42)

As we shall see later in this Chapter, these recommendations are very

close to the "discoveries" made in the last ten years about good writing

test practice.
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The second report was by the College Entrance Examination Board in 1946,

which showed reader reliabilities of .55 and concluded that "the problems

involved in developing a reliable essay examination are, if not

unsolvable, at least far from solved at the present time." (quoted in

Huddleston, 1954: 166). An earlier report by the same body, in 1931, had

called for the retention of essay exams despite their limited ability to

predict academic performance, giving as the reason the importance of

ensuring that American culture would retaii values of civilization and

culture rather than of mechanical efficiency. By 1946, the pressure bad

become too great, and the conclusions of this Report, and in-depth

evaluation of CEEB data, led to the replacement of the essay test with a

standardized test of "verbal ability".

If the testing of writing by writing fell into disfavour with measurement

experts, it nevertheless remained popular with English teachers, who

viewed standardized testing with suspicion. Wiseman (1958) was one of

the strongest opponents of standardized testing of writing, recognising

the possible educational consequences well before these began to appear.

The essay exam never disappeared from the British education systems as

it did in the U.S.A. Most educational research in that country in the

1950s and 1960s was focussed on the improvement of standardised testing,

although a few lone voices, such as Sl4naker (1951) expressed concern

about the effects of standardised testing on literacy in the school.

Stalnaker believed that objective tests could not tap higher order mental

functions, while essay tests can stimulate good study behaviour and

encourage students to see writing as a means of of learning.

In British schools and colleges, the testing of academic subjects in

schools and colleges by writing has continued undaunted by the findings

of reliability studies. Education systems, and particularly higher

education systems, have introduced a wide range of other test methods but

have continued to use direct writing tests as well. Britain has not

suffered the crisis of literacy which was felt in the U.S.A. in the late
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1970s when it was discovered that standards of literacy in schools and

colleges bad declined precipitiously since the 1960s (Cohen arid Brawer,

1983). Bishop (1978) placed some of the blame for this on the decrease

in attention to writing in schools, which could in turn be blamed on the

decline in assessment through writing in American educational

Institutions. In addition, standards of educational achievement also

declined dramatically during this period, and although other reasons also

exist, Bishop states a common view when he links this decline also to the

decrease in the amount of writing done in schools. In the U.S.A., direct

writing tests have gradually found their way back Into the battery of

methods used for English testing (whether Li or L2), culminating this

year with the introduction by Educational Testing Service of the 'New

TOEFL Writing Test'.

2.	 TESTING WRITING: PRINCIPLES

2.1.	 Writing tests validity

What makes the direct testing of writing valid? Ye may begin with the

most obvious argument, put forward by many teachers and researchers,

among them Diederich (1974):

As a test of writing ability, no test is as convincing to
teachers of English, to teachers in other departments, to
prospective employer's, and to the public as actual samples

of each student's writing... (p.1)

The argument is, of course, one of face validity. 	 Jacobs et al (1981)

make the same point when in their list of arguments in favour of direct

writing tests for the assessment of the writing performance of L2

learners they say: "a direct test o writing is an unarguably valid

measure of writing proficiency". (p.3)
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2.1.1. Beyond face validity

The face validity argument put forward by Coffnan (1971) is of a

somewhat different kind: "...the persistence of essay exams reflects the

judgement of teachers that no effective alternatives are available." (p.24)

Thus, despite the traditional and well-known problems of writing tests

which are discussed below (Section 2), writing tests appear to possess

certain qualities which for many teachers override their disadvantages.

Breland and Gaynor (1979) suggest one of these qualities when referring

to face validity:

Indirect measures lack face validity and credibility among
members of the English profession and educators generally,
and they tend to deliver a message to students that
writing is not important. (p.12?)

In other words, the fact that writing is directly tested gives it face

validity in the eyes of the students Coffman (op cit) argues that

writing tests have content validity: "The essay examination constitutes a

sample of scholarly performance; hence, it provides a direct measure of

educational achievement." (p.24) In the responses to the questionnaires

which were collected from academic supervisers as part of the University

of Edinburgh/Institute for Applied Language Studies' ELTS Validation

Project (Criper and Davies, 1986), comments from supervisors frequently

supported Coffman's argument: asked whether there was any other

information about an applicant's English language proficiency they would

like (apart from ELTS test scores) a number of supervisors replied that

they would like to receive a sample of the applicant's writing. A similar

response was received from academic faculty surveyed by Bridgeman and

Carison (1983) when they explored possible writing test design in

preparation for development of the TOEFL Writing Test. In a small survey

of faculty at the University of Edinburgh who teach large numbers of

overseas postgraduate non-English speaking students by this researcher12

of the 24 respondents said that they based 75% or more of their final

coursework grade on written tests.
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2.1.2. Invalidity?

In contrast, Xoller (1982) criticised the direct testing of writing

because it is examiner-based rather than language-based; because the

evaluation criteria are unclear; because assessment is subjective; and

because scores awarded are based on precedent and the assessor's

knowledge/experience. The four points are essentially one objection: the

direct evaluation of writing is centered in the human evaluator, and

therefore the possibility of human error exists. That )toller's objection

is not to the testing but to the scoring procedure is made clear by

Pllliner's (1968) lucid statement of the difference between subjective and

objective testing. Pilliner points out that of the three processes common

to all examining, (a) the construction of questions, is clearly subjective,

requiring judgements such as selection from within a domain, choice of

topics, item priorities and framing of questions; (b) answering the

questions, is also clearly subjective even when the question format is

'objective' because the testee must make choices based on personal

judgements; only (C), scoring or marking, can be divided into both

subjective and objective possibilities: if marking is done by a machine or

machine-like process, scoring is objective (i.e., there is no room for

decisions). Nevertheless, the assignment of the srjghts answer on an

objective test is another subjective process requiring decisions by a

human test constructor. Moller's criticisms are, then, directed at the

scoring methods rather than at the construct, at the reliability rather

than the validity aspects of writing tests. These criticisms are dealt

with in detail in the next section.

2.1.3. Construct validity

The argument put forward by Braddock, Lloyd-Jones and Schoer (1963) in

favour of the direct testing of writing is one of construct validity:

Not only do they not require the examinee to perform the
behavior being measured - he does not do actual writing -
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but these tests also make no attempt to measure the
"larger elements" of composition even indirectly. (p..42)

Jacobs et al (1981) also stress the construct validity of direct writing

tests:

"the direct testing of writing emphasizes the
communicative purpose of writing" ...a direct test of
writing "utilizes the important intuitive, albeit
subjective, resources of other participants in the
communicative process - the readers of written discourse,
who must be the ultimate judges of the success or failure
of the wi-i ter's communicative efforts." (p.3)

Jacobs et al put forward another argument in favour of the direct testing

of writing which relates to the discussion at proficiency in the next

Chapter. They believe that a composing task "invokes and challenges TM the

writer's general language proficiency 1 and may therefore be a good

measure of general language proficiency and not only of writing

proficiency. In addition, a writing task can be expected to activate

specific proficiency factors as well as the global factor depending on

variables within the task (p.4).

Having resisted the introduction of direct tests of writing for many

years, TOEFL have this year (1986) instituted their New TOEFL Writing

Test and explain their decision primarily on validity grounds:

• . researchers and educators have begun to modify the
definition of writing competence... Angelis reported the
perception among graduate faculty that there may be little
actual relationship between recognition of correct written
expression and the production of an organized essay or
report. Direct measures of writing, such as essay tests,
are increasingly viewed as being a more valid approach to
writing assessment. (Stansfield and Webster, p.1)

Jacobs et al (op cit) had previously suggested that although writing test

scores can correlate highly with indirect measures of writing such as the

Writing Ability section of the TOEFL (Pitcher and Ra, 1967) overseas

students with satisfactory TOEFL "writing" scores often find the
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university-level writing they must do a serious stumbling black, and are

often assigned to special or "remedial" writing courses. This is a

situation familiar to teachers on EAP pre-sessional or concurrent

programmes at British and American universities. Jacobs et al suggest

that this means there is some information about their actual writing

ability which is not being obtained by these indirect writing tests.

Burgess and Greis (1970) studIed the performance of ESL freshmen on a

range of language proficiency tests against Grade Point Average and

Cumulative Grade Point Average as criterion variables, and found that the

best predictor of both was writing grade in ESL Freshman English

Writing. Shohamy and Reves (1985) remind us that, although a number of

studies in the 1970s found high correlations between direct and indirect

tests claimed to be testing the same skill or trait, correlational data

cannot be Interpreted as proving that the two measures were measuring

the same thing. They cite several studies which show that the method of

testing affects the assessment of the trait, and interpret these studies

as showing that It cannot necesarily be claimed that direct and indirect

tests are "the same" (p.50). Underhill (1982) also points out that high

correlations between scores on direct tests of writing and on Indirect

tests of writing must be treated with caution:

• . . the interpretation of correlations is far more complex
(and subjective!) than the correlations theirelves.
Especially in the field of language testing, a person's
interpretation of a set of statistics may depend entirely
on the assumptions of his particular theoretical
viewpoint: the statistics have no inherent maaning other
than as a purely mathematical relationship between two
sets of numbers. (p.32)

A collection of papers (Language Testing 2,1) explored authenticity in

language testing, aid focussed on oral testing, but much of the discussion

is relevant to a consideration of the validity of the direct testing of

writing. In the collection, Stevenson criticises what he sees as a

current tendency to side-step validation principles and procedures, in

particular, to make "the perilous jump from simple to abstract, from face
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validity to construct validity: we think it's valid, therefore it j"

(p.46: Stevenson's emphases), Spoisky's paper in the same collection

takes a very different view, criticising " 'hocus-pocus' scientists" who

"sometimes even claim not to care what they measure provided that their

measurement predicts the criterion variable" (p.33). It will remain

difficult to settle this argument as long as we remain without formulated

and validated constructs of language proficiency in general and of

writing proficiency in particular, as Raatz suggests in the same

collection:

Construct validation is the approach usually chosen if
there is already a theory available which refers to the
trait to be measured. It is problematic if a theory has
to be specifically developed for the test, because then we
get a vicious circle where the theory is validated by the
test and the test is validated by the theory. (p 62)

As suggested by Veir (1986) a priori construct validation is the remedy

for this.

2.1.4. Specifying a construct for writing tests

The study of research in writing and composing in Chapter 1 was an

attempt to formulate a construct of writing/composing behaviour in

general, and in an L2 in particular. Although as we saw, the limited

amount of L2 research so far places limitations on the confidence with

which a construct of composing in a second language can be viewed, we

were able to draw from that chapter some basic features of the construct

which can be applied in assessing the validity of writing tests.

If writing is developmental, tests of writing should encourage and guide

development through the values they convey. Judgements made on the

products of writing tests should take into account where the writer is in

her personal growth as a writer, and how the specific task of the writing

test relates to her current stage of development. Multiple samples based
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on tasks at different levels will provide a more informative picture of

the upper and lower limits of this than any single sample,

If composing Is a heuristic procedure, a voyage of discovery, then what

Is discovered is both how to write and what to write. A construct valid

writing test will present writers with a task which sends them on a

journey to find out what they think and know in this area, at the same

time providing them with a map to find their way, yet leaving the

milestones blank for them to write their own directions. Reading, and

other experience, can play an Important part in this, Not all writers

will travel the same route nor arrive at the same place. At the same

time, the scoring method must make it possible to know the route the

writer took and how far she travelled; it must also take into account the

limits placed on the writer by the task and the test context 1 and the

writer must not be penailsed for the test developer's failure to

appropriately operationailse the construct of writing In the test.

If composing is recursive and purposive, a writing test must provide the

writer with an authentic reason for writing; It must also provide

sufficient space for the composing processes to operate. The scoring

procedure must take into account the extent to which the writer declared

and fulfilled her purpose; and the extent to which she was constrained by

the context of the test.

If writing involves meaningful communication with a reader, the writer

needs an audience for her writing; and assessment by actual readers is

essential. Readers need to give an authentic response while holding in

the front of their minds all the constraints and limits on authenticity

within which the writer wrote.

If writing Is normative, the writer should know what norms are being

applied and what values are placed on them; if the writer is informed of
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the normative function of the assessment, she should be assessed on her

approximation to those norms.

If composing is always a personal act and statement, even in extreme

interpersonal contexts, the writer should be given space to make a

personal commitment to her composed text and should be valued for such

commitment.

2.2.	 'Writing tests: practicality

Jacobs et al (1981) remind us that writing tests are relatively practical

because an essay question can be set by any teacher, whereas the

preparation of multiple-choice tests requires a great deal of special

knowledge. A word of caution is necessary here, however: it is becoming

clear that a valid and reliable writing test involves a considerable

investment of time, money and expertise, as indeed Jacobs et al's own

research shows. As the discussion in section 3.4 of this chapter shows,

task variables are complex and presently little understood, and evidence

is Increasing that tasks have a strong influence on writers'

performances.

Writing tests are practical to administer, requiring little typing and

reproduction: for the same reason, they are quite cost-effective.

Although the scoring of writing tests is labour-intensive, in many

contexts teachers, who are accustomed to reading, responding to and

grading many samples of student writing every term, are readily available

to do this. To achieve an adequate level of reliability a commitment of

time and money to developing scoring procedures, training readers and

monitoring to ensure that judgements remain reliable is essential, but it

Is not yet clear that the commitment to an efficient system would be

greater than the commitment to a similarly efficient system of

standardised testing. The writing samples collected in the course of a

writing test can be used for more than one purpose: they can be used to
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provide personal individual feedback to the writer; they can be scored in

such a way that they provide diagnostic information to assist in making

appropriate placement decisions. They can be placed on file to form a

developmental record of the writer over an extended period of time. The

fact that most writing tests are not used in this multi-faceted way is

regrettable but does not invalidate their potential practicality.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, writing tests are quite practical

to interpret: few teachers, parents or specialist score consumers find

writing test grades (A-F) or scores (20-1; 9-0, etc.) difficult to

Interpret, and the provision of a simple explanation of the scares solves

any such difficulties. It would appear that because score consumers

think of an essay as a 'real' task, and one with which they have had

direct experience, they are confident of their interpretations of scores.

2.3.	 Writing Tests: Backwash

While the value of literacy skills has never been questioned in developed

cultures, they have come under subtle attack through the emphasis on

measures of educational attainment which are 'objective', and therefore

supposedly precise. We saw in the section on the history of writing

assessment that the fears of Stalnaker and of Wiseman were well-founded.

Teachers found that objective tests measured different qualities than

subjective written tests, and found that to protect their students they

had to teach to those tests. The backwash from standardised testing

proved to be seriously damaging to educational standards throughout the

U.S.A., and that country Is still recovering.

In contrast, writing tests are generally accepted as having positive

backwash: the pressure on teachers to 'teach to the test' in this case

leads to more writing, more thinking and talking about writing in

classrooms, more reading as input into writing 1 and a making overt the

nature of reading and writing, of literacy, as power in the society
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(Robinson, 1983). If it is believed, as Freire (1970) believes, that

literacy is power, then writing skills cannot be neglected.

At the college and university level writing plays such a large role in

success that every means of ensuring backwash into increased attention to

writing skills in the pre-university period should be taken. The

backwash effect of writing tests is particularly significant because, as

is now believed (for example, WilkInson, 1980; Jacobs, 1982) writing is a

way of learning to write, and also a way of learning to think and feel.

There are other ways, but the withdrawal of one of the most complete will

leave an Impact on not only the writing level but also the general

educational level in the society. Many years ago, Meyer (1934, 1935)

reported that practice in anticipation of an essay examination resulted

in higher scores on other types of examination. An understanding of some

these factors, coupled with an awareness of the importance of ensuring

that students wishing to compete In modern society receive the right

signals about what that society values educationally, prompted the

Introduction in 1985 of a direct writing test on the University of

Cambridge's FCE (First Certificate in English): teachers of FCE

preparation courses In countries around the world were concentrating on

language structure, vocabulary in isolation and other such discrete tasks

in an attempt to prepare candidates for the test (Foulkes, personal

communication). The introduction of the optional writing test into the

TOEFL, referred to earlier, was similarly motivated (Stansfield, personal

communication).

2.4.	 WrIting tests relIabillty

It is generally accepted that reliability is a necessary precondition for

any test, and it is on this point that most criticism of writing tests is

based. Put briefly, the argument is that any test which is practical, has

beneficial backwash, face validity, content validity and construct
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validity but is unreliable cannot be valid, i.e., cannot yield meaningful

results.

Godshalk et al (1966) distinguish two kinds of reliability which must be

considered for writing tests: reading reliability and score reliability.

Reading reliability refers to inter-reader reliability, and score

reliability refers to the correlation between other essays by the same

writers scored by different readers. Jacobs et al (1981) distInguish

three types of reliability: score reliability, or writer reliability (I.e.,

degree of consistency of scores obtained by the same writer on different

tasks and on different occasions); inter-reader reliability (i.e., degree

of consistency of scores assigned to the same sample by different

judges); intra-reader reliability (I.e., degree of consistency of scores

assigned to the same sample by the same judge on different occasions).

2.4.1. Reader reliability

Reader reliability is the aspect of reliability normally referred to in

statements about the unreliability of writing tests. Pilliner (1968)

gives three reasons for reader unreliability: differences in severity

level; variation In the range (spread) used; and rank order discrepancies.

He suggests three approaches to improving consistency: the use of

analytic marking schemes; increasing the number of questions; and

Increasing the number of raters. It should be noted that the second of

these techniques does not apply only to reader reliability but also to

score reliability, but as a reader reliability technique it has the same

effect as his other two suggestions: that Is, it is another way of

arriving at multiple samples. Coffman (1971) identifIes the same three

causes of unreliability and makes a number of suggestions for improving

reliability. First, he recommends that testees should identify themselves

by numbers not names; second, that a sufficiently fine marking scale

should be used (from 7 to 15 points is his recommendation); third, that

model answers should be used to provide clear reference points to which
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to tie the marking scale; fourth, that error should be distributed

randomly not systematically by having more than one question and marking

question-by-question, not student-by-student or by having more than one

test; and finally, that multiple-marking should be used. These

suggestions apply equally across and within readers, with slightly

different strategies. Braddock et al (1963) recommend adopting a common

set of criteria in preference to using model answers, but for the same

purpose of reader reliability. Jacobs et al (1981) suggest seven steps

for obtaining reliable readings:

1.	 adopt a holistic evaluation approach;

2. establish criteria to focus readers' attention on
significant aspects of the compositions;

3. set a common standard for judging the quality of the
wi-i ting;

4. select readers from the same background;

5. train readers until they can achieve close agreement
in their assessments of the same papers;

6. obtain at least two independent readings of each
composition

7. monitor the readers periodically to check their
consistency in applying the standards and criteria of
the evaluation. (p. 28)

Ye shall see in section 3.1 a wide range of reader reliability levels

reported in the many studies to date. It is not possible to meaningfully

compare reader reliability levels across studies because it Is often not

possible to discover what statistical procedures have been applied to

arrive at the reader reliabilities reported. Ebel (1951) showed that the

application of different statistical formulae led to markedly different

reliabilities under certain conditions: because the term 'reliability

coefficient' Is a generic term it cannot tell us which method has been

used. It would appear that the reliability levels reported In the early

studies are single-reader reliabilities based on the Pearson product
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moment coefficient. Later studies are likely to have used more

sophisticated procedures, either the Pearson product-moment coefficient

with various corrections applied, or, as in the case of the Jacobs et al

study, the Fisher intraclass formula as described by Ebel (op cit).

2.4.2. Score reliability

The principal method used for ensuring score reliability is multiple

marking. Viseman (1949) described a method, which became known as the

'Devon method', of using several markers marking by general impression

and pooling their ,judgements, which provided the impetus for a number of

methods of multiple-marking which have been developed since. Using four

markers, Viseman obtained reader reliabilities in the low .90s. This

method called for rapid reading (50 scripts per hour of 30 minutes of

writing by 11 year olds) but using markers known to be self-consistent.

Britton et al (1966) used the same method with three markers, who had

not been trained or checked for self-consistency plus a fourth mark based

on an analysis of mechanical accuracy, and obtained reader reliabilities

in the high .?Os. They take as their first principle that random error

in measurement can be reduced by taking several readings and reporting

the mean. They further believe that marker error should be reduced by

taking the readings from different markers rather than taking multiple

readings from the same marker, thus spreading the non-random error (i.e.,

any error which is inherent to the marker) randomly. They believe that

when the measure being applied is itself guesswork these procedures are

even more desirable.	 Pike (1973) similarly views multiple-marking as a

method of combining fallible judgements to reduce random error, whereas

Cox (1968) sees it as leading to a regression toward the mean and the

washing out of whatever interesting and unique information a writing test

yields over a standardized test.
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In contrast, Wiseman (op cit) believes that some degree of marker

variation is desirable, being an authentic diversity of response to

complex and meaningful material: by combining the responses of several

judges a composite mark would be arrived at which would be a more global

view of the actual quality of the writing. Pilliner (1969) shows that if

the markers used are highly self-consistent and at the same time agree

poorly with each other, Cox's criticism would be justified. If on the

other hand, there is a certain amount of agreement among the markers, the

aggregate marks would be a valid expression of the amount of agreement

between them. However, Pilliner also shows (personal communication) that

although Wiseman is using the technique approiately, the use of

aggregate marks does not achieve what Viseman claims: when aggregating

occurs whatever is unique to each individual marker washes out, and the

measure of agreement is an expression of common variance not unique

variance. Finlayson (1951) found that using Thurstone's factor analytic

method only one factor could be extracted from the marker behaviours; he

feels that this shows that the markers were all seeing and valuing the

same thing.

Swineford (1956) used only two readers with a third and occasionally a

fourth moderating cases where the readers did not agree, and obtained a

score reliability of .82 with trained readers. Pitcher and Ra (1967),

using only two trained readers, obtained a reader reliability of .78.

Jacobs et al (1981) report correlations for two readers, i.e., single

reader reliability, from .59 to .96. When they used three readers the

averaged reliabilities were between .89 and .94: thus three readers not

only raised the reliability but made it more consistent. Studies by

Follman & Anderson, 1967; Xullen, 1977; Flahive & Snow, 1980 also showed

that the use of three readers consistently lifted reliability to the high

.BOs and .90s.

Although multiple marking is commonly associated with impression

marking, it may be used in conjunction with any of the scoring methods
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discussed in section 3.2, although it is least appropriate with the

frequency count methods.

Multiple marking Is a way of artificially creating multiple samples, thus

increasing test length. Another way of improving score reliability is to

increase test length, collecting multiple samples from each writer.

Finlayson (1951) shows that scoring two essays by the same candidate and

aggregating the marks has the same effect as using two markers instead

of one, and similarly for three essays as three markers, and so on. In

this case It Is writer variability which Is being washed out rather than

rater variability.

2.4.3. WrIter reliability

Writers write better or less well due to a number of factors, most of

which are as yet poorly understood.

A number of obvious factors which will cause an Individual's performance

to vary from occasion to ocIon on a writing test, as on any other

test, have been well documented and all good testing practice takes them

into account: time of day of test; physical environment; length of test;

amount of time per task. However, even when all these factors are

controlled, and when task variables are controlled also, we still find

variation in writer performance from occasion to occasion (Kincaid,

1953). Writer variables will be discussed In Section 3.2, but because

writing is a complex cognitive process, which engages the writer on so

many levels simultaneously, it will never be possible to attain real

writer reliability, since this would mean that the individual interaction

between writer, material and task would have been washed out of the test

instrument.

Problems of writer variability are usually accounted for by requiring

multiple samples from the writer, which are either scored and reported
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separately, or scored separately and averaged for score reporting.

Vernon and Millican (1954) collected seven writing samples from trainee

teachers over two weeks, and found a mean correlation between one

writer's essays of .37 for the same reader, and .25 for different readers.

These samples were not, however, collected in a testing context. Jacobs

et al (1981) obtained a score reliability of .84 on two topics, with a

correlation of .72 between mean scores on the two topics. Because the

actual tasks are not given, it is not possible to know how much of this

variation is due to writer variability and how much to task variability,

i.e.,we do not know to what extent these were 'parallel tests', The

correlations across tasks intended to be parallel reported by Carlson et

al (1985) are .71 and .68 respectIvely, giving score reliabilities of .83

and .85 with two raters.

Collecting multiple samples from each testee and aggregating scores

results In higher score reliabilities. What is happening when this is

done is the same as was discussed for multiple marking: the unique

variance due to the interaction between the writer and the task is being

washed out, leaving only the common variance of the writer's performance

on all the tasks set. If enough tasks can be set to raise the aggregate

score for the testes above .9, writer reliability will be statistically

adequate. However, there is a decision to be made, whether the tasks set

should be stmilar (in which case it will be easier to achieve high

reliability levels) or should they be as different as possible, allowing

the writer to show her full range of performance characteristics and

increasing validity (In which case it will be more difficult to achieve

high reliability levels).
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2.4.4. Task reliability

We have seen above that even tasks designed to be parallel correlate only

at about .7; in the Carlson et al study the 'parallel' tasks did not

correlate more highly with each other than they did with tasks in a

different mode. In both the Carlson et al study and the Jacobs et al

study reader reliability, since it was an aggregate score, was high: above

.9. If tasks were truly parallel we would expect then to correlate more

highly than other tasks for which no such claim was made, or which were

deliberately designed not to be parallel. No study has yet shown this to

occur, This suggests either that writer variability is so great that it

prevents task reliability from reaching reasonable levels, or that there

are many task variables which have not been accounted for in the

attempted design of 'parallel' tasks. The former may well be true, and

not amenable to change, while the latter, if true, should in contrast be a

situation which could be remedied.

2.4.5. Tension of expectations of writing tests

The reliability-validity tension identified by Davies (1978) appears to

operate also in writing tests. Writing tests have a high degree of

validity since the test method is the same as the channel for the trait

tested; absolute validity cannot be claimed, however, as we shall see as

the study in Chapters 4 to 6 progresses. A perfectly valid writing test

needs to be valid on all possible variables, whereas the meaning of the

validity claim usually made is only that writing is best tested by having

testees write. In the ensuing study, we shall make much greater validity

demands. It cannot be claimed that writing tests have ever achieved or

will ever achieve perfect reliability, unless under totally impractical

conditions such as the use of five or six raters, The use of human

raters for writing tests makes this practically, although not

theoretically, impossible. It is often claimed, in vindication, that the

use of human raters necessarily makes a writing test valid, but this is
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untrue, Ratings by human judges are not inherently more valid than

ratings by mechanistic means: their validity depends on the extent to

which they embody the construct which underlies the test and which it is

intended by the test design should be measured. The same is true of

machine scoring, since human judges made the decisions which the machine

Implements. If raters could achieve perfect agreement as to the

constructs they were measuring and the ways in which those construclz are

realised In human activity, there would be coincidence of validity and

reliability. The reason human judges are used for the rating of writing

tests is that we have yet to find any way of programming machines to

recognise higher order mental functions or of judging such qualities as

'style' and 'voice'. Were we able to do so (and this Is dependent on the

development of the human skill, not on the machinery), we would be able

to achieve perfectly reliable and perfectly valid assessment of writing.

There is also in writing tests a tension between practicality and

backwash. Writing tests demand the Investment of considerable amounts

of the time of skilled personnel, often without recompense, or for

unrealistically low compensation. Teachers rate written tests, rarely for

whatever recompense may be available, and rarely with enthusiasm for the

sacrifices the task involves, but because they have always been aware,

consciously or otherwise, of the importance of what they do. Even the

backwash from a poor writing test is far more positive than the backwash

from a very reliable standardised test. In this tension, backwash has

won over practicality consistently.
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3.	 TESTING WRITING: VARIABLES

Braddock et al (1963) describe a number of variables which must be

considered in any soundly based study into written composition: writer

variable; assignment variable; and rater variable. Applebee and Brossell

(1985) also identify three variables in writing assessment : topic

variables; writer variables, and procedural variables. In this section, we

shall combine these two systems, and look first at influences on the

readers of compositions (reader variables); second at the influences of

the actual scoring method used (procedural variables); next at factors

affecting the writer (writer variables); and finally at features of the

test environment with primary emphasis on the test question (task

variables).

3.1.	 Reader Variables

'Reader variables' are those variables which affect the raters of student

writing on writing tests: the term includes the features of the writing

which (we believe) comprise the valid components of writing ability (i.e.,

the 'true' variance) and the features of the writing, the rater's

perception of the writer, and the characteristics of the rater which cause

different raters to respond in different ways to the same piece of

writing (i.e., the 'error' variance).

3.1.1. What do readers respond to?

Probably the most detailed study of essay raters and their responses to

various qualities in essays is Diederich et al (1961). The College

Entrance Examination Board had spent six years developing a two hour

essay test and training readers, in an attempt to achieve satisfactory

reliabilities; however, they were consistently unable to achieve

satisfactory composite score reliability, and thus Diederich et al were

led to attempt to find differing 'schools of thought' among readers which
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could account for variability in grading. Sixty readers were nominated

by faculty at Educational Testing Services as being in high positions in

their own fields and also concerned about writing: of the sixty, fifty

three readers completed the assignment, None of the readers had previous

training or experience In this type of marking, nor did they receive

training for their part in this study. They were given brief, simple

advice on how to sort the 150 essays into nine categories: no criteria or

other 'anchors' were provided. Diederich et al used factor analysis to

identify groups of readers whose judgements agreed more with each other

than with other groups of readers. The readers' comments on the essays

were then analyzed in an attempt to interpret the factors which had

emerged. The five types of essay readers as described by Diederich et al

were:

1. 'Ideas' centred: their comments focused on relevance,
clarity, quantity, development and soundness of
ideas. Their grades correlated highly with essay
length; they were apparently not attracted by
unconventional ideas. The readers in this group
showed less inter-reader agreement than other groups'
Diederich et al suggest this may be because they do
not agree on what is a 'relevant' answer.

2. 'Form' centred: comments focused on analysis and
organization, and they appeared very concerned with
spelling.

3. 'Creativity' centred: comments focused on style,
interest and sincerity.	 They were concerned with
ideas as were the first group, but seemed to prefer
the unconventional to the "merely correct". 	 They
gave general comments on mechanics but rarely on
specific errors.	 Four of the seven readers in this
group were writers or editors. 	 Diederich et al
suggest calling this factor 'Flavour' or
'Originality': it is not exactly 'Style', but one
aspect of this.

4. 'Mechanics': grades in this group were inversely
related to the number of errors, with some evidence
of adjustment for other types of excellence.
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5.	 This group was hard to characterize, although it was
not a "ragbag" category because there were high
inter-reader reliabilities. Readers gave frequent
comments on choice and arrangement of words;
Diederich et al suggest this might be an
'Effectiveness' factor.

There were, in addition, common concerns across the reader types: concern

with clarity of expression, coherence and consistency of ideas, and logic

(reasoning) showed through in the comments of all the groups, although

Diederich et al suggest that they are not really common, but common terms

used for different qualities.

Diederich et al pointed out that this was a theoretical study, and had no

immediate practical application or normative significance. However, they

drew two conclusions from the study:

1. any reliance on essay grades without computing
reliability is almost certain to be unwarranted,
since 94% of the essays received 7, 8 or 9 out of the
9 possible grades, and no papers received less than 5
out of the 9 grades: the median inter-reader
reliability was .31.

2. the readers' task my be simplified by restricting
their attention to factors 1, 2 and 3 (i.e., Ideas,
Form and Creativity), since factors 4 and 5 could be
tested objectively.

It must, however, be noted that not only were Diederich et al's readers

not trained in a common marking method, they were given almost no

guidance of any kind (see Section 3.2,). In addition, his readers were

from very disparate backgrounds, whereas several studies have emphasised

the need for raters to be from as homogeneous a background as possible

(Section 3.1.2). piederich's first conclusion must, then, be open to

question.

Although Diederich's second conclusion might be acceptable for the fourth

factor ("Mechanics"), it is difficult to accept for the fifth factor
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("Effectiveness"). It is difficult to see how a "hard to characterize"

category with high inter-reader reliabilities is any more amenable to

objective measurement, since presumably Diederich et al are not sure what

to attempt to measure.

Freedman (1977) questions the study because it confounds rater qualities

and rating technique variables: for example, the papers probably appear

in different but not fully randomised sequence in each cluster; and each

group of readers is identified only by the most reliable (1 e., the three

highest and the three lowest) readers, which meant that the comments of

28 of the 53 readers were discounted. An additional weakness is that in

preparing the frequency count of the readers' comments, only 	 judge

classified the comments Into ideas, style, organization, paragraphing,

sentence structure, mechanics and verbal facility. Thus the basis of the

description of the groups is itself open to question. Jacobs et al (1981)

criticise the Diederich study for a different reason: because It is based

on what the readerssaid about what they responded to in the essays

rather than on what they actually did respond to. The same criticism can

be levelled at the study by Remondino (1959); the response patterns

Remondino identified were very similar to those identified by Diederich

et al, with the addition of a factor of readability and appearance

3.1.1.1. Validating reader self-reports

Generally, readers claim to give most weight to the strength or weakness

of ideas, content and organisation when grading essays, and less to

surface or mechanical features. Freedman (1977) used a research design

which did not depend on readers' views of what they were responding to,

but which manipulated the essays themelves to try to discover what

effects these variations in the essays had on readers. Freedman's

research design took into account all kinds of reader features such as

educational background, teaching experience, writing experience and

"personal problems", and also carefully controlled the environment of the
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and research questions, led to the ethnographic study reported in Chapter

5, section 2.

3.1.1.2. Handwriting

Chase (1968) looked at the effect of the writer's handwriting on grades

assigned by readers, and found that readers were significantly more

generous with good handwriting than with poor handwriting. He found,

however, that the influence of handwriting was reduced if two papers with

poor handwriting did not appear consecutively. Markham (1976) found that

elementary school teachers consistently gave good handwriting higher

grades than poor handwriting when content was held constant. Soloff

(1973) investigated the effect of the handwriting of eleventh grade

children on teachers' grades, and obtained a similar result	 Robinson

(1985) found significant interactions between the first language of ESL

learners and the responses of raters to their handwriting.

3.1.1.3. Spelling

Chase (op cit) also investigated the effect of spelling on grades, and

found no significant effect. On the other hand, Stewart and Leaman

(1983) found that the number of spelling errors in an essay was a good

predictor of essay grades, a finding supported by Robinson (1985).

3.1.1.4. Length

Grobe (1981) found that on essays written in grades 5, 8 and 11 essay

length accounted for between 20% and 30% of the total variance in

holistic ratings. Thomas and Donlan (1982) found that the number of

words in an essay test answer was the variable most highly correlated

with judgements of overall quality regardless of the student grade level.

Stewart and Leaman (op cit) found absolute essay length a significant

factor in essay grades. Brossell (1983) found that essay length
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correlated at p c.00i with score. He suggests intrinsic motivation,

previous training 1 willingness to use the full time limit, and rater bias

as reasons for this relationship, but stresses as the main reason the

fact that longer essays provide fuller information about the topic.

3.1,1.5. Sequence

Even the sequence of papers can influence the ratings assigned by

readers, as Hales and Tokar (1975) discovered. In a study of the

responses of 128 pre-service teachers they found that the same answers

were scored significantly higher if preceded by five weak papers than if

preceded by five strong papers. They find in this support from Helsen's

(1950) Adaptation Level (AL) theory, and a number of other studies have

tried to account for this by reordering the sequence of papers for

different readers (e.g., Jacobs et al, 1981).

3.1.1.6. Writer characteristics

Characteristics of the writers themselves can also influence readers'

evaluations: for example, Newcomb (1977) found a significant advantage

for female writers over male writers, and for white writers over black

writers. Diederich (1974) described a study by Rosner, who manipulated

writer characteristics to investigate whether teacher-grades were

influenced by student's sex, grade level or stream (honours/regular). He

found the only factor for which the graders showed bias was stream:

papers believed to be from the 'honours' stream scored one grade higher

on average than the same papers when believed to be from the 'regular'

stream.
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3.1,1.?. Writing characteristics

Thompson (1976) looked at the frequency of various types of hierrorsil j

composition such as lack of unity, lack of clarity and independent

Judgement errors (for example, flaws in argument) as well as a range of

mechanical errors such as incorrect idioms, indenting errors and

spelling. He found that the errors most predictive of ratings arrived at

by multiple-marking were unsupported statements, independent judgement

errors and lack of unity. Dilworth et al (1978) found that papers

Judged to be superior showed a high level of abstraction/generalization

supported by specific information: they demonstrated a superior level of

conceptual development together with a good use of syntactic strategies;

length of T-units was also greater than in inferior papers. Dllworth et

al believe their data reveal a clear relationship between ideation level

and syntactic control, a finding which is confirmed by Henning (1982) and

Jacobs et al (1981). The findings of Freedman (1977) and Harris (1977)

discussed in Section 3.1,1.1 are also relevant in this regard.

3.1.2. Reader effects

Cooper (1977), Jacobs et al (op cit) and others have emphasized the need

for readers to be relatively homogeneous for high reader reliabilities to

be obtained. Newcomb (op cit) found that rater behaviour varied and

could be to some extent predicted according to their background: men were

harsher than women; blacks were more lenient than whites; raters from

N.E. U.S.A. were harsher that raters from Central U.S.A. But he failed to

demonstrate that raters assign higher grades to essays showing their own

background characteristics than to other essays. Wesdorp, Bauer and

Purves (1982) also showed a significant effect for rater background.

Branthwalte et al (1981) found a strong positive correlation between the

scores university faculty assigned to written test answers and their own

scores on a personality test. Hake and Andrich (1971) used a Rasch

analysis model to identify the harshness/leniency of raters and to
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predict the scores they would assign essays from this, i.e., they worked

from the premise that raters would not agree but that each rater would be

self-consistent. Their predictions worked well In most cases, and in the

cases where they did not, the misfit could be explained in terms of the

interaction between the rater's affective response to an essay and the

essay topic/treatment. (A rater who had recently miscarried scored a

pro-abortion essay lower than predicted, and so on.)

3.1.3. Training effects

Stalnaker (1934) showed the Importance of training for improving essay

rating reliability. In his study, inter-reader reliability varied from .30

to .75 before training, whereas after training it improved to between .73

and .98 with an average of .88. Pilliner (1968), Coffman (1971), Diederich

(1974), Jones (1975), Cooper (1977) and Jacobs et al (1981) all stress the

importance of rater training, although they do not provide empirical data.

Freedman (1981) not only found significant effects for training (second

largest effect after the essay Itself), but she found that the trainer who

conducted the training session had a significant effect: trainers who

discussed the topic In detail with their raters prior to rating led the

raters to award significantly higher scores. Daly and Dickson-Xarkman

(1982) found that scores assigned by raters showed a strong positive

influence but not a negative influence for the essays used in the training

session prior to the reading. The elaborate training procedures used by

ETS in rating essays (described, for example, in Garlson et al, 1985)

depend to a great extent on standardization of raters, and raters work

physically together: their scores are carefully monitored and they are

kept 'on scale' by continual restandardization. Garlson et al (op cit)

report that "the careful training procedures in this study were sufficient

to overcome any differences in rating strategies between ... types of

readers.,.". However, Newcomb (1977) found little evidence in his survey

of the literature to provide empirical support for the efficacy of

training. He investigated training effects, and found that after training
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his raters achieved only an average inter-rater reliability (i.e., single-

rater reliability) of .72. He found that after training raters still

applied their own criteria when rating (the following day).

There do not appear to be any studies of the effect of training in

contexts such as that used in Diederich et al's study, or that which is

the focus of the study reported in Chapter 6, where a wide range of

raters each work in isolation, and the training they receive is through

print materials, but it seems unlikely that training would be as

effective, or inter-rater reliability as high, as when raters work

physically closely together.

3.2. Procedural variables

Cooper (1977) divides scoring procedures for direct essay tests into two

broad categories, 'holistic' and 'frequency count'. He describes 'holistic'

methods of evaluation as Nany procedure which stops short of enumerating

linguistic, rhetorical, or informational features of a piece of writing"

(p.4). For Cooper, 'frequency count' methods include error counts, T-unit

counts and other methods In which features of the writing are enumerated.

As Cooper admits, there is some difficulty In distinguishing the most

atomistic of the 'holistic' methods from the most integrative of the

'frequency count' methods. MullIs (1984) classifies methods of scoring

direct writing assessments Into three: holistic scoring, primary trait

scoring, and analytic scoring. She appears to discount frequency count

methods altogether. In the Section which follows scoring procedures are

classified as holistic, analytic or frequency count.

3.2.1. Holistic scoring

Holistic scoring methods involve reading the essay for an overall

impression of the quality of the writing and assigning it a score based

on this overall or 'global' quality. Holistic scoring Is based on the
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view that the quality of any piece of writing is greater than any of its

directly observable parts, but that this undefined quality is something

that skilled readers can recognize. Typically readers are asked to read

rapidly, forming a global Judgement and not focussing on any specific

features such as organization, mechanics or ideas.

3.2.1,1, ImpressIon marking

Impression marking is the simplest of the holistic scoring methods for

direct tests of writing. In impression marking the reader makes a

judgement based on an impression of the composition as a whole, without

attempting any analysis or break-down of the writing into features. It

is essentially a norm-referenced procedure, since most commonly the rater

decides where each paper fits within the range of papers produced for a

given rating occasion (Cooper, 1977). The essence of impression marking

is that raters should read each essay quickly, forming an impression and

assigning a score, and not re-reading or reconsidering their score. This

is the method which was used in scoring traditional examinations, until a

variety of other scoring methods were introduced in attempts to reduce

the unreliability shown to exist in impression marking.

In the last twenty years impression marking has been developed and

refined, and coupled with some of the other techniques discussed below,

creating a range of holistic evaluation procedures, the best known and

most researched of which is that originally developed at ETS by Godshalk

et al (1966) and refined over the period since then. Coffman (1971)

justifies impression marking by saying:

To the extent that a unique communication has been
created, the elements are related to the whole in a
fashion that makes high interrelationships of the parts
inevitable. The evaluation of the part cannot be .nmde
apart from its relationship to the whole. (p.293)
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Lloyd-Jones (1977) takes this a little further:

One need not assure that the whole is greater than the sum
of its parts - although I do - for it may simply be that
the categorizable parts are too numerous and too complexly
related to pernii t a valid report. (p. 30)

However, Cooper (1974) argues that even when readers claim to be wholly

impressionistic they very often use a set of implicit criteria which they

can make explicit if required.

3.2.1.2. Essay scales

An essay scale is a series of candidate essays, at least one for every

point on the assessment scale, the purpose of which is to exemplify the

standard or criterion for each point on the scale. Willing (1918) and

Van Wagenen (1920) experimented with essay scales in the early years of

the century, but until recently essay scales were not much used as

criterion measures in large scale writing assessment. LATE (London

Association of Teachers of English) developed an essay scale (Xartin et

al, 1965) which consists of multiple examples at each point, together

with a discussion of the strong and weak points which raters had found

in them.

The holistic evaluation methods developed from the work of Godshalk et al

(1966) for ETS, and used for the evaluation of the Advanced Placement

Test in English (SmIth, 1975), the National Assessment of Educational

Progress (NAEP, 1980) and the English Composition Test (Conlan, 1978)

include the use of essay scales consisting of 'rangefinder' or 'benchmark'

papers, but these are developed anew for each test topic and rating

session. The scoring procedure for the TOEFL Writing Test (Stansfield &

Webster, 1986) uses the 'rangefinder' system. The California State

University system has used an essay scale sInce 1973 as part of its

essay scoring procedure (White, 1985), and essay scales are increasingly
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used in American school systems, but in general these, like the ETS essay

scales, are developed for each rating occasion,

3.2.1.3. Focussed holistic scoring

Focussed holistic scoring is a scoring procedure which is holistic in

orientation but which is focussed on a number of objectives seen as

central to the purpose and context of the assessment (Sachse, 1984).

Focussed holistic scoring is usually based on a list of features expected

to be present in the writing being scored, or a list of things the writer

must demonstrate that she can do in writing. Readers score essays with

reference to the feature list but do not look in depth at each feature as

it appears in the essay: judgements are reported as one global score.

Although not confined to this, focussed holistic scoring is particularly

suited to criterion referenced evaluation of writing.

3.2.1.4. Rating scales

A rating scale closely resembles a feature list but the features are

arranged into a prose description, usually a short paragraph, and the

features are described in terms of the performance they can be expected

to be represented by at the various levels on the scale. The TOEFL

Writing Test (Stansfield and Webster, 1986) uses a rating scale with six

points as part of the holistic scoring procedure.

3.2.2. Analytic scoring

Analytic scoring is distinguished from holistic scoring in that prominent

'characteristics' or 'features' of the writing in the context are not only

identified but also scored separately. Rather than a global score, each

essay receives several scores. Analytic scoring is based on the view

that, although the overall effect of an essay may be different from the

sum of Its parts, the characteristics of an essay can be described In
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meaningful ways, providing an analysis of its strengths and weaknesses.

Analytic scoring provides a record of why the paper received the score it

did. Analytic procedures vary considerably, from those which are very

similar to feature lists or holistic rating scales, to those which

approach frequency counts, Unlike holistic procedures, where it is

relatively difficult to focus the basis upon which the reader is to make

a judgement to reflect the context of the writing and the purpose of the

asssessment, analytic procedures can be developed to suit different

contexts and purposes.

3.2.2.1. Analytic categories

The analytic scale developed by Diederich (1974) is typical of the less

specific scales: it contains the main categories 'General Merit' and

'Mechanics'; the first is broken into Ideas, Organization, Wording and

Flavor; the second is broken into Usage, Punctuation, Spelling and

Handwriting. Each of these is scored on a 2-4-6-8-10 system, but none

of them is defined or described. Pike (1973) developed a scale which

consisted of four sub-scales: content quantity (number of ideas and

concepts and degree of elaboration); content quality (adequacy/interest of

story line; internal consistency; flow); form quantity (range of

vocabulary and grammatical structures); form quality (appropriacy and

effectiveness of vocabulary and grammar). Currently analytic categories

are in some disfavour and analytic scales are preferred.

3.2.2.2. Analytic scales

Analytic scales are distinguished from analytic categories by the fact

that they contain a description of each feature or characteristic at each

point along the scale. These descriptions may simply be adjectives or

adjectival phrases. Chaplen (1969) used an 'Essay Marking Scheme',

consisting of six points from 'Excellent' to 'Hopeless', each with a brief

paragraph description of typical performance. Palmer and Kimball (mimeo,
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undated) developed a 'Criterion-Based Composition Grading System'

consisting of nine characteristics each described on a very simple scale

(e.g., Propositional Content: Statements are comprehensible on a single

1t read only: 2-Consistently comprehensible; 1-Nost comprehensible,

though some are not; 0-Generally incomprehensible). The 'Composition

Profile' of Jacobs et al (1981) uses a fully described analytic scale.

Developed for use in scoring college-level ESL writing, the Profile has

been carefully worked out and extensively validated. It comprises five

components (content; organization; vocabulary; language use; mechanics)

each of which exists at four levels and a brief indicator of the

characteristics of writing at each level in each component is provided.

llullen (1980) used an analytic scale consisting of five sub-scales:

control over English structure; organization of material; appropriateness

of vocabulary; quantity of writing; and overall writing proficiency.

Henning (1982) developed an analytic scale consisting of five mechanical

criteria and five content-oriented criteria. He found that scores which

combined the mechanical and content ratings were more reliable than

scores based on only one set of criteria. The analytic scale used by

Veir (1983) consists of seven 'attributes', each of which is described on

a four-point scale. Braddock et al (1966) point out that an analytic

scoring method is of little use if the criteria it contains are not well-

defined: for example, "quality of ideas" is not a well-defined criterion.

Because it is so much more difficult to define criteria such as

intellectual quality, rhetorical effectivenes and fluency than mechanical

criteria, these criteria have tended to be under-represented and vaguely

described in analytic scales, which leads to their under-weighting in a

final score and to a lack of validity for the overall score.

3.2.2.3. Dichotomous scales

A dichotomous scale, as its name implies, is a series of statements which

the rater can answer 'yes' or 'no'. Cohen (1973) describes an experiment

in which twenty one English instructors worked together to develop a
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protocol consisting of nineteen items which they agreed reflected the

quality of an essay. The amount of agreement between the instructors as

to whether an essay demonstrated each of these qualities or not (i.e., a

dichotomous scale) varied from .50 (chance) to 1.00, while an analysis of

the reader reliability on each quality showed much more agreement over

some qualities (creativity; number of modifier errors; appropriacy of

paragraph development) than others (thesis development; clarity;

organisation): there was a tendency for there to be more agreement over

mechanical qualities than content organization. Cohen states that each of

the sub-scales on his scale correlated well with the total (with or

without themselves is not stated) but poorly with each other, and

suggests that "each scale is measuring an independent variable" (p.365).

The instrument developed by Hake (1973) and Andrich (1973) includes a

complex dichotomous scale.

3.2.3. Holistic vs. analytic procedures

What all analytic scales have in common is the attempt to focus more

precisely on the qualities of the writing which are important for the

purpose of the assessment. This attempt at precision is in contrast to

the imprecision which is counted as a virtue by the proponents of

holistic scoring. Brown (1981) says.

No matter how reliable holistic scoring is as a way of
rank-ordering papers, it is inadequate as a measuring tool
in itself, because it is relativistic and is not tied to
any absolute definition of quality.

He goes on to recommend the use of a rubric or protocol (i.e., an analytic

scale rather than just analytic categories, In the terms used here) to

ensure the absolute standard he believes to be necessary. Hirsch and

Harrington (1981) are in agreement:

Since we differ among ourselves in valuing writing, we
cannot expect to achieve uniformity of iudge.zrient when we
are rating the quality of writing,...unless we agree to
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adopt special criteria on the basis of their overwhelming
rational appeal....valid assessment of writing will depend
finally, on our being able to distinguish those
significant qualities of writing about which people can
agree, from those qualities about people cannot possibly
agree. (p.194)

From the above it is clear that a fully developed analytic scale is an

attempt to establish a stable criterion against which each writing sample

can be measured. Not all researchers are agreed about the virtues of

analytic scales, however. White (1985) briefly discusses analytic scales

and is scathing in attack of them:

Analytic scoring is uneconomical, unreliable,
pedagogically uncertain or destructive, and theoretically
bankrupt. (p. 124)

The only analytic Instrument cited by White to explain his extreme

reaction is Cooper and Odell (1977), described in Section 3.2 2.1. The

more recently developed analytic scales (e.g., Jacobs et al, 1981, Weir,

1983), as we saw in section 3.2.2.2., can withstand White's attack.

A further argument made against analytic scoring (Cooper, 1985) is that

it may create a 'halo effect' i.e., raters may in fact be rating for one

'general impression' factor, but doing so repeatedly. If the components

In an analytic scale were indeed measuring the same thing, a scale would

be unnecessary, since It would contribute nothing extra to the total score

Information. This view is understandable in cases such as Pike's (1973),

who found that his two Content scales showed no distinction and

therefore combined them: the same occurred with the two Form scales. The

finding that readers do not distinguish quantity of and quality of the

features described In the scales Is perhaps not surprising, and suggests

that the components in an analytic scheme need to be more carefully

established than these were. More recently, however, the procedures

developed have been carefully validated to ensure that they are free of

halo effect.
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Jacobs et al (op cit) found that their components correlated at between

.57 (mechanics with organization) and .88 (vocabulary with language use).

The .57 correlatIon suggests that these two components are measures of

somewhat different things, an intuitively satisfying conclusion, as is the

much closer correlation of .81 between content and vocabulary. Veir

(1983), in a rigorous study, found no statistical Justification for the

combining of any of his seven attributes. Kroll (1982) showed that

there were consistently weak correlations between scores assigned for

discourse level features In a set of 100 test essays and scores assigned

for syntactic level features. It may be that some candidates will show

parallel command of all the facets of writing skill, while others will

show uneven development. Clearly, the finely tuned assessment of an

analytic scale Is needed In order to find this out.

Woods Chapman, Fyans and Kerins (1984) recommend the use of analytic

scoring for other reasons: they consider that an analytic scoring method

is more reliable:

While each particular writing item (focus, support,
organization, mechanics) has its own unreliabilities and
invalidities, taken together, they are quite powerful in
describing the student's ability. ... The high loadings on
each scale (.70 to .90) were all on one factor, thereby
supporting the aggregation into one writing ability score.
(p. 25)

Purves (1984) found that the addition of an overall-impression category,

'Personal Response of the Reader' to his analytic scoring procedure was

particularly acceptable to readers and "appeared to lessen what is known

as 'the halo effect' " as well as appearing to enhance the agreement of

the readers on the other categories (p. 437).

3.2.4, Primary trait scoring

Primary trait scoring falls between holistic and analytic scoring. In

this procedure, criteria are clearly defined and levels are specified, as
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in analytic scoring, but only one Judgement is made, as in holistic

scoring. According to Odell (1981), primary trait scoring "rests on the

assumption that different tasks, even different expository tasks, may

have to be Judged by different criteria" (p.124). Primary trait scoring

starts with a clear description of objectives. The writing task is stated

as a form of communication involving purpose, audience, and subject, and

the unique features of writing to be elicited by the specific writing task

are described in scoring scales.

Cooper (1985) describes primary trait scoring as neither norm-referenced

nor set to minimal competency standards (criterion-referenced), but as

starting from an idea of the best student model at the level being

assessed. Primary trait scoring tends to focus the attention of the

rater on discourse level features, such as the number and placement of

propositions and their supports: Gere (1980) has suggested that primary

trait scoring should be supplemented with frequency counts of other

important features. Lloyd-Jones (1977), who Introduced primary trait

scoring, makes it clear that it must be based on a carefully worked out

theory of discourse, since the assessment must be related to the purpose

of the writing. It is, in fact, a context-specific assessment Instrument.

Henning (1983) suggests that primary trait scoring may be difficult for

teachers to work with, because they are accustomed to working with a

single procedure whatever the mode or purpose of the writing, and also

because few models for primary trait scoring have as yet been worked out.

These are not arguments against its use in large-scale assessment

programmes, however, and primary trait scoring has been implemented by,

for example, the NAEP (National Assessment of Educational Progress) with

some success (Mullis 1980).
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3.2.5. Frequency counts

There is a wide range of different features of written text which can be

counted in order to arrive at 'objective' measures of writing quality.

For example, Jurgens and Griffin (1970) looked at seven objective

measures of language production: number of words; number of T-units;

number of subordinate clauses; number of clauses generally, words per

clause; words per T-unit, and clauses per T-unit, and found that quality

was distinguished most clearly by the number of words (I.e., length),

number of T-units, and number of clauses of all types. Their criterion

was the average of two holistic evaluations by graduate students in

English, but correlations between criterion and objective measures were

not reported. Page (1967) developed 30 predictor variables by which a

computer could attempt to predict reader rating. His best predictors

were:

1, standard deviation of word length through essay 	 .53
2. word length	 .52
3. number of common words (according to Dale list)	 -. 48
4. essay length	 .32
5. number of spelling errors 	 -.21

None of these predictors seem inherently meaningful as a measure of

writing proficiency, nor Is any of them particularly reliable (the best of

them is at the lower boundary of inter-reader reliabilities generally

reported). Perkins and Leahy (1979) looked at number ot error-tree T-

units, error-free T-unit length, and the ratio of clauses per error-free

T-unit as predictors of holistic evaluations of the writing of native and

non-native undergraduates. They concluded that none of these measures

could consistently differentiate between the two groups whereas holistic

evaluations "seem to go far beyond what can be measured through the use

of these objective measures" (p.310).

Hake (1973) developed a different approach to essay marking which

nevertheless falls Into this category. Working from a Chomskyan theory
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of language learning, and seeking to develop a method to which a

colleague (Andrich, 1973) could apply latent trait theory (Rasch analysis)

in order to objectively evaluate various essay components, she

hypothesized that "the formulated whole generates its parts" (p.35) and

that "to attempt to judge the whole, we must first determine if the whole

exists and then determine if its parts are functioning to communicate"

(p.37). She posits four dimensions for any essay, the first of which is

its 'deep structure' and the other three are different aspects of 'surface

structure'. The scoring method assumes that the whole is the sum of its

parts: in the scoring procedure the scores on the three surface

dimensions summed equal the other, i.e, deep structure dimension. The

procedure involves counting each occurrence of an error (called by Hake

and Andrich a 'flaw')and categorising it, the aim being to achieve

'grader-free' measurement.

However, the study by Andrich (op cit) shows that grader-free

measurement did not result. On the Rasch analysis 'misfitting' essays

were not the same for each grader, and there was interaction between

essay and grader and between grader and dimensions. There is a problem

in the use of Rasch or any other latent trait method in that the

assumption of stochastic independence is not true for flaws in essays,

i.e., a writer who has not mastered a linguistic form will repeat the same

error - the errors are clearly dependent. Similarly, a rater's flaw count

will show consistent relationships among flaw observations. It might be

possible to describe each grader in terms of harshness, leniency, etc.,

but it does not seem possible to make any useful predictions on this

basis. Further, the grader-dimension interaction led Andrich to suggest

that their hypothesis that the essay is one trait (i.e., "an integration of

specifiable but collaborating dimensions", Andrich, op cit: p5) is not

upheld: some writers appear to be worse on some Iimensions than on

others.
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Flahive and Snow (1980) investigated correlations between objective

measures and holistic evaluations of ESL writing at several proficiency

levels, and found only one correlation above .70: while considering that

they had demonstrated that objective measures were relatively useful in

determining levels of overall ES1 proficiency and of writing ability, they

concluded that uthere is far more to writing than length-of-T-unit or

clause/T-unit ratiosTM (p. 176). After surveying a range of studies of

objective measures of writing ability, Perkins (1985) concludes that:

the use of objective measures is impractical, tedious, and
time consuming for classroom use; while objective measures
may be of interest to researchers, they, seemingly, are of
little value in assessing the underlying constructs of
writing because the intent to communicate is neither
assessed nor measured by them. (p. 662)

3.25. Effects of scoring methods

All of the scoring methods surveyed above are attempting to get at the

same thing: proficiency in writing. Thus they should all result in

comparable scores. However, there are few empirical studies of the

influence of the choice of scoring method on actual scores assigned to

writers, or on reader reliability levels. Winters (1979) used four

different scoring methods to assess Freshman essays at UCLAt the

Diederich expository scale, the Center for Study of Evaluation ( UCLA)

procedure, impression scoring, and T-unit analysis. She found that all

the methods were adequately reliable but that they produced different

patterns of results. Some methods showed variation for topic differences

while others did not: impression scoring did and T-unit analysis did not.

Winters considers that all scoring systems have a limit of

generalizability of which their users should be aware, and she suggests

scoring by several methods and combining the results, to control for

method effect. She believes that TMat the heart of all scoring systems is

a conceptualization of the construct 'writing skill', which may differ
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from method to method". The suggestion of using several methods is also

made by Mullis (1984).

Discussion of the relative merits of scoring methods centres on the issue

of what the construct is which we are trying to measure; impression

scoring is based on the belief that the Individual response of every

reader to a piece of writing is valid, but impression scoring has been

shown again and again to be very unreliable. It was to counter this

unreliability that multiple marking was developed.

Wiseman (1949) argued that score replication, the combination of these

Individual judgements of a number of raters, enabled the assessment to

get at the underlying writing proficiency of the writer, and this is a

view which has been accepted and which continues to inform the conduct

of most large-scale writing assessment, such as the ETS and California

State University assessments referred to above. Cox (1968) criticized

multiple marking on the grounds that while statistical reliability Is

improved, the improvement does not necessarily represent greater

agreement on the actual writing, that is, it does not lead to Increased

score validity. Pilliner (1969) showed that if there Is some initial

agreement among raters about the merits of an essay, score aggregating

will increase both score reliability and score validity; If there is no

initial agreement among raters, score aggregation will Increase score

reliability without increasing score validity. Where raters cannot agree

at a basic level, Pilliner suggests that more analytic methods may be

more appropriate.

Decisions about scoring methods must take Into account all factors which

are considered to be meaningful in the context of the specific

assessment. The limited evidence available suggests that a choice of

scoring method does not only have effects on the reliability attributable

to the assessment, but also to its validity.
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Holistic scoring is typically claimed to have great validity, since the

essay rater is responding as a reader in the post-structuralist sense of

a creator of a text from the text before her (Fish, 1980), and White

(1986) describes a holistic reading as the creation of an interpretive

community in Fish's (op cit) terms. But this view assumes that validity

is defined by the 'authenticity' of the reader's response and nothing else:

the problems with this view are not only the statistical ones we saw in

the preceding paragraph. With such a view, it becomes Impossible to

define any of the usual parameters of the assessment and thus to know

when any individual reader is responding outside the 'community', or why.

When a strong interpretive community is formed, scores will ba very

reliable, but such a community will find it difficult to accept and

Initiate new members. Further, the writing of the writer, the writer's

Interpretation of and response to the task, has no value of its own. In

such a view, readers are empowered while writers are dispossessed.

Neither does the task have any intrinsic significance, but only the

significance the reader (or, in multiple holistic reading sessions, the

community of readers) is prepared to ascribe to it.

In analytic scoring and primary trait scoring these problems are lessened

and their effects can be recognized and measured. With these methods,

the validity problems centre on the critical need to ensure that the

purpose and values in the writing context are fully clear to the writers

and that the criteria for assessment and the guidance for the recognition

and evaluation of the characteristics of the writer's writing are

appropriate and accurate. When these requirements are satisfied, analytic

scoring and primary trait scoring lead to the empowerment of writers who

create successful texts for the defined context, and also to the

empowerment of readers who understand what it is they are asked to do

and why.
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3.3, Writer Variables

The term 'writer variables' is used in this Section to refer to those

variables which cause the individual writer's performance to vary from

task to task, and from occasion to occasion on the same task, but which

are not due to writer unreliability, i.e., they represent true rather than

error variance.

The true variance implied by the term 'writer variables' is variance

intrinsic to the writer or to the interaction between the writer and the

task. It has only recently been recognised that all writing, including

the writing of expository-type essay answers to test questions, is

creative and personal as well as communicative. This perception has

increased our awareness of the many variables, apart from the reader

variables we investigated in the preceding section,which can affect an

individual's performance: as we shall see, because of the recentness of

attention to these aspects of writing assessment, none of them is well

investigated or understood.

There is not yet a research methodology for the study of writer variables

or their impact, nor even a developed categorisation of writer variables

as distinct from the task variables which are the subject of section 3.4.

'We are at present unsure of the amount of true variance in a writer's

essay test score which is due to theoretically predictable characteristics

of the writer, or to the interaction between such characteristics and

specifiable characteristics of the test task. Brossell (1986) says:

All writers are influenced in writing assessments by
innumerable factors related to background and personality.
Elements of culture, gender, ethnicity, language,
psychology and experience all bear upon the way different
people respond to a writing task. Unfortunately, the
current level of knowledge about such influences does not
allow us to understand the precise ways in which human
factors affect writers and their performance on writing
assessments. (p. 175)
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3.3.1, Topic/task interpretation

Each writer brings the whole of himself or herself to the essay test.

Each writer Is a complex of experience, knowledge, Ideas, emotions and

opinions, and all of these things come with him or her to the essay test.

In interpreting and responding to the topic of an essay test, each writer

must create a 'fit' between her world and the world of the essay test

topic and she must interpret the task in terms which make sense to her

before she can respond to It. When the topic/task is a very wide one, It

is, as Labov (1969) said ) "absurd to believe that an identical "stimulus"

is obtained by asking everyone the usame question". (p. 108) When the

task Is a very narrow one, writers whose personal histories are the

closest 'fit' to the expectations of the task will find It easiest to

interpret. Brossell (1983) found that topics with a moderate level of

rhetorical specification (specification of purpose. audience, voice, and

content) yielded higher mean scores than essays with either a high level

of specification or a low level of specification. Each writer needs both

guidance as to what is important about this writing task and what

qualities will be valued, and some room in which to maneouvre in taking

the task and topic and creating an original, personal, response. Pollitt

and Hutchinson (n.d.) refer to this as 'outcome space'. They show that

there are five possible 'outcome spaces' for any examination question

(Figure 2.3.1.).

The writer will always Interact with the topic In ways which we do not,

at least at present, and for the foreseeable future, understand. Weaver

(1973) found that writers need to transform a 'teacher-initiated' topic

Into a 'self-Initiated' topic: that is, each writer must take the task and

somehow make It her own. If the testee cannot satisfactorily follow the

steps of attending to, understanding, and valuing the topic, she will

replace It with another, or with a related, topic, but will not respond to

the topic intended. In order to transform the topic, i.e., value It and
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begin to respond to it, the task must seem realistic, appropriate and

feasible to the writer (Rosen, 1967). Once the topic is accepted, the

writer must either do a mental scan for input or write for discovery

(Weaver, op cit). Brand and Powell (1985) found that the attitudes of

good and poor writers to being asked to write differ: good writers feel

fairly positive from the outset, while poor writers feel negative.

However, both good and poor writers tend to feel more positive about the

fact of writing as they respond to a topic.

Figure 2.3.1.: Five Outcome Spaces

Anticipated
+
+
+

Acceptable Observed
1	 +	 +
2	 +	 -
3	 -	 +
4	 +	 +
5	 +	 -
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3.3.2. Writer as thinker

A number of composition researchers, for example Elbow (1973) and

Holland (1976), have applied Piagetian stages of intellectual development

(as promulgated by Flavell, 1963) to a description of the levels of

thinking employed by student writers in their composed products, and

Holland (op cit) has suggested that writing tasks should be designed to

be accessible simultaneously to all of Piaget's four levels of thinking,

in order to "create the possibility of discovering at what stage a writer

Is able to perform with this task" (p. 20). But Piaget's theory was

Initially developed from a series of simple experiments, and his

conclusions generalised to other areas without empirical testing. Peel

(1971) explored systematically and empirically the nature of adolescent

judgement in a range of content areas: he found that most pupils'

responses to a problem-solving task could be categorised Into one of four

types: mentioning (tautological, partial or inconsistent responses);

describing (mainly correct listing of aspects of the topic); explaining

(use additional related ideas to interpret textual meaning); combining

(combine more than one piece of evidence with outside ideas to interpret

textual meaning). Sutherland (1982) similarly analysed responses to

biological questions, and developed an eight-category system:

0	 completely naive
1	 pre-describer (grossly inaccurate or irrelevant)
2	 elementary	 describer	 (very	 simple/	 limited

description)
3	 describer (some grasp of underlying concepts)
4	 extended describer (use of abstract concepts but not

as explanations)
5	 transitional (occasional flashes of explanation)
6	 full explanations in conceptual rather than

perceptual terms
7	 extended explainer (explanation in terms of theory

and deduction from evidence)
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Sutherland found pupils to be at more or less the same stage for every

answer: variation for any pupil was rarely more than one either side of

her or his own mean. Peel similarly described his categories In terms of

a series of developmental stages, but he recognised that the distribution

of responses was affected by the nature of the text used to elicit data,

by its subject matter, and by the form of the questions used. However,

Karton (1951) argues that what should be classified Is the application of

a particular thinking pattern In a particular task, not the description of

the developmental level of an individual. He suggests that performance

levels should be expected to vary across tasks, Schroder et al (1967)

present an information-processing model which suggests four gradations

of information-processing in persons, based on the number of dimensional

attributes of information perceived, and the number organized and

processed:

1 low integration (relatively fixed or hierarchical
organization regardless of the number of dimensions:
characterised by black/white thinking)

2	 moderately low integration (emergence of alternate
combinations of dimensional scale values:
characterised by primitive internal causation,
Instability and noncommitment)

3 moderately high integration (alternate perspectives;
more complex rules for comparing and relating:
characterised by empiricism, awareness of choices)

4	 high integration (structure for generating complex
relationships: characterisad by self-reflection)

Schroder et al point out that these are not discrete steps but occur

along a continuum: the model Is used to score answers to essay questions

on a psychology examination, on a seven-point scale, where points 1, 3, 5,

and 7 correspond to the four stages in the model (above), and 2, 4 and 6

are degrees between the points. Schroder et al say:

essay questions that produce the most construct-
relevant responses have the following components: (a) they
present the student with uncertainty and conflict; (b)
they express a point of view and ask the student to
consider his agreement or disagreement with it; Cc) they
present two discrepant points of view; and Cd) they
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present a number of ideas, that, presumb1y, have not been
related for the student beforehand, and about which he is
asked to consider relationships. (p. 200-201)

Schroder et al implied that respondents who show high Integration can

operate at the lower levels on different tasks, but that respondents who

show low integration on one task cannot operate at higher levels. Their

work was adapted and developed by Biggs and Collis (1982), who, in

contrast to Schroder et al, describe performances rather than persons,

and explicitly recognise that there will be different levels of

performance on different tasks. This viewpoint is reiterated by Pollitt

and Hutchinson (n.d.), and brings us once again to the apparent

impossibility of separating writer variables from task variables.

3.3.3. Writer as community member

Wilkinson (1983) criticises models of writing development which are

restricted to descriptions of linguistic skills or cognitive abilities.

The model developed by Wilkinson and his team includes 'affective' and

'moral' measures as well as the more usual stylistic and cognitive

measures. In this model, audience awareness is part of the affective

measure, and the moral measure is seen as the internalizing of the

morality of the culture. Concerned as it is with the language

development of young schoolchildren, Vilkinson's model does not directly

treat social development, although through the descriptions of the

stylistic, affective and moral characteristics a picture of the developing

writer's social development may be obtained.

Nany of the ways in which researchers into the composing process and

judges of composd products are currently looking at and responding to

writing have a social perspective. Faigley (1986) identifies a "social

view" (p. 528) as the most recent of what he calls in his title the

"competing theories of (writing) process". The extreme of this view is

represented by social constructionist thought, as most frequently
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encountered in composition theory in references to Kuhn (1970) and Geertz

(1973; 1983). Kuhn believes that all scientific knowledge Is a social

construct, whereas Geertz believes that all knowledge is a social

construct.

A social view, if not a social constructionist view, of writing underlies

the teaching of writing for academic and specific academic purposes.

Herrington (1986) identifies three social communities within which the

student of an academic discipline functions as an apprentice writer: the

educational community; the disciplinary community; the classroom

community. Clearly, any apprentice writer as a member of a classroom

community is also a member of a wider home and social community, which

to a greater or lesser extent supports the writer as she is inducted Into

the more specific communities of Institutional education, depending on the

extent to which all these communities are in harmony. When the writer

perceives herself as a member of a community which Is In disharmony with

the wider community, the writer may experience stress, seeing the values

of one community as in conflict with those of the other.

Within one 'culture' (in political or geographic terms) we typically find

different communities or sub-cultures which share many ways of seeing,

doing, and thinking which they do share with the larger culture. Luria

(1976) reports on tests conducted in the USSR In which traditional,

illiterate, peasants were compared with more educated, literate, members

of local communities on the categorizing and sorting of everyday objects

and geometrical figures: the illiterates were shown to be more situation-

bound, more concrete, and less likely to use abstract language or to make

generalizations than their literate neighbours. Gere (1981) tells us that

cultures may share different views of the value of literacy: she speaks

of Black American culture, which places a high value on oracy skills and

where members may prefer to remain illiterate and retain the Minner link

pf community" (p.120). She also suggests that Native American
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communities may resist literacy programmes because reading and writing

"threaten the kinship they value" (bc cit).

The writer's sense of herself as a community member is part of what the

writer brings to a writing test, as it is a part of what she brings to

her perception of and value attributed to writing as an art or skill.

Glannisi (1976), in a bibliographical article, reviews a number of studies

in Standard English as a Second Dialect and English as a Second Language

relevant to the question of dialects and the teaching of composition, and

concludes that "greater understanding of varieties differentiation is

crucial to the teacher of composition in a pluralistic society" (p. 283).

Toelken (1975) quotes a Navajo Indian student writing in a Navajo

newspaper:

The big education conferences and workshops will beat
around the bush and make excuses about why a high rate of
dropout. ...One thing nobody even mention is Indian
students drop out because they are Indian, thinking Indian
loud and clear, but you can't hear him. He will get fed
up with trying to learn what he does not believe.
Eventually, be quits or flunks out at the end of semester.

Toelken explains that the writer cites a worksheet used on Navajo

reservations to teach the meanings of various English lexical items by

showing the lexical item in cartoons, which had been 'translated' into

Navajo culture. The learner is supposed to mark one of two pictures

right or wrong, to match the statement "The father works": one picture

shows the man chopping wood; the other shows him leaning on a building

smoking. The student says:

...nothing is said about the fact that "working" is an
entirely white idea. Only the whites divide their time so
carefullfr between "work" and "play". You have got to work
or play. "Just hanging around" is "wasting" time and
doesn't count.

Of course, Ilavafos have entirely different ideas about
time, and about work and play. This is the real Cultural
Difference, and not what sort of skirt the mother happens
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to wear, not whether the father wears his hair short or
tied up behind.

In school, the kid who happens to know how white people
feel about work will be able to mark this worksheet in no
tinie flat, will get a good grade, will be promoted and all
the rest of it. The Navajo kid who is confused will fail,
"fall behind" - and will end up "no good". (p.2?9)

Similarly, writing tests typically place a high value on the use of

'standard written English', and in the United States such tests have been

consistently found to result In significantly higher test scores for

whites than for blacks (White and Thomas, 1981).

3.4	 Task Variables

From the discussion of reader variables and writer variables, it can be

seen that it is very difficult to find ways to shape writing tests to

give every testee an equal opportunity to give her best performance. In

this Section we shall look at task variables, that is, those aspects of

the writing test task which can be, at least theoretically, deliberately

manipulated, and the manipulation of which can cause differing

performance by testees.

3.4.1. Content

Hartog (1936), Hartog et al (1941), Braddock et al (1963), Britton et al

(1966), Poetker (1977), Hirsch and Harrington (1980), and Applebee (1983)

have all stated that content quantity and quality in an essay answer are

directly attributable to the topic of the question. Hartog (1936) had

early suggested that topic familiarity or unfamiliarity would affect a

writer's performance, and had felt that the solution would be to limit the

topic by defining a purpose and audience for the writing and by not

permitting a choice of topic. This was a major recommendation of the

report by Hartog et al (1941). Weir (1983> and Bridgeman and Carlson

(1983) have shown that content criteria are the foremost criteria for
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determining academic faculty grades on expository test essays. Hirsch

and Harrington (1980) found that the communicative effectiveness of

compositions was based on the writer's familiarity with the essay topic.

Freedman and Calfee (1983) found that essay scores were significantly

influenced by the subJct matter of the topic. In contrast to the other

findings reported here, Brossell and Hoetker Ash (1894) studied 21

different essay topics and found their content to be of slight

consequence to scores.

There have been attempts to circumvent the problem of the topic variable

by asking students to write about anything they wish, or by providing a

content-neutral topic such as 'Red' or 'Yesterday'. However, Scardamalia

et al (1982) remind us that although writing is unlike conversation in

that each 'turn' (e.g., a sentence) does not get a response, an input in

the form of an external signal, it is nevertheless a speech act. They

report a study which showed that even feeding children contentless

external signals while they were writing stimulated them to write 70

more functional text. This provides support for the common practice of

providing a certain amount of stimulus or input material to flesh out the

essay topic. Applebee (1983) goes further when he suggests that topics

should be very familiar to the writer:

When the topic being written about raises questiozz that
have not been fully explored in the past, the written
language my become a tool for ordering and clarifying
relevant knowledge and experience. In this case, the
writing task becomes a heuristic one, a process of
discovery and reformulation which will in all likelihood
be halting and somewhat uncertain. (p.36?)

Certainly Applebee's proposition accords with a view of writing as both a

channel of communication and a vehicle for discovery of knowledge, and it

also accords with the research suggesting that some modes of discourse

are more difficult than others. A study of high school students' self-

evaluation of their knowledge of topics in chemistry (Johnstone et al,

1971) showed that when students considered themselves not to have
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mastered a topic in the syllabus, their test scores on that topic were

correspondingly lower than their test scores on topics they felt

themselves to have mastered. Pollitt et al (1985), who investigated high

school students' responses to questions in geography, mathematics,

chemistry, French and English, found that subject difficulty was an

important influence on student performance, and located part of that

difficulty in the degree of familiarity of the students with the concepts

(i.e., with vocabulary items to express concepts) used in the questions.

3.4.2. Purpose

Witte et al (forthcoming) found that college freshmen benefited from a

clear specification of purpose for the writing test: as purpose was more

exactly specified, scores increased.

3.4.3. Audience

The audience variable has also been shown to affect a writer's

performance markedly. Smith and Swan (1977), Rubin and Piche (1979) and

Crowhurst and Fiche (1979) all found significant effects on the quality

of writing as a result of the specification of different types of

audience. To the extent of their writing ability, writers adapt the way

they write to their perception of the expectations and capabilities of

their audience.

Smith and Swan (1977) took Hartog's (1936; 1941) suggestion of specifying

the audience for an essay task, and conducted a study which showed that

differing target audiences affected college students' writing, but not the

writing of sixth grade children, suggesting that audience adaptation Is a

late-blooming skill. Rubin and Piche (1979) investigated the effect of

differing target audiences on the writing of fourth, eighth and twelfth

grade children. They asked the children to write for audiences of high,
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]nediwu and low intimacy, and found significant differences both

semantically and syntactically at the higher levels.

Crowhurst and Piche (1979) looked at the effect of differing target

audiences on the syntactic complexity of the writing of sixth and tenth

graders. They found no significant differences at grade 6, but at grade

10 clause length and T-unit length were greater when 'teacher' was the

audience than when 'best friend' was the audience. Witte et al

(forthcoming) found audience to be a significant factor in scores of

freshmen on twelve variations of a single essay topic: as audience

specification increased, scores increased. It would appear that the

specification of a low intimacy audience requires a writer to demonstrate

his maximum syntactic control, and also to use a wider range of strategic

competence features than would be used with a more intimate audience.

3.4.4. Node of discourse

Kincaid (1953) observed a large variation in writing performance from day

to day, which was more marked in better than poor writers. He suggests

that this may be directly related to varying modes of discourse for essay

tasks, i.e., that writers perform differentially on narrative, descriptive,

argumentative or expository tasks. Crowhurst and Piche (1979) found a

significant variation in the syntactic complexity of writing by mode of

discourse for sixth grade and tenth grade children. At both levels,

argumentative essays were syntactically more complex than either

descriptive or narrative essays. This finding agrees with those of

studies by Rosen (1969) and Perron (1977). Gaibraith (1980) believes

that argumentative and expository writing is more demanding than

narrative or descriptive writing:

The goal of expression places no constraints on the form
of the final product; whereas the goals of coherence and
self presentation do. This means that when the latter
goals govern the form in which ideas are expressed, there
is the possibility that ideas will be distorted. (p.365)
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Pollitt et al (1985) found, similarly, that writing which involves

explaining is more difficult than writing which involves describing,

Quellmalz, Capell and Chou (1982) studied the writing of twelfth grade

students on essay tests and found clear variations in levels of

performance on narrative and expository discourse types. Freedman and

Pringle (1981) found that 12 year olds were able to realise the

conventional schema for story structure most of the time whereas they

were only able to realise the conventional schema for argument structure

12.5 % of the time. Freedman and Calfee (1983) found significant

variation between scores on compositions requiring opinions and

compositions requiring quotation, suggesting that even within the

'expository mode' there are sub-modes or genres which draw upon different

aspects of writers' writing ability.

3.4.5. Culture-related expectations

Hoover and Polltzer (1980) say that bidialectal students whose dominant

dialect is not that of the majority culture in the U.S A. perform

disproportionately poorly on composition tests. We saw in Section 3.3.3.

that White and Thomas (1980) provide some evidence of this. However,

Hoover and Politzer go on to claim that bidialectal students are

victimised by negative attitudes to their language and culture an the

part of teachers, citing Hoover and Politzer (1977) and Shuy and Fasold

(1973). They consider that such attitudes not only affect the teacher's

assessment of the student's communication skills, but also interfere with

the student's ability to communicate successfully because the student

senses the teacher's rejection:

The papers you write in class - their whole attitude to
them is bad. They say the structure is not too good and
the style is bad, when you are writing from your heart
it's like they are rejecting your whole culture. (p. 198)
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Toelken (1975) set up a culturally sympathetic study to find out why

Native Americans drop out of university. The first reason given was

almost universally 'Freshman Composition'. Although in some cases this

was because of arrested literacy, deeper investigation showed that the

Native American students found the composition assignments "illogical" or

"impossible to do"; many of the assignments were "not topics at all" or

"things you just can't talk about". For example, autobiographical topics

were not seen as appropriate for college-age students, since Navajos only

think of themselves as 'persons' as a result of age and experience; 'your

plans for the future' was seen as non-logical, since Navajos do not take

the same long view as Anglo-Americans, or as "tempting fate". Further,

the concept of an orderly theme, the concept of logical syllogisms, the

notion of a required sequence, the teacher's distaste for repetition, and

other task expectations posed problems for these students. Nany of these

students had English as their first language, but they had the same

difficulties as those who were bilingual.

3.4.6. Linguistic characteristics

Harpin (1976) found that for elementary school children small changes in

the wording of questions led to considerable changes in topic

interpretation. Baker and Henman (1983) give linguistic complexity as

one of the features to be considered when designing writing test tasks,

but present no data. O'Donnell (1968) investigated 969 SCE '0' level

scripts in physics in order to establish whether a link existed between

the language of the questions in terms of syntax, vocabulary, and the

combination of these, and the examination performance in terms of the

question chosen by the candidate (on the assumption that they choose the

questions which seem easiest) and the scores actually attained on the

questions chosen. O'Donnell found that the most frequently chosen

questions were not the questions which got the highest scores. O'Donnell

found that syntactically complex questions were less popular than

syntactically simpler questions, but that syntactically complex questions
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received higher scores than syntactically simpler ones. He also found

that the choices of question made by writers were not a matter of chance,

and suggested tentatively that lexical complexity might make a question

unpopular. O'Donnell feels that:

Every examination presents the candidate with a language
task which he must be able to perform in order to
undertake the examination - whatever the subject in which
he is ostensibly being examined. Nobody seem to have any
clear idea about the dimensions of the task In any given
case: the language component, in fact, being largely taken
for granted. (p.l)

Brossell and Hoetker Ash (1984) in their study of 21 different essay

topics "came away with the feeling that" small syntactic variations do

not have "much of an effect on essay exam scores" (p. 145). However,

Pollitt et al (1985), in their study of comprehension questions in English

and French, suggested that 'content' words (meaning-bearing words like

nouns, verb stems and adjectives) were taken at face value at the expense

of functional details.

3.4.7. A choice of topic?

Viseman and Wrigley (1949) investigated the effect of testees' question

choices, and found significantly different mean scores for eac] essay

topic. They considered that some of the difference was due to the

markers but that most of it was due to the children: 'poor' children chose

pedestrian topics they thought 'safe', whereas markers had been told to

value fluency, vitality and force and to de-emphasize usage. They

concluded that although there were real differences in apparent difficulty

level of the topics, these were in fact due to real differences in ability

levels of the children. This conclusion seems surprising in view of the

fact that they found a larger marker effect than child ability effect in

their data analysis, and O'Donnell's study, reported above, suggests

otherwise.
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Coffman (1971b) particularly stresses the inadvisability of offering a

choice of topic when testees come from widely differing backgrounds.

Diederich (1971) suggests six papers on different topics, but Jacobs et

al (1981) believe that two pieces of writing on different topics are

enough, as long as each testee answers the same two questions, and

provided that the topics have been pretested to ensure that they do not

produce significantly different performance. Britten et al (1966) argue

that any topic "may be anathema" to some candidates and Ideal for others

(p.3). They favour a choice of topic, but recognise that this introduces

different variables, because it is exceedingly difficult to construct two

equally difficult essay questions, and buse students are not good at

choosing the topic with which they will do best. Meyer (1939) considered

the arguments on both sides: a choice of questions allows students a

chance to write about a subject they know about, and is a way of

remedying limited sampling; on the other hand, a choice implies that

students are able to decide:

• first, what the average score on the whole test is
going to be, and secondly, what the average score on each
question will be. This would involve, among other things,
knowing the real difficulty of the questions; knowing the
scoring standards; and knowing who is to do the grading.
(p. 155)

Meyer recommended that essay tests with a choice of questions should be

discontinued. Poetker (1977) gives the same advice, suggesting that

allowing students a choice does not work to their benefit, a suggestion

supported by the findings of O'Donnell (op cit). Pollitt and Hutchinson

(n.d.) looked at the relative attractiveness of English essay topics for

candidates at the top end and the bottom end of their sample, and found

that the mean score for candidates at the top end matched the rank

popularity of the essay topics, whereas the opposite was the case for

candidates at the bottom of the sample. They suggest that the ability to

choose a topic favours strong candidates over weak candidates.
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Permitting testees a choice of topic introduces a range of additional

variables to the assessment: it becomes essential to discover whether

observed differences in scores are due to real variations in writing

proficiency, or to variations in the topics. It is also much more

difficult for readers to rate reliably when not all papers are on the

same topic (Coffman, 1971(b); Diederich, 1974). The problem with not

allowing a choice is to ensure that 	 the content of the topic,

however constrained, is equally within the range of every writer. Hilgers

(1982) recommends providing the information necessary to ensure that all

writers have equal familiarity with the subject In order to uniformly

interpret the topic. However, the linking of the task to a reading or

listening text brings in comprehension variables; even a wholly visual

input is not problem-free. Any Input material must be well within the

range of ability of all testees In the skills it demands, and time to

process the Input material needs to be included in the total test time

(but not the writing time).

3.5.	 What makes questions difficult?

Text structure research (e.g., Kozminsky, 1977; Meyer, 1975, 1977; Meyer &

Rice, 1982) and document design research (e.g., Swartz et al, 1980; Wright,

1981a, 1984) indicate the Importance of the quality of the Input for

comprehension and production. Although this research has not looked

specifically at essay titles, Kozmlnsky (op cit) looked at the effect of

alterations in titles to texts and found that comprehension and

Interpretation of the text was affected by changes in the propositional

structure of titles. Swartz et al (op cit) focussed specifically on

headings in technical documents, and found that clear headings led to

better prediction of text content, and higher success rates at matching

headings with their texts. Hinsley et al (1977) applied 'miscue'

research (e.g., Rumeihart, 1975) to algebra problem-solving tasks and

found that subjects categorized problems on early verbal cues after

hearing one-fifth of the text: they paid less attention, and some
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misheard, the rest of the problem, so that they perceived the whole

problem in accordance with the miscue they had been fed at the outset.

Research specifically Into Issues of question difficulty for essay

questions has begun only recently and is still In a predominantly

descriptive stage. Rosen (1969), accepting that essay questions vary In

difficulty, proposed the following criteria to be considered when

designing questions:

1.	 awareness of the implications of the question
statement (type of writing demended)

2.	 linguistic characteristics

a) avoidance of metalanguage

b) explicitness

c) semantic consciousness

3.	 area of experience to be drawn on

a) personal/impersonal

b) highly charged emotionally/not

4.	 psychological

a) appropriacy for age group and other
known affective factors

b) response not pre-empted

Coffman (197th) points out that the more complex the structure of the

question, the more time testees need to think about and compose a

response, and also the more possibility that the testee will

misunderstand the question. Poetker (1977) and the !ew York State

Education Dept Bureau of Social Studies (no date) have general

suggestions for constructing essay questions, but like Coffman do not

present any data. Greenberg (1981) investigated the effects of four

different kinds of essay questions: high cognitive demand; low cognitive
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demand; high experiential demand; low experiential demand. She found

that varying the questions along these dimensions produced no significant

differences in writing performance. Brossell (1983) used six tasks each

with high, moderate and low rhetorical specification versions. He found

that the versions with moderate rhetorical specification yielded the

highest mean scores (a 'moderate' rhetorical specification Is described as

a short introductory statement then an instruction to respond). Baker

and Hennian (1983) suggest the elements of a task structure approach.

task description (i.e., outcome statements)
content limits (i.e., specification of what should be
included)
linguistic features/conzplexi ty
cognitive complexity
format (of item and required response)

Aeredith and Williams (1984) suggest four considerations for design of an

essay 'prompt': appropriacy for testees; breadth; freedom from creation of

emotional responses; consistency with the purposes of the assessment.

They do not, however, provide empirical data or practical guidelines.

Ruth and Aurphy (1984) report that in the Bay Area Writing Assessment

Project their attempts to understand and describe the properties of tasks

for writing assessments led them to constructivist theories of reading

comprehension. They consider that:

the 'meaning potential' of any given task is relative
to the linguistic, cognitive, and social reverberations
set off in the respondents. Both the language of the
topic and the general knowledge of the participants
interact in a writing test to determine what meanings the
topic may elicit. (p. 413)

In such a view of question difficulty, the difficulty resides almost

wholly in the writer and little in the question itself. They see the

process of designing a writing task as almost wholly a matter of

accounting for human interactions
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This is not a view shared by Pollitt et al (1985), who consider it

possible to Identify and predict sources of difficulty in questions.

After studying questions and responses to them in five subject areas,

Pollitt et al conclude that question difficulty is associated with three

separable facets of the task, within each of which it is possible to

Identify several specific causes of difficulty:

Subject or concept difficulty
degree of familiarity
abstractness of mode
abstractness of idea

Process difficulty
explaining
generalising from data
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selection of data relevant to general theme
identifying a principle from data
applying a principle to new data
forming a strategy
composing an answer
cumulative difficulty
need for monitoring logical consistency

Stimulus difficulty
open/closed response
leaders, cues, cluse
tailoring of resources
provision of answer structure

Pollitt et al propose the following model for the construction of an

essay question:

FIGURE 2.3.3.: CONSTRUCTING A QUESTION

rwd,ng	 1
Complex many hurdles
in way of understanding

Difficulty of
Process
Hurdles set
by task Raw data provided	 Open assessed
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White (1986) reports on a large-scale assessment of the writing of

children aged 11-16 conducted by the APU (Assessment of Performance Unit

of the Department of Education and Science of England and Wales). Tasks

in this study had been developed according to an earlier APU task

framework (Gorman et al, 1981), in which there were four task dimensions.

writing type ( na.rrative/ descriptive vs reflective!
analytic)
degree of control ('outcome space')
source of subject matter (experience vs learned knowledge)
range of purposes

White comments:

One of the results of using a range of different writing
tasks ... is that we have been alerted to the task-
specific characteristics entailed in children's ability to
write purposefully and well. Ease or difficulty in
writing is very much a feature of specific tasks ... (p.
25)

Currently there is some interest in the use of item response theoretic

methods, usually Rasch analysis, to achieve a statement of the difficulty

of essay test items which is free of person-ability (Rentz, 1984; Henning

and Davidson, 1986; Pollitt, personal communication). As we saw in

section 2, the issue here is that of the stochastic independence

assumption of latent trait methods, and discussion in this area is

continuing.

4.	 TESTING VRITING IN A SECOND/FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Clearly, the principles for the testing of writing remain the same for

the testing of the writing of second language writers. There is little

research evidence to indicate whether or not findings from studies of

English Li writers and their writing on essay tests can be applied to

ESL writers writing essay tests In English. Throughout this chapter,
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however 1 insights from first language studies and from second/foreign

studies have been interwoven, and this researcher has become increasingly

convinced that not only are there no contradictions in the issues,

methods or results from the two types of studies, but that this

interweaving provides a much fuller picture than would be possible if

only the research from one or the other were surveyed. This section

therefore serves only to highlight some particularly crucial

considerations for the testing of the writing of non-native writers.

4.1.	 Reader variables

There appears to be little research which focuses on the scoring

behaviour of raters of first language writing by comparison with the

scoring behaviour of second/foreign language writing. Carison et al

(1985) report that in their study the mean scores of ESL readers and of

uregular English teacher readers" were nearly identical. They believe:

the careful training procedures employed in this study
were sufficient to overcome any differences in rating
strategies between the two types of readers that might
otherwise have occurred. (p. 61)

In contrast, Robinson (1985) found a significant effect for rater

background (ESL/non-ESL) on the characteristics of student essays which

were most valued and on the scores assigned, despite careful training.

4.2.	 Procedural variables

There have not to date been any suggestions that the writing of ESL

writers should be scored using any procedures different from those used

for the scoring of the writing of English first language writers. Purves

(1984) comments on the difficulty of finding a procedure for scoring

compositions which can be applied across languages, including non-

alphabetic languages, but does not suggest that ESL and non-ESL writers

writing in English cannot be Judged by the same procedure. As we saw in
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Chapter 1, section 1, recent developments in thinking about the composing

process in the first language have been paralleled in second language

composing research. The current characterisation of the construct of

'writing 1 or 'composing' has made attempts at the objective testing of

writing Inappropriate and frequency count procedures unpopular. We may

see the debate at the moment as centering on whether holistic or analytic

procedures are more appropriate, although it would be unwise to expect

that such a debate will ever reach a conclusion.

4.3.	 Writer variables

A study by Breland and Jones (1982) showed that although for both

English Li and ESL writers discourse level characteristics were the best

predictors of holistic essay scores, for the ESL group syntax and lexis

scores were relatively more important than for the English Li group.

Fein (1980) investigated English Li and ESL writers from 'equivalent'

college courses to discover whether systematic differences could be found

In their writing, and whether they received significantly different scores

on a holistic evaluation of the same task. He found that although the

ESL students scored significantly lower on a holistic assessment and on

an error count, analysis of their content, organization or style showed

little difference from the English Li students. Detailed analysis showed

that ESL writers consistently had more errors than English Li writers

with the same score: therefore, whatever criteria the judges were using,

accuracy was not their only one. He also found that weak English Li

writers consistently generated fewer ideas and were more Irrelevant than

the ESL writers, and hypothesized that organization and content were

compensating In the ESL writers' scores. Fein suggests that the

differences may be due to language acquisition at work, and that fluency

and discourse level characteristics are acquired before grammatical

accuracy, or else that they are due to "fossilization of error".
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It was first suggested over twenty years ago (Kaplan, 1966) that

rhetorical patterns differ from culture to culture: that while English

expository writing has a 'linear' development, writing in other cultures

develops in different rhetorical ways. Kaplan believes that these

culturally determined rhetorical differences lead to breakdown in

communication between the second language writer and the first language

reader:

Instructors have written on the writing efforts of
(foreign) students, comments like: "The material is all
here, but it seems somehow out of focus," or "Lacks
organization," or "Lacks cohesion". And these comments
are essentially accurate. The student's perception
appears out of focus because the student is employing a
rhetoric and a sequence of thought which violate the
expectations of the native speaker. (1972, p. 8-9)

Kaplan suggested some representations of the discourse patterns of

various cultures: Japanese, for example, is typically pictured as

developing through a spirally rhetorical structure, circling the subject

but not approaching it directly (Kaplan, 1982; Onaka, 1984). Research

into the rhetoric of, for example, Arabic (Thompson-Pano & Tomas-Ruziç,

1983; Koch, 1984), Chinese (Tsao, 1983), Farsi (Dehghanplsheh, 1973),

French (Regent, 1985), German (Clyne, 1981), Greek (Tannen, 1979, 1980),

Japanese (Hinds, 1983; Kobayashi, 1984), and Spanish (Santiago, 1968;

Santana-Seda, 1974) has consistently supported the view of cultural

differences between the rhetorical structures of written discourse in

different languages.

On the other hand, there have been objections to this discourse-level

version of the Sapir-Whorf Hypothesis. James (1980) has described

Kaplan's designation of English expository prose as having a 'linear'

rhetoric as ethnocentric. Das (1985) reported a study in which the

writing of bilingual students in English and their Li was found to be

equally deficient by a panel of judges. Noragne Silva (1986) presented

a case study of an English/Spanish bilingual writer who showed similar
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deficiencies in both languages. Mohan & Lo (1985) criticize Kaplan's

claim of interference in the English writing of Chinese ESL students from

the organization patterns of Chinese expository prose on the grounds that

such claims should be supported by 1) contrastive analysis of Li and L2;

2) error analysis of the L2 learner's performance in L2; 3) clear evidence

that the errors found are due to transfer: they find Kaplan's work

lacking in these areas.

Certainly it is the case, as Haughton & Hoey (1983) point out, that "in

general linguists are not yet in a strong enough position to be able to

support without reservations the notion of contrastive rhetoric." (9)

Kaplan's contribution has been primarily in model-building rather than in

rigorous scientific proof, a contribution which, as Houghton & Hoey also

point out, is both essential and eminently academically acceptable (9-10).

Responding to Xohan & Lo (op cit), Ricento (1986) states: "Few scholars

working in the area of contrastive rhetoric would disagree with Mohan &

La's claim that it is risky to infer Li rhetorical patterns from ESL

student compositions." (565) However, he goes on to urge caution, since

Mohan & La's own claims are "made on the basis of a small corpus of

short (Chinese) texts which happen to utilize certain (characteristics of)

English expository prose" (ibid). In Xohan's (1986) follow-up to the

Mohan & Lo/Ricento exchange, he states: "Assumptions about similarities

and differences in cross-cultural discourse studies should be justified as

far as possible and stated as clearly as possible as working hypotheses."

(572)

It has often been argued that non-native writers of English can be

expected to have difficulty with the rhetoric of English, to a greater or

lesser extent depending on their own culture's rhetorical differences from

English. We saw in section 3 that bidialectal and bilingual writers

using English encounter many problems and frustrations, some of them

before they even begin to attempt to write. Clyne (1981), who studied

.
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German speaking migrants in Australia, identifies some of these

cultural/rhetorical differences:

culturally conditioned formalism. . . rules for the
writing of academic treatises and of essays in non-
language subjects within the education system, where
presentation may override the knowledge which is the
object of the essay. Such rules are difficult for people
from other cultures to understand, let alone adhere to.
• • .Adolescents and mature age students who received much
of their education in a non-English-speaking country often
fail in Australian schools and universities in spite of
adequate knowledge of the appropriate subject and a high
competence in it, because they have not been sufficiently
trained to abide by formal rules which reflect features of
a culture of which they are not part. (p.62)

Clyne describes features of German academic discourse behaviour which are

quite unlike those of 'Anglo-Celtic', and which can explain

characteristics of German Li writers writing academic discourse in

English. Given the linguistic closeness of German and English, we might

expect that such differences would be more rather than less pronounced

for other cultures. A great deal of research remains to be done in this

area.

4.4.	 Task variables

There are no studies to date of the difference in effect of topic choice

on ESL writers by comparison to English first language writers. It would

seem especially important with non-native writers of the language to

select topics which are free of cultural bias in content and schemata.

Topics should not relate to some aspect of British, or English-speaking,

culture which not every testee can be sure to know of. When the test is

administered to testees in their own countries rather than in Britain

after some period of residence, this is even more important. Topics

which would be culturally or politically sensitive to some students, or

which in other ways presuppose a shared set of values or shared

schemata, are best avoided, unless it is possible to be sure that these
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qualities will be shared among all cultures. In the context of this

study, academic topics are appropriate and can avoid the problems of bias

on many of the grounds discussed above: the question of bias due to

greater or lesser familiarity with the academic knowledge required for

the topic of course arises, but since this approaches one of the main

research questions of the study it will not be discussed here.

We have seen (Sections 3.4.2. and 3.4.3.) that both the audience variable

and the mode of discourse variable exert considerable influence on

writing performance. A study of EFL writers by Arena (1975) suggested

that their proficiency in writing in the narrative or descriptive modes

does not carry over into their expository writing. It seems unlikely

that audience and mode of discourse variables operate any differently for

second/foreign language writers than for first language writers, but there

is to date little evidence in this area. In both cases the test

constructor will want to select an audience and mode of discourse which

are valid in terms of what the testees will be expected to do with

writing in the context to which the test related, and which also are of

an appropriate difficulty level for the testees and context.

We can expect that all the points made in the discussion of linguistic

structure and complexity from the point of view of first language writing

(Section 3.4.6.) would apply to second/foreign language writers also.

There is at present little available research into this question.

Hirokawa and Swales (1986) investigated the effect of two different

levels of formality, 'simple' and 'academic', in essay questions on the

scores assigned to ESL writers, and found no differences in scores on

essays of the two types, although there were statistically significant

differences in several features of the writing: compositions on the simple

topics were longer, contained more subordination, more use of first

person singular, and more morphological errors; compositions on the

academic topics had a higher proportion of Graeco-Latin lexis, had fewer

syntactic errors and a smaller total number of errors.
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4.5. Task dejgi.

It was seen in section 3.4. that there has been little work in task

design for writing tests generally, and what there is has been very

recent. There are no available research studies of second/foreign

language writing tests which take the variables described in 3.4.1. to

3.4.6., investigate them either theoretically or empirically, and apply the

results to task design for second/foreign language writing tests. We are

in the position of having no equivalent for Section 3.5. Clearly,

however, the more we see a writing test as an almost mystical encounter

between a writer and a reader, as Ruth and Murphy (forthcoming) seem to

do, the more difficult it will be to establish meaningful parameters for

task design, and the difficulty Is surely exacerbated when the encounter

is a cross-cultural one. But the more we accept a social constructionist

view of the writing and reading processes, the easier it will be to place

the writer and the reader within an interpretive community. Task design

then becomes a matter of defining the interpretive community within a

discourse community, and discourse communities may exist across cultures,

and in fact do exist across cultures, in business, the professions, and

research specialisations.

5.	 OVERVIEW

It is now possible to distil from the work surveyed in this chapter an

overview of some important characteristics which a well-designed test of

the writing of non-native English speaker applicants to postgraduate

course at British universities and colleges should possess.

1. The scoring procedure should be carefully developed
to reflect the important characteristics, in terms of
criteria and standards, of proficient writing for the
context. A protocol of linguistic, rhetorical and
communicative criteria should be provided to inform
the scoring. To the extent that the scoring of any
question is content-related, a content protocol
should also be provided stating the content criteria
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for this question, i. e., pi-oposi tion, main ideas,
supporting detials, seine examples, and the
relationships between the content levels and iteir

2.	 Raters should be well-trained and training should be
refreshed often; the raters' backgrounds should be
taken into account when selecting raters. Raters
should receive very clear guidance about the value to
be ascribed to such features of answers as length,
spelling, and non-standard linguistic and rhetorical
features.

3. Multiple-marking should be used whenever possible.

4. Tests should consist of at least two compulsory
topics which will be given equal weighting in the
final score, unless valid reasons can be presented
for some other weighting.

5. Tasks on the writing test should be communicative;
that is, they should be placed within a realistic and
meaningful context and should state a purpose and an
audience. The evaluation criteria for the tasks
should also emphasize the communicative nature of
writing more than accuracy.

6. Tasks should balance freedom and constraint, offering
a reasonable 'outcome space': writers, including non-
native writers, need freedom to value and respond to
a task in a personal way; at the same time it is
necessary to provide topic, audience and mode of
discourse constraints in order to ensure score
reliability.

7. Tasks should be fair and reasonable; that is, each
topic should be equally accessible as regards its
knowledge requirements to all writers likely to be
required to answer the question; and no task should
be more difficult nor more demandingly graded than a
similar real-life task would be for native speakers.

We are not able, as a result of the research reported here, to specify the

specific characteristics which should apply to a test of second langugae

writing in academic settings: this problem will be approached through the

investigations of the constructs of 'language proficiency' and English for

Academic Purposes/English for Specific Purpose, reported in Chapter 3.
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THE PROBLEM II CONTEXT (2):

RELATING VIEWS OF PROFICIEJCY TO SPECIFIC PURPOSES

INTRODUCTION

In the development of a framework within which we can investigate the

testing of second language writing in academic settings, it has so far

been necessary to give attention to the fields of writing, language

testing, and the testing of writing. But this study is not simply about

the testing of writing, but about the testing of writing in academic

settings, that is, academic writing, and more than this, the testing of

academic writing for specific purposes. This construct must be placed in

the context of the debate of the past ten years over the construct of

language proficiency. The debate is of course relevant to a

conceptualization of first language proficiency also, but it has been

particularly critical for researchers into second/foreign language

testing. Language programmes have been designed and implemented, and

language tests have been developed, used and Interpreted, based on a clear

set of assumptions about the nature and structure of language

proficiency.

DavIes (1981: p.182) has given the view that "General Language Proficiency

is essentially a non-issue theoretically. At the same time, the

practical implications are important." Underlying specific purpose

testing and academic purpose testing is clearly a construct of general

language proficiency as at least partially divisible; the evidence for and

against this construct will be reviewed in the first section of this

chapter. The second section of this chapter looks at the concepts

'specific purposes' and 'academic purposes', focussing on the testing of

each. Then these two approaches are brought together , to a focus on
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writing in academic settings in the third section, and to a focus on

testing writing in academic setting in the fourth.

1.	 GENERAL LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

An understanding of the concept of language proficiency is vital to how

we view the nature and demands of language testing. Farhady (1982. p.44)

believes that "language proficiency is one of the most poorly defined

concepts in the field of language testing". It is particularly vital when

the concern, as in this study, Is not with general tests but with

'specific' tests.

1.1.	 Views al proficiency

'Proficiency' is one of a number of terms in foreign language teaching

and testing which has been used a-theoretically or pre-theoretically over

a period of time, and which has gone through shifts in Its connotations

to reflect more general paradigm shifts in attitudes and approaches to

foreign language teaching and testing. It is common at present to think

of proficiency as similar to, or even synonymous with, 'performance' In

the competence/performance dichotomy originally proposed by Chomsky

(1965) and referred to by Canale and Swain (1980) as communicative

competence and communicative performance (Richards, 1985). Whereas

competence refers to what is known about the rules of the language and of

using it , performance (and therefore proficiency) refers to the language

user and what she or he can do with the language. The distinction here

is the same as that made by Widdowson (1978) between usage (competence)

and use (performance). This view of proficiency means that proficiency

is always understood with reference to specific situations, needs,

purposes and problems: in this sense proficiency is always specific,

always for something. Spoisky (1973) talks of "knowing a language" and

points out that a layman would be likely to make a functional statement

if asked whether he 'knew' a language, for example, " I know enough French
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to read a newspaper" or "He can't speak enough English to ask the time of

day" (p.166). Proficiency also seenis to be used to refer to the degree of

skill with which the language user can do something, as the examples

above show. From the foregoing it is clear that proficiency, In this

view, is not divided up into discrete 'bits', but that when language users

use the language to perform some real-life task they call on and apply

several or many aspects of their language competence at the same time,

integrating what is needed to successfully use the language for their

present purpose.

1.2.	 Theories i Proficiency

In contrast to the pre-theoretic or a-theoretic views of proficiency,

theories of proficiency relate it more closely to competence, to an

underlying knowledge or set of knowledges. Voilmer (1981) states that a

large number of researchers have started from an assumption that there

are a number of underlying competencies, and have concentrated on

identifying and naming those competencles that could be related to

language behaviour on the performance level (p. 154). He cannot see that

general language proficiency has any place within the framework built up

by J.B. Carroll (Volimer cites Carroll, 1961) and others.

Theories of language proficiency are closely related to theories of

intelligence. Spearman (1904) suggested the existence of 'g' - general

intelligence. Thur-stone (1938) argued that there are three factors of

mental ability: N (memory or rote learning), V (verbal relations) and W

(word fluency). Verbal abilities and intellectual abilities were seen as

bound up together. LB. Carroll (1941) investigated verbal abilities

through factor analysis, administering 42 tests to the same candidates.

He identif led nine factors: his principal factor, C, he suggested

corresponded closely with Thurstone's V, but suggested that his data

showed V as being actually three factors: C, J and perhaps G. Thurstone

had described V as an ability to manipulate ideas in discourse, but
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Carroll described his C as knowledge of verbal tokens underlying

manipulation of ideas and relationships; J is more like V, being described

as reasoning ability, or ability to handle verbal relationships. His G

showed loadings from so many tests he could not attempt to characterize

it, but It was particularly well-represented by the Handwriting Speed

test. Thurstone's second factor seemed to be represented by two factors

In Carroll's study, A (the speed of word association In restricted

contexts) and B (the rate of production at discourse level). The other

factors were: B (rote learning - Thurstone's X); D (speed of articulation);

F (speaking ability); H (speed of attaching verbal response to stimulus).

Carroll had hoped to discover whether 'general speech fluency' is "an

operational unity unrelated to intellectual abilities" (op cit, p. 281); he

concluded that his C involved "some sort of intellectual verbal ability"

(p. 293), and went on to say that:

• . . this factor represents the individual differences in
some aspect of the ability to learn various conventional
linguistic responses and to retain them over long periods
of time. The factor represents differences in the stock
of linguistic responses possessed by the individual - the
wealth of the individual's past experience and training in
the English language. (bc cit)

Thus Carroll's first factor was at once a language factor and an

Intelligence factor. The possibility of a close relationship between

language and intelligence was thereafter somewhat unexplored for some

time, a time during which the accepted view of language proficiency

became that of Lado (1961) and Carroll (1961), in which the language

system was divided into skills (listening, speaking, reading, writing) and

elements (pronunciation, syntax, lexis, and what Lado called 'cultural

meanings'; other elements were proposed by other researchers).

It was only when Oiler began to develop his notion of 'expectancy

grammar' (e.g., 1974), a single internalized grammar upon which all
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language ability is based, and to claim that all language tests are

essentially measuring the same thing (1978a), that the view held by Lado

and many others was seriously questioned, and having been questioned was

seriously explored by its proponents. 011er was motivated to explore

this notion by his observation that language tests tend to correlate at

around .7 with each other; he further noted that 'language' tests and

'intelligence' tests tend to correlate at the same level, and suggested

that they are actually measures of the same thing (op cit). He referred

to research (Stump, 1978) that showed that variability in language

proficiency accounts for the majority of the variance in measures of

'intelligence'.

Oiler (1979a) described three hypotheses which might account for the

structure of language proficiency and which would be amenable to

empirical proof. Oiler used the term 'competence' in referring to each of

his three competing hypotheses, thus making language proficiency a

knowledge phenomenon rather than a skill phenomenon, and placing it

solidly in the theoretical rather than the practical sphere. His first

hypothesis was the Divisibility Hypothesis:

• there will be reliable variance shared by tests that
assess the same component, skill, aspect, or ele.zrient of
language proficiency, but essentially no comnion variance
across tests of different components, skills, aspects, or
elements (p. 425)

Second, the Indivisibility, or Unitary Competence, Hypothesis. This view

of language proficiency posits that:

there will be reliable variance shared by all of the
tests and essentially no unique variance shared by tests
that purport to measure a particular skill, component, or
aspect of language proficiency. (bc cit)

Third, the Partial Divisibility Hypothesis:
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• . . there will be a large chunk of reliable variance shared
by all of the tests, plus small amounts of reliable
variance shared by only some of the tests. (bc cit)

Oiler and Khan (1980) suggest that the Divisibility Hypothesis was

refuted by work done by Valette (1964), Darnell (1968), Oiler (1971),

Oiler and Conrad (1971), Oiler (1972) and " a flurry of testing research

worldwide eventuating in many replications of the basic findings" (p 4).

These basic findings were that a single test was about as good a

measure of overall proficiency as a more complex battery of tests. Oiler

and Khan felt in 1980 that

•..at present there seem to be two possibilities either
the general factor of language proficiency accounts for
all of the reliable variance in mental tests or nearly all
of it. There can be no doubt any longer that such a
general factor exists and is best explained as a language
factor (p. 5)

However, this claim was tempered somewhat in the conclusions.

Does all of the foregoing prove that there is only one
factor of language proficiency and that it is in fact
indivisible as certain pragmatic theories might lead us to
suppose? Certainly not. ... What is demonstrated is
something a bat weaker: that the global language factor is
almost certainly the most important element (perhaps the
only element) in many tests where it might not have been
expected to hold sway. (op cit, p. 8)

Oiler and Hinofotis (1980) compared their search for empirical validation

of the unitary language competence hypothesis with Spearman's (1904)

argument for a general factor of intelligence, and reasoned from this

that the statistical method used in the investigation of general

intelligence could be applied to the indivisibility/divisibility question.

The factor analytic method they used was "factoring a variety of language

tests to a principal components solution and then testing for a general

factor by using the loadings on the first principal component to predict
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the original correlation matrix" (op cit1 p. 15). ThIs method has since

been criticised by a number of researchers.

Voilmer (1981), first points out that the principal factor model is

superior to the model used by Oiler and Hinofotis, and then reminds us

that all classical forms of factor analysis are explorative, that is,

"they work even without any piece of foregoing theory" (p. 167). He

continues:

We will never be able to select the meaningful factors
from those that are pure artefacts. In other words, the
structural hypothesis of a unitary factor, being the
simplest under conditions given, has always quite a good
chance of being confirmed, even if it does not represent
at all any adequate decription of the relationships among
the several linguistic skills. (bc cit)

In this sense the choice of one model over the other is always a matter

of personal choice: Voilmer and Sang (1983) quote from a study by Scholz

et al (1980), which Oiler has often cited in support of the indivisibility

hypothesis, to prove their point:

...the problem was to choose between the multiple-factor
solution (the varimax rotation) and the single-factor
solution (the first factor of the principal components
analysis). Choosing the latter would eliminate the
divisible competence hypothesis, and choosing the former
would eliminate the unitary competence hypothesis (Volimer
and Sang, op cit,p. 64)

Voilmer (op cit) recommended the use of confirmatory factor aialysis,

which permits a statistical comparison between theory-guided structural

predictions and test results, Palmer and Bachman (1961) reported a

confirmatory factor analysis study which they felt "found strong evidence

supporting Oiler's divisible language competence model", i.e. disconfirming

Oiler's original position (p.l44). Hughes criticises the use of some of

the studies cited to support the unitary competence hypothesis: he

suggests that some of the tests used were not actually measuring what
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they were supposed to be measuring, and therefore it is not surprising

that they do not load on the same 'unique' factor, and, since they

typically require testees to identify the appropriate written response it

is not surprising either that they should correlate quite highly with

reading tests (1981: p.234). Hughes also puts forward another criticism:

that heterogeneous groups of testees leads to false unifactorial

solutions. Too great a range of ability will appear to favour the

indivisibility hypothesis because individual differences are obscured; he

cites evidence from Oiler and Hinofotis' own study (op cit) and from a

study by Yorozuya and Oiler (1980).

More recently (1983) Oiler has accepted that "the strongest form of the

unitary hypothesis was wrong" (p. 352). He accepts that the weight of

empirical evidence, including reanaiyses of data originally used in

defense of the indivisibility hypothesis, and the theoretical arguments

put forward, make that position untenable. However, Oiler maintains that

there must be "a general factor underlying performance on many language

processing tasks" (op cit, p. 353). Thus the work of J.B. Carroll in

1941, described above, in which he found that his factor G loaded on many

of his 42 tests, provides partial support for Oiler's new position;

however, Carroll's 1941 study also found distinct factors across tests.

thus the Carroll study can best be described as supporting a partial

divisibility model.

Alderson (1981) feels that there Is a problem of "level of abstraction or

generalisation in the identification or acceptance of the existence of one

general language proficiency factor" (p. 187). At the most general level,

since language Is an identifying characteristic of humans, there must be

a general language factor. But at a less abstract level it is clear that

different individuals have different skills and different levels of the

same skills. Like Davies (1981), be suggests that the reasons why

applied linguists are interested In the nature of language proficiency

relate to the practical implications for teaching and testing.
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1.3.	 Th present position

Oiler's arguments in favour of the unitary competence hypothesis rested

heavily on specific choices and uses of factor analysis: his opponents'

arguments against the hypothesis similarly rested, for a number of years,

primarily on alternate choices and uses of factor analysis. Volimer and

Sang (op cit) feel that "the use of factor analysis as a means purely for

exploration does not add up to a theoretical understanding, clarification,

or even the unification of ideas about foreign language ability" (p 73)

and argue for more theory-driven studies. Farhady (1983) provides not

only data analysis and re-analysis, but also clearly shows the

relationship between the structure of a theory of proficiency and the

mathematical manipulations which can appropriately be used to investigate

the theory. Farhady suggests that there may well be a 'general' factor,

that is, a factor which accounts for a large amount of variance across

language tasks, but that such a factor will not exhaust all the reliable

variance. Farhady favours a theory. of proficiency as composed of a

general factor and a number of specific factors. Upshur and Homburg

(1983) suggest that such specific factors are not static but are a

feature of the language learner at a certain stage of development,

changing as the learner develops.

The emerging consensus seems to be that of Farhady; a view of language

proficiency as having generality and specificity, although how these are

composed and why remains poorly understood.

Oiler now (1983) seems to have reached some agreement with his former

opponents:

I am inclined to agree with the suggestion of Volimer and
Sang (Chapter 3, this volume) and Carroll (Chapter 4, this
volume) that hierarchical models of mental abilities y
work better than some of the simpler models that have
recently been under investigation. (p. 354-5)
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A great deal of work remains to be done in this area, both in theory-

building and in experimental research. The small scale case study

approach suggested by Vollmer and Sang (op cit) seems to be a fruitful

one; until further data is available, however, it would seem that teaching

and testing approaches based on constructs of partially divisible

proficiency remain defensible, though each attempt to divide up

proficiency for teaching or testing purposes will need its own validation.

As far as language proficiency testing is concerned, it would seem that

at the moment we can do no better than to say, with Volimer (1981):

language proficiency is what language tests measure.
This circular statement is about all one can firmly say
when asked to define the concept of proficiency to date.
This is even more so when it comes to the construct of
overall language proficiency... (p. 152)

1.4,	 Theories i proficiency, end. t. testing i writing

In relating the foregoing section to the consideration of writing tests,

it would appear that there is at present little evidence to suggest that

the construction of tests of 'separate' skills should be discontinued, but

also a great deal of work to be done to show positively why they should

be continued. The issue of whether there Ia a construct of writing

distinct from other language was not treated in Chapter 1: the assumption

was made that there was. The discussion of the history of writing

assessment and of the backwash from direct writing tests in contrast to

standardised testing in Chapter 2 is relevant at this point, to remind us

that there are powerful arguments for writing to be separately taught and

tested regardless of whether or not a clearly separate construct can be

empirically established.

But to say that there are multiple constructs of academic writing which

can be distinguished from the global construct 'writing', and which should
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be tested separately, is to move into more uncertain territory, as we

shall see in the ensuing sections.

2, ENGLISH FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES

2.1.	 'Specific purposes' distinguished from 'academic purposes'

The term 'English for specific purposes' first became well-known in the

field of English language teaching. More specifically, English for

specific purposes (ESP: originally 'English for special purposes') became

"one of the most prestigious fashions" (Robinson, 1980: p.1) of the 1970s

in the field of teaching English to speakers of other languages.

Strevens (1977a) described, first, a move in second/foreign langauge

teaching away from an emphasis on the literature and culture of the

speakers of the language and towards teaching for practical command of

the language, and second, a move towards the view that the teaching of a

language should be matched to the needs and purposes of the language

learner.

Carver (1983) tells us:

in reality there is no such thing as English without a
purpose, or English for general purposes ... a teaching
methodology which includes purpose and specificity in its
basic approach is thereby the richer. In this sense, all
English teaching is teaching of ESP. (p. 132)

Mackay and Mountford (1978) characterize ES? as "the teaching of English

for a clearly utilitarian purpose" (p.2), as being closely associated with

teaching adult (post-secondary school) learners, and with English in an

auxiliary role. Carver (op cit) refers to a "purpose-related orientation"

(p. 134); while he does not refer specifically to adult learners, his

emphasis on self-direction and learner-centredness Implies mature

learners. Carver sees self-direction as taking two forms: learners should
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make decisions about when, what and how to study; teachers must

systematically attempt to teach learners how to learn.

ESP was initially referred to as 'English for special purposes', and

closely associated with 'special languages' in the sense of a clearly

identifiable register of formal linguistic properties, lexical items,

collocations and sentence structures. Mackay and Mountford (op cit),

however, prefer to see ES? as an approach to data which represents

particular modes of language use that characterize particular scientific,

occupational or vocational fields. They place the emphasis on the

purpose for which the learner is learning the language and not on the

language he is learning. Robinson (op cit) concurs in this distinction.

Researchers in the sociology of education (e g , Halsey and Trow 1971;

Bailey, 1977) commonly portray the university as a community, and it is

becoming increasingly common to talk and write of 'disciplinary cultures'

(e.g., Light, 1974; Becher, 1981). Becher (1986) speaks of the debate over

whether academics should be regarded as members of a single profession

or whether 'the profession' is more accurately considered as a large

number of different professions, tending personally to the latter view.

There have been a number of attempts at classificatory systems for

academic disciplines, among the best-known of which are Biglan (1973),

who classified disciplines into hard/soft; pure/applied; and life systems/

non-life systems, and Kolb (1981), whose much larger study placing

academic fields on concrete/abstract and active/reflective dimensions

resulted In a classification into four types of academic disciplines:

social (e.g., education, social work, law); humanities and social sciences;

sciences ( especially engineering); natural sciences and mathematics.

Biglan and Koib both gathered their data through questionnaires: Becher

(1986), in contrast, conducted a large number of unstructured interviews

with academics across disciplines, and also arrived at four categories.

hard pure (e.g., physics); soft pure (e.g., history, anthropology); hard
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applied (e.g., mechanical engineeering); soft applied (e.g., education).

Becher separates his categories on both epistemological and cultural

grounds. This line of enquiry has, however, had little effect as yet on

approaches to ES?. Strevens (e.g., 1977a; 197?b) has been one of the few

to attempt an overview of ESP. The diagram below (Figure 3.2.1) is an

attempt to define the spheres of operation of ESP: It combines Strevens'

1977(a) and 1977(b) diagrams and follows Strevens' suggestion that all

ES? courses are either occupational or educational In nature, further

dividing them according to when the course takes place:

Figure 3,2.1,

Occupational

EST

ESP

Others

Educational

I Pre-experience
Concurrent

L Post-experience

discipline-
based

school subject

Pre-study

In-study

Post-study

r	
Independent

L	 Integrated

How specific Is 'specific'? Strevens (1977b) describes four ways in

which ES? courses may be specific:

The content of SP-LT courses are thereby determined, in
soi or all of the foil owing ways: (i) restriction: only
those basic skills" (understanding speech, speaking,
reading, writing) are included which are required by the
learner's purposes; (ii) selection: only those items of
vocabulary, patterns of grammar, functions of lan,guage,
are included which are required by the learner's purposes;
(iii) themes and topics: only those themes, topics,
situations, universes of discourse, etc. are included
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which are required by the learner's purposes; (iv)
comiw.jnicative needs: only those communicative needs ,..are
included which are required for the learner's purposes.
(p. 81)

Clearly, a carefully-crafted ES? course for a well-defined context may be

very specific indeed on the four categories above (e.g., Jones, 1978, Land,

1983). In regard to the BOP (English for Occupational Purposes) branch

of the ES? diagram, courses may have to be very specific. There are good

reasons why different Jobs in the same country, or the same jobs in

different countries, or similar fobs in different organisations, need their

own English language course. There are also good reasons why many

teachers are not equipped to do the necessary needs analysis, course

design and materials development to deliver such courses themselves, and

why commercial publishers are unwilling to invest in publications with

such a restricted sales potential. Much ESP which may take place in

'educational' Institutions is in fact occupational, but many teachers have

begun to resist the over-specification of the course and attempt to

include broader educational values and learning experiences (e.g., Carre,

1984).

The lack of a broad view is both a central characteristic and a central

problem of ESP: an ES? solution is a local solution to the problem of

providing English for the needs and purposes of a specific learner or

group of learners, and this local solution can only be generalized to

other learners with identical needs and purposes. Thus, ES? has

frequently come to be seen as an ad-hoc, in-house approach, based on some

sort of needs analysis, formal or intuitive, followed by a syllabus

specification and frequently by the development of materials locally to

meet the specified requirements. Because of this ad-hoc nature and

diversified approach, ES? has been little informed by research. More

recently there have been attempts to rationalize some of this diversity.

Teaching ES? was In danger of becoming an art able to be practiced only

by highly qualified native English speaker teachers: Robinson (op cit)
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found in her survey that ESP courses are "normally undertaken by

enthusiastic native speaker expatriates and not by local teachers".

The tremendous strides which have been made in HAP (English for Academic

Purposes) occurred in response to the evident lack of generalizability of

most ESP, and the need to share some of the advantages of carefully-

focussed teaching more widely than is possible when courses are very

stringently ES? courses. EAP has developed as a significant branch of

ESP only in the last eight years, as is clear when one looks back to

Robinson's decription of HAP in 1980:

This is as yet an underdeveloped area in ESP, at least as
far as published textbooks. ... Jfuch work is going on in
study skills and considerable research has been done (too
often uncompleted, however). But most of this work, if
accessible, is in the form of articles ... (p. 68-9)

The EAP branch of the ES? diagram (Figure 3.2.1.) offers more potential

for finding answers to the question of specificity which are

simultaneously sufficiently specific to satisfy leaner-s' needs and

sufficiently general to be logistically feasible in a wide range of

contexts, and to satisfy some ofthe broader educational and social aims

of teachers and learners. Such answers typically involve an adaptation

of Strevens' division of HAP, which it is suggested here may be

represented diagrammatically as shown in Figure 3.2.2. The addition (in

bold) indicates the possibility (and increasingly, the actuality) of

'Study Skills' courses of a general and specific nature at tertiary level,

that is, within universities, polytechnics, and further education colleges.

A 'post-study' category is not included because It is suggested that such

courses after tertiary study, if they were to occur, would be either

discipline-based or within the EOP branch of the diagram (Figure 3.2.1.).

Such tertiary education 'study skills' courses are specific in skill terms

(restriction) but general in content terms (themes/topics);
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Figure 3,2,2,
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school
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pre-study

concurrent

pre-study

concurrent

post-study

independent
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they have some specificity of language patterns and rhetorical structures

seec, but few of vocabulary or language function; although they are
specific to learners' communicative needs, these needs are themselves
quite broad-ranging in non-content terms. Published materials such as

Study Skills in English (Wallace, 1980), Panorama Williams (1982) and
Strengthen Your Study Skills (Salimbene, 1985) offer a reasonable
preparation for academic study, i.e. they propose a generalized academic

purpose solution. }aterials such as Reading Comprehension Course (Sim &

Laufer-Dworkin, 1982), Study Listenin& (Lynch, 1983), Study Writing

(Hamp-Lyons & Heasley, 1986) and Research !atters (Hamp-Lyons & Berry

Courter 1 1984) focus on a specific academic purpose defined in. skills
terms and propose that the skill is generalizable across academic

disciplinary purposes. The earliest of these, by Wallace, was published

only in 1980, which explains why Strevens' model did not, in 1977, take

much account of EAP, and why Robinson could speak accurately of the lack

of published materials in writing a book to be published in 1980.

The view which underlies these HAP materials posits that language

proficiency is divisible into skills, and that certain language patterns

and structures have a higher surrender value in study contexts than in

other contexts, but that content which will be appropriate for all
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learners, as language learners in academic settings, can be found. It

posits also that while there are some specifics of lexis and language

function which operate for every distinct SP, the development of a solid

academic base of language control is prior and is more efficiently as

well as more enjoyably done through courses focusing on the wide

academic community within which language learners must live, than through

narrowly focused, wholly instrumental courses. While such a view has

less to commend it in EOP contexts, there are indications that language

learners in such contexts also prefer a course which Is not wholly

instrumental (Nead, 1978).

2.2.	 TestIng £Qr. specific ni academic purposes

Although the term is quite new, specific purpose testing Itself Is not

new, nor are its problems: the Schools Inquiry Commission was wrestling

with the practicality and backwash problems of specific purpose testing

in 1868:

When a school has to prepare boys for several different
exa, an adaptation of the school course to suit them all
becomes impossible. One boy, who is reading for the army,
has to be taught one set of subjects; another, who is to
be a medical student, another. It is easy, if the
examinations are very stringent, to push this divergence
between the different studies required so far, as to make
effective organisation of the school, as a place of
general education,	 impossible.	 (quoted in Brooks,
l984:p. 324)

We have seen in the preceding section that it is not possible to draw

clear boundaries between ES? and EAP, but that it is a matter of degree

of generalizability or specificity. The same is true for ESP/EAP testing.

We may refer back to the distinctions between ES? and EAP made on the

basis of Strevens' (1977b) model: the distinctions between ES? and EAP

testing must be made on a continuum of specificity/generalizability of

(1) restriction, (2) themes/topics, (3) selection, (4) communIcative needs.

But both ES? and EAP must be measured by the same fundamental criteria:
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the expectations which language tests must fulfil, detailed in Chapter 1,

must be fulfilled by ES? and EAP tests alike.

2.2.1, Reliability

We must remind ourselves that, to be valid, a test must first be reliable.

ESP and EAP tests must satisfy the same reliability requirements as other

tests. There appears to be a view that for ES? tests, especially when

they are direct performance tests as in the case of oral interview and

writing tests, reliability is not important, since these tests have

Inherent validity.

The FLAB (Professional and Linguistic Assessment Board, administered by

the General Xedical Council, and comprising language as well as medical

, for example, does not monitor reliability levels for the

scoring of the writing test or the language interview, although it does

require multiple marking for both. In Britain currently the ELTS

(English Language Testing Service, administered by the British Council

with the University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate, and

described In detail In Chapter 4 section 1) is the most widely

administered and widely publicised ES? test. In the Specifications for

an English Language Testing Service (produced by B.J. Carroll within the

British Council in January, 1978, and reproduced in Alderson &' Hughes,

1981) there is no reference to the reliability requirement for the ELTS.

The ELTS does not monitor the reliability of its oral interview, and

until recently did not monitor the reliability of the writing test: each

of these direct tests is scored by a single rater. Skehan (1984),

however, points out:

the constructor of a language test is working in a
clear tradition established in psychometrics, which
accepts as fundamental that a test cannot be accepted as
self-evidently good, but that its worth can only be
established by examining its relationship with other
performance criteria...
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Both the PLAB and the ELTS attempt a compromise over reliability by

using a battery of tests, some of which are discrete point tests and

subject to traditional item analysis: but the combination of a test score

of high reliability with a test score of low reliability does nothing to

raise the reliability of the unreliable score. In contrast, Test in

English for Overseas Candidates (administered by the JMB, Joint

Matriculation Board), which is an EAP test, includes a writing test and

has each essay answer scored by four raters, with a fifth rater for

borderline answers.

2.2,2. Validity

ES? tests have high face validity, as do EAP tests, although perhaps to a

lesser extent, but validity of other kinds remains to be established. It

Is commonly claimed that ESP/EAP tests are more content valid than

general tests. Clearly, the content of university courses varies as mucn

in practice as is possible in theory, and the arguments for ES? tests

are the same as the arguments for ES? syllabuses in this regard. Davies

(1977) describes content validity as "an appeal to the subject expert" (p.

61). Crlper and Davies (1986) point out that, whereas in assessing the

content validity of general language tests there is only the fanguage

expert to be considered, in assessing thee content validity of an ES? test

there are two sets of experts Involved: the language experts and the

specialist subject matter experts (p. 111). Porter (1986) sees content

validity as "concerned with the degree of fit to a theoretical model"

(p.1), and it is here that there are problems with ESP/EAP tests, since

there are not as yet any fully developed theoretical models upon which to

base them.

The linguistic model underlying the ELTS, as stated above, is the Munby

model, but, as Skehan (1984) points out, the model does not state the
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relationships of the skills in the taxonomy to one another, nor their

relative importance thus the specifications for test categories are "no

more than guesswork dressed up as a comprehensive theory" (p. 210). The

specific purpose model underlying the ELTS, as put forward by Carroll

(1981), was to take six hypothetical 'participants' representing overseas

non-native English speakers, applicants for tertiary education courses in

Britain, and to describe their needs of English on a number of

'specification parameters'. These descriptions were intended to guide the

test constructors in selecting material for and in writing test items.

It was from this beginning that the six separate strands or 'lodules' of

the ELTS claimed their authenticity. Seaton (1983), however, tells us

that "... what happened was that the specifications were edited down to a

common core of tasks and skills; as if the six sets were placed on top of

each other and someone looked down through them" (p.3). It can be seen

from this that if there was any specific content validity in the

specifications, it was washed out during the process of operationalising

the test.

It would appear that there are real content validity problems with ESP

tests, because the boundaries of each 'S?' have not been drawn, which is a

logically prior stage to determining what the language content (E) should

be. The TEEP (Test in English for Educational Purposes, Associated

Examining Board) which like the ELTS is a two-tier test, with a first

component which is taken by every testee, offers only two choices in its

second component: arts/social/administrative/business studies, and

science/engineering. Porter (1985), speaking of TEE?, reports that

testees want tests in their subject matter, or will tolerate tests with

what they perceive as neutral subject matter, but that as soon as any

hint of specificity is introduced, if this specificity is not the testee's

own special fteld (as it is even more unlikely to be in the case of the

TEE? than in the case of the ELTS) "anxiety levels rise and there is a

feeling that justice will not be done," (p.3)
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Anastasi (1982) describes the following procedure for establishing the

content validity of a test:

1. the behaviour domain to be tested must be
systematically analysed to make certain that all
major aspects are covered by the test items, and in
the correct proportions;

2. the domain under consideration should be fully
described in advance, rather than being defined after
the test has been prepared;

3. content validity depends on the relevance of the
mdi vidual 's test responses to the behaviour area
under consideration, rather than on the apparent
relevance of item content. (p.l32)

In this view, content validity becomes both an a priori and an a

posteriori activity, and the distinction between the degree of fit to a

model (content validity) and the validity of the underlying constructs

themselves (construct validity) becomes a fine one, as Weir (1986) points

out.

Anastasi (op cit) describes construct validity as "... a comprehensive

construct which includes all the other types." (p.153) Skehan (1984)

considers the relevance of construct validity to ESP testing to be:

it provides a link between theory and practice, which
in the theory-practice direction, provides a more powerful
explanation of testing procedure, and which, in the
practice-theory direction, provides a way in which the
underlying theory can be tested for adequacy. (p. 209)

While, as we saw in the previous section, the evidence so far available

seems to favour a partial divisibility hypothesis of language proficiency,

we cannot conc]ucte from this that the division along 'specific purposes'

or 'academic purposes' lines Is a true reflection of the way language

proficiency divides, and from that argue a case for ES? tests. The case

for ES? tests must be proved.
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Skehan (op cit) criticizes the claims made for the construct validity of

the ELTS on the grounds that the putative theory on which the test rests

(the Munby model) is unsatisfactory internally and bears insufficient

relationship with reality, and that the test has not been validated

statistically. He contrasts the TEE?, for which careful validation

procedures were followed in the test development stages. (p. 212> The

externally-commissioned validation of the ELTS (Griper and Davies, op

cit) found that on a principle components analysis a uni-factorial was

most satisfactory for the ELTS: rotation of factors suggested a dominant

first factor followed by a second (reading ) factor and a third

(listening) factor (p.130).

Henning (1986) asks why, if the ELTS is based on a multi-dimensional

view of language proficiency, it is apparently a uni-dimensional test, on

the validation study data? He asks whether it is a fault of the

conceptualization of the test or of its construction, pointing out that

when tests with low reliability are used in the correlation matrices for

factor analysis, a clear factor picture is unlikely to emerge.

While the construct(s) underlying an ES? test should be statistically

verifiable or falsifiable a posteriori, they should also have been fully

and clearly worked out prior to test design and construction: otherwise,

what is verified or falsified may not be the construct intended to be

captured by the test. Reliability should also have been ensured in the

development phase, so that in investigating validity the investigators are

working with true variance rather than error variance. Even when the ESP

test is adequately reliable, the problem with ES? testing seems to be

that in general terms it is such an obviously right and sensible

construct - but to go further and identify it precisely is an enormous,

if not impossible task. By definition it is not a single construct but a

complex of constructs.
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Alderson (1981) points out that "a priori a specific test is impossible."

(p. 123), It is not possible to construct a test for every describably

different ES?, i.e., not only for architects, lawyers, dental technicians,

etc., but also for architects whose focus of study Is sociological and

another for architects whose focus of study is aesthetic; and so on. We

saw in sub-section 2.1. that there has been research into 'disciplinary

cultures' and proposed categorisatlons of these: however, no single

satisfactory categorisatlon has been reached, and certainly none of this

work has yet been applied in ES? test design. There is not yet any

evidence available to show why disciplines (SPs or 'subjects') should not

be grouped together. On linguistic grounds the decision would need to

made depending on the level of specificity at which the test was

operating.

But the arguments for separate (ES?) tests relate more to the content

than to the language, and in this regard, as Becher (1986) points out (p

4), there are opposing tendencies, one aiming to reduce the arena of

investigation to a manageable size, and the other Insisting on the

recognition of important distinctions even within a single discipline. He

tells us "To see the whole is to see it in breadth, but without access to

the particular vision; to see the part Is to see it in depth, but in the

absence of the general overview." (p. 1) And this returns us to the group

vs. individual dilemma of ESP/EAP testing again: at lower levels there is

considerable overlap in content between different disciplines and

therefore it would be possible to group -students and administer them the

same test. At this level, EAP tests, which typically treat all tertiary

level courses together, dividing by skills but not by subject, may be most

appropriate and most practical. This is the thinking behind the TEEP,

which only makes a broad distinction between social sciences/humanities

and science/technology.. At more advanced levels, however, Griper (1981)

rem Inds us that It is necessary to account not only for the considerable

variation from discipline to discipline but also for that among

specialist areas of study within disciplines, if a test makes a serious
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claim to be specific, and is aimed at postgraduate entrants. At this
1à4

level, the more detailed aspects of selec, i.e., lexical and syntactic

epecificities, become Important. Johns and Dudley-Evans (1980) found

that specialist vocabulary was a key factor in students' failure to

comprehend content area lectures. Houghton (1980), comments that:

attention given to vocabulary represents something of
a departure from current ESP orthodoxy, which ... tends to
pay very little attention to vocabulary or to its grading
for learning purposes. (p.26)

When ESP first became a popular movement, as we saw in section 2.1.,

there was a move away from register studies and in particular from the

teaching of content-area vocabulary. Attention was focused at the

macro- or discourse level of disciplines. Recently awareness has grown

that there are common patterns of discourse across disciplines, and there

has been a shift toward genre analysis, or the linguistic and rhetorical

analysis of discourse units. Swales (1986) suggests that for fairly

large groups of disciplines, texts share "... regularized macro-structures

and rhetorics that follow identifiable role-models" (p. 37) and suggests

that it is at the lexical and syntactic levels that disciplines differ

most. This view, applied to ESP tests, would suggest that the use of

highly specialised lexis and a high frequency of certain syntactic

structures would provide the greatest 'authenticity', i.e., face validity,

and also the greatest content validity. It would also provide the

greatest problems for any students incorrectly assigned to the particular

branch of ESP of that test.

Alderson and Urquhart (1985) studIed the influence of students' academic

discipline on their performance on a range of ESP reading tests, they

concluded that, although academic disciplines can play an important role

In test performance, the results were not consistent and the

inconsistencies could not easily be explained. They also felt they had

found a need to take other factors, notably linguistic proficiency level

and test item type, into account. Their results might be explained by
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marked effects of specific lexical items and syntactic patterns on

individual students 1 an explanation which would accord with Griper's

comments, above, and with the findings of Johns and Dudley-Evans (op cit)

and Swales (op cit).

If it is true that it is these lower-level features which distinguish

disciplines from one another, any test which purported to be discipline-

specific, i.e., an ES? test, would need to show that it distinguished in

this way, and did so correctly, before it could lay claim to construct

validity. But it would also need to be demonstrated that these

differences are meaningful: that is, that students' test scores really are

affected by the selection of different specialist lexis and syntax.

Research in the social construction of knowledge (e.g., Knorr-Cetina,

1981) suggests that disciplinary communities are formed in ways which

have little basis in linguistic similarities or differences Alderson and

Urquhart were unable to account for their results, but they took academic

discipline as a given and did not draw their own distinctions: indeed, we

are not yet in a positiom to do so, and must await the results of

research in other fields, notably in the epistemiology and sociology of

knowledge and in genre analysis.

A great deal of work still remains to be done in the construct validation

of ESP tests. Because of the formidable size of the task, an approach

parallel to the one currently being taken in genre analysis seems a

fruitful one: that is, to focus on one aspect of the construct of one ES?

test, and investigate It fully. Ideally, this would be done through both

priori and posteriori methods, ensuring that any statistical

procedures applied would be confirmatory rather than exploratory. If any

support is found for the construct in that instance, it would provide the

impetus for other studies of other aspects of the same and other ES?

tests. Given sufficient studies and replications, such a 'triangulation'

approach could eventually lead to a fuller understanding of the construct

underlying ES? tests, and lead to better testing practices.
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2.2.3. Achievement, proficiency or diagnostic testing?

In theory, ES? achievement tests present few problems: instead of

assessing whether learners bad mastered 'the language' it would be

possible to assess whether they had 'satisfied their needs'. Instead of:

(a) the language .- the syllabus -, teaching - student assessment

we would have:

the language 4 
7

(b) ).the syllabus - teaching - student assessment

students' needs

The pattern applies to EAP achievement testing, with the difference that

students' needs are less precisely defined and thus less precisely

assessed.

However, while ES? achievement testing is appropriate in-house, when the

context of testing is one where students come from a wide range of

backgrounds and must be assessed for their suitability for placement on a

wide range of courses, the concern must be with ESP proficiency testing,

that is, with testing without knowing the syllabus the learner has

followed. This context, a proficiency testing context, is the one within

which the ELTS, TEE?, JMB and PLAB all operate, though at different levels

of ESPness.

ESP proficiency testing presents many more problems: not only do the

same sampling problems occur, but It Is not possible to specify the

universe which must be sampled as it is with ES? achievement testing.

There is no such thing as, cannot by definition be such a thing as,

'absolute proficiency in ES?'. ES? proficiency must always be relative to

something: but that 'something' is not a syllabus. Rather, it is a
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'language', the Epecif Ic language of the specific purpose or use. The

model is not so simple:

(C)	 students' needs - the syllabus -. teaching -. student assessment

I	 /
/	 I

I

the specific 'language'

the specific content C?)

The model shows that ES? 'proficiency' tests may be better used for

diagnostic purposes than as true proficiency tests. Because ES? tests,

like achievement tests, are always tied to a known (or at least,

knowable) quantity, the information from them may be used to find out not

simply to what extent the student has already mastered what he needs for

the specific purpose, but also which of the needs the student has not yet

mastered. Alderson (1981) says:

Perhaps the most powerful argument for specific tests is
that of the diagnostic value of a profile of a student
which can be itched against the communicative needs of
his particular course of study. ... there ... y be value
in profiles of students' abilities, relatable to
institutional criteria, for both administrative purposes
(that is, for admissions decisions) and for pedagogic
purposes, since hopefully such inforimtion would allow
remedial action to be taken on a language course, for
example. (p. 125)

The use of the Information from a test to make individual decisions makes

the test more 'specific', i.e., brings it closer to the elusive ESP-ness we

have been seeking in this section. The implication of the use of detailed

information from the test is that the information must be interpretable

by score consumers, who are primarily admissions officers and academic

faculty. Criterion-referenced scores, as we saw in Chapter 1, section 2,

are more easily interpreted than norm-referenced scores, and this is one

argument in favour of their use with ES? tests. Further, if there are

important differences from discipline to discipline, and between groups
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in the 'same' disciplijLe; and if, as Alderson (op cit) suggests, it will

always be impossible to construct ES? tests for each of those different

contexts 1 then the solution would ultimately seem to be to provide score

consumers with very detailed information about test items and scoring

criteria, and permit them to set their own criterion for test results as

a whole.

The discussion has not been exhaustive of the potential types of ESP and

EAP tests: it is possible to have 'wide spectrum' proficiency tests which

straddle the ESP/EAP divide, arid the TEE? does this; EAP proficiency

tests are also possible, and the J}[B is an example. When the tests also

assess each skill area separately, as the ELTS, the TEE? and the JIIB do,

there is specificity on the skill dimension - but this is not what is

usually meant by a 'specific' test.

2.2.4, Practicality

Given the large claims that have been made for ESP teaching, and the

amount of money which has been spent on ESP course design and materials

development around the world, it may seem surprising that there has been

so little attention paid to ES? testing. The explanation lies at least

partly in their apparent impracticality. Sinclair (1979) Justifies the

lack of attention to any aspects of testing and evaluation on

practicality grounds:

A fully reliable test instrument is a major project in
itself requiring specialised staff. It would only be
worth the effort if it was usable well beyond the present
circuirstances, and this would be of a rather general
character. This requirement runs contrary to the often
specialised nature of ESP, requiring a compromise in
design. (p.114)

Skehan (1984) reiterates Sinclair and adds more powerful arguments when

he says:
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The issue of producing tests for small groups of people is
particularly relevant to the issue of assessment since one
cannot, practically speaking, justify the production of a
test for one individual. Tests are time-consuming to
prepare, require piloting and revision, etc., and
therefore have to be given to a group of peapie (and
probably to several groups at different times) if they are
to justify the preparation and analysis that is necessary
to produce a test reliable and valid enough to be the
basis for important decisions. (p. 206)

It cannot be denied that when there are many tests instead of one test

the demands of time and money are greater. ESP/EA? test construction

also demands specialist constructors, and involves a range of experts,

probably different ones for each 'track' of the test battery. Such

constraints were not accepted by Carroll (1978) however, in the design of

the ELTS:

we will bring to bear on the test design important
operational considerations affecting the administration of
the test service, but it must be emphasised that such
considerations, however pressing, will not make the
communicative needs of the participants disappear. We
would hardly be likely to achieve our aim of test
improvement if we ignored a patently essential
communicative need merely because it entailed practical
decisions. (p. 67)

It is necessary to set against the cost of an ES? test the various uses

to which It can be put. Cronbach (1971) points out that every time the

scores on a test are used, its utility value increases: thus if Alderson's

suggestion (above) is accepted, the scores on a test such as the ELTS

may be used at least twice (once for making placement decisions and once

for diagnosis and planning of remediation where necessary), thus doubling

the utility of the test. If they are used in sophisticated ways as

suggested above, very exact placementdeclsions can be made, and the

utility value is further increased. However, it seems likely that ES?

tests cost more than twice as much as traditional standardised general

English tests to develop and administer, especially given the inclusion of

direct tests in ES? tests. Every component in the ES? battery is
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effectively a separate test for development purposes, and the number of

sub-tests decides development costs, administrator time, scoring costs,

and complexity of score reporting. It is not strictly appropriate to

compare the practicality of ESP tests with standardised tests, however,

because in the current climate In language testing the alternative to an

ESP test would more likely be an EAP test, which would Include direct

performance tests just as the ELTS, PLAB and the TEE? do. As comparative

data is not available on the research and development nor the

administrative costs of any of these tests this discussion must remain

hypothetical.

2.2.5. Backwash

As we saw in Chapter 1, the term 'backwash' refers to the effects of a

test on curriculum. Backwash can only be judged as positive or negative

from a relative standpoint, that Is, from an existing set of values, and

If there is a prior commitment to ES? teaching then presumably the

backwash effects of ES? testing will be judged beneficial, because an

expansion of ES? teaching can be expected to occur. We saw above,

however, that there have been reservations expressed about too great a

concentration on the ESP in ES? courses to the exclusion of the socio-

cultural aspects of the language (further examples are Jordan and

Matthews (1980) and Chamberlain and Flanaghan (1980).

The backwash from ES? achievement tests is likely to be less flexibility

to include more general topics and interactions in the classroom and the

increased centrality of ES? materials in classroom discourse, thus

reinforcing the "peculiarities" (Phillips and Shettlesworth, 1980) of the

ES? classroom. Swales (1984) says:

Students ... look to the ESP classroom for certain
personal values, wherein their role as real people with
real interests can get greater recognition than elsewhere
in the learning environment. (p. 14)
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However, the backwash from an ESP proficiency test such as the ELTS or

TEEP, as entry tests rather than exit tests, may well be a sharpening of

focus and careful attention to objectives in general English classrooms.

When the diagnostic potential of these tests is used it Is also likely to

have the effect of increasing the number of carefully-planned courses

designed to meet the language needs of students who have been diagnosed

as lacking in specific skills. The backwash from EAP tests is likely to

be increased teaching of or greater attention to 'study skills' on general

courses, and the provision of more courses designed especially to prepare

tertiary education applicants for life in the university. All of these

seem to be desirable effects, but this assumes that all the learners who

are caught up In the 'backwash effect' do in fact have these desires and

needs for English. Here we return to the group vs. individual dilemma

which was discussed In the construct validity section. not every learner

Is necessarily in a position to know his desires and needs, still less to

be able to negotiate them with teachers and testers.

3.	 RELATING 'GLP' TO ACADEMIC/SPECIFIC ACADEMIC PURPOSE TESTING

We have seen in this Chapter two approaches to the same problem: how is

language proficiency portioned out within and among Individuals, and what

difference does it make? We may characterize the argument about general

language proficiency as theory-driven, while the arguments for ESP are

primarily practice-driven. In other words, the GLP approach has been to

say 'here is a problem: can we find a solution?', and then to conduct

extensive empirical trials to test out a range of possible solutions. In

contrast, the ESP approach has been to say 'there is a problem, of

providing adequate language Instruction for the needs of particular

groups of learners, and of measuring their English proficiency: here is a

solution', and then to conduct armchair-research into a pre-conceived

solution. Skehan (1984) highlights the contrast in approaches between

these two:
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The two approaches, that characterizing research into the
unitary competence hypothesis4, and that relating to ESP
test development, have produced widely different outcomes
The former has used traditional psychometric methods and
has made slow but steady progress; the latter has put its
faith in a new approach to applied linguistics, or rather
one particular exemplification of this, and has
encountered serious difficulties. The unitary competence
hypothesis has had to face some challenging evidence;
while it has had to be modified considerably, 011er can
claim that stating the hypothesis has led to a
considerable quantity of research which has extended our
knowledge of language proficiency. Proponents of the
ELTS, in contrast, have difficulty in demonstrating the
empirical basis for the new form of the test, with the
result that we are left with very little progress indeed
of any solid nature - a few testing techniques, perhaps,
but no information about whether the test meets the claims
that are made for it, and where future research should be
directed. ... the 'surrender value' of the two approaches
has differed markedly. (p. 213-4)

The ELTS and ES? testing are not synonymous, of course, but a further

problem with the ES? approach has been that there have been few people

brave enough, or with sufficient resources, to undertake ESP testing other

than on an ad-hoc, in-house basis. The judgement ultimately passed on

the ELTS is likely to be the principal factor in the .judgement passed on

ES? testing as a whole (Henning, personal communication).

It is now possible to turn to the context of this study, applying what we

have learned to a consideration of tests of writing, attempting to

understand what would characterize an ES? writing test as distinct from

an EAP writing test.
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4.	 WRITING FOR ACADEMIC PURPOSES AND SPECIFIC ACADEMIC PURPOSES

AND ITS TESTING

4,1.	 Writing in. academic settings

There Is currently considerable interest in the notion of 'discourse

communities', a notion which brings together language, language user and

language use In dynamic ways, particularly the study of writing as it is

used in the university community and in specific disciplines (e.g.,

Bazerman, 1981; Myers, 1985; Herrington, 1985), as a means both of

understanding the discipline and of understanding the writing processes.

Herrington (1986) used analysis of student texts, interviews, and

classroom observation to try to understand how students learn to see

themselves and to function as members of academic discourse communities.

Although Herrington's research indicated differences in knowledge

structures represented in writing in different disciplines, she also

believes she has been able to identify some characteristics of good

apprentice writers which are common across disciplines: successful

students perceived that in their writing they needed to create an issue

for themselves and work to resolve it, first, for themselves and then, to

convince their professors; they saw themselves as an audience, in the

sense of using their writing to explore an issue and shape their

responses, and in the sense of convincing themselves they had resolved

the issue to their own satisfaction; they were able th interpret and act
upon the Information they received from their professors in getting

closer to an understanding of the disciplinary culture, even though much

of this was vague, professors leaving tacit the most important values of

the discipline.

The work in the previous paragraph was with native English-speaking

students: we may expect initiation into the university community in

general and into specific disciplines to be much more difficult and
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tentative for students who are attempting to master the language at the

same time. Ballard and Clanchy (1986) describe the growth towards

literacy in academic settings as "cracking the code, mastering the

alphabet of linguistic and cognitive behaviour", where U•• .A, for example,

introduces key elements in the academic culture, as well as standing for

Excellent at the end of an essay. A, the student learns, stands for

Analysis... also for Argument (and) Assertion..." (p. 6) Ballard and

Clanchy discuss some of the elements of literacy in the academic culture

and show how academic faculty, through the judgements they make on

students' writing, seek explicitly or implitly to acculturate them.

Ballard and Glanchy, and Herrington (1986), both point out that for

undergraduate students, growth through the university years involves

attaining control in more than one discipline at the same time; although

this may be more true in Australia and the U.S.A, than in Britain, Becher

(1986) found that even in Britain real initiation into a single discipline

normally occurs only at postgraduate level. Weir (1983), conducting the

research for the TEEP, investigated the content of university postgraduate

courses, and found tremendous variety, not only from university to

university or from Faculty to Faculty, but even within departments, in

terms of the types of tasks required of students, the expectations for

student performance on tasks (both level and criteria), and the

allowances made (or not made) for non-English native speaker students.

Phillips et al (1985) conducted a detailed observational study of faculty

adjustment to Indonesian students entering tertiary education in

Australia, and found tremendous individual variation among faculty in the

way they responded to students, the amount of time they spent with

students academically and socially, and the amount of leeway, if any, they

gate them because they were non-native speakers of English. Faculty

apparently vary in their perceptions of students as members, or potential

members of their own discourse community, and either smooth or bar their

entry.
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The recent work in genre analysis which cuts across disciplines to look

at, for example, article introductions (Cooper, 1981; Swales, 1981 &

1984(a); Dudley-Evans, 1983 & 1986), can be seen as a search for features

of discourse communities which are generalisable across disciplines, and

therefore teachable in EAP or 'broad spectrum' ESP courses rather than in

a multitude of independent 'narrow-spectrum' ESP courses. A focus on

common patterns of text structure and Internal logic minimises both the

difficulty the learner may have with the language of the subject content,

and the difficulty the language teacher, as a non-member of the discourse

community, may have with the subject content of the language.

Discussing research paper introductions, Swales (n.d.) suggests that

• appreciation of the schematic, purposive and
developmental expectations.., has, in alliance with
student expertise in their individual content areas
created a set of texts to which : can ascribe a
sufficient amount of coherence to overcome uncertainties
that may otherwise have arisen as a result of
developmental or registral mismanagement. (p.3)

The genre analysis approach can be seen as a move from a focus on ESP

toward EAP, i.e., from specifity to generalizability, but through an

Informed, research-based, understanding of what it is that unites

discourse communities and can reasonably be taught by language

specialists, and when It is necessary to stand back and let the students

who are members, or apprentices, of that discourse community depend on

their own expertise.

4.2.	 Testing writing In. academic settings

We have seen in this Chapter that the validity of the divisible skills

view has been extensively researched in recent years and has been at

least tentatively vindicated. In contrast, the assumptions behind English

for Specific Purpose have yet to be satisfactorily researched. In

considering the testing of writing in academic settings, the question

asked earlier must be asked again: how specific is specific?
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We will be concerned in the ensuing chapters with the attempt to

Investigate the construct validity of a writing test which is claimed to

be related to the needs of different disciplines. In order to evaluate

that claim we need to understand, as far as this is possible in the

current state of knowledge about this construct, which has been explored

in section 2, the difference between a writing test which is discipline-

specific and a writing test which, although academic, Is discipline-free.

4.2.1. Levels and assumptions

Both types of test which will be Investigated are tests of writing in

academic settings, but they differ in terms of the level of specificity

they attribute to the concept 'academic setting', and in terms of the

assumptions they make.

As we saw in sub-section 2.1, 'academic writing' is a tertiary education

study skill: in Figure 3.2.2. it may be placed in either the pre-study or

concurrent sub-categories. It is viewed as specific in skill terms but

as general in academic discipline terms. In the ensuing chapters a test

of writing for general academic purposes is referred to as a 'GAP'

writing test. A GAP writing test is based on the assumption that

language proficiency is divisible along a skills dimension, I e., that a

testee cannot be assumed to have a certain level of writing skill because

she or he has that level of skill in reading, and/or speaking, and/or

listening. It is based on a further assumption, that proficiency is

general in discipline terms, I.e., that a testee will perform as well on a

writing test targeted to the university community as a whole, as on a

writing test from her or his own field of study.

As we also saw In sub-section 2.1, 'specific academic writing' falls Into

the 'discipline-based' category (Figure 3.2.1), whether pre-, in- or post-

study. It is viewed as differing from 'academic writing' in the level of

specificity attributed to the academic discipline dimension. In the
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ensuing chapters a test of writing for specific academic purposes is

referred to as a 'SAP' writing test. A SAP writing test is not only based

on the assumption that any testes may have different levels of

proficiency for the different language skills, but on the additional

assumption that any testee may exhibit different levels of proficiency on

a writing test targeted to the university community as a whole and a

writing test from her or his own field of study. Within the ESP

construct there is a further assumption, that it will be easier for the

testee to perform well on a SAP writing test than on a GAP writing test.

4.2.2. Implications

The investigation in the ensuing chapters is designed to investigate

these assumptions. If it is shown that SAP writing tests do Indeed meet

the claims made for them, there will be important implications for future

design of writing tests for academic settings. Resources will need to be

assigned to the development of a large number of separate writing test

instruments to match each distinct disciplinary need. A prerequisite of

this will be extensive and intensive research of the writing of

disciplinary cultures in order to determine at what point two 'subjects'

diverge and a new SAP writing test becomes necessary. Task design will

become critical, and may not be able to be done by language specialists

without considerable use of subject specialist Informants. Test

administration and scoring will take on new dimensions as testees select

from an ever-increasing menu of specific choices. Serious thought will

need to be given to the testes's right to select from the menu, even if

this means she selects inappropriately. Raters will need to be trained

to score each test reliably and validly, and consideration will need to be

given to whether language specialists are the best people to be scoring

SAP writing tests. Decisions will need to be made about the ways in

which the scoring criteria and procedure reflect the specificity of the

test.
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SPECIFIC ACADEIIG PURPOSE and GENERAL ACADEXEC PURPOSE WRITING TESTS:

Al EMPIRICAL IJVESTIGAT 101

1.	 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDI

Li.	 Context

The study reported in this Chapter is set in the context of a larger-

scale study of the English Language Testing Service, the testing service

provided by the British Council. The British Council is Britain's

principal funding body for scholarships for overseas applicants to

education institutions and courses, and the English Language Testing

Service (ELTS) as originally introduced and operated was a test for

applicants to academic tertiary educations (universities, polytechnics,

and advanced professional courses). Because the undergraduate entrance

requirements of British universities are difficult for students from other

educational systems to fulfil, almost all applicants are postgraduates or

equivalent.

The ELTS is a two-tier test. In the first tier there are two multiple-

choice tests, one of which is a reading test and the other of which is a

listening test, These two tests are taken by every ELTS testee. In the

second tier there are three tests: a multiple-choice study skills test; a

direct writing test; and an oral interview. In this second tier there are

six choices or 'Modules', and every testee must choose one of these. The

six Nodules are General Academic, Life Sciences, Medicine, Physical

Sciences, Social Studies and Technology. The last five of these were

designed to cofform to the five largest groups of applicants for British

Council scholarships, while the first, General Academic, was designed for

all those applicants who did not fit easily Into the Qther Nodules. The
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test went into operation in 1980 with approximately 4,000 candidates and

in 1985 had some 10,000 candidates.

The British Council provides professional oversight of the test in terms

of expertise in testing English as a foreign language, English for

Academic Purposes and English for Specific Purposes. Their partners the

University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate (UCLES) provide

technical expertise with multiple choice item writing, print and

distribute test materials, and store all score data and student records in

their computer database. Test administrators are provided and overseen

by the British Council; a different section of the British Council

receives and acts upon scores before these are sent to UCLES.

The ELTS was introduced to replace the English Proficiency Test Battery

(EPTB), which had been used since the mid 1960s, for a number of reasons.

First, as a short, multiple-choice test, only four versions of which

existed, which were continously re-used, the security of EPTB was always

at risk and was being seriously questioned towards the end of the 1970s.

Second, the 1970s had brought a new paradigm in language teaching, a

humanistic and communicative paradigm in which student needs and

differences were being stressed. This paradigm was also influencing

language testing, and the British Council wished to both take advantage

of the new insights and put itself at the forefront of the field. One of

the key developments in the same period was the field of English for

Specific Purposes (ES?), which as was shown In the previous chapter is

closely related to the same general paradigm. The new testing service

was intended to be a more fInely-grained instrument which, according to

Carroll (1978), would provide two kinds of information about any

applicant for tertiary study in Britain:

whether he is already likely to be able to meet the
communicative demands of a given course of study, or,
alternatively, what would be the nature and duration of
the course of language tuition he would need in order to
reach the required competence level, (p.4)
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The ELTS was designed to put into practice three theoretical positions or

constructs of how language proficiency is composed. The first is

relatively uncontentious: the ELTS views language proficiency as divisible

on the skills dimension, and it has separate tests of reading, listening,

writing, and speaking. The ELTS takes this construct further than other

tests, certainly further than any other test at the time of its

introduction. It divides each of the 'objective' tests Into items which

test specific skills and 'micro-skills', and provides specifications of

which skills or functions each item is testing (e.g., Skill 21: expressIng

information explicitly; Skill 25: expressing conceptual meaning, especially

(e.g.,) micro-skill 25.1: quantity and amount) or 'micro-functions' (e.g.,

Function 5: argument; sub-function 5.1: information; micro-function 5.1.1.:

stated/asserted (state, inform, tell, express, report, etc., etc.). These

specifications are based on the needs analysis work of John Nunby, who

completed a Ph.D. under the auspices of the British Council at the time

the British Council was considering the Introduction and possible design

of a new test. The central part of his study is a 'communicative needs

processor', in which all the 'micro-skills' and 'micro-functions' are

listed and grouped (the examples above are taken from this): a major part

of his work was published as Communicative Syllabus Design, (1q78)

The second construct underlying the ELTS is a view of language

proficiency as divisible into 'general' and 'study' proficiency. The

first, general section of the test "tests listening and reading skills and

is intended to test general ability In the use of English"; the second

tier is a Modular section which "tests language study skills used in

reading, writing, listening and speaking and is related to a specific

subject area" (ELTS: Au. Introduction, British Council/University of

Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate, n.d.).
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Third, and perhaps most contentiously, the ELTS divides language

proficiency on a subject, or discipline, dimension, through the six

Modules referred to above. We may think of the three sub-tests for each

Module within the second tier of the test as forming an ESP test battery.

The justification of this kind of division by discipline Is "... the

hypothesis that the solution to our testing problem ... Is through the

diversification of test instruments to meet the diversity of the test

situation." (Carroll, 1978: p.4).

Little has been published to aid an understanding of the design of the

ELTS. The only publication which goes Into any detail is Brendan

Carroll's Specifications fz n. English Language Testing Service, prepared

for the British Council's English Language Division, presented to that

body in January 1978, and reprinted in Alderson and Hughes (1981). In

that document Carroll applies Munby's taxonomy of skills and functions to

the construction of 'profiles' of six participants In courses of study in

British tertiary education institutions. These participants are not real

people, but hypothetical people constructed by a number of "compilers", by

reference to "contacts" and "documents" (p.8); the courses similarly are

not actual courses but constructed ones. in Carroll's words, "we decided

that less time-consuming methods would be sufficient to assess the basic

adequacy of our approach to test specification" (p.?).

Carroll's application of Munby's taxonomy to the 'data' on his six

hypothetical participants revealed a network of relationships among his

proposed 'courses of study' which led him to the conclusion "that

Language Skill requirement patterns ut right across disciplinary

boundaries" (underlining in original) and that "the smallest communicative

relationships (occur) between disciplines which seem to have the most In

common" (p.9). This conclusion appears to contradict the argument upon
which Carroll built his claims for the need for a test like the ELTS.

Carroll is apparently aware of this difficulty:
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Even if the,.. programmes are highly correlated
communicatively, it still remains that the spoken and
written discourse of the disciplines are very different
indeed; their linguistic and diagrammatic realisations
have very different appearances. (p. 19)

As we saw in the concluding section of the previous chapter, the evidence

is not available even now, eight years after Carroll wrote the

Specifications, to support this claim. The problem here appears to be

that Carroll bases his network of relationships solely on the outcome of

the application of the taxonomy. Information is not available as to bow

Carroll set about applying the taxonomy, but Griper and Davies (1986)

show that application of the Munby taxonomy to the ELTS objective items

as these were eventually written poses many problems (p.102-113). 1!ost

importantly, there is no perfect match between actual items and Munby's

categories: some items require multiple categorisation and others defy

categorisation by the taxonomy. Further, some categories in the taxonomy

cannot be distinguished from one another, and the level of precision

varies tremendously from item to Item. Even when Items 	 be

categorised by the Nunby system it cannot be actually known that in

succeeding or failing on a particular item the testes was in fact using

the language behaviour specificied for the Item: such a system cannot

account for individual learning and problem-solving strategies.

Carroll does not produce a network of events/activities based on his

application of that part of the lEunby model: had he done so (and had his

data been actual rather than hypothetical) a different pattern of

relationships might have been found, one less counter-intuitive. As it

is, he attempts to justify the continued pursuit of discipline-specific

tests:

Can we then test different disciplines with identical test
n&terial, selected to test their common communicative
requirements? Or will we, in doing so, use over-
generalised language/diagram realisations which y favour
candidates in one particular discipline or, worse still,
be equally irrelevant to all the disciplines? We are not
yet in a position to answer these questions, so we propose
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to continue in a pragmatic fashion by preparing tests in
different disciplinary areas and by paying particular
attention in test data analysis to assessing any benefits,
in improved test effectiveness, which can be related to
diversification on a disciplinary basis. (p. 19)

Clearly, the introduction of such an innovative and potentially

influential test by a body with so much real-world decision-making power

necessitated an externally-directed validation study by leading experts

in the field. Summarising the discussion of the ELTS at a meeting of

such experts immediately prior to the operational introduction of the

test, Alderson (1981a) said:

it is crucially important to find out what is
happening on a test as influential as the ELTS test.
There is a clear need to know how such 'ESP' tests relate
to existing tests, for academic as well as practical
reasons. There is clear need to know what sort of
diagnostic information can validly be provided, and
whether it can be used by both applied linguists and lay
people. (p. 133)

The Edinburgh ELTS Validation Project was commissioned and commenced in

1982 under the direction of Alan Davies and Glive Griper. The Edinburgh

ELTS Validation Project (EEVP) was to run from September 1981 to March

1986, and was extended until August 1986. The Final Report of the EEVP

was presented to the sponsors, the British Council and UCLES, in

September 1986 (Griper and DavIes, 1986). This researcher was half-time

Research Associate with the Project from October 1982 to September 1984

and from October 1985 to March 1986.

A test such a tie ELTS, and a validation study such as the EEVP, offer

fruitful ground for the pursuit of individual research: for this

researcher, however, a long-term interest in the teaching and assessment

of writing in both English as a first language and English as a

foreign/second language meant that 1(2, the writing test, was the obvious
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choice. The balance has swung so fast and so sharply in favour of direct

tests of writing over indirect measures of writing-related ability, that

poor reliability is often accepted on the grounds that it is compensated

for by good validity. There has been a tendency to assume an inherent

validity for direct tests of writing: they test the 'real thing', after all.

However, when the issue is the choice between 'academic' writing tests of

varying levels of specificity and 'general' writing tests, the assumption

that the test is valid must be questioned and tested.

1.2.	 Design th ELTS writing t

Close study of the 1978 Specifications reveals little to suggest how 112

was designed and constructed. It is clear, however, that the basis of

test design was intended to be the close linking of the testing service

with the "communicative demands study programmes make on the

participants" (p.6). To arrive at specifications the compilers (members

of the staff of the British Council's English Language Division) contacted

institutions or individual specialists in the disciplines of the six

hypothetical participants, no detailed information is available as to the

kinds and quality of advice received nor what account was taken of it

The Specifications state that "continual reference was made to authentic

documents in the disciplines such as College Handbooks, Course

Syllabusues and standard subject textbooks", but there is no statement

that the texts included in the Source Booklets, the texts on which the

questions for the writing tests are based, are themselves authentic.

Examination of the profiles of the six participants (Appendix A,

Specification 7: Events/ActivitIes) reveals widely differing amounts and

types of writing needs from one participant to another, but these

differences are not discussed In the body of the document. The intention

of the test design was that testees would be matched with courses of

study, and that If, for example, a course of study called for little

writing, the testee's score on the writing test would play little part in
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decision-making. This intention has not been put into practice to date,

but even if it had been, it would remain the case that the finding of

widely differing types of writing needs in different courses of study

should result in widely differing writing tasks on 1(2 if a claim to

validity is to be upheld. However, the Specifications do not recommend

differing 1(2 tasks, saying only this in regard to the design of 1(2:

Writing Skills test; problem-solving, descriptive and
reference skill writing based on information booklet.
(Subjective rating according to scale and with photo'ed
samples of examples at different levels.) (p.25)

The actual tasks on 1(2 cannot be matched with Carroll's six participants

and their needs because the eventual configuration of Nodules is not the

same as Carroll's six categories. An understanding of the design of 1(2

must be based on study of the actual test items, since there is no

document available which discusses the design of the writing component

Investigation of the 1(2 tasks suggests that these are neither

deliberately the same as nor deliberately different from each other.

What Is consciously the same Is that in every case 1(2 consists of two

tasks, one of which should be completed in 25 minutes and one which

should be completed in 15 minutes. The second question requires limited

selection and transfer of information from an input text, and has come to

be known as 'convergent'. In contrast, the first question is referred to

as 'divergent', because although it is linked to an input text testees are

asked to bring in something from their own knowledge or experience, or to

give an opinion.

The implicit claim for 1(2 is the same as that upon which the ELTS as a

whole is based: that the division into a number of distinct test tasks on

a disciplinary dimension will enable a better matching of testee to test

and will result In improved information (Carroll, 1978: p.4).
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1.3.	 Definition Qi terms

In the study which follows, two terms to distinguish two kinds of writing

tests are frequently used and must be defined. A 'general academic

purpose' writing test is defined in parallel with 'academic writing' as

that term was used in Chapter 3, Section 4.1. A 'general academic

purpose' writing test by this definition tests writing as a general study

skill, and the assumption underlying 'general academic purpose' writing

tests is that a testee will peform equally well or badly regardless of

whether the topic(s) of the writing test address content from her or his

own field of study. Throughout the discussion which follows 'general

academic purpose' writing tests are referred to by the acronym 'GAP'

A 'specific academic purpose' writing test, in contrast, is defined, also

in the terms described in Chapter 3, Section 4.1, as specific to different

academic disciplines. The assumption underlying 'specific academic

purpose' writing tests is that a testee will perform differently on a

writing test which calls on the testee's knowledge of her or his own

field of study than on a GAP writing test, and the implication is that

the difference will be in the direction of a more favourable test score

for the testee. Research reported in Chapter 3, Section 3, indicates the

difficulty of accurately delineating the boundaries of the specific

academic disciplines. The investigation reported here uses the

parameters of areas of study established for the British Council's ELTS.

Because the object of study is the writing sub-test of that test, the

parameters used for that test are also part of the object of study. In

the model of a specific academic purpose test set up by the British

Council for the ELTS, and applied in the design of the Modular sub-tests,

there are five clearly different 'specific academic purposes': Life

Sciences, Medicine, Physical Sciences, Social Studies, and Technology; plus

a 'General Academic' division for "candidates whose area of study is not

covered by one of the other Modules" (ELTS: An. Introduction, British

Council, n.d.). The research basis for this delineation has not been
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reported and is therefore open to question. Throughout the discussion

which follows 'specific academic purpose' writing tests are referred to by

the acronym 'SAP'.

1,4.	 Objections j ELTS It2.

When the ELTS was being developed, interest in the direct testing of

writing was growing in general, and the British Council's commitment to

ESP testing and to communicative testing meant that writing really had to

be tested through direct performance. At the same time, however, language

testing was undergoing something of a reaction to the psychometric-

structuralist period (as discussed in Chapter 1) and reliability was

lower on the agendas of many test developers than validity (In the

restricted, non-statistical sense of conforming to a certain view of how

the test should be). In the case of 1(2, the concern of the test

developers was primarily with content validity, and questions of score

reliability were little considered. Rather, It was assumed that because

the procedure used to assign scores on 1(2 was 'criterion-referenced',

reliability was not an issue: Seaton (1980) said:

In the very difficult area of language skills covered by
)12 ... it was essential to devise an entirely reliable
system of marking. It was at this point that the
advantage of criterion-referenced testing proves its worth
rst effectively. 142 ... could be marked by consulting
the scale of student performance ... (p. 112)

However, while ELTS 1(2 is a direct performance test, it does not

necessarily follow that the scoring procedure is criterion-referenced

within the definition of that term as discussed in Chapter 1, Section 2.3.

Within two years of the introduction of the ELTS, objections were being

raised to the writing test based on anecdotal evidence and impressions of

its poor reliability.
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Objections to writing tests on reliability grounds are by no means new,

and for some of us their recursiveness adds to rather than detracts from

their interest. A much newer objection, though, was to the introduction

of the ES? construct Into the test. For the writing test, objections on

this ground may be described as based on two arguments. the first is,

"there's no such thing as discipline-specific writing - all academic

writing is pretty much the same". If this objection were true, it would

follow that discipline-specific writing tests are not necessary, since

they would provide no additional information over general academic

writing tests. The second is "of course writing is discipline-specific,

but the writing tests In the Modules do not represent that specificity".

if this objection were true, 1(2 would be invalid and scores could not be

depended upon, however reliable they might be.

The second argument divides into two sub-arguments: the possible totality

of disciplines is incorrectly parcelled out, or, the writing required in

the test is not sufficiently like the writing required In the disciplines.

If the first of these sub-arguments were found to be true, there would be

important implications for the design of the ELTS; the Modular breakdown

would need to be altered - and similar studies would need to be carried

out for the other two Modular sub-tests since it could be predicted that

they would equally be found to be incorrectly parcelled out. If the

second of the sub-arguments were found to be true, greater attention

would need to be paid to establishing a 'fit' between the writing tasks In

disciplines and the writing tasks on the test; the issue of the level of

specificity would be brought to the forefront.

In the Investigation which is reported in this chapter, two of these

objections are treated as problems to be studied, First, an operational

problem. were ELTS 1(2 scores as used operationally sufficiently reliable

for ethical decisions to be made about testees, I.e. about scholarship

applicants; were they sufficiently for use In the investigation of the

test's validity? Second, a theoretical problem: was there any evidence to
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support the view that testees would write qualitatively different essay

answers when writing in their own discipline and when writing on a more

generally relevant topic, and that any such qualitative difference would

operate to their advantage in being tested on a SAP rather than a GAP

test?

The objection that the specificity in the ELTS does not accurately reflect

discipline specificity is investigated indirectly through the qualitative

studies in Chapters 5 and 6.

1.5.	 Expectations ELTS ](Z must fulfil

ELTS M2 must fulfil the same expectations as all other writing tests. As

a component of a large-scale testing service, the results of which are

used to make major decisions affecting the future lives and careers of

testees, these expectations operate upon M2 with considerable force.

Expectations include the psychometric ones placed upon all language

tests, as discussed In Chapter 1, Section 2 and upon all writing tests, as

discussed in Chapter 2, but also expectations of construct validity which

relate to writing as a construct, as detailed in Chapter 1, Section 1 and

to the construct of divisible proficiency on the skills dimension

(Chapter 3, Section 1) and the discipline dimension (Chapter 3, Section

2). This latter expectation Is additional to those normally 1emanded of

writing tests.

A writing test needs to balance the reality of a test environment with

the simulation of a writing purpose and audience other than that of the

test. It needs to allow enough space for each writer to show what she or

he can do, yet be constrained enough to ensure stable scoring. It needs

to not only use valid tasks but also use valid scoring criteria. It needs

to be practical for writers, raters, and score consumers, but not at the

expense of validity or reliability. The backwash it creates should be
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beneficial, in terms of the amount and kinds of writing taught to and

valued by testees and potential testees.

In the context of ELTS M2, the writing test, as a direct test of writing

performance, needs to mirror (as closely as is possible in the testing

situation) the construct of writing as a process of composing, that is, it

needs to be psychologically real. As a direct test of writing

performance in academic contexts, it needs to mirror as closely as

possible the actual writing successful applicants will do on their

academic courses, that is, tasks need to be, or at least to appear to

writers to be, authentic.

The final rationale for the development of a test of the complexity of

ELTS must be that it provides a fairer measure of a testee's language

proficiency than the test or tests which it replaces. Thus the rationale

for a SAP writing test such as M2 must be that it yields information

which corresponds more closely to what the testee can actually do in

regard to the writing required in British postgraduate education than a

GAP writing test. The implication is that it should provide more

information altogether since, if the SAP and GAP writing tests each yield

scores in terms of a single number or a general description which cannot

be interpreted in terms of the specific writing requirements of the

course of tertiary study for which the testee has applied, much of the

potential information of a SAP writing test is lost. The Information

must be at least as reliable and valid as the information yielded by GAP

writing tests, and ideally more so.

The study of the various literatures in Chapters 1 to 3 has made it

possible to know what the expectations for a SAP writing test should be,

and also to know what has been done to date in terms of satisfying those

expectations. Thus it is possible to say, on the basis of the preceding

chapters, that it is exceedingly difficult for any writing test to satisfy

the expectations we must place on any test being used for major placement
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decisions, and that it is likely to be considerably more difficult for a

SAP writing test to do so.

Carroll (1978) said.

we will need to •.. devise workable instruments to
measure how far applicants can meet (specific) demands. We
must, in doing so, effect a demonstrable improvement on
the present system and ensure that the new test itself is
capable of continual monitoring and improvement. (p 4)

The study which follows attempts an assessment of the performance of

ELTS M2 in these terms and in terms of the implicit validity claims it

makes, but also attempts to go beyond this in considering how SAP

writing test can meet these expectations.

2.	 DESIGN OF THE STUDY

The study which follows is a validation study in Cronbach's (1971) terms.

When validating a decision-making process, the concern is
with the question: What is the pay-off when decisions are
made in the proposed way, and how does this compare with
the pay-off resulting when decisions are made without
these data? (p.448)

Since any SAP writing test will be more difficult to construct and score

than a more general writing test because of the increased commitment to

design of components and the need for specialist informants, it is

essential to establish that there is compensating pay-off in improved

information. It is not enough to show that a SAP writing test and a GAP

writing test provide equally reliable and valid information. If it could

be shown empirically that ELTS M2 provides improved information over a

GAP writing test, the objections to 1(2, which are not empirically based,

would be overcome and the development of further SAP writing test

instruments would be encouraged. If an improvement in information was

not shown, the value of SAP writing tests would be in question.
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2,1.	 Questions	 Hypotheses

2.1.1. Nain research question

What are the effects on writing scores of overseas non-native

postgraduate students at British universities when these testees

are asked to write on topics closely related to the content of

their own academic discipline (a 'specific academic purpose' - SAP

- topic) compared to a topic accessible to all members of the

university community (a 'general academic purpose' - GAP -

topic)? How can these effects be accounted for?

The hypotheses for the main research question were:

1. There would be no significant differences between the scores

assigned to the writing of non-native postgraduate students at

British universities when writing on SAP topics and scores

assigned to the same students when writing on a GAP topic.

Differences were investigated through analysis of variance and

post hoc Scheffe tests on mean scores, and through score

correlations. The significance level was set at .05, using a two-

tailed test for correlations, i.e., the probability of a positive

result occurring by chance was 5 in 100.

2. Scores assigned to the same subjects for two 'parallel' SAP

questions would share more common variance than scores assigned

to the same subjects for one SAP question and one GAP question.

There were two specific aspects to the hypothesis:
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a.	 two SAP questions would exhibit mean scores which would not

be significantly different; further, two SAP questions would

result in correlations which would enable them to be treated

as parallel items, i.e., a correlation of at least .80, 64% of

the variance or more in common;

b,	 mean scores on two SAP questions would be significantly

higher than mean scores on a GAP question; further, neither

SAP question would share as much variance with the GAP

question as they would share with each other: whatever the

amount of shared variance for the two SAP questions, the

hypothesis would be accepted unless one or both of them

shared more variance with the GAP question.

2.1.2. Subsidiary research question

Are scores assigned to answers to essay test questions when

scored by the ELTS X2 (first version) procedure adequately

reliable for operational and research uses?

The hypotheses for the subsidiary research question were:

1. Single-rater scores resulting from the ELTS X2 (first version)

scoring procedure would not be adequately reliable for operational

use. The confidence level was set for this study at .80.

2. a)	 Single-rater scores would not be adequately reliable for

research use.

b) By using three raters and combining and averaging scores for

each answer, aggregate scores would be obtained which would

be adequately reliable for research purposes.
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2.2,	 Subjects

The study began with 126 subjects, of whom 15 were removed from this

investigation because of incomplete data. Complete data were available

for the remaining 111, who were all postgraduate students. Of these, 103

were Edinburgh University students who matriculated In 1983 or 1984, and

8 were postgraduate students from other universities who attended in-

sessional courses at the University of Edinburgh In 1983 and 1984. All

the subjects were taking taught Master's degrees except the medical

doctors ) who were following advanced medical courses at the Postgraduate

Board of Medicine at the University of Edinburgh. Table 6.1 shows

Modules and overall ELTS scores for the subjects in the sample.

Table 6.1: Breakdown of the sample

Modules and ifs

General	 Life	 Medicine Physical Social	 Technology

Academic Sciences	 Science	 Studies

24	 41	 11	 7	 28	 0

Overall ELTS Scores

Score	 2 2,5 3 3,5 1 1,5 5	 5,5 6 6,5	 7	 7.5

fl	 /	 /	 /316	 172823157	 5

2.3.	 Measures

Each subject took three writing tests, which are referred to throughout

the rest of this chapter, and Chapters 5 and 6, as X2Q1, SAPQ, and GAPQ

respectively.
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2.3.2, SAPQ

The second measure was a 'parallel' question to each M2Q1 question. As

we saw in Chapter 2, Section 3.4, there are few guidelines for the design

of writing test tasks, and (in Chapter 2, Section 4.5.) fewer for the

design of second language writing test tasks. Work conducted by Rose

(1980), Johns (1981), Wall (1981), WeIr (1983), Horowitz (1986b, and

forthcoming) has suggested some parameters of faculty expectations of

student responses to tasks in their disciplines, and has examined some

features of limited numbers and cross-sections of disciplinary writing

test tasks, but we do not as yet have a set of clear models for the

design of SAP writing test questions.

Essay test questions from a range of disciplines and subjects at several

British universities were collected and reviewed in the search for a

model, but these all assumed that every testee answering the question had

attended a lecture course and done considerable reading in the specific

topic of the question, and had assimilated a depth of content relevant to

it. This finding is supported by Wall (op cit) and Weir (op cit). A

small study based on a faculty survey by this researcher at the

University of Edinburgh, discussed In more detail in Chapter 6, Section 2,

found that faculty had few clear criteria for the design of the writing

test tasks they set, other than "clarity" or "unambIguousnes", and that

faculty expectations of responses relate to evidence of content mastery

and assimilation for purposes of application in solving new problems.

None of the foregoing is very helpful in the context of task design for

ELTS M2, where testees are located all over the world and have followed

quite different courses of study up to the point of testing. Questions

must be based in what the test constructors can be confident that the

writers will all know, which essentially means in an input text. The

requirement that testee writers should bring in their personal experience

or opinions, used in X2Q1, is questionable in this regard. For this
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reason, this requirement was excluded from the design of SAPQ questions;

the exclusion also permits a clear distinction between SAPQ and the GAP

question on this parameter.

As noted earlier, there is no information available as to the basis for

the design of X2Q1 by the ELTS team - not even any statements as to

what characteristics are seen as making the !2Q1 questions discipline-

specific. Therefore, design of 'parallel' SAP questions had to be carried

out without any formal parameters. Although the literature reviewed

earlier was of some help, the principal design criteria were; (1) that the

'parallel' questions should be based in the texts in the Source Booklet;

(2) that the 'parallel' questions should seem as similar to X2Q1 questions

as possible in most ways (excluding the personal experience requirement,

as noted above). The second SAP writing test was constructed th consist
of six questions, referred to here as SAPQ: GA, LS, etc, based on the

same source booklet, each intended to be matched with the )2Q1 question

In the same ]1odule (different questions were prepared for SAPQ GA and

SAPQ: SS). The same time constraints as for K2Q1 applied. The only

}odule in which testees would need to bring In background knowledge In

order to satisfactorily fulfil the task was Physical Sciences, where the

text used as the input provides no basis from which to draw material for

a text-based answer to any meaningful writing question. The questions

appear in Appendix A2. Each subject wrote on the question 1tended in

the test design to be suitable for her or his specialist discipline/field.

2,3.3. GAPQ

The third measure was a question Intended to be discipline-free, that is,

a GAP question, referred to throughout the study as GAPQ. A GAP question

Is perceived as the kind of question which will generate expository

discourse without calling on any background knowledge; questions of the

GAP type have been described by, for example, Henning (1986), Jones

(1986), Bridgeman and Carlson (1983), Fein (1980), Villiams (1982) and
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Howe (1980), and are commonly used for placement in EAP programmes In

British and American universities. The GAP question used here consisted

of a short article from the Guardian, and a request for a personal

response by each writer. All subjects wrote on the same GAP question.

Ten minutes were allowed for reading the text since this had not been

seen previously, followed by 25 minutes writing time, I e , the same

amount of time as given for ELTS M2 and the SAP questions. The GAP

question appears in Appendix A3.

2.4.	 Procedures

The testees wrote their M2Q1 essays as part of a sitting of the ELTS

test as a matriculation requirement of the University of Edinburgh: they

were told to spend about 25 minutes on this question, although they could

have spent longer by sacrificing part of the time for the second (not

investigated) question. Testees wrote their X2Q1 answers Immediately

after taking Xl, during which they had read the Input text and answered

ocmprehension question on It. The same testees wrote their '1(2 parallel'

essays (i.e., SAP: GA, etc) between six and nine weeks later; on this

occasion they were allowed 25 minutes, after 5 minutes to refamiliarise

themselves with the input text. On the same occasion they wrote the GAP

essay, for which they were allowed 35 minutes, including 10 minutes for

reading the brief input text.

Clearly, there may have been some development of writing skill in the

Intervening period, but as Co-ordlnator of the in-sessional EAP programme

for University of Edinburgh overseas students this researcher worked

closely with supervisors to determine the language tuition needs of this

group at various points in the university year, in relation to their

language use on their courses, and all indications were tlat most courses

require little writing before the Christmas vacation, Griper & Davies

(1986) found that the subjects in their test/re-test sample did not

increase their scores on 1(2 over an eight-month period. KcKenna, Clark &
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Zorn (forthcoming) with first language writers, and Varonis (personal

coniiiunication) with ESL writers, have found that writers often make

little or no progress in the first year of university study.

The data collection exercise resulted in three writing samples from each

testee: two on different SAP questions on the same text, and one on a GAP

question on a general academic purpose text.

The scoring procedure used for the Investigation of these research

questions was the first version scoring procedure for question 1 of M2,

which was the scoring procedure in operational use during the period of

the investigation. In the first version scoring procedure, the rater

incorporates into the score on the first question a Judgement of the

quality of the second question: this stage of the procedure was not

included in the study, since only question 1 was under investigation.

Three experienced X2 raters, all also qualified and experienced EFL

teachers, each scored each of the three essays. Jone of the raters was

familiar with any of the testees. Identifying information was removed

from the subjects' papers, and the order of appearance of the subjects'

answers in each of the three sets was randomised, although each rater's

set of papers was in the same order as those of the other raters. The

scoring procedure as it pertains to X2Q1 is discussed In detail in

Chapter 5, and a full copy of the scoring instructions appears In

Appendix Bi; the essay scale also appears in Appendix Bi. The raters

received no special training for scoring for this study, in order that the

reliability question could be investigated.
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3.	 THE STUDY: SUBSIDIARY RESEARCH QUESTION

It was necessary to complete the investigation of the subsidiary research

question prior to the commencement of the main investigation. If scores

of criterion reliability for use In the research of the main question

could not be obtained, the investigation of that question could not go

ahead.

It was shown in Chapter 2 that the question of reliability of essay

scores is a complex one. In the context of this study, there were two

aspects to the subsidiary research question: are the scores used in the

study sufficiently reliable to permit their use for research into the

question of the difference, if any, between testee performance on SAP as

opposed to GAP essay questions?; and, are scores as used In operational

administrations of N2 adequately reliable to justify their use in making

decisions about scholarship applicants' likelihood of succeeethng in

writing in real academic settings? As stated above, the scoring

procedure used for this investigation was the first version scoring

procedure (1980 - 1985).

For the investigation of the operational reliability of the first version

scoring procedure, it was hypothesised that the scores of single raters

would not meet the operational reliability level of .80. ThG level of .80

reliability for an operational writing test score conforms to the

recommendation of Breland & Jones (1982). It is this reliability figure

which It Is critical for M2 to meet, since the test as used operationally

uses only a single rater.

For the investigation of the reliability of the scores used in the

investigation of the main research question the hypothesis was that these

scores, i.e., the aggregate scores of three experienced raters, would meet

the requirement of a reliability level of .80. Because it was predicted

that investigation of the data for the main research question would
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Involve looking at relatively small differences between scores it was

essential to achieve this level of score reliability; poor reliability

would make It impossible to distinguish the effects of error variance

from the effects of true variance. However, reliability levels achieved

in this way are appropriate only for research purposes, since the test

cannot be scored operationally by three raters. An aggregate score

reliability of .80 assumes a single-rater reliability of below .65, a

pessimistic assumption for an operational test.

3.1.	 Data analysis

First, to establish operational reliability, Pearson product-moment

correlations were computed for each rater with each other rater on each

set of essays. As Diederlch (1974) states, this estimate of the amount

of agreement between two raters on the same essays is our best measure

of the reliability of a single rating. thus these uncorrected correlation

coefficients represent a range of single-rater reliabilities such as those

to be expected in practice. For each question an average single-rater

reliability was calculated by averaging the three obtained single-rater

reliabilities. The average single-rater reliability can be viewed as the

likely operational reliability level of the test.

Second, the reliability of the scores used for the research of the main

research question was established by (1) summing the judgements of the

three raters for each answer by each student to obtain aggregate scores,

(2) applying the Spearman-Brown correction to estimate the reliabilities

of the aggregate scores.

3.2.	 Results

Table 6.3.1. shows inter-rater reliabilities, i.e., estimated single-rater

reliabilities, and average single-rater reliabilities for each question:
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GAPQ

.602

.638

.734

.658

Table 4.3.1.: Inter-Rater Correlations

n = 111
	

M2Q1
	

SAPQ

Raters 1/2	 .686	 .655
Raters 1/3	 .773	 .657
Raters 2/3	 .713	 .676

All Raters	 .724	 .663
(average single-
rater reliabilities)

Inter-rater correlations, i.e., single-rater reliability estimates, ranged

from .60 to .77 for different raters on the same question: the average

reliability of a single score in this study is .682. This is the probable

reliability level for 1'12 scores on the first question in operational

practice.

The estimated aggregate score reliability for each question using the

Spearman-Brown correction is shown In Table 4.3.2.:

Table 4.3.2.: Aggregate Score Reliabilities

X2Q1
	

SAPQ
	

GAPQ

Three Rater
Reliability	 .887	 .855	 .852
(Spear-man-Brown)

The average aggregate score reliability, that Is, the average reliability

of scores to be used in the Investigation of the main research question,

was .865.

3.3.	 Discussion

On no occasion does the single-rater reliability reach the criterion level

for operational reliability of .80. Thus the first hypothesis, that

operational scores do not reach the required reliability level, appears to
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be confirmed by these data. An average single-score reliability of .689

indicates that any two raters are only agreeing about 36% of the time on

the value of a piece of writing: for a single-rater test such a small

amount of agreement is of some concern. The general level of inter-rater

reliability compares favourably with, for example, Cast's 49 <1940),

Hartog's .51 (1941), Britton et al's .51 (1966) and is close to Wiseman's

.70 (1949). Flnlayson (1951), reports .73 and Jacobs et al (1981)

obtained .74 for single-rater reliability, figures which are only

obtained on two of nine occasions here, The score range is generally a

little lower than, but does not differ dramatically from, the range of

single rater reliabilities reported by Carlson et al (1985). However, the

instrument which Carison et al were validating does not use single-rater

scores operationally, but scores from at least two raters, with a third

rater when the two scores are discrepant. the scores used operationally

consistently reach .80.

Certainly such unreliable scores could not be used in the investigation of

the main research question.

It can be seen that inter-rater reliabilities on X2Q1 were consistently

higher than on SAPQ, and generally higher than on GAPQ. It is difficult

to know whether this is a pattern, or a chance of these data. If there

is a pattern, it might be explained by the fact that all the raters had

had considerable experience rating 1(2 papers previously, whereas the SAP

and GAP questions were new to them, Anderson (1960) speaks of the

practice effect In essay scoring:

Somehow or other the standard essay of the merking
schedule becomes assimilated and absorbed in the standards
custoniri1y and naturally adopted by the merker. (p. 101)

It might follow from this that raters were less self-consistent in rating

SAPQ and GAPQ. Without an intra-rater reliability study it is impossible

to take this further. The GAPQ question generated somewhat more erratic
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reliabilities than the other two questions: again, there are no data to

permit a consideration of why this was.

In regard to the second hypothesis, clearly the single-rater reliability

is not at criterion level for use in the investigation of the main

research question: therefore hypothesis 2a is confirmed. The Spearman-

Brown correction is based on the assumption that reliability is partly a

product of test length: thus the reliability of the aggregate score from

three raters is greater than the average of their separate reliabilities.

Applying the Spearman-Brown correction the reliability levels for three

raters ranged from .852 on GAPQ to .887 on X2Q1; the average reliability

of the aggregate score for three raters on one essay was .865. Thus

hypothesis 2b, that aggregate scores would reach a reliability of .80 or

above is confirmed in each case, although somewhat narrowly in the case

of GAPQ. The investigation of the main research question would be able

to go ahead using these aggregate scores

Investigation of the subsidiary research question had included the

calculation of the correlations between all raters on all questions. . If

raters are scoring consistently, we should see a pattern of higher

correlations for different raters on the same question than for different

raters on different questions, and for the same rater on different

questions than for different raters on different questions. That is, we

should expect raters' judgements of the actual quality of the same essays

on the same question to share a good deal of variance; we should expect

one rater to exhibit an individual set of responses which is to some

extent separate from the actual quality of the essays she is rating; and

when judgements being compared have neither the same question nor the

same rater in common, but only the same writer, the amount of shared

variance should be expected to be quite small. The expectation that there

will be higher correlations across raters for the same question than

within the same rater for different questions suggests an underlying

construct in which: (1) there are some common features of 'writing
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proficiency' which skilled raters can recognise in a writing sample; (2)

different tasks call on different aspects of the writer's 'writing

proficiency'; (3) skilled raters can recognise and agree on the

appropriate aspects of a writer's 'writing proficiency' which are called

for by a particular question. The expectation that when neither question

nor rater are held in common there will still be some common variance

across ratings suggests an underlying construct in which writers are

viewed as possessing some unique and constanb 'writing proficiency',

however small a part of the total, which will appear in all their writing

regardless of the task and of who rates their performance.

In correlations among all raters on all questions, then, we can consider

three kinds of interactions, type 1, correlations for different raters on

the same question (classical Inter-rater reliability); type 2, correlations

for the same rater on different questions, type 3, correlations for

different raters on different questions. Our expectation Is that

correlations would be progressively weaker from type 1 to type 3

Interactions. Such a pattern has been found in other studies For

example, Vernon & )lillican (1954) reported an inter-question reliability

of .25 for different markers and .36 for the same marker; Godshalk,

Swineford & Coffman (1966) found average inter-question correlations for

different readers of .22 to .30, and for the same reader of .36 to .41.

Carison et al (1985) report only inter-question correlations between

topic types, using the holistic score, i.e. the score of two or three

raters combined. Their correlations were between .66 and .73 regardless

of topic type but they do not report single-rater correlations across

questions. Pollitt (personal communication) found that in a study of five

different writing tasks by the same wrIters, uncorrected inter-question

correlations were around .3 for the same marker. Pollitt did not

investigate correlations across markers.

In Table 4.3.3., type 1 correlations are shown In bold face, type 2

correlations in italic, and type 3 correlations are in normal face:
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M2Q 1

Rater	 SAPQ

GAPQ

Table 4,3,3,: Rater/Question Correlation Matrix

Rater 1	 Rater 2	 Rater 3

M2Q1	 SAPQ GAPQ	 M2Q1	 SAPQ	 GARQ	 M2QI	 SAPQ	 SAPQ

1 .00

.756 1q00

.499	 7/1 1,00

M2Q1	 .686	 .612	 .433
	

1 .00

Rater	 SAPQ	 .312	 .406
	

.33/ 1,00

GAPQ	 .487	 .687
	

,505	 .604 1,00

M2Q 1
	

.612
	

.486

Rater
	

SAPQ
	

.312
	

.416
3

GAPQ
	

.488
	

.280

JJ	 .185	 .107

.284	 £i	 .404

.498	 .219	 .734

1 .00

.255 1,00

.474	 .411 1,00

Table 4,3.3. shows us, as discussed above, that inter-rater reliability,

i.e., type 1 correlations, for these data varied between .602 and .773.

that is, raters were agreeing on about 36% to 60% of the variance in the

same essays. Table 4.3.3. shows that type 2 correlations range between

.255 (rater 3, SAPQIX2Q1) and .756 (rater 1, SAPQ/X2Q1), with an average

of .483. Type 3 correlations range between .107 (rater 2 GAPQ/rater 3

SAPQ) and .687 (rater 2 GAPQ/rater 1 SAPQ), with an average of .409. We

see, therefore, the same pattern of support for the underlying constructs

detailed in the preceding paragraph as have been found in other studies.

While in general we find support in Table 4.3.3. for the constructs

discussed above, we also find that not all raters were similarly affected

by the rating of different questions. Rater 1 rated the two SAP

questions very similarly; his ratings of SAPQ and GAPQ also correlate

highly (.711). Rater 3, in contrast, does not rate any of the three sets

of essays very similarly, and the SAPQ/M2Q1 correlation Is very low at

.255 (only 6% of the variance). Rater 2 performs more like rater 3 than

rater 1. When we look at the ratings both across raters and across
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questions, we see that SAPQ/M2Q1 and SAPQ/GAPQ resulted in a wide range

of correlations across raters, whereas 1(2Q1/GAPQ resulted in a narrow

range between .433 and .498. This data configuration suggests that GAPQ

and M2Q1 may be somewhat weakly but consistently related. The

correlations between SAP questions for different raters seem not to

exhibit an easily interpretable pattern.

3.4.	 Implications

The range of correlations displayed in Table 6.3.4 , representing as it

does the responses of several raters to the same and different tasks, can

be expected not to differ too much from the range of responses of raters

of ELTS 1(2, in its original version scoring procedure, in practice.

Indeed, it may represent the upper limit of reliability of operational

X2Q1 scores, since the raters used in this study were all highly

qualified EFL teachers, possessing at least a 1(aster's degree in ELT or

Applied Linguistics, and all had had considerable teaching experience both

in Britain and outside it. They were chosen as being the best raters,

because of the extreme Importance for the Investigation of the main

research question that scores be as reliable as possible. With raters

rating In isolation from each other, coming from widely different

backgrounds and working In very different contexts, holding fewer

qualifications, having fewer years teaching experience and less experience

of different language levels, cultures and discourse communities, we can

expect Inter rater reliabilities much lower than those that were found in

this study - probably of the order of those found by Diederich et al

(1961) In rather similar circumstances (described In Chapter 2, Section

3), where the median inter-reader reliability was .31.

The circumstances In which 1(2 Is administered place severe constraints

on the test operationally. Some raters have very little practice, rating

only one or two papers each month. Nany raters also deal with a very

limited sample, seeing only essays written by writers from one
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country/language background for several years on end. Even with careful

scoring procedures, it is very difficult for such raters to stay on-scale.

Many different raters rate the same question; and the same rater rates

(in 1986) twelve different M2Q1 questions. Yet scores are expected to be

equivalent regardless of who did the rating and what question the testee

was assigned, and these scores are treated and reported as if they are

indeed equivalent.

The lack of precise guidance; the imprecision of the criteria and

performance descriptions; awareness of the tremendous constraints imposed

by the operational context had already caused concern among British

Council English Language Officers and other ELT professionals involved

with ELTS. A good deal of anecdotal evidence had already accumulated

when this study was carried out. For this researcher, practical

experience with the first version scoring procedure had confirmed that it

put great demands on the rater's professional knowledge and experience,

demands which it is difficult to be certain are met in operational

contexts.

While the aggregate scores had been shown to be adequately reliable, it

was clearly impractical to propose such a system of multiple-marking for

the X2 context. The single-rater system would have to continue } at least

into the foreseeable future. The study of the subsidiary research

question had highlighted an existing awareness pf the urgent need for a

new scoring procedure and a method of rater training which would improve

the reliability of scores of single raters.
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4.	 MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION

The main research question asked what would be the effects on writing

scores of non-native postgraduate students at British universities when

they are asked to write on topics closely related to the content of their

own academic discipline (a 'specific academic purpose' - SAP - topic)

compared to a topic accessible to all members of the university

community (a 'general acdemic purpose' - GAP - topic). The intention for

the study of this question was that attempts would be made to suggest

explanations for any observed effects.

There were two hypotheses for the main research question. Although the

claim for ESP testing, as was seen in Chapter 5, is that students will be

advantaged by being tested through material relevant to their specialist

knowledge, Weir (1983), in the only in-depth study of the impact of ES?

testing to date, concluded that:

We were unable to produce any conclusive evidence that
students were disadvantaged by taking tests in which they
bad to deal with texts other than those from their own
subject area. The case for a variety of ESP tests
therefore reiains unproven. (p. 550)

In the survey of the literature no empirical studies directly relevant to

the main research question had been found. It was therefore felt that

there was insufficient previous research evidence to permit a prediction

of whether testees would exhibit differential performance on a SAP

question or a GAP question, and therefore a hypothesis of no difference

was selected. The first hypothesis, that there would be no significant

differences between testees' scores on SAP test questions and GAP test

questions, would be accepted if both interactions, 1(2Q1/GAPQ and

SAPQ/GAPQ, demonstrated a relationship between scores significant at p

.05 on a two-tailed test, i.e., probability less than 5 in 100 cases that

the pattern is due to chance, and if no significant differences were found

among mean scores.
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The hypothesis of no difference would be considered to be neither

confirmed nor rejected if only one correlation, 1(2Q1/GAPQ or SAPQ/GAPQ

showed the hypothesised pattern of no difference. It would also be

considered to be neither confirmed nor rejected if there was not a clear

pattern in one direction across Modules: that is, if one or two Modules

showed significant differences between SAP questions and the GAP question

but others did not, or if all Modules showed significant differences but

not in the same direction, the hypothesis could not be either rejected or

confirmed.

The second hypothesis arises from the discussion of task variables in

Chapter 2, Section 3 4. It was seen there that in discussions of score

validity in previous studies it has sometimes been claimed that the

topic a testee is assigned makes no or insignificant difference (e.g.,

Carison et al, 1985). The fact that each of the ELTS Modules exists (in

1986) in two versions, and that the writing tasks differ from version to

version, is based on the assumption that two writing tasks on the same

reading material function as parallel forms of the test, i.e., that testees

are neither advantaged nor disadvantaged by the random assignment of one

form or the other. A similar assumption that all writing test questions

are equivalent, without the need for pre-testing to measure equivalence,

seems to underly a number of studies, which sometimes do not report

whether in their data collection all testees wrote on the same topic on

all occasions (e.g., Fein, 1980; Kroll, 1982, Robinson, 1985).

However, there is growing concern at the present time that the impact of

the actual topic on essay tests is greater than has been acknowledged,

and that the reasons for this are little understood. Jacobs et al (1981)

found that score reliability (reliability of scores of the same students

on more than one topic) was lower than rater reliability, and that

"student performance does indeed vary from topic to topic" (p. 73); White

(1985) reports data from the California State University English

Equivalency Examination to show that two topics requiring different types
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of writing (expressive/explanatory) when written by the same testees

produced very low correlations: as years passed and the types of writing

required by the two topics became more similar the correlations became

higher. In this second phase of the study, it was predicted that scores

an X2Q1 and SAPQ would be more closely related to each other than the

score on either of them would be to GAPQ. Specifically, it was predicted

(hypothesis 2a) that the two SAP questions, M2Q1 and SAPQ, would result

in correlations which would enable them to be treated as 'parallel' items.

The criterion for this was set at r. .60, i.e., a shared variance of 64%

or more, below which hypothesis 2a would be rejected. To be truly

parallel, the two SAP questions should also generate mean scores which

are not significantly different. Further, it was predicted (hypothesis

2b) that neither M2Q1 or SAPQ would show an equally strong relationship

with GAPQ. Hypothesis 2b would be rejected if the amount of variance

shared by GAPQ and either X2Q1 or SAPQ exceeded the amount shared by

N2Q1 and SAPQ.

These hypotheses would be considered to be neither confirmed or rejected

unless there was a pattern of the predicted relationship from Nodule to

Nodule; they could not be rejected if only Isolated or non-systematic

instances were found.

4.1,	 Data Analysis

As discussed in Section 2.4 of this Chapter, the scores for each subject

on each question by all three raters were combined and averaged to give

an aggregate score. The investigation of the subsidiary research

question in the previous Section had ascertained that these aggregate

scores met the criterion level of reliability for use In the main research

study. The reliability levels for the scores used here are:

N2Q1: .887	 SAPQ: .855	 GAPQ: .852	 (n = 111)
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Following the procedure used by the Edinburgh ELTS Validation Study

(Griper and Davies, 1986), the data were analysed for the whole group and

for each Module separately. Means and standard deviations for each

question were obtained for the subjects considered as one group Means

and standard deviations were also obtained for the whole group for ELTS

overall score ('ELTSOA') and for ELTS score excluding M2Q1 ('ELTS-M2'), to

provide comparative measures for the group. Analyses of variance were

carried out, with post-hoc Scheffè comparisons of any significant results.

Pearson product-moment correlations and significance levels were obtained

for each pair of questions for the whole group, and for each writing test

with the two comparative measures.

The subjects were then sorted into sub-groups by the Module into which

they fell. The n in the Physical Science sample (n=7) is very small and

therefore the figures may be suspect: however, they are included for any

additional light they may shed on the SAP/GAP issue. The same procedures

were carried out for each Modular group as for the whole group, as

discussed in the preceding paragraph. Patterns of relationships among

the Modular sub-groups were then examined.

There was no de facto ground for analysing these data either as a single
group or by Modular divisions: that is, there was no pre-existing

evidence to say that If they were not analysed separately important

behaviours would be masked. Indeed, this Is the question which the study

was designed to answer. Therefore the data were analysed both as a

single set and by Modular divisions for each aspect of the main research

study. In this way it was hoped that It would become clear how much, if

any, additional information was provided by the more finely-grained

analyses. It was also hoped that these finely-grained analyses would

reveal areas of the data where further study was called for. In the next

two sub-sections the data are analysed, first for the group as a whole,

then for the group broken down by Module. Each aspect of the data is
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discussed as it is presented, because of the close inferential links

between different stages of the data analysis.

4.2.	 Results end. discussion: whole group

The means and standard deviations for the three questions when

considered for the whole group are shown in Table 4.4.1.

Table 4.4.1.: Means and Standard Deviations

sd

N2Q1
	

5.477	 2.106
SAPQ
	

5.685	 1.688
GAPQ
	

4.919	 2.202

The mean scores for the two SAP questions, M2Q1 and SAPQ, are quite

similar, while the mean score for GAPQ is considerably lower. For both

SAP questions the mean score is around band 5.5, which on the ELTS 1(2

rating scale (Appendix Bi) falls between 'Modest Writer' (band 5) and

'Competent Writer' (band 6), while for GAPQ the mean score is slightly

above band 4.5, which falls between 'Marginal Writer' (band 4) and 'Modest

Writer' (band 5). In terms of the description attached to the

performance this is quite an important difference; it is also important

in terms of the likelihood of an 'average' testee, i.e., an irdividual

testee who scores at or around the mean, being found acceptable for a

postgraduate course of study in Britain.

Analysis of variance indicated significant difference (p( .001) among

these means (Table 4.4.2.):

Table 4.4.2.: ANOVA for Whole Group Means

Source of variance
	

SS	 d.f.	 MS
	

F	 p

Between groups
	

34.829	 2	 16. 915
	

8.458	 .001
Within groups
	

§59.928 330	 1.999
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Post hoc Scheffè (a = .05) indicated the following significant differences

between means: (Table 4.4.3.):

Table 4.4.3.: Post-hoc Scheffè Comparisons of Whale Group
Means

tcrjt.	 tobB	 p

2.461	 (2Q1/GAPQ 2,937	 .05
SAPQ/GAPQ 4.032	 .01

One way analysis of variance confirmed the impression that there were

significant differences among the means, and the Scheff post-hoc

comparisons located these between the means of both SAP questions and

the GAP question, although the difference was greater for SAPQ/GAPQ than

for M2Q1/GAPQ.

Table 4.4.4. shows means and standard deviations far the whole group on

ELTSOA (overall ELTS score, which includes a single-rater X2 scare) and

ELTS-M2 (ELTS overall scare excluding the M2 score):

Table 4,4.4.: Comparative ELTS Means

sd

ELTSOA	 5.696	 .671
ELTS-M2	 5.696	 .910
M2Q1	 5.477	 2.106
SAPQ	 5.685	 1.688
GAPQ	 4.919	 2.202

It can be seen that these mean scores are very close to the score for

SAPQ and quite close to the score for M2Q1, but considerably higher than

the GAPQ score. Whatever ELTS as a whole is measuring, it would appear

that the SAP questions have more In common with it than the GAP question

does. Further, for these subjects It would appear that the inclusion of

the writing test in the ELTS makes no difference to their overall scores.

It must be remembered that the X2 scores which are included in ELTSOA
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and excluded from ELTS-M2, i.e., which form the basis of the relationship

between the two means in Table 4.4.4., are not the scores used to generate

the aggregate scores for this study. Nevertheless, if the argument for

the inclusion of a direct writing sample In ELTS is one of divisible

proficiency, there is no evidence in Table 4 4.4, to support such an

argument. One way analysis of variance was carried out to determine

whether there was significant difference among the five means (Table

4.4.5.):

Table 4.4.5.: ANOVA for Whole Group Means with Comparative
ELTS Means

Source of variance	 SS	 d.f.	 MS	 F	 p

Between groups	 48.857	 4
	

12.214	 4.408	 01
Within groups	 1523.838 550
	

2.771

Post hoc Scheff (a = .05) indicated the following significant differences

between means (Table 4.4.6):

Table 4.4.6.: Post-hoc Scheffè Comparisons for Whole Group
Means with Comparative ELTS Means

t rtt.	 tc,b
	

p

3.09	 ELTSOA/N2Q1	 4.38	 .01

	

ELTSOA/GAPQ 15.54 	 .001
ELTS-M2/M2Q1	 4.38	 .01

	

ELTS-M2/GAPQ 15.54	 .001

It can be seen in Table 4.4.6 that SAPQ is the only one of the three

writing tests which does not differ significantly from the comparative

ELTS means. On the basis of this more detailed analysis of the data, it

would appear that there would be no Justification for the Inclusion of

SAPQ within the ELTS battery, since it Is contributing no additional

Information. However, X2Q1 does make a significant contribution, and the

contribution is even greater for GAPQ (note, however, that the operational

1(2 does not make a significant contribution). If the inclusion of a

writing test Is to be justified from the basis of a divisible skills
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argument, the GAP test would appear to be the most useful inclusion, since

it differs markedly from ELTS-M2. On the basis of this argument the

fact that GAPQ Is a 'general academic' rather than a 'specific academic'

purpose writing test is not important. On the other hand, if the

Inclusion of a writing test Is to be justified on the basis of divisible

specialist proficiencies (the SAP/GAP question which is at the heart of

this study), these data are somewhat equivocal, since the two supposedly

'parallel' SAP questions are performing quite differently in relation to

the comparative ELTS means. M2Q1 appears to be more like GAPQ than

SAPQ. Means, however, obscure the performance of individuals, and we

must look at the correlational data to understand how subjects are

performing.

The uncorrected Pearson product-moment correlations between the aggregate

scores for the three questions are shown below the diagonal In Table

4.4.7. Correction for attenuation (Nunnally, 1978) was applied to both

tests In each interaction, using the Spearman-Brown corrected reliabilites

for aggregate scores, to estimate how much greater the correlations

between the tests would be If each was perfectly reliable: the corrected

correlations are given above the diagonal in Table 4.4.7.

Table 4,4.7.: Uncorrected and Corrected Correlations of
Aggregate Scores 1

N2Q1	 SAPQ	 GAPQ

M2Q1	 1.00	 .584	 .616

SAPQ	 .512	 1.00	 .582

GAPQ	 .539	 .497	 1.00

1 All correlations are significant at p( .001.

All the correlations in Table 4.4.7 are significant at p( .001 and thus

for the data considered for the whole group the first hypothesis, that

there would be no significant differences between M2Q1/SAPQ scores and
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the GAPQ score, must be accepted. However, even when corrected for

attenuation the actual correlations are not very large and are only

accounting for 33% to 38% of the score variance. The two SAP questions

do not correlate at .80 or greater, and therefore hypothesis 2a must be

rejected: for the group considered as a whole, M2Q1 and SAPQ apparently

do not function as parallel forms. Further, the correlations for each of

them with GAPQ are not very different than their correlations with each

other, and in fact the correlation between K2Q1 and GAPQ is greater than

that between M2Q1 and SAPQ: therefore hypothesis 2b must be rejected,

Table 4.4.8. shows the correlations of M2Q1, SAPQ and GAPQ with ELTS

overall score (ELTSOA) and ELTS without X2 (ELTS-M2). To arrive at

these correlations the reliabilities of the three writing tests have been

corrected using the formula for correction for attenuation for one of a

pair of tests (Nunnally, 1978) and the reliability levels for the

aggregate scores: ELTS scores could not be corrected because no basis was

available to determine their attained reliability. To avoid confusion,

Table 4.4.8 shows correlations based an partially-corrected reliabilites

above the diagonal and the ELTSOA/ELTS-X2 correlation based on

uncorrected scores below the diagonal: partially-corrected correlations

for the three writing tests with each other are also included in Table

4.4.8.

Table 4.4.8. shows that, while the correlation between ELTS and ELTS-M2

is very high, it is not at or close to 1.00, which might have been

expected given the exact coincidence of the mean scores. A small but

potentially interesting proportion of the variance remains unaccounted

for. This may, of course, be simply error variance, since we have no

exact idea of the reliability attributable to either score. It can further

be seen in Table 4.4.8. that ELTSOA shares more variance with M2Q1 than

with either SAPQ or GAPQ, although the relationship Is stronger for GAPQ

than for SAPQ. The pattern is slightly different, and less strong, for

ELTS-M2, where ELTS-N2 and GAPQ share most common variance: the
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difference for SAPQ is quite marked in this case, although again the

correlations are all significant at p( .001.

Table 4.4.8.: Whole Group Correlations with Comparative
Scores 1

ELTSOA	 ELTS-J42	 M2Q1
	

SAPQ	 GAPQ

ELTSOA
	

1.00	 .616	 .498	 .526

ELTS-X2	 .870	 1.00	 .483
	

412	 • 499

M2Q1	 *	 *	 1.00	 .541	 • 569

SAPQ	 *	 *	 *	 1.00	 .539

GAPQ	 *	 *	 *	 *
	

1.00

1 All correlations are significant at p .001.

It should be noted that corrected correlations Indicate the correlations

between hypothetical (and unobtainable) 'true' scores, and are valid only

in theoretical research: in reporting correlations for operational tests

correction for attentuation Is Invalid and "can lead to dangerously

misleading results" (Pilliner, personal communication). It can be seen in

Table 4.4.7. that correction for attentuatlon boosts correlations across

the board, but does not change the direction or relative strength of the

correlations. Therefore in the tables which follow correction for

attentuation is not used. This should be borne in mind when making

comparisons between the findings of this study and, for example, the

findings of Carlson et al (1985), in which correction for attentuation

was employed.

The information from the mean scores appears to be misleading, since it

shows most diference between the GAPQ score and the SAP scores,

implying a strong relationship between the two SAP scores. Such a

relationship is not found In the pattern of correlations, which suggest

that individuals are placed differently on the two SAP tests, even though
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the means are quite close. There are more similarities between the rank

orders of individuals between GAPQ and M2Q]. than between their rank

order on M2Q1 and SAPQ: a testee's performance on M2Q1 seems to be

better predicted by the GAPQ score than by the SAPQ score.

When analysed for the whole group, these data seem to present some

conflicting and confusing patterns of relationships: while the SAP means

are significantly different from the GAP mean, all three tests are

significantly correlated, yet share less than 40% of the variance. It

would seem that the closely related SAP means do not imply that the same

subjects are performing similarly on the three tests. Further, although

the three tests are highly correlated, the amount of shared variance is

not high enough to permit a claim that they are all testing 'the same

thing'; nor is there a pattern of differences among amounts of shared

variance which would permit an interpretation that one test is testing

'something different' from the others.

It must be remembered that the two SAP means are not mean scores on

single questions, but that each was arrived at by combining scores on

four or five different questions each representing its question 'type' for

one Module (recall that, although there are six Modules in the ELTS, there

were no Technology students in this sample, and the M2Q1 question for

Social Studies and General Academic was the same.) The justification for

treating the scores on these four/five different questions in the SAP

tests, which were written by different samples (drawn, by definition,

from different populations), as if they are scores on one question is

twofold. First, as was stated above, there is as yet no evidence to

Indicate why this should not be done. Second, in operational terms they

are treated as though they are the same. That Is, when the English

Language Test(ng Service reports scores on I'12, it does not indicate that

there might be any difference in score pattern from Module to Module, nor

do the recommendations of lengths of tuition make any allowance for such

differences (ELTS Administrators' Manual, no date: received Autumn 1983).
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It may be that working with whole group data is obscuring some

interesting characteristics of the subjects' peformances. This is a

question which the analyses and discussion of results by Module will

address.

4.3.	 Results end. discussion group y. Itodide

In the section which follows the results for each Module are reported and

discussed separately; they are then discussed altogether, and some

implications considered, in Section 5.

4.3.1. Life Sciences

Means and standard deviations for the Life Sciences sub-group are shown

in Table 4.4.9 (LS):

Table 4.4.9 (LS): Means and Standard Deviations

x	 sd

N2Q1
	

5.585
	

1.045
SAPQ
	

6.293
	

698
GAPQ
	

4.927
	

1,523

One-way analysis of variance showed that there was significant difference

among these means (Table 4.4.10 (LS]):

Table 4.4.10 (LS): ANOVA

Source of variation	 SS	 d.f.	 MS	 F
	

p

Between groups
	

38.260	 38
	

19.13	 5.714	 .01
Within groups
	

127,22	 2
	

3.348

Post-hoc Scheff comparisons (a = .05) showed that the difference

occurred in each interaction (Table 4.4.11 ILS)):

Table 4.4.11 (LS): Post-hoc ScheffE Comparisons
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tcrjt

3.228	 M2Q1/SAPQ	 4.307	 .01
M2Q1/GAPQ	 4.037	 .01
GAPQ/SAPQ	 8.380	 .001

The interaction is particularly marked in the case of GAPQ/SAPQ. For

this sub-group, the SAPQ question yields the highest scores and GAPQ the

lowest: M2Q1 appears to mediate between them. GAPQ yields scores which

are on average below acceptability level for tertiary education in

Britain, while SAPQ yields scores which are on average safely above the

acceptability threshold for tertiary education in Britain.

Correlations between the three questions, and significance levels, for the

Life Sciences sub-group are shown in Table 4.4.12. (LS):

Table 4.4.12 (LS): Correlations and Significance Levels 1

(n41)
N2Q1	 SAPQ	 GAPQ

N2Q1	 1.00

SAPQ	 .467	 1.00

p.0l

GAPQ	 .611	 .562	 1.00

	

pCOOl	 pCOOl

1 The correlations for all the Aodules are based on the
aggregate score, i.e., on scores reliable at above 80,
but correction for attenuation has not been applied to
Modular correlations.

Examining these data in the light of the first hypothesis, that scores on

SAP questions will not be significantly different from scores on a GAP

question, we see that this Is the case. Each SAP question score is
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highly correlated with the GAP scare: for the Life Sciences Module, we

must accept the first hypothesis.

However, when we turn to the second hypothesis, that SAP question scores

would be more highly correlated with each other than with the GAP

question scare, we see first that the correlation between the two SAP

questions does not meet the criterion of r .80: M2Q1 and SAPQ are only

sharing about 21% common variance, and we must reject hypothesis 2a.

Further, each of the SAP tests shows a higher correlation with GAPQ than

they do with each other: we must therefore reject hypothesis 2b.

For the Life Sciences Module we see a pattern similar to that found for

the whole group: although the mean score for GAPQ is significantly

different from the other two scores, all the tests are significantly

correlated. While none of the interactions meet the criterion for

parallel forms none of them is different enough from the others to permit

a claim that it is testing 'something different'.

It will be useful to know the relationship between the scores on each of

the three tests and the overall ELTS score, and the ELTS score without

M2: Table 4.4.13 (LS) displays the five means together:

Table 4.4.13 (LS): Writing test means compared with
ELTSOA and ELTS-M2

sd

ELTSOA	 5.500	 .628
ELTS-M2	 5.436	 .680
M2Q1	 5.585	 .611
SAPQ	 6.293	 .698
GAPQ	 4.927	 1.523

We see in Table 4.4 13 (LS) that for the Life Sciences sub-group M2Q1

yields scores which are very close to the overall ELTS score for the sub-

group. For this sub-group, M2Q1 is contributing very little information

to the overall score. As we would expect, this can be seen in the ELTS-
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1(2 score, which is scarcely changed by the subtraction of 1(2. On the 1(2

band descriptors (Appendix Bi) a score of 5,5 would be associated with

the level 5 band descriptor, 'Modest Writer', as would the GAPQ score

which rounds to band 5.0. Only SAPQ yields a score for this group which

on average lifts performance into a higher descriptive category, band 6,

'Competent Writer'. On these data, it would appear that the Life Science

sub-group is marginally advantaged by SAP questions, with this advantage

more marked for SAPQ than for M2Q1. It would also appear that the

inclusion of SAPQ rather than either of the other two questions would

result in greatest information gain, since SAPQ is least like the overall

score.

4.3.2. Medicine

Means and standard deviations for the Medicine sub-group are shown in

Table 4.4.9 (ME):

Table 4.4.9 (ME): Means and Standard Deviations

sd

N2Q1
	

5.909	 1.045
SAPQ
	

6.000	 1.483
GAPQ
	

5.818	 1.401

One-way analysis of variance showed the differences among these means

were not significant.

Correlations between the three questions with significance levels for the

Medicine sub-group are shown in Table 4,4.12 (ME):
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Table 4.4,12 (XE). Correlations and Significance Levels

(n11)
M2Q1	 SAPQ	 GAPQ

M2Q1	 1.00

SAPQ	 -.328	 1.00
NS

GAPQ	 -.352	 .548	 1.00

	

IS	 NS

Examining these data in the light of the first hypothesis, we find that

there are significant differences between scores on SAP questions and the

score on the GAP question. Each of the SAP scores fails to show a

significant correlation with the GAP score, although the SAPQ/GAPQ

correlation narrowly misses significance at p .05. X2Q1 and GAPQ show

an Inverse correlation: that Is, those who scored high on X2Q1 scored low

on GAPQ and vice versa. The Inverse relationship Is not significant,

however. For the Medicine Module, we must reject the first hypothesis,

despite the similarity of the means.

For the second hypothesis, that SAP question scores would be more highly

correlated with each other than with the GAP question score, we see first

that M2Q1 and SAPQ fail to achieve a correlation of .80 or above. Indeed,

the negative correlation between any two writing tests, never mind two

questions intended to be parallel Is very surprising and must be

investigated more closely in later chapters. For the moment we shall

note that hypothesis 2a must be rejected for the Medicine sub-group.

Hypothesis 2b, that neither SAP question would share more variance with

GAPQ than they do with each other, must also be rejected, since M2Q1 and

GAPQ show a positive correlation.
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Turning to a comparison of the means on the three questions with the

means for ELTS OA and ELTS-N2 for the Medicine sub-group, we have the

results shown in Table 4.4,13 (ME):

Table 4.4.13 OtE): Writing test means compared with
ELTSOA and ELTS-M2

x	 sd

ELTSOA
	

6. 000
	

1.294
ELTS-)12
	

6. 045	 .723
N2Q1
	

5.909
	

1. 045
SAPQ
	

6. 000
	

1. 483
GAPQ
	

5.818
	

1. 401

We see that, for the Medicine sub-group as a whole, the addition of any

of the writing tests would make little difference to the overall score.

In terms of information gain there is no argument to be made here. For

any individual, however, the selection of any one of the three tests

rather than the others could have a marked effect: of the eleven subjects

in the sub-group there was only one for whom selection of one rather

than another of the writing tests did not result In placement Into a

different score category.

4.3.3. Physical Science

Means and standard deviations for the Physical Science sub-group are

shown in Table 4.4.9 (PS): it must be pointed out at this point that there

were only seven subjects in the Physical Science sub-group and results

must be viewed in the light of this limitation.

Table 4.4.9 (PS): Means and Standard Deviations

x	 sd

M2Q1
	

5.428
	

2.225
SAFQ
	

5. 143
	

1.676
GAPQ
	

4.857
	

1.464
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One way analysis of variance showed the differences among these means

were not significant.

Correlations between the three questions with significance levels for the

three sub-groups are shown in Table 4.4.12 (PS):

Table 4.4.12 (PS): Correlations and Significance Levels

(n-7)
M2Q1	 SAPQ	 GAPQ

N2Q1	 1.00

SAPQ	 .648	 1.00
NS

GAPQ	 .789	 .893	 1.00
pCO5	 p.005

Examining these data in the light of the first hypothesis, that scores on

SAP questions will not be significantly different from scores on a GAP

question, we see that this is the case. Each SAP question score is

highly correlated with the GAP score: for the Physical Science Nodule, we

must accept the first hypothesis.

For the second hypothesis, that SAP question scores would be more highly

correlated with each other than with the GAP question score, we see first

that the correlation between the two SAP questions fails to meet the

criterion of r .80: we cannot consider X2Q1 (PS) and SAPQ (PS) as

parallel forms and must reject hypothesis 2a for the Physical Science

sub-group. As regards hypothesis 2b, we see that the correlation between

the two SAP questions is lower than the correlation between either SAP

question and the GAP question In fact the correlation between SAPQ and

GAPQ is extraordinarily high and meets the criterion for parallel forms,
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although there is no intention nor claim that SAPQ and GAPQ are parallel.

We must therefore reject hypothesis 2b.

Table 4,4.13 (PS) shows the comparison between the three writing tests

and thescores of this sub-group on ELTSOA and ELTS-M2.

Table 4.4.13 (PS): Writing test nans compared with
ELTSOA and ELTS-)12

sd

ELTSOA	 5.714	 2.903
ELTS-)(2	 5.885	 3.306
M2Q1	 5.428	 2.225
SAPQ	 5.143	 1.576
GAPQ	 4.857	 1.464

We see that without )2 the overall score is slightly higher and the

variance is slightly larger: this small sub-group contains a wide range

of apparent levels, which have a marked effect because the group is so

small. Each of the writing test means would result in a band descriptor

at level 5, 'l4odest Writer': both ELTSOA and ELTS-X2 would result in an

overall score which would be rounded to band 6, 'Competent User'. The

inclusion of M2 lowers the mean for the sub-group, which is in accordance

with the other results: if it can be generalised that the 'average'

Physical Science subject writes slightly less will than she performs

other language skills, then the most useful inclusion in the test battery

would be GAPQ, which yields the lowest writing score and thus provides

the greatest information gain.

4.3.4. Social Studies

Means and standard. deviations for the Social Studies sub-group are shown

in Table 4,4.9 (SS):
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Table 4,4.9 (SS): Means and Standard Deviations

sd

N2Q1	 5.555	 .725
SAPQ	 4.926	 2.615
GAPQ	 4.555	 1.155

One-way analysis of variance showed that there were significant

differences among these means (Table 4.4.10 (SS]):

Table 4.4.10 (SS): ANOVA

Source of variation	 SS	 d.f.	 MS	 F
	

p

Between groups	 13 802	 2	 6 901	 9.887
	

( .001
Within groups	 55 186 78	 .698

Post-hoc Scheff comparisons (cx = .05) showed that the differences

occurred in all interactions (Table 4.4.11 (SS].

Table 4.4.11 (SS) Post-hoc Scheff Comparisons

tcrjt.	 tQb

2.498	 )!2Q1/SAPQ 24.192	 .001
N2Q1/GAPQ 38.461	 .001
GAPQ/SAPQ 14.269	 .001

Correlations and significance levels for the three questions with

significance levels for the Social Studies sub-group are shown in Table

4.4.12 (SS):
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Table 4.4.12 (SS): Correlations and Significance Levels

(n27)
M2Q1	 SAPQ	 GAPQ

N2Q1	 1.00

SAPQ	 .133	 1.00

GAPQ	 .444	 .487	 1.00
pLO5	 p 01

Examining these data in the light of the first hypothesis, that scores on

SAP questions will not be significantly different from scores on a GAP

question, we see that this Is the case. Each SAP question score Is

highly correlated with the GAP score even though they are not highly

correlated with each other: for the Social Studies Module, we must accept

the first hypothesis.

For the second hypothesis, that SAP question scores would be more highly

correlated with each other than with the GAP question score, we see first

that the two SAP questions do not correlate at the criterion level of .80

or above: we cannot consider X2Q1 (SS) and SAPQ (SS) to be parallel

forms, and hypothesis 2a must be rejected. Further, the correlation of

each of the SAP questions with GAPQ Is greater than their correlation

with each other, and therefore, for the Social Studies Module we must

reject hypothesis 2b.

If we examine Table 4.4.13 (SB), we can see the relationship between the

three writing tests and scores on ELTS as a whole. The overall ELTS

score for the Social Studies sub-group Is band 6, 'Competent User'; this

is lowered slightly by the exclusion of 1(2, which suggests that the

operational 1(2 scores were somewhat higher than the M2Q1 scores used

here. The two SAP questions yield mean scores which would be reported
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Table 4.4.13 (SS): Writing test means compared with
ELTSOA and ELTS-N2

x	 sd

ELTSOA
	

5.916
	

1. 005
ELTS-M2
	

5.854
	

886
M2Q1
	

5.555	 .725
SAPQ
	

4.926
	

2.618
GAPQ
	

4,555
	

1.555

in association with the level 4 band descriptor, 'Marginal Writer'. From

this point of view it would be to the average testee's advantage to test

on M2Q1 rather than SAPQ, and GAPQ would be least advantageous.

4.3.5. General Academic

Means and standard deviations for the General Academic sub-group are

shown in Table 4.4.9 (GA):

Table 4.4.9 (GA): Means and Standard Deviations

x	 sd

M2Q1
	

5.261
	

2. 005
SAPQ
	

5.826
	

2.167
GAPQ
	

4.782
	

2.372

One way analysis of variance showed no significant differences among

these means.

Correlations and significance levels for the General Academic sub-group

on the three questions are shown in Table 4.4.12 (GA):
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Table 4,4.12 (GA): Correlations and Significance
Levels

(n23)
M2Q1	 SAPQ	 GAPQ

M2Q1	 1.00

SAPQ	 .827	 1.00
p(.001

GAPQ	 .739	 .646	 1.00

	

p.001	 p.00l

Examining these data in the light of the first hypothesis, that scores on

SAP questions will not be significantly different from scores on a GAP

question ) we see that this is the case. Each SAP question score is

highly correlated with the GAP score. For the General Academic Module,

we must accept the first hypothesis.

Turning to the second hypothesis, that SAP question scores would be more

highly correlated with each other than with the GAP question score, we -

see that this is the case. The correlation between M2Q1 and SAPQ is not

only highly significant, it meets the criterion of r .80 for parallel

forms. On this basis, we must accept hypothesis 2a for the General

Academic Module. Further, neither of the SAP questions is cqrrelated more

highly with GAPQ than they are with each other, and therefore hypothesis

2b must also be accepted for this Module.

Table 4.4.13 (GA) shows the means for ELTSOA and ELTS-X2 compared with

the means of the three writing tests. M2Q1 corresponds most closely

with ELTSOA and ELTS-112; clearly the inclusion of 1(2 in the overall score

lowers this marginally, and this is reflected in the N2Q1 mean score for

the sub-group. The average M2Q1 and GAPQ score would be reported as

band 5, 'Modest Writer', whereas the average SAPQ score would be reported
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as band 6, 'Competent Writer': on this criterion subjects are advantaged

by the SAPQ question rather than N2Q1 or GAPQ,

Table 4.4.13 (GA): Writing test means compared with
ELTSOA and ELTS-12

sd

ELTSOA	 5.250	 1.141
ELTS-M2	 5.350	 1 182
N2Q1	 5.261	 2.005
SAPQ	 5.826	 2.167
GAPQ	 4.782	 2.372

4 4.	 Results nd.. discussion: overall

It is now possible to consider the pattern of acceptance and rejection of

hypotheses across Nodules, and for the group considered as a whole: this

pattern is shown in Table +4.14.:

Table 4. 4.14: Hypotheses across sub-groups and whole group

Whole Group	 LS	 XE	 PS	 SS	 GA

Hi	 A	 A	 R	 A	 A	 A

H2a	 R	 R	 R	 R	 R	 A

H2b	 R	 R	 R	 R	 R	 A

4.4.1. What d. these findings mean?

The strong ESP construct would predict that scores on the two SAP

writing tests would be highly related to each other and less highly

related to scores on the GAP writing test. That is, the strong ESP

construct would predict that hypothesis 1 would be rejected. On this set

of data, however, hypothesis 1 was accepted for the group treated as a

whole, and for all the sub-groups except Nedicine, For the Medicine sub-
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group there were no significant correlations between any of the tests,

that is, no two writing tests shared a significant amount of common

variance. Further, for this sub-group it was seen that performance on

M2Q1 was inversely although weakly related to performance on SAPQ and

GAPQ. Students who did well on M2Q1 did badly on both SAPQ and GAPQ.

There was no case In which a pattern of score relationships which would

conform to the prediction of a strong ESP construct was found. Failure

to reject hypothesis 1 supports a construct of writing proficiency as

including an underlying general factor; the low correlations found in

most cases, with rather small amounts of variance being accounted for,

supports a construct of writing proficiency as including a number of

specific factors in addition to a general factor. With this small

database it was not possible to compensate for variability across tasks

and individuals and conduct a factor analytic study, but the qualitative

investigations which follow in Chapters 5 and 6 attempt to get closer to

an understanding of what some of the specific factors might be through

in-depth exploration of a number of variables.

It would seem to follow from the acceptance of hypothesis 1 that there is

no reason to design and administer SAP writing tests, since scores on

such tests are significantly correlated with scores on GAP writing tests,

and It is much easier to prepare GAP writing tests, since one question

will serve where several SAP questions are needed. However, it was also

found that in every case the GAP question resulted in lower mean scores

than either SAP question, which appears to be an argument in favour of

SAP writing tests.

The Inconsistency of these data make any conclusion difficult at this

stage, and the acceptance of hypothesis 1 in all instances except

)Iedlcine must be considered in the context of the other findings.
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Hypothesis 2a predicted that, since M2Q1 and SAPQ were designed to be

parallel SAP tasks, they should correlate at a criterion level for

equivalent forms, I.e., .80. But for this set of data it is not the case

that the two SAP questions always yield equivalent scores: in fact, only

in the case of the General Academic Module were we able to accept the

hypothesis that M2Q1 and SAPQ were parallel forms of the same test.

We must place the rejection of hypothesis 2a alongside the acceptance of

hypothesIs 1 in trying to understand the interaction between the testees'

knowledge and skills, and their test scores. It may be that the failure

of the two SAP tests to meet the equivalence criterion accounts for the

failure of the data to support a strong ESP construct in the testing of

academic writing. The strong ES? construct makes no predictions about

the degree of task similarity necessary to ensure equivalent forms of

tests indeed, this Is an area of language testing which has to date

received relatively little attention.

We can at the present moment say little about why it should be that the

two SAP questions are performing differently within Modules. The ELTS

operates two versions, including two versions of 1(2, apparently on the

assumption that any questions based on this set of materials will be

parallel. But this study shows clearly that It is not enough to assume

task equivalence or equivalence of demands on testee knowledge and skills

when two tasks are based on the same set of materials which all testees

have already operated with. Neither is it possible to assume that

because two writing tasks are both based in the same discipline

(assuming that 'discipline' has been able to be defined prior to this, and

ignoring the extreme difficulty of fulfilling this assumption) they will

de facto be of equivalent difficulty. These assumptions require detailed

investigation.

As was seen in the discussion of each Module, hypothesis 2b predicted

that, although all three questions would share a significant amount of
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variance, since they all have a goad deal in common, i.e., they are all

direct tests of writing performance of a relatively restricted,

expository, kind, the amount of variance shared by the two questions

designed to be 'ES?' writing tests would be greater than that shared by a

putative 'ES?' writing test and a non-ES?, general academic purpose,

writing test. This did not occur. Only in the case of the General

Academic Nodule did M2Q1 and SAPQ share more variance than GAPQ and one

or both of the SAPQ questions. This is a very curious exception, since

by design the General Academic Nodule is the only Module without a

specific clientele: it is taken by those testees who do not fit

comfortably into any of the 'specific' Modules. Thus while each testee

taking the General Academic Nodule has specific needs ,just as the testees

in the other Modules do, the Module is not designed to take these into

account, and we cannot usefully characterise the possible candidates in

the General Academic testee pool (refer to Appendix C, 'Selection of

Nodular Options'). SAP questions on the General Academic Nodule are very

difficult to distinguish from GA? questions. General Academic is the

only Module where we might guess that all three questions would correlate

equally highly, yet it is the only Nodule where the SAP GAP difference

is as predicted.

The data appear to indicate that it is not the SAP GAP factor which

causes students to perform differentially across writing tests, but again

we must remember the finding that the supposedly equivalent SAP

questions did not perform as equivalent in fact. These findings seem to

indicate that there are several factors operating to differentiate among

testees' performances across the three writing test questions. The higher

mean scores for SAP than for GAP suggest that an ES? factor is playing

some part, but the unpredictable correlation pattern suggests that an ES?

factor alone i hot a satisfactory explanation. Different questions

within a Module advantage different testees, and the empirical

investigation does not permit an understanding of why this might be.
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4.4.2. Effect i choice f. writing it n. acceptance/rejection decisions

It can be seen that GAPQ always yields the lowest mean score, whether or

not it has been shown to be significantly different from either or both

of the SAP scores. The strong ESP construct would predict this, since

according to this construct testees would be predicted, by definition as

it were, to be advantaged by an ESP (SAP) test by comparison with a

general (GAP) test: this is the whole argument in favour of ESP

teaching/testing. On this basis, the data in this study support the

strong ESP construct, although significant differences among the three

writing tests means were only found for Life Sciences and Social Studies.

It would be simplistic to build an argument for SAP writing tests rather

than GAP writing tests from this, however, for two reasons. First,

because the amounts of variance being shared among the writing tests

were typically quite small, and typically the GAP writing test shared as

much or more variance with one or other of the SAP writing tests as they

did with each other, we cannot be at all sure that a meaningful

distinction between the constructs 'SAP' and 'GAP' is being observed.

Further, we cannot be sure the degree of SAPness is constant across

questions within either M2Q1 or SAPQ, since as we saw (Sections 1.2 and

2.3), we do not possess a precise model upon which the questions are

based and against which they can be matched. Here we return to the

problem discussed in Chapter 3, Section 4.2, where we saw that we do not

have a satisfactory description of what characterises a SAP test We can

only at this stage say that testees were advantaged by test x rather

than test y or test z, and that test x has been claimed to be a SAP test.

It may be that there are differences of absolute difficulty among the

tests, and that GAPQ is simply a more difficult test: we are not in a

position to claim that other variables have been held constant while only

the SAPness/GAPness differs across these three writing tests.
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Second, it does not follow that a test which advantages testees

necessarily yields 'truer' scores than a test on which the same testees

do more poorly. The ES? argument should be that an ES? test provides

'truer' scores because testees are using the same knowledge and skills

that they would use in their specialist academic study; if testees do not

have the requisite knowledge and skills for that specialist academic

study they will presumably do poorly on the ESP test. There is therefore

a prior necessity that the testees are correctly placed in a sub-group

and are taking the correct writing test. Ye have a small amount of data

to enable some consideration of this question, since the M2Q1 question

for the Social Studies sub-group is also used, in ELTS Version 1, for the

General Academic sub-group. Since the item was prepared for the Social

Studies sub-group and then applied to the General Academic sub-group, we

might predict that Social Studies testees would perform better on it than

General Academic testees. This is in fact the case: the SS X2Q1 mean is

5.555 while the GA X2Q1 mean is 5.261. If we look at the ELTSDA and

ELTS-M2 scores for the GA sub-group we see that they are the lowest of

all sub-groups: it may be that this is the result of disadvantage caused

by the inclusion in the GA source booklet of three (of the total six)

texts taken from the SS source booklet. This possibility could only be

explored by looking at the GA and SS scores on Gi. and G2, where

presumably neither group should be relatively advantaged or

disadvantaged, but those data are not available to us. The inplication,

however, is that students in some Modules are more appropriately placed

than those in others.

4.4.3. Variation, across Modules

The data show that mean score levels are not constant across Modules;

although the variation is not very large, the range of mean scores on

M2Q1 is from 5.2 to 5.9 - effectively a range from band 5 to band 6. The

variation is more extreme for both SAPQ and GAPQ. Table 4.4.15 shows the

mean scores for each Module on each question for purposes of comparison:
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Table 4.4.15: Writing test means compared across Modules

Module	 M2Q1	 SAPQ i	 GAPQ

Life Sciences	 5,585
Medicine	 5.909
Physical Science	 5.428
Social Studies	 5.555
General Academic	 5.261

	

6.293	 4.927

	

6.000	 5.818

	

5.143	 4.857

	

4.926	 4.555

	

5.826	 4.782

It would seem that a testee has a better or worse chance of getting an

acceptable score ( where 'acceptabl& refers to acceptability to

university admissions officers or awarders of scholarships, who are

rapidly adopting a policy of requiring 5.5/6.0 as a cutting score for

applicants) depending on which Module his/her special field of study

falls into. The reason for this may be that the groups differ in terms

of their general language proficiency, writing proficiency, intelligence,

or some other valid variable. Table 4,4.16 shows the mean ELTSDA score

for each Module as the best available indicator of relative abilities of

sub-groups:

Table 4.4.16: ELTSOA for sub-groups

x

Life Sciences
	

5.500
Medicine
	

6 000
Physical Science
	

5. 714
Social Studies
	

5,916
General Academic
	

5.250

Table 4.4.16 would seem to suggest that the sub-groups are not all

performing at the same level on the test as a whole, although the

differences are not large. It would be dangerous to conclude anything

from these differences in mean scores, but one explanation might be that

testees in certain sub-groups may be stronger in some language or

language-linked areas than others. Another explanation might be that

testees in some sub-groups find the test (general or specific components)
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more appropriate to them than others. This is not an issue which can be

investigated in this study.

We would expect the M2Q1 score to be very close to the ELTSOA score,

because, as explained in the First Report (February 1982, p.4), the cut-

off points for the multiple-choice tests were established by matching

score distributions with the score distributions on M2 for the same

candidates: If the testees in this data set are performing at all

similarly to the testees in the data set upon which score matching was

done we are In effect seeing the writing performance influence recurring

in all the objective test scores. It must be assumed that in setting

score distributions for the two general multiple-choice tests the scores

of all the candidates in the population on M2 were treated as a single

set, since Gi and G2 do not have different standards for testees taking

different Modular choices. Table 2 of the First Report (reproduced here

as Appendix D) shows that score distributions were quite different from

Module to Module, although the only Modular score distributions shown are

for Xl. Since Xl was 'normed' against M2 the score distribution for Xl

must reflect the score distribution for X2 and we can consider it as

representing the M2 score distribution for the testees in the standard-

setting data set. Since neither mean nor raw scores are reported it is

difficult to work the information provided, but of the five Modules with

samples large enough for inclusion, two have the mode at band 4-4.5; one

has it at band 3-3.5; one at band 5-5.5 and one at band 6-65 Since the

population used for the First Report included testees around the world,

including many who did not reach the required level to come to Britain,

while the sample used In the study reported here is a truncated one,

because only students who had already been accepted for study in Britain

could be obtained, the range in the study is smaller and the mean is

higher. It does appear, however, that the finding in this study that the

sub-groups perform differently is in line with the performance of sub-

groups in the operational use of the test.
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If each Module and sub-group were truly independent, this would not be a

problem. Score consumers could be Informed of the mean score for each

component of each sub-group, and use this as some sort of 'benchmark'

against which to compare the scores of applicants to their Institution,

department, etc, or to set their own cutting scores. But the

Modules/groups are not completely independent. Testees of several

disciplines have difficulty in deciding which Module they should take: for

example, students of Urban Design usually take the Social Studies Module,

but those who have approached Urban Design through surveying and

building sciences may fit better into the Technology Module.

Mathematicians whose specialism Is mathematical logic, set theory, etc.

might be ill-suited in the Physical Science Module and opt instead for

the General Academic Module. Similarly, specialists in artificial

intelligence and computer languages might prefer the Social Studies

Module to Physical Sciences A dietician might also prefer the Social

Studies Module to the Life Sciences Module. Further, the survey of

admissions officers reported by the ELTS Validation Study (Griper and

Davies, 1986) found that almost all institutions followed the practice of
setting a single cutting score regardless of the Module the student had

taken, When such students ask for advice from the test administrator as

to which Module they should take, the temptation is there for the

administrator to advise them to take the 'easier' Module rather than the

one closest to their future field of study.

4.4.4. Writing tests: contribution i. . profile

It is also necessary to understand more about how the various writing

scores interact with the ELTS score, particularly with the ELTS score

without the writing sub-test. The claim for the ELTS, which is a profile

test, is that the inclusion of each sub-test in a test battery increases

the amount of information provided by the test. This is only true if

different testees have different shapes of profiles, i.e., if it is the

case that testees do not necessarily perform at the same level on
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different language skills. Every time a testee displays a 'flat' profile

(a profile which shows that she or he is at the same band level on

every test component), a single score could be used to express her or his

performance level without loss of information. It follows from this that

any component of the battery that does not provide scores which are

noticeably different from the scores on the rest of the components of the

battery should be discarded. (It should be noted that these differences

need not necessarily be significantly different: what is 	 Important to

those who make admissions decisions may be differences in performances

across skills which are less than statistically significant. Only for

two of the five Modular sub-groups, Physical Sciences and Social Sciences,

do X2Q1 scores differ more than marginally from the ELTS score without

M2 (ELTS M2). One-way analysis of variance showed that for Physical

Science the means were not significantly different. The means for Social

Studies were significantly different at p .05 (Table 4.4.17):

Table 4.4.17: ANOVA for SS writing test means with ELTS-N2

Source of variance
	

SS	 d.f.	 MS	 F	 p

Between groups
	

14.543	 3
	

4.848 2.952	 .05
Within groups
	

170.816 104
	

1.642

Post-hoc Scheff comparisons (a = .05) showed that only the ELTS-M2/GAPQ

means were significantly different (Table 4,4.18):

Table 4.4.18: Post-hoc Scheffè Comparisons for Social
Studies means

tc %- t.

	 t
	

p

2. 846
	

ELTS-W2/GAPQ 3.042	 .05

However, this way of looking at the data may not be a fair test: it may

be that the combined scores on the other four sub-tests yield a mean

score very similar to the writing test score, but that each separately Is

performing differently. The example below illustrates how this is

possible:
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GI.	 G2	 Ml	 M3	 a writing test TOTAL

8(+) 5 (+) 7 (+) 4	 6	 24:--4=6

If this were generally the case the implication would be that the writing

test would be as informative as the combination of four other tests: it

would be more efficient on that basis to discard the other tests and

retain the writing test. The data available in this study do not permit

an investigation of this question. The arguments for profile reporting,

however, are not based on the relative efficiencies of single or various

combinations of scores, but on a view that there are some testees who

exhibit 'marked' profiles (profiles which reveal different levels of

performance on different parts of the test) and that such information is

of value in decision-making for both funding and admissions purposes A

separate argument can of course be made f or profile score reporting for

diagnostic uses, especially where, as happens in the British Council

context, testees are accepted with the provision that they upgrade their

English by attending an English course at, or prior to commencing at, the

tertiary education institution. But the relevance to this study of the

question of profile reporting and of 'flat' versus 'marked' profiles is the

implication for the choice of a particular writing test to form a

component of the test battery rather than any other.

If a decision about the tbestTM test of writing were to be made on the

basis of the probability of a 'marked' profile occurring, it would appear

from these data that GAPQ would be the best choice. It Is only In the

case of the LS sub-group that GAPQ Is not the writing score furthest

from the ELTS-X2 score. If, however, the decision were to be made on the

basis of the degreee of 'ESPness' of the test, It would appear that SAPQ

would be the best choice, since of the two SAP questions It Is further

from the ELTS-M2 score.
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Neither decision is de facto the right one. The fact that the multiple
choice tests were 'normed' against 1(2 suggests that the designers of the

ELTS were looking for a test battery which as a whole would generate a

flat profile. We also know, however, that they were seeking to construct

a test which would have at least some features of ESPness. We

arereturned to questions of what should be considered a 'true' writing

score, and we find that the answer remains elusive.

Clearly, the quantitative study reported here has made some of the issues

of SAP versus GAP testing of writing more evident, and may have

delineated them more exactly, but it has not permitted us to answer them.

We are not yet at the stage where we can describe what happens in a SAP

writing test which distinguishes it from a GAP writing test in terms of

products, i.e., scores; still less are we able as a result of the foregoing

to do this in process terms. To go further with the main research

question we need qualitative study of the activities undertaken by the

test maker, the test taker, and the test rater: only through such

qualitative research can we understand how well ELTS 1(2 fulfils our

expectations of it, as delineated in sub-section 1.5, and only then can we

understand how well any SAP writing test might fulfil these expectations.

5.	 I1(PLICATIONS: NEED ER FURTHER INVESTIGATIO

5.1.	 Subsidiary research question

In the process of carrying out the subsidiary study, of rater/score

reliability, it had become clear that the ELTS writing test as used at

that time could not guarantee adequate reliability for an operational

writing test. There was no possibility of using multiple raters in the

British Council context what was urgently needed was a scoring procedure

which could provide scores of adequate reliability with only one rater.
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5.2.	 Main research question

Investigation of the scoring procedure was not only a practical

necessity: the scoring procedure of a writing test is a major

characteristic of the instrument, as we saw in Chapter 2, sub-section 3 2.

To understand what a writing test measures, as well as to understand how

well it measures it, we must look at the scoring procedure in terms of

the features of writing it values or does not value. Such an

investigation enables us to identify what this Is a test t, we can then

put this alongside a statement of what It is claimed to be a test of and

consider how well It meets content and construct validity criteria. In

Chapter 5, Section 1, development of a scoring procedure for use with 1(2

Is described and the issues of score reliability and score validity are

addressed.

In Chapter 5, Section 2, another major characteristic of writing tests is

examined. Raters' processes and bases for judgements are studied in an

attempt to understand what features distinguish the rating of a GAP

writing test from the rating of a SAP writing test, and In a search for

evidence that the scoring procedure used f or ELTS 1(2 is In fact a SAP

procedure.

In Chapter 6 the major question which has arisen again and again In

considering these data and their Interpretation, the influence of the

question, Is Investigated.

In all essay tests, which typically are one-item or two-item tests, the

actual question set is of central importance. In a SAP writing test the

question will be even more critical. It is from this that the student

response springs, and It Is in relation to this that the scoring occurs.

As we saw In Chapter 2, sub-section 3 4, work has only just begun on the

description of the characteristics of essay questions. When the ELTS 1(2

questions were designed In 1979, even that limited amount of research was
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not available to the test construction team. Even a cursory examination

of the N2 questions revealed that they were not parallel: this became

obvious during the attempt to construct 'parallel' questions for the

second SAP essays. Questions were not parallel linguistically,

cognitively or rhetorically; they were not parallel in terms of the

demands they made on interpretation of the source materials or on

knowledge in the specialist field. It also seemed that some questions

were hardly SAP questions at all, but were in fact GAP questions. There

appeared to be no way to measure the degree of discipline-specificity of

questions.

We cannot expect clear results from a comparison of SAP and GAP writing

tests if the test items do not themselves distinguish between SAP and

GAP tasks. The one unequivocal result of the quantitative study is that

the three writing tests do not maintain a stable set of relationships, let

alone a stable set of relationships In the SAP ft GAP dimension. A

detailed investigation of the test items used in this study, within a

writing test Item design framework, in a search for their describable

characteristics, and for some sense of their relative difficulty, may

illuminate issues of test maker processes and thus the question of what

constitutes an SAP writing test task and distinguishes it from a GAP

writing test task.

In working with this rather small data set, a data set which is sub-

divided Into even smaller groupings, it was inevitable that the researcher

would come very close to the essays written by the testees in the data

set, and become familiar with what they said as well as how they were

scored for saying It. In trying to understand why essay raters respond

as they do to essay answers, again the researcher came very close to the

actual content o the essays In trying to understand the rater responses.

It became clear that certain essays showed characteristics which

interacted with raters and their judgements in Interesting ways. As the

focus shifted from raters to tasks, the centrality and the chemistry of
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the interaction between question and writer became clear. In particular a

study which attempted to arrive at conclusions about questions and their

effects without some qualitative exploration of the actual written essays

began to seem limited and limiting. As the exploration of writers'

responses in a search for task variables developed, it also became clear

that the rater plays a part In determining what can be seen in product

terms, i.e., score terms, of the question/writer interaction. Chapter 6,

then, Interweaves an analysis of the 6 M2Q1 questions, the 6 SAPQ

questions and GAPQ with an exploration of some of the writer variables,

seeking to understand what combinations of task and writer variables

lead to answers which are in some sense 'SAP', and what responses 'SAP'

answers generate. Thus Chapter 6 attempts to characterise the 'SAPness'

or 'GAPness' of questions not only in terms of a formal task analysis,

but also in part by the type of response they evoke from the writer and

from the rater.

Each of these studies contributes to the attempt to say more about how

ELTS H2Q1 and the other writing tests investigated fulfil the a priori

expectations of validity resulting from the reviews in Chapters 1, 2 and

3, and the reliability expectations resulting from the reviews in Chapters

1 and 2. They also contribute to an explanation of why these

expectations are not fulfilled adequately.

Following these studies, it may also be possible to draw some conclusions

about how well we can expect any SAP writing test to fulfil these

expectations, in comparison with any GAP writing test. The question we

will seek to answer is: Given the extreme difficulty of constructing any

writing test which meets these expectations, will it be more difficult, or

easier, or no different, to attempt to construct specific academic purpose

writing tests o meet the same expectations?
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PROCEDURAL VARIABLES AND READER VARIABLES

1.	 PROCEDURAL VARIABLES

We saw in the closing discussion of Chapter 4 that the investigation of

the subsidiary research question had exposed the need for a scoring

procedure for 1(2 which could provide adequately reliable scores with only

one rater, ELTS 1(2 as operational in 1980 - 198 was not fulfilling the

reliability expectation. Since there are many other programmes of direct

writing assessment which also have constraints of resources or contexts

making it impossible for them to use more than one rater, if such a

scoring procedure could be developed it could be of benefit f or other

contexts.

In the case of ELTS 1(2 a powerful additional expectation exists:

construct validity. The validity claimed for ELTS in general and by

extension 1(2 is that it is a discipline-specific (SAP) test. The accuracy

of this claim was called into question by the results of the

investigation of the main research question reported in. Chapter 4. While

working towards increased reliability for the scoring procedure, we shall

also in this section pay special attention to a search for evidence of

the construct validity of the procedure.

1.1.	 Original version

When the ELTS was first introduced, in 1980, the scoring of 1(2 was done

with the aid of a short paragraph explaining the need to value

communicative quality more than structural and surface features (see

Figure 5.1.1), but the main guide for the rater was a set of performance

descriptions each associated with a performance level or 'band' from 1-9

(see Figure 5.1.2), coupled with an example of performance at each level,
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i.e., what is usually known as a benchmark paper. The benchmark papers

are reproduced in Appendix Bi.

Figure 5. 1. 1. First Version Scoring Advice

Assess with the aid of the 1(2 topics, Writing Assessment
Scale and Writing Samples provided (see Appendix C pp 13 -
22). Use only whole, not half, bands. Judge according to
the communicative quality of the writing, the
effectiveness with which the arguments are presented, the
logical structure of the presentation and the accuracy and
appropriateness of the language used. Candidates should
not be heavily penalised for meking factual errors in a
subject with which they my not be familiar, but answers
should be relevant to the questions asked.

Remember that it niy not be possible or sensible to
expound a specialist topic wholly in one's own words.
(The question), however, has been worded so that it should
not encourage answering by wholesale lifting from the
text. Wholesale lifting should be assessed as band 1 (see
12 Writing Assessment Scale). Partial lifting mey
contribute to an appropriate answer and should be assessed
accordingly. (p.5,ELTS Administrator's Manual, no date,
received Autumn 1983: emphasis in the original. Appendix
C appears as Appendix Bi.)

Clearly, the advice contained in this short text is unspecific and in

some areas confusing, most notably the issue of the treatment of

plagiarism. Many raters reported themselves unable to Judge how the

central administration was distinguishing between acceptable and even

sensible "partial lifting" and "wholesale lifting" which called for severe

penalties. Very importantly for this study, the raters are advised to pay

little attention to testees' "factual errors in a subject with which they

may not be familiar", placing more emphasis on relevance than on factual

accuracy. This issue is discussed in detail later.
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FIgure 5.1.2: First Version As3esslnent Scale

M2 Writing Assessment Scale

BAND	 BRIEF PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION

9 Expert Writer, theme presented in a readable, intelligible, logical and
interesting manner. Writes with complete accuracy and in the appropriate
style. The reader is given a sense of mastery of the language and of the
ability to handle the topic with complete competence.

8	 Very Good Writer, theme presented clearly and logically, with accurate
language forms and good style. Only very occasional inaccuracy or
inappropri.acy but which does not affect the comaunication. The reader
can follow with no strain and will appreciate the argument expressed.

7	 Good Writer theme presented in a well-ordered, intelligible manner with
well-structured and relevant supporting detail. Generally accurate in
language and appropriate in style, but occasional lapses can affect the
c1nication on first reading. The reader has, however, the impression
of a functionally efficient writer.

6	 Cosp.t.nt Writer' theme presented fairly logically and intelligibly.
Reasonably accurate use of the language system. May have inaccuracies
of style and presentation but showing an adequate functional competence.
Can be read with only occasional strain put on comprehension.

5 Modest Writer theme can be followed, but logical presentation may be
broken and lack clarity or consistency. Several inaccuracies and style
not always appropriate to presentation. Nay lack interest or variety,
but the basic message is presented. The reader will have to strain on
occasion to comprehend meaning.

4	 Marginal Writer theme can be followed with effort, and closer reading
reveals lack of logical structure, clarity and consistency. Inaccurate
vocabulary and sentence use coupled with i.nadequare connectors and
cohesive features. Elements of information required may be omitted,
repeated or inappropriately expressed. The reader has general difficulty
in working out the message, though can eventually do so.

3	 Extremely Li.it.d Writer • elements of the information required are
provided, but the presentation lacks any coherence. Uses over-simple
sentence structure and impoverished vocabulary with continual errors and
inappropriateness. Below level of functional competence though the
reader may work out the general message.

2	 Intermittent Writir: elements of the information required not provided,
although a general meaning comes through intermittently. Either copies
or produces strings of words. No real comication with the reader
having constant problems in making out any massage.

I	 Non-Writer cannot write the language. OR: cannot be adequately
assessed either because answers have been lifted 'en bloc' from the
Sourc* Booklet, or because a clearly irrelevant stock answer has been
produced.

0	 No questions hay, been attempted.

(p. 19, ELI Administrpthr	 Op cit)
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The Assessment Scale is an attempt to establish criterion performance

descriptions for each point on the scale. Each description is also

summarised by a performance label (Very Good Writer, etc). As we saw in

Chapter 4, the assumption was that a direct writing test coupled with

these performance descriptions was de facto reliable, that because the

test was criterion-referenced rather than norm-referenced, questions of

reliability were superfluous. So great was the confidence in the

intrinsic meaningfulness and accuracy of the scores that the three

objective tests were normed against them.

But there are several problems with the Assessment Scale. First, each

performance description in the Assessment Scale is fairly lengthy and

refers to several features and qualities of writing. The references to

various features and qualities of writing do not appear in the same

sequence in every description in the Scale. It Is not always possible on

the basis of the description in the Scale to distinguish performance on

one aspect of writing on two adjacent points on the Scale (e.g., band 6

"Can be read with only occasional strain put on comprehension" and band

5 "The reader will have to strain on occasion to comprehend meaning.").

Most sig'niflcantly, there is an assumption Inherent in the Assessment

Scale that every writer has a uniform level of writing profiency, that is,

that because a writer can be characterised by, for example, "The reader is

given a sense of complete mastery of the language..." it is necessarily

also true that the reader has a sense of". ..the ability to handle the topic

with complete confidence." (band 9). A single scale implies a

unidimensional view of writing proficiency, and necessitates the

treatment of each essay as existing at a single level. But reports from

raters indicated that there were occasions where a rater had difficulty

rating an answer because she could not see one uniform level in it: it

appeared that certain answers did not demonstrate unidimensional writing

proficiency. This problem resulted in widely differing assessments of

the same answer for certain non-unidimensional answers.
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In addition, the labels 'Competent Writer', 'Marginal Writer', etc. are

difficult to interpret: a study of 20 raters new to M2, conducted

informally by this researcher, showed that only 14 were able to correctly

match the labels with the descriptions and number the sets in the correct

order 1-9. The labels 'Marginal', Extremely Limited', and 'Intermittent'

caused the most problems. Further, it appeared that the labels tended to

discourage raters from looking closely at the full performance

descriptions by appearing to encapsulate all the information in the

description.

While this researcher's discussions with the raters who did the rating in

this study, coupled with her experiences training raters for 1(2 scoring

as part of the data collection for the EEVP, had emphasised the problems

discussed above, the British Council was experiencing similar problems in

reports from raters in the field. It became clear that raters, most of

whom were British Council ELT officers working in centres outside Britain

and often in isolation from other 1(2 raters, needed firmer and more

consistent guidance in rating 1(2. A full Assessment Guide for 1(2 was

clearly necessary, not only for future research into the test, but more

urgently for operational use.

1.2.	 Second version

The second version of the scoring procedure took the form of an extensive

combined training manual and rating guide. This Assessment Guide, as it

became called, took account of classical and more recent studies in the

direct assessment of writing, as these were surveyed in Chapter 4, and

also worked within the constraints imposed by the operational and

administrative needs of the British Council/University of Cambridge Local

Examinations ynd1cate.
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1.2.1. Making the criteria/traits explicit

The major development in the Assessment Guide was to take the criteria

which had been implicit in the original general explanation of what

should be valued in 1(2 answers and make them explicit. Study of the

scoring advice in the first version (Figure 5.1,1) suggested that the test

constructors had intended to identify four criteria, or traits of writing

proficiency, to which raters should respond: communicative quality,

effectiveness of argumentation, logical structure (organisation),

linguistic accuracy and appropriacy. Each of these criteria was

extensively characterised as shown in Figure 5.1.3 (note that all Figures

in Section 1.2. are taken from ELTS: Assessment Guide for liZ Writing,

March 1985 and March 1986):

Figure 5,1,3: Second Version Criteria

In scoring ff2 writing, we are interested not only in
grammar and vocabulary, but also in the higher
communicative skills such as logical structure and
presentation of ideas. The criteria to be looked for in
any answer are:

(a) communicative quality
This is the most difficult criterion to describe
because it is not separable from the script, but
comes through, to a greater or lesser extent, in the
overall effect of the answer. It is the most
general, the most global, impression you get of the
ability of the candidate to make the message clear to
the reader. The other criteria play an inevitable
part in this, but in judging this criterion you
should not look specifically at any of the other
cri tez-ia.

(b) organisation
This is the extent to which the logical structure
chosen by the candidate to carry the message enables
you to follow a thread through the answer, and to see
which points the candidate thinks are important and
which less so. Organisation is helped by
paragraphing conventions, by adequate and flexible
sentence length, by introducing new ideas in relation
to previously explained ideas, by stating the topic
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clearly and early, and by using linguistic coherence
features (e.g. First ... Second ... Third ...; While

On the other hand ...)

(c) argumentation
The effectiveness of the arguments the candidate uses
to respond to the question is extremely important in
establishing and developing a meaningful and
interesting answer. Although 'originality' is
restricted by the kinds of questions asked, each
candidate should be able to bring in some new
information or personal reaction, and to relate to
the topic of the question in an individual way. If
the arguments the candidate gives you are confused
and contradictory this will lower your impression of
him/her on this criterion, because it will make any
message more difficult to understand.

(d) linguistic accuracy	 appropriacy
The accuracy of syntax and spelling and the use of
suitable vocabulary and punctuation are important to
satisfactory communication in writing. In assessing
the significance of grammatical and other linguistic
errors more attention should be paid to the damage
these do to communication than to their frequency.
Linguistic appropriacy refers to the effectiveness of
the grammatical and lexical choices the candidate has
made. It should also be judged according to the way
it contributes to effective communication rather than
by reference to theoretical concepts such as
vocabulary difficulty level.

Although all the criteria are equally important to the
judgement you make, it can easily be seen that because
communicative quality is a more global criterion, and
because all the other criteria contribute to it, it will
play the greatest part in influencing your decision.
(p. 2-3)

1.2.2. Establishing a scoring procedure

Accepting the unsuitability of a true holistic scoring procedure in the

British Council context, where the multiple marking necessary to ensure

adequate reliability was not a possibility, an alternative approach which

could improve the reliability of 1(2 was needed. The procedure that was
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developed required the same rater to read several times, looking at

different features each time, thus attempting a mutiple response from a

single rater. The exact procedure is given in Figure 1.4:

Figure 5.1.4.: Second Version Global Method

(i) Read the script quickly looking specifically at
its communicative quality: what is the message?
is it successful? is it reasonable? Spend NOT
MORE THAN 2 minutes. Immediately decide to
yourself a range of bands for the paper - use 3
bands (e.g., it's good, but not perfect -
somewhere from 8 to 6; or, it's rather ordinary,
not too bad but not outstanding - between 7 and
5).

(ii) Now read the script again, also in not more than
2 minutes. Pay particular attention to
organisation and argumentation Decide whether
to knack off the highest or the lowest of the 3
bands you assigned (e.g., well-organised, good
arguments - no basis for a 6, so between 8 and
7; or, arguments aren't bad, but it's badly
organised - not worth a 7, so between 6 and 5).

(iii) Read the script a third time, again in under 2
minutes. Pay attention to linguistic
appropriacy and linguistic accuracy. Decide
which of the two bands is your final assessment
(e.g., one or two linguistic inaccuracies of
complex grammar, but very appropriate - this is
a band 8; or, quite a few grammar mistakes
though they don't interfere with communication,
but inappropriate vocabulary which interferes
with the message - band 5). (p.4)

The procedure of first deciding on a three-band range and then narrowing

it parallels the procedure used for assessing X3 (Oral Interview). It

guides the rater to focus attention at a certain text level on each

reading occasion, and to use the decision at each stage as input for the

decision at the next stage.
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1.2.3. Toward a multiple trait procedure

The decision had been made, by the British Council/University of

Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate, not to include a revision of the

original assessment scale in the brief for the development of the second

version scorIng procedure. Therefore, in an attempt to provide an

alternative solution to the problems with the Assessment Scale described

in sub-section 1.1, the Assessment Guide incorporated a second scoring

procedure to be applied when the rater feels that the writer demonstrates

greater proficieny on some criteria than on others. This is described as

a 'marked' profile, a term which was introduced into ELTS to describe

variations in proficiency across skills, but which experience has shown

to be observable across the dimensions of writing skill. In this

procedure, known as the 'Profile Method', raters first apply the 'Global

Method': they then apply this procedure, following th instructions given

in Figure 5 1 5:

Figure 5 1.5 : Profile Method

1. Skim the script again as many times as you need to, but
very quickly each time, until you have been able to
circle a 3-band range on each line of the profile grid
below:

linguistic accuracy	 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

linguistic appropriacy 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

argumentation	 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

organisation	 9 6 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

communicative quality 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

2. Now there are two ways to reach a final band, and you
may choose whichever seems appropriate:

(i) if you see a clear pattern on the grid which enables
you to make up your mind on the best band, do so. For
instance, if you found you had this pattern:
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linguistic appropriacy 9

argumentation	 9

organisation	 9

communicative quality 9
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8 76 54321

8 7	 54 321

8 G4 3 2 1

8 cZT	 4 3 2 1

8 7	 3 2 1

you would see that weak grammar had lowered an
assessment which was generally higher, and that in
every criterion band 5 was one of those circled. You
could decide to assign a final band 5.

(ii) alternatively, you may prefer to take the mid-band in
each case, total and average them. In the example
above this yields

45-f6+6+5- 26 ,-5-- 5.2 rounded to band 5.

The two systems do not always yield the same result,
especially in extremely marked profiles. In these very rare
cases the second method is recommended.

1.2.4, Dealing with problems

Raters had raised a number of key problems, and the piloting had both

shown that the problems were real and suggested some guidelines to help

raters with some of them. These problems were: length, irrelevance,

factual errors, and plagiarism.

1.2 4.1.	 Length

During the piloting of the scoring procedure with a sample set of essays,

there was much discussion of the minimum acceptable length for an

answer. The original instruction in the rubric had been to write "15 to

20 lines", but the number of words per line was very varied, and some

students were writing only 40+ words as an answer. The minimum length
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was set at 60 words, below which raters are advised that they are

probably faced with an insufficient sample upon which to base a decision.

1.2.4.2.	 Irrelevance

Raters are told that irrelevance occurs for two reasons. The first is

that the testee did not understand the question, or the input text; or she

has learned a 'stock answer' which does not relate to the question but is

the result of some second- or third-hand information about what to

expect (this problem increases as the test questions are seen and

partially recalled by more and more candidates, and suggests the need for

more frequent introduction of alternate questions). Inability to

understand the question or the input text are discussed as task variables

in Chapter 6.

The second reason is that the candidate "objects to or is unable to

answer the question" (Guide, p 7). In a truly SAP writing test, we would

not expect irrelevance due to inability to answer the question to occur;

when it does occur it may be considered an indication of a mismatch

between the writer and the particular test item (essay question). If it

occurs frequently, it will call into question the design of the test

Irrelevance resulting from a candidate's objection to or 'challenge' of the

test is dealt with in Chapter 6 as a task variable.

We shall see in the next section that, even after raters had been offered

advice in the Assessment Guide about the handling of irrelevance, it

remained a major problem.

1.2.4.3.	 Factual errors

The question of factual errors, problematic in the original scoring

advice, was handled as shown in Figure 5.1,6:
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Figure 5.1.6: Factual Errors

Where a candidate makes factual errors which indicate
failure to comprehend the input text, and where these
errors reduce the effectiveness of the argument, the
candidate's score will be affected. The extent to which
such errors result iii a lower score depends on how
important the point was to the overall answer.

Where a candidate makes factual errors on information
which he/she has drawn in from outside the text, i.e.,
from their own knowledge, these errors should not be
penalised. In these cases you need to try to suspend your
own outside knowledge and accept the information as
legitimate for the immediate task. This is, of course,
sometimes very hard to do, but the attempt should be
consciously made. (p. 7)

Clearly, there are still problems here, and these problems relate very

directly to the central question of this study the argument for a SAP

writing test rather than a GAP writing test is that in a SAP writing test

the writer can draw on her own expertise in the specialist area. The

handling of factual errors shows the inescapable tension between the

desire not to disadvantage the testee who is not familiar with the

specific content selection from the much wider content area, and the

desire to create a discipline-specific 'feel' to the essay questions. Here

the suggestion that the language and content can be separated is overtly

made, and In the separation the language is to be valued without regard

to the content. The advice to "accept the information as legitimate for

the immediate task" relates directly to questions of relevance, and thus

leads the rater not to a solution but to another set of problems.

The solutions to these tensions and problems, if there are any, lie not in

manipulations of the scoring procedure but in careful attention to the

interaction between task design and scoring criteria which are valid for

the assessment of the specific task, that is, criteria which are salient

for the assessment of the kind of writing performance the task is

intended to elicit: we shall return to them in Chapter 6.
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1.2.4,4.	 Plagiarism

Plagiarism, which had also been handled In a problematic way In the first

version (wholesale lifting vs. partial lifting), was dealt with at some

length in th& Assessment Guide (Figure 5.1.7).

Figure 5. 1. 7: Plagiarism

Plagiarism refers to 'lifting' or 'stealing' the actual
language of the input text. It is quite permissible to
use the ideas and information of the input text, as far as
these are relevant, but in all cases the language should
be paraphrased and reordered so that it is expressed
within the candidate's org'anisational and argumentative
structure, and so that it is compatible with his/her
overall tone, style and linguistic level.

It is difficult to set absolute rules about what
constitutes plagiarism. In the first place, you need to
be extremely familiar with the input text before beginning
to assess scripts.	 This familiarity will aid the
recognition of plagiarism. Plagiarism is also usually
easy to recognise because of the linguistic and stylistic
mismatch of this with the candidate's own writing. Once
plagiarism is suspected, you should compare the answer to
the input text to discover how much of the candidate's
answer is dependent on direct lifting. This can be
quantified by judging what percentage of the answer is
truly in the candidate's own wards, and also by judging
how many of the points made by the candidate are taken
ward-for-word from the input text. Where all or virtually
all the candidate's answer is lifted directly from the
text, it should be assessed as band 1. Where the
candidate has relied on the input text for all or most of
the arguments but has added some material, the penalty
should be severe (i.e., lower the overall band by 2-3
bands from what it would have been worth if original).
Where a large part of the language at clause /phrase level
is lifted, but used to support the candidate's awn
arguments and within his/her awn organisational structure,
the penalty may be less severe (i.e., lower the overall
band by 1-2 bands depending on the quantity of lifting).
If a candidate has plagiarised occasional clauses or
phrases (as a rough guide, less than 1OZ of the total
answer) but built these into her/his answer effectively,
no penalty should be applied. (p. 8)
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We shall see in Section 2 that raters made only minimal mention of

plagiarism: it is not possible to know whether this means that the advice

given here allowed raters to solve their problems with plagiarism to

their own satisfaction, or whether such problems did not arise in the

limited data set raters worked with.

1.2.5. Piloting the second version

When the new scoring procedures had been worked out, and procedures for

dealing with problems set up, the procedure was piloted. Four raters

with varying amounts of X2 rating experience worked with the new

procedure on a set of 23 M2Q1 answers. They did this first individually,

and then were gathered together to discuss their scores.

To do this, they were allowed two or three minutes to refamiliarise

themselves with each script, without being aware of the score they had

given it on the first read, and were then asked to comment briefly on the

answer and give their score. After all scores had been given discussion

was invited; sometimes specific questions were addressed to specific

raters. All of the score-giving and discussion was tape-recorded.

The researcher took away the scores given by all raters on each occasion

and the audio tapes, and used the information to: (a) select the answers

for inclusion in the Assessment Guide, either in the 'criterion set' of 10

answers which would be used for initial training, or In the 'sample set'

of 10, which would be used by raters needing to refainiliarise themselves

after a period without doing any rating; (b) prepare a summary of the

discussion among the raters for each answer chosen for inclusion in the

criterion set, to enable raters training by themselves to have some idea

of how other raters responded to the criterion set, and why, as well as

knowing what scores were decided upon. Figure 5.1.8 gives an example of

such a summary, for answer 9 in the criterion set: the answer itself is

included in Appendix E.
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Figure 5.1.8.: Example Using Global Jiethod

The marking team felt that this script began at a
functionally competent level of communicative quality but
deteriorated particularly in the last 'paragraph'. This
seems to be a writer who cannot yet sustain a written
discussion in English. There are signs of competent
organisation, and the first paragraph is adequately
argued. An initial 5-4-3 was assigned, which was reduced
to 4-3 on the basis of the problems in all the areas of
communicative quality, organisation, and argument in the
second half, This was reduced to a final band 3 because
of the level of linguistic inaccuracy and inappropriacy.
(p. 10)

The criterion set of answers included one which the marking team had

felt they needed to apply the 'Profile Method' to, answer 6. The summary

of their discussion is shown in Figure 5.1.9, and the answer appears in

Appendix E:

Figure 5. 1.9.: Example Using Profile Jiethod

The imrkers used the Profile Jfethod for this script
because they found it difficult to decide between bands 3
and 4 on the Global Nethod. In the discussion it became
apparent that although the script gives the impression of
being well organised and strongly argued, this is not the
case The arguments basically repeat the same poiRt; they
are also based on unfounded assumptions and are not well
expressed. Narkers thought the paper was very limited
linguistically, and particularly weak on connections
between sentences. An examination of the Profile Grid for
the script supported markers' impression that the paper
was, unusually, low on communicative quality compared to
other features:
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7	 3 2 1

7 6 ciiiIiij 2 1

7 6	 2 1

7 QIIIII2 3 2 1

7	 6	 5	 iiijjjji	 1

Based on the Profile, the final band awarded was 4.

As a result of the piloting, a number of minor changes to the language

and sequence were made, but the main outcome of the piloting was the

selection and sequencing of the answers for the criterion set and the

sample set. Because a number of answers were discarded, two additional

answers had to be selected and scored against the new procedure prior to

their inclusion in one set or the other.

1.3.	 Third version

When the Assessment Guide had been in operation for a year, the

researcher was invited to prepare a similar Guide for the second question

of N2 (not dealt with in this study). While the sense from the British

Council and UCLES based on operational use of the Assessment Guide was

that it had improved matters considerably, the researcher felt that there

were three main reasons to further develop the scoring procedure for

M2Q1 at the same time.

First, the intention had been that the Profile Method would only be used

with problem essays, after an initial application of the Global Method.

It became clear, however, that some raters began to apply the Profile

Method to every paper. This meant that instead of, as had been intended,

looking first at communication quality in the Global Method and then
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moving through organisation and argumentation to linguistic appropriacy

and accuracy (i.e., macro to micro features), these raters began with

linguistic features and moved in the opposite direction This resulted in

more emphasis being placed on linguistic features than had been intended

by the test design. We may speculate as to the reasons for this

preferred use of the Profile Method: it may be because there is no such

thing (or, at least, that some raters perceive no such thing) as a 'flat'

profile, i.e., a writer whose proficiency is the same on every aspect of

the writing process, or it may be that the Profile Method artificially

creates multiple samples, permitting an objectivisation of what is for

some raters an uncomfortably subjective process.

Second, the criterion 'linguistic accuracy and appropriacy' had been

separated out in the profile grid into 'linguistic accuracy' and

'linguistic appropriacy': this was because raters had reported that they

sometimes found that a writer used very accurate linguistic forms which

were not appropriate to the task, usually for reasons of register, or that

a writer might show a strong sense of appropriacy of language but not be

fully In control of the accuracy dimension. However, this separation

meant that linguistic characteristics were weighted heavily in the Profile

Method, while in the Global Method, although the modified holistic

procedure did not specify any weightings, the intention was that

linguistic characteristics would be less heavily weighted than the

criteria described first.

But the most critical reason for further development was the need for

revision of the assessment scale. We saw these problems in sub-section

1.1, and the Profile Method was intended to reduce them. The criteria

were not fully or consistently articulated in the original assessment

scale: the test designers had themselves been searching for a sense of

what the criteria were or should be, and this was only known as a

consequence of the operationalisation of the test. Revision would permit

the assessment scale to be brought into line with the rest of the scoring
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procedure, providing a clear and consistent treatment of the same

criteria, Further, in the original assessment scale the nine levels of

performance were not clearly or consistently differentiated: raters had

reported that they found difficulty differentiating between bands 6 and 5

in particular. Revision would permit the clear differentiation of the

nine levels on each of the criteria.

1.3.1. Redefining the criteria/traits

Following discussions with the British Council/University of Cambridge

Local Examinations Syndicate it was agreed that there were sufficient

indications that raters found occasion to apply two separate linguistic

criteria, accuracy and appropriacy and that these two should be treated

as separate in the revision of the assessment scale. When these two were

separated out the criteria were stated as shown in Figure 5.1.10. (Figure

5.1.10 and all other extracts in this section are taken from the

manuscript of ELTS: Assessment Guide £r t2. Writing, to appear in

February 1987):

Figure 5. 1. 10.: Second Version Linguistic Cr1 teria

(d) linguistic appropr1ac,v
Linguistic accuracy refers to the effectiveness of
the grammatical and lexical choices the candidate has
made, in relation to the demands of the specific
question being answered. Appropriacy should be
judged by the way these choices contribute to
effective communication rather than by reference to
theoretical concepts such as vocabulary difficulty
level. Sometimes a candidate can be seen to be using
grammatical patterns which are acceptable, but not
the most efficient ones to convey the intended
message. The same is true of lexical choices. This
may be an indication of limitations on the
candidate's control of the appropriate gramnir and
lexis. Where the question demands reference to
particular information in the input ,text, the
candidate may find it necessary to use specialist
lexis found in the text, Such choices, where there
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is a precise term for a concept, are fully
appropriate (see 'Plagiarism', below).

(e) linguistic accuracy
Grammatical choices should not only be appropriate,
but also accurate in terms of, for example,
subject/verb agreement, choice of tenses,
clause/phrase structure, correct position of adverbs,
etc. The linguistic accuracy criterion also includes
spelling and punctuation. In assessing the
significance of errors of grammar, spelling and
punctuation more attention should be paid to the
damage these do to communication than to their
frequency.
(ms.p. 29)

1.3.2 Developing the new assessment scales

It was decided that two assessment scales would be needed. one, to

parallel the original assessment scale, for use in the Global scoring

method; the other, to be a development from the profile grid used in the

second version for the Profile Nethod. It seemed most sensible to

develop the profile scale first, and later to put this together to form

the global scale.

The profile scale was developed by writing a performance description for

each trait at each level, attempting to make each performance description

distinguishable from the adjacent band levels on the same criterion. The

five components of the profile scale were revised four times after review

by the British Council/University of Cambridge Local Examinations

Syndicate language testing specialists or trialling with specimen

answers. The final version of the profile scale is shown in Figure

5.1.11.

The global scale was constructed directly from the profile scale very

simply, by joining together the five descriptions of the five traits at

each level. Sometimes no further work was necessary; sometimes some
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minor stylistic changes were needed. The final version of the global

scale is shown in Figure 1,12.

When the two scales were completed, an informal trial with 20

inexperienced raters showed that all 20 were able to correctly sequence

the performance descriptors for each of the traits and then combine these

to re-form the global scale.

Figure 5.l.la.: Profile Scale

PROFILE SCALE

COIiI1YIfICRTIRE QUALITY	 ORGONISOTIOft	 ARGVNENTATION	 ACCURACY

9. The eritiog	 he enitiog displays a	 Relevant arguments are presented	 The reader seen no

displays an ability o.pletely logical 	 in an interesting cay, vith main 	 errors of vocabulary

to coamonicate in a rganisatlonau	 ideas prominently and cleanly	 spelling, punciaatioii
way ehich gives the tructure ehith enables	 stated aith coapletely effective I or grouser.
reader full	 the message to be	 sapponlino •aterial' arnoments are

satief action.	 olloved eflnrtlessly.	 effectively related'to Ihe
enter's experience or vices.

S. The oritiog	 he writing displays a	 Relevuot arguments are presented	 The reader 500500
displays an ability logical organisutienal 	 in an intenestino cay with main 	 significant errors of

he comianicati	 stractsre ehinh enables ideas highlightea, eflective 	 vocabulary, spelling,

without causing the the message to be 	 surrtin material and they are 	 punctuation or grammar.

reader any	 followed easily. 	 we	 rela.ed to the enters owl'

difficulties,	 experience or views,

is an ability t.
late the
stic systems with
to appropriucy.

7. The writing	
I The eriting displays	 Argumextnarw well presented with The reader Is aware of There are minor

displays an mbility good organisational 	 relevant supporting uaterial and 	 but not troubled by 	 limitations to the
to coecunicate with structure which enables anattespt to relate the, to the 	 occasional minor errors ability to manipulate

few difficulties	 the message to he	 writers experience or view',	 of vocabulary,	 the linguistic systems

for the reader. 	 followed without much	 spelling, punctuation 	 aprypriatelywhith do

displays a ability organised elI eons
to rnamanicutu	 for the message to

S. The writing	 The writing is
displays as ability organised cell e000gh

to communicate	 for the message tn be

although there is	 folloeed most of the

nftew strain for 	 time,

the reader.

4. The writing	 The writing lacks
displays a halted clear nrganisational

ability to	 structure and the

coamunicate which	 message is difficult to

puts strain on the follue.
reader throughout.

3. The writing does no The writing has no
display an ability	 discernible

to communicate	 organisational

although eanisg	 structure and a

comes through	 nesoago cannot be

spasmodically.	 fvllooed.

2. The writing	 Ro organisational
displays no ability 1 structure or message Is

to communicate.	 recugossable.

or graunar.	 no; ausruse on toe
are presented but it may 	 reader.
Itfor the reader tu 	 _____________________ _____________________
h main ideas from	 The reader is aware of Thyry is limited
uaterial; main ideas	 errors of vocabulary,	 ability to manipulate
supported; their	 spelling, punctuation	 the linguistic systems

may be dubious; 	 or granmar but these	 appropriately, but this
may not be related to 	 intrsdw only	 intrudes only
'u experience or viecs. 	 occasionally,	 occassooslly.

are presented but may 	 The reader is aeare of There is limited
ance, clarity,	 errors of nocabulary,	 ability to manipulate
or support; they may	 spelling, punctuation	 the linguistic systems

ated to the writer's	 er grammar which 	 appropriately which
or views.	 intrude frequeotly.	 intrudes frequontly.

u.enls are inadequately	 The reader finds the 	 There is inability to
sented and supported; they may control of vocabulary, 	 manipulate the
irrelevant; hR the enter 5	 spelling, punctuation	 linguistic systesc
erience or vievn are presented and grammar 	 appropriately, which
ir relevance may be difficult	 inadequate,	 cusses severe strum
see,	 for the reader.

a elements of information are 	 The reader is primarily There is little on no
sent bat the reader is not 	 ueare of gross	 eense of linguistic
vided with as argulent, or the inadequacies of	 appropriucy, althvsoh
ament is mainly irrelevant, 	 vocabulary, spelling, 	 there is evidence ol

punctuation sod 	 sentence structure.
gremmar,

caning comes through	 Iho reader sees no	 There is no scone of
asionally but it is not	 evidence of control of	 linguistic appropniacy,
evant.	 vocabulary, spelling, 	 I

punctuation or grasmar.

As answer which is
wholly or almost
wholly copied from
the input text or
tush is is this
category.

I 	 _____________________ __________________

0.	 sould only be used'
where a cundidate hI'L. (cL	 ri'/-L Gk4c( ITs'did vet attend or
attempt this part
of the test in any
way.	 I
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Figure 5.1.12.: Global Scale

"S

-	 GLOBAL $CRLE

9	 The writing disp lays en ability to communicate in a way which gives the reader full satisfartion It
displays a completely logical organisatiorral structure which enables the message to be followed
effortiessly Relevant arguments are presented in an interesting way, vith main ideas proninentl y and
clearly Staied, with completely effective supporting material, argusents are effectively related to the
writer s experience or views There are no errors of vocabulary spelling, punctuation or graiwar and the

- writing Shoes an ability to manipulate the linguistic systems with complete approoriacy

8	 The writing displays an ability to communicate without causing the reader any difficulties It displays a
logical Organisational structure which enables the message to be followed easily Relevant arqunents are
presented in an interestin way with main ideas highlighted, effective supporting material and they are
well related to the writer s own experience or views There are no sigrificant errors of vocabulary
spelling, punctuation or granear and the writing reveals an ability to manipulate the linguistic systems
appropriately

7	 The writing displays an ab,lity to coneunicate with fe, difficulties for the reader It displays good
organisational structure vfiich enables the message to be followed without much effort Arguments are well
presented with relevant supporting .aterial and an attempt to relate them to the writer's exoerience or
views	 The reader is aware of but not troubled by occasional minor errors of vocabulary, spelling,
punctuation or gramsar, and/or cone limitations to the writer's ability to manipulate the linguistic

- systews appropriately

6	 The writing displays an ability to com.unicate although there is occasional strain for the reader It is
organised well enough for the message to be followed lhroughoait Arguments are presented but it may be
difficult for the reader to distinguish cain ideas fro. supporting material cain ideas may not be
supported their relevance may be dubious, arguments may not be related to the writer's experience or
views	 if,. reader is aware of errors of vocabulary, spelling, punctuation or gramear, andlor limited
ability to manipulate to. linguistic sycte.s appropriately, but these intrude only occasionally

5	 The writing displays an ability to communicate although there is often strain for the reader It is
orgamised well enough for the message to be followed most of the time Arguments are presented but may
lack relevance clarity, consistency or support they may not be related to the enter's e.nperience or
views The reader is aware of errors of vocabulary, spelling punctuation or granear which intrude
frequently, and of limited ability to mani pulate the linguistic systems appropriately

£	 Th. writing displays a limited ability to co.municate which puts strain on the reader throuxnvt It lacks
a clear organisational structure arid the message is difficult to follow Arguments are inaaeeuately
presented and supported, they may be irrelevant, if the writers experience or views are presented their
relevance may be difficult to see The control of vocabulary spelling punctuation and grammar is
inadequate, and the writer displays inability to manipulate the linguistic systems appriately, causing

- senere strain for the reader

3	 The writing does not display an ability to communicate although leaning cones through spasmodically The
reader cannot find amy organisational structure and cannot follow a message Some elements of information
are present but the reader is not provided with an argument, or the argument is mainly irrelevant The
reader is primarily aware of gross inadequacies of vocabulary, spelling, punctuation arid grammar, the

- writer seems to have no sense of linguistic appropriacy, although there is evidence of sentence structure

2 The writing displays no ability to communicate No organisational structure or message is recognisable A
meaning cones through occasionally boil it is not relevant There as no evidence of control of vocabulary,
spelling, punctuation or grammar, arid no sense of linguistic appropriacy

I	 A true non-writer wIre has not produced any assessable strings of English writing An answer which is
wholly or almost wholly copied from the irçut text or task is in th,s category

o	 Should only be used where a candidate did not attend or attem pt this part of the test in any way (i e did
not submit ao answer paper with his/her ira.. and candidate number written on)

L2
cjI.3 1#v. '"&e.. fTL G5446c	 ti
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1.3.3. 'Global' scoring procedure

The scoring procedure using the global scale is the same as that in the

second version. It was predicted, however, that more reliable scores

would result when the procedure was used with an assessment scale which

directly matches the statement of criteria in the training information

for the procedure.

1.3.4. 'Profile' scoring procedure

Although the use of the profile scoring procedure is recommended in the

same circumstances as those in which the Profile Nethod was recommended

in the second version, the scoring procedure using the profile scale

differs from that applied in the second version when using the Profile

Method. The rater has both the profile scale and a revised profile grid

to work with. The revised profile grid presents the traits in reverse

order compared to the profile grid developed for the second version

(Figure 5.1.13):

Figure 5.1.13.: Revised Profile Grid

communicative quality	 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

organ isation	 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

argumentation	 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

linguistic appropriacy 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

linguistic accuracy	 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

A second difference Is that the rater is asked to choose a single band to

describe performance on each criterion, not the three-band range

previously used. The imprecision of the former procedure added to the

difficulties of score aggregating, and trialling showed that raters found

the profile descriptors sufficiently precise that they felt able to work
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with a single band. Otherwise, the new Profile Scale presents the same

problems of score aggregating as the Profile Method did.

1.3.5. Score aggregating

There is no satisfactory mathematical formula which can be applied in

aggregating the scores on the five traits when using the new Profile

Method; combining scores on organisation and linguistic accuracy and

calling the answer writing proficiency is much like adding two apples and

three pears and calling the result a lemon. Nevertheless, it has to be

done, since clearly those responsible for absolute acceptance/rejection

decisions for university places or for scholarships must have a single

number to use. Whatever ethics or aesthetics may desire, this is the

practical reality. It must be the test developers' responsibility to

advise the score consumers of their best estimate of the candidate's

writing proficiency, treating as unidimensional that which experience has

shown is not unidimensional. The way in which the separate scores are

aggregated must reflect the belief of the test developers about what is

important in writing performance for the specific context, and in what

proportions compared to other dimensions entering the same equation.

There is no single 'right answer'. The answer which was arrived at for

the particular ELTS M2 context was to weight communicative quality twice

and all the other criteria once. However, no-one involved believes this

is an insignificant decision, and it is one which will be monitored

continually as the new procedure becomes operational.

1.3.6. Piloting the third version

The third version was piloted in the same way as the second version but

using different raters, two of whom were very highly experienced with the

second version, and two who had only limited rating experience. Piloting

occurred on two occasions, first to trial the revisions to the procedures,

and second to apply the revised procedures to a rescoring of the answers
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used in the first Assessment Guide and some additional answers. Once

again, all sessions were audio-taped. The profile scale was also sent to

these raters for their comments during the preparation stages. The

instructions for the treatment of 'stock answers' was altered, allowing

relevant stock answers to be scored in the usual way. this was because it

was agreed, afetr lengthy discussion, that when no actual evidence was

available to show that the candidate had behaved dishonestly, the

candidate could not be penalised. Apart from some linguistic

Improvements in the performance descriptors (mentioned above), and same

rethinking of the applications of the lowest levels of the scales,

piloting did not result in further changes.

1,4.	 Applications .t jh.. multiple trait procedure

The profile scale and what Is called in the 1(2 Assessment Guides the

Profile Method arose from the conviction of raters that it was not always

possible to state with any confidence the writing proficiency level of a

writer in holistic terms, i.e., as a single trait. Work with raters during

development of the second and third versions suggests that about 1 in 10

answers are difficult to score using the global scale only. In these

answers the writer appears to demonstrate multiple writing proficiencies,

and the rater feels the need to acknowledge and respond to these multiple

proficiencies separately. When the scores given by the rater on each of

the traits are combined, the result should not be thought of as

representing 'overall' writing proficiency: an aggregated score may fall

at a band level which does not represent the writer's actual performance

on any of the traits measured separately. An example of how this can

occur is given in Figure 5.1.14:
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Figure 5.1.14.: Aggregating a Harked Profile

communicative quality 	 9 8	 6 5 4 3 2 1

organisation	 9 8 7 6 (;:7
	

2 1

9 8 7 6 S9 3 2 1

97 6 5 4 3 2 1

7 6 5 4 3 2 1

(7 x2) iS + 4 + 8 + 8 = 39-6

The evidence suggests, as will be seen in sub-section 1.5 of this Chapter,

that the use of the multiple trait procedure followed by score combining

yields more reliable scores in those cases where multiple writing

proficiency is demonstrated In the answer. If this was the only

application of the procedure it would be valuable enough to justify its

use.

But the multiple trait procedure also has another, potentially equally

important, application A testing system such as the ELTS is predicated

on the belief that by administering tests of different skills, using

different methods, and by reporting scores on each of these tests, not

simply more but also better Information is obtained about candidates, and

as a result better decisions are made. As we saw in the example above

(Figure 5.1.14), when scores are aggregated information is lost, the

aggregate does not precisely represent the rater's ,Judgement. Scores

generated by the multiple trait procedure are most valid when they are

reported and interpreted separately.

The reporting of separate scores on the multiple trait procedure Is an

extension of the profiling construct, which is at the heart of the ELTS,

to a further level, from across skills to within what is traditionally

thought of as a single skill. Such an extension has practical

applications. Applicants for British Council funding are usually applying
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for specific courses of study, and all the information yielded by the test

scores can be used when considering whether to accept or reject the

applicant, or to give a qualified acceptance with some mandatory English

language study prior to commencement of the main course of study.

Further, when such a qualified acceptance takes the student into either a

pre-sessional course at a quality institution in Britain or language

courses in a British Council teaching centre outside Britain, the finely-

grained information from the skills profile, and equally from the multiple

trait procedure on M2, can be applied for diagnostic purposes. The

multiple trait procedure allows language tutors to know, firstly, whether

or not this is a student with a 'marked' writing profile, i.e., whether the

student is likely to have specialised needs or to be able to be

integrated into a writing class with others at a similar overall writing

band level.

Then, if a 'marked' profile indicates special needs, language tutors can

look at that profile and interpret it in terms of how they can work with

the student as an individual within the curriculum of their institution.

A student with a weak score on linguistic accuracy could be placed into

additional courses in grammar and vocabulary study, a student with a

weak linguistic appropriacy score could take extra reading courses or

conversation courses to gain more exposure to linguistic structures and

lexis in use; one with poor organisation skill might be helped by a study

skills or introductory research methods course. The multiple trait

procedure, then, leads to improved reliability, validity and diagnosis.

1.5.	 Pilot validation i scoring procedures

When the development of the third version of the Assesment Guide was

complete, a small preliminary study was conducted to compare the various

scoring procedures developed and used for scoring A2Q1 over its life to

that point.
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1.5.1. Design of the study

Twelve inexperienced raters worked in four teams of three, each team

using a different scoring procedure. All teams received the same

orientation to ELTS and to M2, then each team received a brief

orientation to the scoilng procedure they were to use, together with

copies of whatever printed training material existed for the procedure

they were using. The raters were chosen mainly for their availability

and willingness, but also as being suitable candidates for positions in

British Council DTO's (Direct Teaching Operations, i e., British Council

centres where English is taught), and therefore potential raters of M2 in

the field. The four scoring procedures used were

1. original assessment scale and original method
(ON)

2. original assessment scale and the profile grid
from the second versIon, 1. e., first Profile
Nethod (PHi)

3. revised 'global' assessment scale and the global
method from the second version (RN)

4. new 'profile' assessment scale and the multiple
trait procedure (PH2)

Each team first rated two answers by their assigned scoring procedure as

a training session, then they each rated the same ten answers, first

giving an individual rating and then agreeing a final rating. The scores

of all individual raters and the agreed team scores were collected and

comparisons were made within and across teams using Pearson product-

moment correlation and the Spearnian-Brown prophecy formula.

1.5.2. Results: reliability

Investigation of the scores assigned by the raters as individuals as

compared to the scores assigned by raters as teams showed that the

original method (ON) resulted in the largest number of rater

disagreements (defined as each rater having a different score, i.e., at
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least a three-band spread for the three scores): raters disagreed on five

out of ten answers; one answer received ratings of 7, 5 and 3. The

original assessment scale combined with Profile Method 1 (PHi) resulted

in two cases of rater disagreement, the revised assessment scale (RH)

resulted in one case of rater disagreement, and the revised Profile

Method (PM2) resulted in no cases of rater disagreement. The average

single rater reliabilities for the four methods were:

OX	 .563
PHi .864
RH	 .883
PX2 .942

Using the Spearman-Brown prophecy formula the reliabilities with three

raters are estimated thus:

OX	 790
PHi .950
RH	 .960
PX2 .997
(It can be seen that with a more reliable method there
is proportionately less additional reliability for more
raters.)

On this preliminary check, then, the development of the new rating scale

seems to have been of marked benefit to reliability. The use of a

multiple trait procedure in the form of both the profile grid (PHi) and

the profile scale (PM2) also contributes something to reliability: In the

case of the addition of the first profile method to the original

assessment, the result is a major increase In reliability, In the case of

the addition of the second profile method to the revised assessment

scale, the increase In reliability is only slight, and the single rater

reliability for RH is, on this sample, more than adequately reliable. It

should be noted that false distinctions were drawn for the purpose of the

study: raters in the PHi and PH2 teams scored all answers using the

multiple trait procedure without being invited to decide whether or not

the answer showed a 'marked' profile; raters In the RH team were not
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offered the possibility of using a F)! procedure even if they thought an

answer showed a 'marked' profile. Because insufficient raters were

available, it was not possible to include a team scoring by the second

version scoring procedure and the original assessment scale but without

using the profile grid, i.e., by the first Global Hethod. A full study Is

required using British Council/UCLES data to check comparative

reliabilities with a sufficient data set.

In the British Council context, as explained above, the practical reality

is that X2 is scored by a single rater, often working in considerable

isolation from other raters. What must interest us in this context is a

high single-rater reliability rather than any theoretically but not

operationally achievable multiple-rater reliability. For this purpose any

of the methods except the original one is acceptable. The Investigation

of the subsidiary research question in Chapter 4 found an average single-

rater reliability of .682, which Is considerably higher than the .563

found here. It was hypothesised in discussing the reliability level in

the investigation of the subsidiary research question that the reliability

level achieved was the maximum achievable with the original scoring

method because of the high quality raters used. The finding here appears

to support that hypothesis.

1.5.3. Results. validity

The correlations between the four methods were generally quite high,

Below are the correlations between the aggregate scores for sets of

logical 'pairs':

OX/PM .908
RX/PX2	 .920
OX/R!	 .845
PX1/PM2 .929

The other two correlations are .827 for OX with P1(2, and .864 for PN1

with EL
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All these correlations are high enough that we can say with some

confidence that all the scoring procedures are getting at the same

underlying aspects of the writer's proficiency The lower correlation for

the original method with the fully-developed multiple trait procedure,

.827, conforms to our perception that these two procedures are at

opposite ends of a continuum of procedures from free impression marking

to carefully specified analytic scoring: they are the least similar pair

of procedures used to score M2Q1. The highest correlation is for P1(1 with

P1(2 (.929). These two methods are very similar in allowing the rater to

treat each essay as a multiple sample: conceptually they share a view of

writing as (at least potentially) multidimensional. We may hypothesize

that the profile grid, although it was without any descriptions for the

different criteria at each level, achieved what had been intended simply

by allowing the rater the 'space' in which to respond. P1(2 takes this

much further than P1(1, but it may be more an administrative convenience

than anything else, since the descriptors are already present in the

global version of the revised assessment scale: all the profile version of

the scale does is break them up conveniently. The rather low correlation

between the two global procedures, .845, suggests that something rather

different occurs when a rater works from the revised global scale then

occurs when she works from the original scale. Since the scale was

revised to be a combination of all the traits of the profile scale within

one band level description, we can see the revised global scale as closer

to the profile grid and the profile scale than to the original scale: the

pattern of correlation levels confirms this view.

The high correlation for R1(/PM2 is an important confirmation that these

two related methods are yielding comparable scores, which is essential

when two methods are used as alternate possibilities with the same set of

candidates. We are ,Justifled within the limitations of generalizability

of this small study in treating scores obtained by the RN and P1(2

procedures as parallel scores. The correlation for ON/PN1, while not

quite as high, is similarly at a reassuring level, and on the basis of
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these data it would appear that the correlation is lowered by the poor

reliability of OH. We do not, of course, yet have data to show whether

similar correlations will be achieved in operational use.

1.5.4. Procedural effects on score levels

It is worth noticing that the choice of scoring procedure appeared to

have a slight but noticeable influence on the resulting score level: Table

5.1.1 shows that OH tends to be more generous than the other three

methods, and that P1(2 tends to be more stringent. It would appear that

as the scoring method has been refined and become more rigorous, it has

also become more stringent. When averaged, these differences are quite

small, but on a single-rater procedure any differences may be very

dramatic for any one individual. This makes it all the more important

that the trend in the development of the methods has been towards

increasing reliability. Figure 5.1.15. shows the aggregate score for each

answer for each scoring method:

Figure 5.1.15.: Aggregate Scores: Essay x Scoring Method

Method

OH	 PHi	 RH	 PM2
Essay
1. 6*
	

7
	

7
	

7
2. 7
	

7
	

7
	

6*
3. 5
	

6*
	

5
	

5
4. 6
	

5
	

6
	

5
5. 8
	

8
	

7
	

7
6. 4*
	

3
	

2
	

2
7. 4
	

4
	

5
	

5
8. 4
	

3
	

4
	

3
9. 6
	

6
	

5
	

5
10. 5
	

5
	

4*
	

5

The single asterisk * indicates where there is an aggregate score which

is noticeably different from the others: however, even in these cases the
:4'

'wild' score is only different by a single band (e.g., No.1'-I66&). The
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widest range of aggregate scores on the different scoring methods is

three bands (e.g., No.6: 41:3:2:2).

1.5.5. A SAP procedure?

In discussing the development of the scoring procedures for M2Q1, little

reference has been made to the question of SAPness/GAPness This is a

reflection of the reality as It occurred.

The original scoring procedure, as we have seen, made no reference to the

Intended discipline-specific nature of the writing test, provided scoring

criteria only in the vaguest of terms, and in no way indicated what

qualities of X2Q1 answers might distinguish them from answers on other,

discipline non-specific, writing tests. Among the problems with the

original version of the scoring procedure reported by the British Council

or observed by this researcher, Issues of the non-SAP nature of that

procedure did not appear. Similarly, none of the raters involved in the

piloting of either the first or the second versions remarked on the

procedure's suitability or otherwise for its purpose: we shall consider

the evidence of whether or not raters treated the second version as a SAP

procedure In the next section. 	 The study described In Chapter 4 took

place before the development of either the first or second scoring

procedures - was In fact the impetus for those developments - and

applied the first scoring procedure to all three tests, the two SAP

questions and the GAP question alike. None of the raters in that study

remarked on the suitability or unsuitability of the original scoring

procedure for scoring either SAP question or the GAP question, although

they did remark on its generally unsatisfactory nature.

We saw in sub-section 1.1.2. that the only guidance in the original

scoring procedure which might speak to the issue of discipline

specificity in the question/answer was problematic. First, it was

suggested that candidates should not be penalised for "making factual
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errors in a subject with which they may not be familiar" (ELTS

Admthistrators' )anual. p. 5). Seaton (1983) suggested that in scoring 1'2

the language is important and the content is not: this view, and the

suggestion that raters should ignore content errors, removes from the

writing test the most obviously discipline-specific characteristic It

also increases the raters' problems with irrelevance, as discussed in

sub-section 1.2.4.2. This researcher's small survey of faculty at the

University of Edinburgh, in which faculty were questioned about the

criteria applied by subject specialists when evaluating writing in their

discipline, showed that content was primary. From the 24 faculty

responding, all of whom were highly experienced with overseas

postgraduate students, there were 49 descriptions of criteria relating to

content (e.g., factual accuracy (15); demonstrate understanding of the

subject (5); factual relevance (13); no extraneous material (4) ). The

next most frequent group of responses were 'rhetorical' (eg., cogency (6);

coherence (7); completeness (2); logical development (4) ). there were 29

responses in this category.

Clearly, if the question and answer were truly discipline-specific, and

content criteria were primary, raters of the kind used for rating 1(2, i.e.,

language teachers of varying degrees of training and experience, would be

unlikely to be able to judge the relevance of the answer to the question

since they would not have the necessary background knowledg.

Nevertheless, in denying the operation of a content criterion, the 1(2

scoring procedure loses a good deal of the validity it could have, and

which many testees and score consumers assume that it has. Also, the

instruction to ignore content leads to the problems for raters over

plagiarism and irrelevance which have already been alluded to. Although

a procedure for dealing with plagiarism had been developed, it remains to

be seen through detailed monitoring of the scoring procedure that

plagiarism is now handled satisfactorily. Piloting of the third version

had not shown that problems over the handling of irrelevance had been

disposed of.
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When we consider the criteria which are applied to the scoring of ELTS

X2Q1 we find little to suggest that the scoring procedure is restricted

to, or particularly suitable for, a SAP writing test. Ye can see that

'communicative quality' has no SAP character. Argumentation and

organisation are conventional terms from modern rhetoric commonly

applied in the teaching of 'expository' writing, i.e., writing for

interactional, primarily instructional, purposes, as we saw in Chapter 3,

SectIon 4. While some of the research reported there suggests that there

are discipline-specific forms of argumentation and of organisation, there

is nothing In the criteria as stated for X2Q1 to suggest differences In

the way they are applied to the different 1(odules. In fact, the

'argumentation' criterion suggests a de-emphasising of expository

characteristics and a move toward personal writing:

Although 'originality' is restricted by the kinds of
questions asked, each candidate should be able to bring in
some new information or personal reaction, and to relate
to the topic of the question in an individual way. (ELTS:
Assessment Guide £ K Writing, 1985, p. 3)

Similarly, while research suggests that there are some specific linguistic

features of register in different disciplines, nothing In the scoring

procedure for K2Q1 indicates that raters should look for discipline-

related register variations in candidates' writing.

At all stages of development the 1(2 scoring procedure appears to be

discipline non-specific. The third version, with its clear specification

of traits of organisation and argumentation, which at least partially

correspond to rhetorical structure features valued by subject specialist

faculty, approaches suitability for the scoring of academic writing, but

it is not discipline-specific. Indeed, if the procedure were discipline-

spec If IC it would be necessary to have a separate procedure for each

Nodule, perhaps for each question, as happens with the N2Q2 procedure

(Hamp-Lyons, 1986). Our 'SAP' writing tests, as scored In this study,

cannot be considered to be so on procedural variables.
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2.	 RATER VARIABLES

On a writing test, like 1(2, which is scored by only one rater, differences

between raters' behaviours for whatever reasons will result in the

increased probability of unreliable scores. We saw in section 3.3 of

Chapter 4 that some raters showed greater differences in rating behaviour

across questions than others. We also ended the previous section with a

discussion of what, if anything, makes the scoring procedure at any of

its developmental stages a SAP rather than a GAP procedure, and concluded

that there Is nothing in the scoring procedure per se, either In the

version used for scoring the data in Chapter 4 or in the second and

third versions, upon which to base such a distinction. If the procedure

is not SAP, it becomes even more critical to understand what it Is that

raters are actually doing that is general, general academic or specific

academic In nature, and to understand as much as possible about the rater

variables which are operating and the degree to which these are related

to issues of the SAPness or GAPness of rater behaviour. In this section

the tape recordings collected during the research and development of the

scoring procedure are studied in detail for the understanding they can

provide of how individual raters respond and why.

2.1.	 Introduction tQ the. ethnographic study

2.1.1. Rationale

Research into essay scoring appears to have neglected a consideration of

the paradigm within which research In writing now centres itself. that

Is, that writing is a process of interaction with a reader, just as

reading is a process of interaction with a writer. In this paradigm, we

can only look at the composed product of a writer through the eyes of a

reacir. Writing researchers have recently tended to proceed from the

position that the writer is the only valid reader of her writing, and

that the only valid Insight into the writing process is through her eyes.
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In such a view, protocol analysis, oral (e g., Hayes and Flower, 1983;

Jane'-, 1982) or written (e.g., Hamp-Lyons, 1985) becomes the only research

method for the investigation of writing as a creative and communicative

activity.

However, if one accepts that it is also possible to learn about what, how,

and why the writer writes through the study of composed products, then

other research methods and inforsants are available. In such a view,

process studies of essay raters offer a rich source of data for

understanding how readers respond to writing and bow writers respond to

their sense that there is an audience 'out there'. Although as we saw in

Chapter 2 Section 3 there have been a number of ethnographic studies of

writers (e g , Eniig, 1971; Pen, 1979, Sommers, 1980, Jacobs, 1982; and in

ESL, e.g., Lay, 1982, Zamel, 1983; Heuring, 1984), and a smaller number of

studies of essay scoring procedures which pay some attention to what

raters do (e.g., Diederich, French & Canton, 1961; Hake, 1973; Robinson,

1985), we do not yet have a body of ethnographic studies of raters.

2.1.2. Design

The study reported in this Section is based on the taped material

collected as part of the development of the second version of the 1(2

As essment Guide, and springs from the belief that through detailed

observation of raters in action it would be possible to better understand

what raters actually do when rating, how, and why. These data were

collected during an extended rating session, with four raters, which

farmed part of the piloting of the second version scoring procedure. The

session lasted all day, with rests and lunch breaks, and during the whole

session the eearcher was present and guiding the proceedings, but not

guiding raters' Judgements. The full piloting procedure is reported in

sub-section 1 2.5. of this chapter. It must be noted that none of these

raters were the same raters as those who rated the answers used in the

study reported in Chapter 4. The answers used were X2Q1 answers, a sub-
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set of the original data set of 126 cases. The raters were all qualified

and experienced teachers of English as a foreign language, who had all

previously marked similar answers (Figure 5.2.1).

FIGURE 5.2.1.: The Raters

Rater Nation- Approx. Qualifica- Years of TEFL Overseas

ality	 Age	 tions	 Experience	 Experience

A	 British	 35	 )LA.TEFL	 8	 S. America

liddle East

B	 British	 28
	

X.A.TEFL	 3	 Japan

C	 British	 30
	

M.Sc.AppLings 4
	

None

D	 British	 43
	

M.A.TEFL	 10+
	

Middle East

PhD.	 India

S. America

Figure 5.2 2. summarizes the language backgrounds of the writers, and

their language levels in terms of overall ELTS scores. The answers were

not seen in the order in which data are presented here. raters saw the

papers in randomized order. The writers' names and other identifying

information were removed from the scripts, so that the raters had no

information about the writers other than what they extracted from the

essays.

During the rating session, raters were given a fixed amount of time in

which to make their independent decisions about each answer in turn.

Each rater then reported his score and briefly described the features of

the answer which led him to his decision. The raters as a group then
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FIGURE 5 2.2.' The Writers

Writer
	

Language Background
	

Overall ELTS
Score

1
	

Chinese
	

8
2
	

Chinese
	

7
3
	

Chinese
	

6
4
	

Chinese
	

5
5
	

Chinese
	

4
6
	

Arabic
	

6
7
	

Arabic
	

5
8
	

Arabic
	

4
9
	

Arabic
	

3
10
	

Spanish
	

5
11
	

Spanish
	

5
12
	

Spanish
	

4
13
	

Spanish
	

S
14
	

Spanish
	

4
15
	

Japanese
	

6
16
	

Japanese
	

6
17
	

Japanese
	

7
18
	

Japanese
	

45
19
	

German
	

B
20
	

German
	

55
21
	

Francophone African
	

7
22
	

Greek
	

5.5
23
	

Indian
	

9

discu ed their differing perceptions of the answer. All the discussions

were audio recorded, resulting in six hours of taped material.

In the study the intention was to

look for me nlngs from within the situation, allowing the
categories for description to be determined by the scene
itself, The goal (was) to provide a description that
re onates with the members' point of view. )fehan, 1977.
46-47)

The recordings were studied, both in transcript and directly, for the

insights they could offer into the processes and criteria raters were

applying when reaching judgements about these answers. Since the main

focus of this investigation was not simply a general understanding of
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how raters rate essays, but more specifically an understanding of what

raters do that makes their rating of 'SAP' essays a 'SAP' procedure, the

search was first for SAP-related rater responses, As we saw in Chapter

3, section 4, and as is confirmed by the study of faculty at the

University of Edinburgh reported in the preceding section, the principal

criteria for evaluating subject-specific writing on academic courses are

related to content and rhetorical structure, with content far more

important in faculty self-reports. For a SAP writing test, then, we would

expect to see content similarly having primary importance in raters'

judgements, and the study therefore begins there.

2.2.	 Rater content knowledge	 content effects Qn. scores

The main basis for the claim that N2Q1 (and by intention of parallel

design, SAPQ) is a SAP writing test is that the content is discipline-

pecific. Since raters will each know varying amounts about the content

of different questions, content effects will occur in how much appropriate

and accurate knowledge each rater brings to each answer. The degree of

importance ascribed to content in answers by the raters is an important

indicator of the extent to which the writing test is in fact discipline-

specific.

In this sub-section the transcript will be examined for evidence of

direct effects of raters' knowledge or lack of knowledge of the subject

matter (i.e., the factual information) required by the question or

contained in writers' answers on the way they respond to the writing.

Analysis of the transcripts shows few references to the content of

answers in terms of factual information.

The clearest case of response to content comes in response to the writing

of writer 3 (a Technology student later removed from the data set, and

not included in the analysis in Chapter 4). Extract 5.2.1 gives part of

the discussion of this answer: the full discussion is given in Appendix F:
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Extract 5.2.1: Writer No. 3

Rater B:

Rater C:

Rater A.

Rater D:

Rater B:

Rater C:
Rater B:

Rater .D:

Rater A:
Rater D:
Rater A:

Rater B:

I wondered too... it crossed my mind.., that perhaps
it's easier for these people who are lifting...
quite... impressive-sounding terms directly from the
text, you know... coefficients of various things... so
I tended to... then go for- a 7 on that... because it is
reasonably well-organised and it does directly answer
the question.
I found it difficult to assess for the reason that I
didn't fully understand the content. .. .1 feel it is a
lot easier to write this sort of. . . sophisticated
jargon...
that's a bit unfair, isn't it? I mean what do they
have to do then... if they're writing Technology.., to
be able to do an 8?
I do find it not so easy to judge things like.., the
theme, logical presentation... communicative
effectiveness (pause) ... particularly as one... in the
other ones tends to think in terms of the accuracy and
relevance of arguments whereas we can't tell... I
suspect, for example, in line 4 "tough" is not the
right word... I would've thought "brittle" is the right
word there...
I think there is a technical usage... I mean I find it
relatively easy to understand... because... I did do
science to A level and that makes it easier...
it sounds like a textbook to me...
but it does... I mean there are technical usages and I
think tough is.. .maybe.. .I'm not quite sure...
that makes it difficult for us to assess it. . . on the
basis of what I can... within those limitptions... I
gave it a 7... 1 agree that there are a number of...
particularly er... I mean, can you say "low hardness"
and "high hardness" - is that technical?
no
well, how do you know?
because I've taught ESP and... this area and I'm sure
that's not right...
I think it should be "low hardness value".

To varying degrees all the raters are in difficulty here, and they are

prepared to accept the fact of that difficulty to varying degrees. Rater

C is perhaps most honest in seeing the difficulty of making an accurate

assessment without full mastery of the content: however, he also seems

inclined to discount the importance of the specialist aspects of the
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answer, arguing that "sophisticated jargon" of this sort is "easier to

write", He remains fixed on the attempt to judge the language apart from

the content, and comments unfavourably on the cohesion. C's final band.

score is the lowest, at 6. 	 Rater P also admits to difficulty in making

a judgement, but relates this to other factors in his process of forming

a ,Judgement, emphasising the fact that he can't judge the relevance and

accuracy of the arguments in this answer. He comments humourously ".. the

fact that I understood it, I was so relieved that I gave him a 7", but has

in fact noted both some strong elements and some weaker ones which feed.

into his judgement. Rater B claims some expertise ("science A level") and

claims to find it "relatively easy to understand", but cannot give an

authoritative answer as to the correct technical meaning of 'tough'.

Rater B justifies his judgement of 7 as final band score by reference to

organisation and relevance, and does not bring out his awareness of some

content inaccuracies until rater P comments on 'tough' and 'brittle': it

would appear that his Judgement is little related to the level of content

accuracy but rather to other features of the answer and to his assessment

of task difficulty. Rater A is most positively affected by this answer

and defends it quite strongly, commenting that he found it "very clear";

in contrast to rater C, he does not notice the grammatical inaccuracies

until these are pointed out by other raters, but he does in response

lower his final band score to a 7. Rater A confidently asserts that 'low

hardness' and 'high hardness' are incorrect technical usage because "I've

taught ES? ... and I'm sure that's not right". In this situation, having

done A level science or taught ES? are claimed as expertise: clearly they

are not the kinds of expertise which a subject specialist would claim.

We are left, after examining this discussion closely, with the sense that

raters are in different ways attempting to discount or reduce the

importance of specialist knowledge, both in the answer and in the

repertoire of skills of a rater.
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In the next extract (Extract 5.2.2), raters discuss the content of writer

number 6's answer, but in a way which brings them closer to structural

considerations, particularly to argumentation, than to factual accuracy.

Extract 5.2.2: Writer Ito. 6

Rater B: ...it doesn't quite run smoothly from the question of
the character of the doctor into the.. . the pros and
cons...of.,.you know...fcr the advantages and
disadvantages . . . I thought that would need to be
better.. .generally very easy to understand...

Rater C: .. . didn't think he was a 'Very Good Writer'.., there are
occasional lapses in logic. . .1 didn't understand the
doctors. . . I mean.. . unless he thinks you meet more potty
porters than doctors, I don't know...

Rater Dr no - doctors make... potty people...
Rater C: that's what I mean. . . is that what happens?
Rater D: .. . make the jump.. . a logical jump...

We see the raters trying to reach an accommodation with the writer's

meaning here, to make it make sense. To do this, however, their concern

is clearly less with the factual information presented and more with

using their interpretive skills to get at the structure of the argument.

There is, however, a sense that they are all fairly positive about the

answer: this is one of only three answers on which all raters were

agreed, scoring it at final band 7.

The discussion of writer number 8's essay also touches on the truth value

of the content (Extract 5.2.3).

Extract 5.2.3: Writer No. 8

Rater D: .. . theme is straightforward enough... two paragraphs,
one illustrating why you need to have medical knowledge
being a doctor, and the other paragraph... the value of
being a nurse... or a paramedic... but there's not much
content...

Rater C: ... I thought the first two paragraphs were irrelevant
and unnecessary... in fact he's got the middle
paragraph wrong... he means carRnai.,. and that makes
(mumbles of agreement)... and that may be a slip, or
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maybe he's confused in what he's trying to say... I
don't think it's clear...

Rater A: ,..well.., he says... "It is essential to have a good
medical knowledge"...

Rater B: ... I think he's just missed out 'not'...

Ellipsis at the margin indicates part of the transcript has
been omitted.

The omission of 'not' is seem as a serious threat to the acceptability of

the answer, and the scores (raters A, B and C give final bands of 4 while

rater D gives 5) seem a little low for an answer of which rater B says

N .the message does come across... that they've understood the question...

and are attempting to answer it o . It would seem from this that content

must at least be Internally consistent, even If factual accuracy in an

absolute sense is not a criterion. From an analysis of these tape

recordings it does appear that raters were conforming to the advice in

the original version of the scoring procedure, retained in the second

version scoring procedure, that factual accuracy should be more or less

discounted as a scoring criterion.

Ye find passing references to factual content in the discussions of

writers 10, 14, 15, 17, 21 and 23, but these discussions focus more on

structural characteristics, especially on the quantity and quality of

support a writer brings to the argument being presented, and are

therefore considered in section 2.3.

2.3.	 Raters' responses tQ. argumentation

In the second version scoring procedure, using the Assessment Guide

(1985; 1986) 'argumentation' Is described as relating to a "meaningful and

Interesting anwer" (p. 3). Examination of the transcript indicated that

raters had two main concerns which fell Into this category: the kinds of

supporting ideas in terms of the details, examples and experiences the

writer used and how they were presented; and the relevance of those
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supporting ideas to the question asked. We shall look at these concerns

separately in the next two sub-sections.

2.3.1. Argumentation

In the first extract (Extract 5.2.4) from the discussion of writer number

21's answer, we see a large measure of agreement among the raters as to

how argumentation is functioning in the answer, making a central

contribution to the overall structure of the answer:

Extract 5.2.4: Writer No. 21

Rater A: 7 6-5,.. communicative quality.., seem to be some
strangenesses in the argumentation that er... things
such as... the idea that you're feeding a large
population in a small area... and it would take less
time to achieve... I didn't really understand why...
urn.., so 6 or 5... 'Competent' or 'Nodest'... and I
think I'd probably give him a 6...

Rater B: I think it's a 6 too... largely because... although it
appears that he's got it all neatly worked out and
planned with the... again, with the key words in the
right places... it's not, I think, worked out
systematically enough to warrant some sort of (...) I
mean there's... there's no details to that effect sort
of laid out... but still.., clearly very.., nicely
written strings in other parts... and.., an obvious
awareness of what structure should be...

Rater C: I agree... 6... hasn't quite mastered all the
techniques of structure... structuring for an essay anc
yet he's obviously halfway there... definitely a
competent writer...

The comment by rater A about "strangenesses in the argumentation" comes

close to being a content comment - indeed content and argumentation

cannot be entirely separated - but as the discussion unfolds it becomes

evident that the raters are prepared to accept the factual basis for the

argument the writer wishes to make, if it had only been "worked out more

systematically". All three raters (rater D was not present for the

scoring of this essay) awarded a final band of 6.
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In the next extract (Extract 5.2.5) from the discussion of the answer of

writer number 15, we see the raters seeking to negotiate whether the

answer is sufficiently well-argued to permit them to admit the relevance

of the supporting material the writer offers: that is, the material is or

is not relevant depending on the strength of the argumentation in the

answer.

Extract 5.2.5: Writer Ro. 15

Rater C: I thought it was reasonably well-presented.., it was
coherent... I didn't think there was an argument
running all the way through...

Rater B: I thought it was quite well structured, and I saw, in
terms of criterion argument... that he was using his
own ideas there... giving that little story... to
support his point of view...

Rater A: I didn't understand really.., what his message was.., I
thought the organisation, argument was not good... the
second paragraph seemed to me to be totally Irrelevant
(...) the logical structure of it was not very good for
me...

Rater D: I think.., he displays quite a reasonable... well quite
good... grasp of the language in... deploying his
argument ... bearing in mind it's a divergent type of
essay ... even if his example isn't really spot on I
think it's an attempt to integrate his experience with
the... theme of the thing...

Rater C: I'd have to be convinced that the language was more
importnt than the structure of the whole essay
which I think Is lacking..."

Rater A: Yeah I mean... Pd have to be convinced about the
relevance of this second paragraph... it seems to me
the argumentation is weak..."

Rater B: ... I think there's probably a sentence missing, to
make that and supporting the decision he's made
because what he's trying to say with that is that
er ... people in psychological experiments have thrown
up some very interesting effects on people who are in
prisons as inmates ... and for this reason it's very
interesting to get the point of view of a prisoner -
more interesting than somebody who's in... etc... so I
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mean... I suppose what I've done is... filled in a
logical gap there... but I think there .z a clear
structure which perhaps needed something in between to
support it. But I feel it	 relevant...

Rater C: ... I just found the... the supporting detail, if you
like, wildly irrelevant.,.

Rater A: Yeah .. that's right.., not well structured.
Rater D: I don't really see that there's that much of a gap...

Rater C finds the answer poorly argued although coherent, rater A not

only finds it poorly argued but is unable to follow the writer through

the thread of the discourse. The other two raters, B and D, do not have

a problem with the answer, recognising that the argument does not follow

a conventional academic English rhetorical pattern (rater D actually

refers to it as "divergent") but being tolerant of that fact. There is in

A and C's comments a sense of 'wrongness' about the discourse: what comes

through from B and D is a sense of 'difference'. These differences in

how raters are prepared to value the argumentation used are reflected in

the scores they assign: rater D scares this essay as band 7, as does

rater B. Rater C scores it band § and rater A band 5.

In Extract 5.2.6, taken from the discussion of writer number 10's essay,

we see the raters having problems arriving at a ,Judgement tf the

argumentation in the answer because of a mismatch between the quality

and the quantity of argumentation in the essay:

Extract 5.2.6: Writer No. 10

Rater A: ... I started off... it had a certain spurious
attraction... I started off with a 6-5-4 and then
actually looking through it, it seemed that there was
basically... you know, one reason repeated about three
times in different ways for why... she'd like to read
this book (he illustrates)... it's just the same thing
being repeated time and time again.., and for me...
logic and argumentation dropped it...
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Rater D:	 . . when I got to 'first' I was looking for 'second'..,
Rater A' Yeh... me too...
Rater D: .. . "for two main reasons, first".. . der. . . der.. . der... I

wondered whether 'moreover' was supposed to be
'second'...

Rater A: no. it wasn't...
Rater D: .. . but since it's the same point.., or virtually the

same point...
Rater A: yeah, and "the imain interesting point" is again the

first point...

Rater C' . . .1 know there's repetition but I mean it is... quite
well disguised and it's... she's expressed it
differently three times... this is every '0' level
candidate's dream.,.

Rater D: ... there might only kg one argument... it depends how
it's presented... but this is presenting one argument
as if was three...

Rater A: ... it's suggesting that there are more and then
promising what It doesn't deliver...

Rater B takes no part in this discussion, but in his initial input (refer

to Appendix F) gave no sign that he saw, or was troubled by, the

repetitive nature of the argumentation. The writer appears to have been

prompted by a sense of what was expected into a reduced version of the

classic five paragraph expository theme - introduction, three arguments

in three paragraphs, conclusion - but does not have the material to

follow this through. The raters' expectations are to a greater or lesser

extent aroused by the recognition of a familiar discourse structure;

raters A and D are clearly very troubled by the failure to "deliver";

rater C takes a more cynical approach, on the basis of the evidence

available to us rater B is prepared to see the answer as Nnot very well

structured" and leave it at that. Rater B does not alter his initial

judgement of 6; raters A and C give final bands of 5, while rater D

scores it 4.

The five-paragraph theme is hardly a discipline-specific discourse genre:

it is typically found in textbooks which teach expository writing for

multiple purposes. The genre is intensively taught in 'Freshman
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Composition' courses at American colleges and in '0' level courses in

British high schools (hence rater C's reference). It is, then, an

essentially GAP genre which evokes this reaction from the raters. This

observation of an expectation In the raters that answers will fall into a

conventional rhetorical structure of academic discourse recurs In the

discussion of the essay of writer number 7 (Extract 5.2.7):

Extract 5.2.7: Vrite.r No. 7

Rater B: .. .message is there but er... there's a... it lacks
consistency.:. and it lacks... a clear argument.., in
fact because it's sort of.. slightly circular in that
it starts off saying one thing and then says the
opposite by the end of the thing... and... not in a way
which is acceptable... not sort of 'on the one hand',
'on the other'...

Rater D: .. relatively easy to understand... with occasional
odd... sections.., he marshals a convincing number of
points in er... in favour... some overlap.., but er...
convincing...

Rater B has misinterpreted a point of content In the answer, and rater C

clears this up for him. Rater B's comments suggest that he is prepared

to accept a circular argument if it is conventionally marked, which in

turn suggests that he is valuing the conventions through which the

message is conveyed over the real value of the message itself. It also

shows how closely tied together argument and organisatlon are in the

rater's judgement.

2.3.2. Relevance

We saw in sub-section 1.2.4.2 that there are two kinds of reasons why an

answer may be irrelevant: the treatment of the 'stock answer' was changed

in the third version, as we saw in sub-section 1,3.6., and there was In

this sub-set of the data only one answer which some raters considered to

be a 'stock answer', one which was of so low a level it made little
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difference in terms of score assigned. Throughout these discussions,

raters make no reference to failures to understand the question or the

input text, although such failures may in fact lie behind some of the

answers and raters did not recognise this. The second kind of reason

includes the challenge to the question', which is dealt with in Chapter 6

and is not discussed here, although references to challenges appear in

the extracts which follow; it also includes cases when the candidate is

unable to answer the question.

We are left, then, with those discussions which simply acknowledge the

irrelevance of an answer or part of an answer without attempting to

addre s que tions of why it is irrelevant; and with those discussions

where raters do not agree about the admissibility of an answer. Extract

5.2.8, from writer number 5, is a good example of this:

Extract 5.2.8: Writer Wa. 5

Rater .D: . . . there is a problem of course in that he doesn't
answer the question

Rater B: LI wondered when you'd get to that...
Rater A	 (Thank you.. .precisely...

Rater B: jv4s a scientist how would y defend...
Rater A: How can you give him any mark at all? He hasn't

answered the question...

Rater A: well, I said it was irrelevant.., he didn't answer the
question at all... well I mean... whatever we give for
a totally irrelevant answer... which is what - 2 or 3?
("2") well, this is totally irrelevant.., doesn't
answer the question at any stage...

Rater D: well it's not entirely irrelevant in that it does
suggest or begin to suggest methods for reducing...

Rater	 but that's still not the point of the question...
Rater A: yes but he doesn't defend it... he's supposed to be

defending... t.hecontinued use of such potentially
harmful processes... on what basis, you know... that
you're benefiting mankind or you're...

Rater C: I gave it a 4 anyway... I didn't realise he hadn't
answered the question...
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We see that rater D was not disturbed by the failure of the writer to

select content for the answer which relates to the exact topic of the

question, and is prepared to consider the answer admissible, raters A and

B, however, react very strongly against it. Rater C was presumably not

disturbed by the Irrelevance since he had not noticed it; we do not know

why he rated the answer so much lower (4) since he takes no part in the

discu slon, which centres wholly around the issue of relevance. These

differences in the three raters' perceptions of the admissibility of the

answer are reflected In the scores assigned: rater D gives a final band

6, raters A and B give final bands of 4.

In the next extract (Extract 5.2 9) we observe an awareness on the part

of all raters that writer number 16, an architect, is trying to integrate

his own knowledge and expertise with the topic set him in the question,

but they differ in their willingness to accept his attempts as

admissible:

Extract 5.2.9: Writer No. 16

Rater A: He's saying... N1 don't really know very much about
this and I will look at it from my... point of view
which is that of an architect".. and he's desperately
trying to find something in there that he can hang his
architectural experience on to .. and he's managed that
quite ingeniously I think...

Rater B: I think his profession is,.. in the way it's been
worked in... is a little bit irrelevant.., well, it's
irrelevant I think.., because it is not, for me,
convincingly argued that... the things he wants to
know... are actually of interest to an architect... the
conditions, what prisons are there, and what kinds of
rooms there are.. is just not a convincing argument at
all

Rater C: ...it doesn't answer the question... no way could it
answer the question because.,, he doesn't say... he
chooses talking about architecture but he doesn't say
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why that is related to reading one book rather than the
other...

Rater D: I don't think we can say he hasn't answered the
question (...) I gave it a 5... the language is not bd
and... the question only says 'Choose one and give
reasons for your choice'... and he's given what seems
to me to be a very lucid although possibly ridiculous
to us reason...

Raters A and D accept that the writer has made some attempt, however

feeble, to answer the question from within his own disciplinary

knowledge, and give him credit for making the attempt even though it is

not very successful; raters B and C are not prepared to do so This is

reflected in scores of 5 from raters A and D, 4 from rater B and 3 from

rater C.

Other discussions of the relevance or irrelevance of answers occur,

notably concerning the essays of writers 8 and 15, both of which have

been extracted in earlier sub-sections. From all the occurrences, it

would seem that rater C is generally rather strict with irrelevance once

he recognises it, while rater D is quite lenient; raters B and A seem to

be more varied in their response from case to case.

2 4.	 Raters' responses ts. organisation

The Assessment Guide (1985;1986) characterises organisation as the

Niogical structure" of the answer and describes it in terms of cohesion

and coherence features and of paragraphing conventions. Xany of the

discussions link organisation and argumentation closely, as we saw with

extracts 6 and 7: this linking is also shown in the results of the

faculty survey described in Section 1, where faculty frequently coupled

coherence and cogency, or organisation and logical development.
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In Extract 5.2.10 we see that features of organisation are the primary

characteristics that raters are responding to in the writing of writer

number 11:

Extract 5.2,10' Writer No. 11

Rater B: Whatl'm worried about is that there's some suspect
logic.., in it... it's veiled... there's a certain...
neatness of things which makes you think there's a
logical structure 'cos they've in fact put in various
key words but... I don't think it's quite there (...
reads from Assessment Scale) "inadequate connectors and
cohesive features... in fact those are precisely the
bits that... are good...

Rater A: I - I got a message, but there was this sort of
vacillating message going through it... and I felt it
wasn't as organised .. as well organised as it could've
been... and there were... sort of... linguistic .. er
inaccuracies and appropriacies...

Rater D. . . .it's definitely a 5 as far as the message is
concerned (pause) and it doesn't qu,/te fall to a 4
(. .) but how far do you mark it down for linguistic
inaccuracies?

Rater A well according to the system you can't mark it down
very much for those inaccuracies. . you choose the
lower of the two bands you've gone with...

Rater B: I'm convinced it's because they've got these...
cohesive devices a lot...

Rater A: . . .they've been taught them...
Rater B: •..they've been taught them... you know, the 'in

conclusion' and the 'of course' and the 'on the other
band'... it sounds so well structured.., and yet I mean
in fact... I think it's slightly suspect...

Ve cannot help noticing that the raters are now finding fault with the

conventionalised rhetorical techniques the writer is using, when they

earlier (in discussing the essay by writers number 10 and 7) criticized

the writers for not displaying these conventional features It is

difficult, finally, to get a sense of what the raters want from a writer

in this regard. However, while the raters seem to be agreed that the

essay is somewhat difficult to score because it does not demonstrate an

even performance (in fact ) what came later to be known as a 'marked'
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profile), they are also agreed about the score, all scoring it a final

band 5.

In Extract 5.2.11 the issue is a little different. discussion centres on

changes in the level of performance of writer number 17 through the

essay rather than from criterion to criterion:

Extract 5.2,11. Vriter No. 17

Rater B: I started 4-5-6... 6 is out... it's not... it takes a
couple of readings, at least, for me... to get the
message properly (...) generally there is an
organisation there, and an argumentation.., urn... even
though it's slightly hard to work out... but I think it
fits quite well... Into what I would call a 5...

Rater C: I think it doesn't read very well.., on my first
reading I gave it a 4... I then read it again a bit
more carefully and decided that I would up it to a 5...
because of vocabulary and... possibility of structures,
even if they're not quite there... and the meaning
comes across...

Rater D: ... I can't give it more than a 4... it seems to me to
be... he sort of gets to the end of his... first
paragraph or whatever.., second paragraph, isn't it?..
actually third paragraph, isn't it - the way it's
written.., and he seems to have run out of steam, and 1
think that's it, I don't think you'd ever get any more
5 level.., steam out of him...

Rater A: . ..I still don't know what the message is... I'm
afraid... I... I mean... he starts off "the following
reasons" and... there mr no reasons...

While the raters never explicitly centre their discussion on organisation,

the sense in reading this extract is that a weak organisation is

intruding into their ability to negotiate the other difficulies they have

with the text. Rater C found it easier on subsequent readings, which in

itself suggests an opaque text structure; rater D's wrestling with the

number of paragraphs indicates that the paragraphing conventions do not

conform to his expectations based on his understanding of the conceptual

divisions of the answer. In their scores, raters seem to be divided as
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to whether a closer reading improves their perception or merely reveals

more problems: raters A and D award final bands of 4 while raters B and

C award final bands of 5.

There are other discussions of organisatlon, but in general these do not

occur in isolation from discussion of other criteria: examination of the

transcript does not suggest any features of organisatlon which we could

relate specifically either to discipline-specific characteristics of

organisatlon in writers' treatments of their answers to these questions,

or to raters' expectations of such characteristics in writers' responses.

We find only the references to typical cohesion markers found in

expository writing. We do not, then, find any evidence in the raters'

application of an 'organisation' criterion to suggest that they are

responding to this as a SAP writing test,

2.5.	 Effects i linguistic features n. raters' judgements

References to linguistic features are seeded throughout the discussions.

In some cases discussion of linguistic features seems to be central, but

more often linguistic features are mentioned as a stage in the Judgement

process. We observe a variation In whether linguistic features are

mentioned late in the explanation, to support a judgement about the

selection of one band rather than the other from a two-band range, or

whether they are mentioned early, presumably because linguistic aspects

of the answer played a fairly important role in leading the rater to a

certain band range. Use of linguistic characteristics in judgements in

the latter way conforms to the use faculty suggested they made of

linguistic criteria in some of the comments on the faculty survey

referred to in Section 1, and to the findings of Brldgeman and Carlson

(1983). The former use appears to run counter to reported research into

the criteria for judgements applied by subject specialists.
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Extracts 5.2.12(a) and 5.2.12 (b) are both from the discussion of writer

number 3, but show different approaches to a judgement:

Extract 5,2.12(a): Writer No, 3

Rater B: I started with 7-8-9... there are certain.., urn...
areas where... he hasn't used anaphora in the right
way, for example, or he - or she - ... hasn 't
included.., the two parts of the sentence there
should've been an 'also' to make it balance properly...
maybe the slip-up on 'reason' plural - this kind of
thIng... just a... number... of little things, though
otherwise... it reads very well... I wondered too... it
crossed my mind,., that perhaps it's easIer... for
these people who are lifting.., urn.., quite impressive-
sounding terms directly from the text, you know,
coefficients of various things... urn... so I tended
to... then go for a 7 on that... 'cos it is reasonably
well-organised and it does directly answer the
question...

We can reconstruct rater B's judgement process as a decision to narrow

the range to 7-8 on the basis of some flaws at the linguistic level,

followed by a further decision to select a final band 7 because of

reservations about difficulty level which were discussed in sectIon 2.2.

Rater A's approach to a decision on the same essay is different (Extract

5.2.12(b)):

Extract 5.2.12(b): Writer No. 3

Rater A: I think it is very clear., the message is very clear...
urn... it's well argued, there are some nice... er...
anaphoric, are they? references... "hence, aluminium";
"which has a low density"... and I ended up giving it
an 8...

Rater A does not tell us what three-band range he started with; however,

he clearly appoached the decision from the communicative end of the

spectrum of criteria, rating the answer very high on that basis, and then

found support for his decision as he moved to argumentation as a

criterion and finally to linguistic characteristics.
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We see in the discussion of writer number 13's essay (Extract 5.2.13) the

use of linguistic criteria to guide a choice of bands where the only

other apparent criterion raters are applying is length of sample:

Extract 5.2.13: Vriter No. 13

Rater B:

Rater C:

Rater A:

Rater B:

Rater A:
Rater B:
Rater C:
Rater D:

Rater A:

First of all there's really an inadequate sample,,, thE
second thing is that the first three lines which form
most of the thing seem to me to be a restatement of thE
question... and therefore the sample is reduced even
more... and the bit that then seems to be his own
production is extremely poor... says virtually nothing
and urn... with many inaccuracies
I thought about 4 for a while.., just because of the
length I think.., but on closer inspection it was not
worth it... a 3

it just... seems it's got better control of the
language than a 3 would suggest. . . urn... the message I
can work out very easily.., one or two mistakes but
certainly fewer than you would expect.. for a... you'd
expect more mistakes for a band 3..

"whether we know it, that processes are more or less
only dangerous for us... as if they are also helpful
and necessary"..
'ar if
"or if"... yes... "very urgently"
I honestly still don't know what he wants to say...
I think the only real error there... OK... 'h' missin

out of 'whether', not significant... "that processes"
as opposed to "those processes"... the rest of it is
unusual but makes sense... "are more or less dangerous
for us or if they are also helpful" - if you use a
different intonation.., it makes... not only, but
also... structure...
...he's... yeah...

In this case it is primarily on linguistic grounds that rater D assigns

band 5 and rater A band 4; raters B and C have the same reason but

different perceptions, and both assign band 3. Extract 5.2..14 shows a

different use of linguistic criteria in the discussion of writer number

19's essay:
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Extract 5.2.14: Vriter No. 19

Rater A: I should... because there are no or.,. I can't see
any... linguistic inaccuracies, caine up with a 9...
I'm very loathe to do this... so in fact I've given it
an 8... now I'm not sure that my reasons for not
giving it a 9 are very good ones but anyway that's my
(...) the message is very clear .. urn... the
argumentation is very clear... urn... and.., there are
no linguistic inaccuracies... I suppose by all accounts
it should be a 9, I'm giving it an 8.

Rater D: ... I probably di dn' t pick up on one or two basic
errors in it first time... I don't like the
beginning... I think the beginning is a very weak
beginning "First I wish to state".., I mean - why
didn't he just state It?... Secondly there's a
repetition, a serious repetition.., in that...
(inaudible) .. . we start off "The outcome of my choice
depends on what kind of material" and then just a bit
further down "Ny choice between them depends on
(inaudible) to study" . . . this seeme to.,. you know...
it really screws up that paragraph I think.., it's true
that the... the vocabulary and the... the language
the linguistic accuracy and so on is very good and so
on but er... basically from that point of view I think
it's seriously flawed in that first paragraph... so I'iz
not clear on themessage.. as clear as I could be...

Rater B: ... my reason for dropping from 9 to an 8 is that
really I would expect the conditional.

The situation here is the reverse of that in Extract 5.2 13, where

linguistic features were used to justify raising the score, the raters

appear to be applying very stringent criteria to the answer in justifying

their decisions not to assign a band 9, and in so doing appear to be

implicitly and at times explicitly disregarding the essay's linguistic

strengths.

We saw in the extract from the discussion of the essay of writer number

3 in the content section (2.2) that the use of specialist vocabulary was

dismissed as 'jargon' by most of the raters; the questions on M2Q1 offer

relatively few opportunities for specialist vocabulary, as we shall see in

Chapter 6. Specialist vocabulary would be the most obvious way in which

the answers would show discipline-specific linguistic characteristics;
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there does not seem to be anything in the discussion of linguistic

characteristics In the transcript to distinguish the criteria the raters

are applying to the scoring of these essays from the criteria they could

apply if they were rating GAP essays.

2.6.	 Evidence j influence j other variables

2.6.1. 'Nessage'

The expression 'message' recurs throughout the discussions, for example,

in No. 8 "the basic message comes through"; In No. 10 "it's very clear, I

think, to read... the message comes across; in No. 11 "it's definitely a 5

as far as the message Is concerned..."; in No. 12 "I get some message from

her but..."; in No. 15 "I didn't understand really., what his message

was..."; in No. 17 "... it takes a couple of readings, at least, far me... to

get the message properly..."; In No. 20 "I think there's a very

intermittent message here..."; in No. 23 "...it seemed to me that I was

getting the message (...) it was a bit difficult actually getting it

through" and from another rater on No. 23 "I can see the problems with It

but the message is clear...". Occurrences are many and often appear very

early, in the first rater's explanation of the reason for his score.

Raters begin with It and come back to It: it is possible fr one or two

raters to have 'got the message' and for others to have missed it. The

extract (Extract 5.2.15) from writer number 17, which begins well into

the discussion, illustrates this:

Extract 5.2.8: Writer No. 1?

Rater A: I... I still don't know what the message is... I'm
afraid. . I mean... he starts off "the following reasons"
and there	 no reasons... and this last paragraph I
just don't understand...

... (Raters C and B attempt to explain)

Rater A: I got the feeling that it was a challenge, but I
couldn't understand... I still don't understand... this
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bit below the crossing-out... I just... I don't know
what is happening there,

(further explanation and discussion)

Rater A: .. .but I mean the mere fact that we're actually having
to discuss what the message was... (yeah) .. . would
suggest to me that the message is not coming across toe
well...

(at the end of the discussion)
Rater A: I still find it very puzzling"

The term 'message' is used in the original 1(2 assessment scale which

raters were working with, at band levels 5, 4, 3, and 2. It also appears

in the description of 'communicative quality' as a criterion in the second

version Assessment Guide which these raters were piloting. It seems to

have struck a chord of some kind with them, to be a word which expresses

a range of responses which are important to them but perhaps difficult tc

characterise more precisely.

Although it has been included in the 'content' sub-section of this

section, 'message' is clearly composed not only of content but also of

structural and linguistic features. We often see it juxtaposed with other

criteria, for example, in No. 4 "I think the message comes over, but it is

so full of inaccuracies and... urn... mistakes...", in No. 6 "...message comes

through clearly.., nicely thought out and argued... it's got good

structure... there are few, if any, inaccuracies or Inappropriacles..."; in

No. 8 "the basic message comes through, but there's not a lot of er...

argumentation.., and I think then... the linguistic accuracy and

appropriacy pull it down even further,.."; in No. 16 "I don't have

difficulty working out the message... it's fairly clear.., there Isn't

Inaccurate vocabulary, really..."; in No. 19 "...the message Is very clear...

the argumentation is very clear.., there are no linguistic inaccuracies ..".

Taking all the occurrences and looking for the common thread, it would

seem that 'message' is used synonymously with 'communicative quality' as

this is defined in the second version Assessment Guide.
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Some insight into the meaning of 'message' to the raters may be gained

from a closer look at an extract from the writing of writer number 14

(Extract 5.2,16):

Extract 5.2.16: VriterNo. 14

Rater .D: I think I feel adamant on this... I don't see on what
you can base... more than a 2...

Rater A: well Pm sorry... I think there's an argument for
giving it a 5... as Rater B recognised...

Rater D: "theme" - there 	 no theme.., "logical" - what
logic?.., there isn't anything there...

Rater C: well I don't think it's true that, in 2, for example,
that "there is no real communication with the reader
having constant problems in making out any message"...

Rater A: no... you don't have constant problems to make out the
message..

Rater D: well there L no message... the message is only
started...

Rater A: well OK, but there's still a message... you can't say a
message is started...

(This discussion continued at length and concluded with an
agreement that the answer should be treated as an inadequate
sample.)

It would seem from this, and from all the other occurrences, that

'message' relates to the expectations each writer sets up in the reader in

the opening stages of the answer, and the extent to which she then

fulfils them. These expectations are different from writer to writer,

perhaps depending on some sense the rater gets of the promise of the

opening one or two sentences, and they are clearly different from rater

to rater for the same answer.
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2 6.2. Rhetorical structure and raters' responses to rhetorical transfer

We saw in Chapter 3 Section 4 that English academic prose discourse is

expected to conform to highly conventionalised rhetorical norms, and that

the expectations of the expository essay, especially the test essay, as a

genre are particularly strong. We may predict that such expectations

will be brought to a SAP writing test, and specifically to N2Q1, by

writers and readers who are fully initiated members of the discourse

community. We can expect raters of a SAP writing test to look for and to

value responses with a genre-specific rhetorical structure.

Further since, as we saw in Chapter 2,section 4.3, rhetorical structure

varies across languages and cultures, we may expect that some writers

will display other kinds of rhetorical structures. Different raters may

respond differently to the rhetorical structures displayed by writers

according to their experience as readers of the writing of other

rhetorical communities in general, and according to their personal

experience or lack of experience of the language and culture which

con titute the discourse community of each writer.

There are several instances in the transcript which suggest that raters

are responding to cross-cultural transfer The most striking is in the

case of writer number 15, a Japanese at an overall band 5 (Ifodest User),

part of which discussion appeared as Extract 5.2.5 above. The extract

indicates that two raters find the answer unsatisfactory, while rater B

finds it quite acceptable and is able to interpret it at some length for

the other raters. We know from research that Japanese, in oral narrative

(Clancy, 1980) and written discourse (Kojuiia and Kojlma, 1978; Hinds,

1983) are able to use referential choice and sentence-position of

referents to make their texts cohere in ways not available in English:

this is what makes haiku so difficult to translate. We can postulate

that such differences of coherence properties predispose, or at least

permit, a different rhetoric, Rater B has taught in Japan and speaks and
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jc	 bove intermediate Japanese. He actually said, later in the

discussion: "Is it a Japanese? Yes, I could've told you. I'm used to

knowing the Japanese ... certain cohesive gaps". He is aware that th

essay breaks the rules of academic discourse in English, but is able to

read it as if it did not. Rater D, the most experienced of the raters, is

also sympathetic to this piece of writing.

Another instance occurs in the discussion of the answer by writer number

23, an Indian at an overall band 9 (Expert User), as shown in Extract

5.2.17.

Extract 5.2.17: Writer lumber 23

Rater B: "I found it ... just going on and on and not coming to
a ni ely rounded proposition or whatever.., so .1 found
it difficult to understand and I think it's on the
communicative level..."

Rater C: "... the vocabulary is very impressive at first... you
think he's saying something and... I don't think lie
is!"

Rater D: "The structure is pompous but it's clear ... it gives
you the advantages first and then the disadvantages.
The vocabulary is a bit ... over-expressive, but I
don't think you can penalise that (...) it's unfair to
penalise him on the type of vocabulary he uses (...)
the message is clear, if tendentious ."

Rater A: .. . "the argumentation, the organisation, was a bit
obscure at times, it was a bit difficult actually
getting it through ... He clearly has a nice grasp of
the language..."

Rater D: "Most raters would probably be seduced like I have been
... by the bombast.."

Rater C: Well - that Just put me off entirely. I thought,
anybody who can write that sort of thing. .."

Rater 1?: "But that's just a cultural thing..."
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The discussion seems to focus on two areas: the way the language is used

at the lexical and syntactic levels, with long, complex sentences and

what is often called 'flowery' vocabulary; and the structure of the

argument. As the extract shows, rater B finds it difficult to understand;

rater C agrees; rater A approves of the language but has difficulty with
the argument; rater C finds it perfectly clear, and in fact reconstructs

it for the other raters, but has ambiguous feelings about the language.

Raters A and D (who both have a background of Classics) respond most

favourably to the language the writer uses, rater A considering that the

writer has a "nice grasp" of the language, and rater D being "seduced" by

it. However, rater A, who has not had significant exposure to students

using Indian English (by which is meant the languages of the sub-

continent rather than any specific language) has problems with the

argument, whereas rater D, who has taught in the sub-continent, does not.

Although no mention is made of the writer's linguistic or cultural

background in the discussion, there is a sense that some at least of the

raters have it pinpointed, rater D says "...1 think in the context in

which they're working . where doctors are often very much detached from

what actually goes on there. ..prehaps he's emphasising the "able to

explain", that is, that you've got the touch of the common people... but

it's obscure, isn't it?"

Kachru (1983) discusses Hindi rhetorical structure and gives examples

which seem to share the highly embellished character of the advanced

level writing of the writer in extract 5.2.17. Kachru does not comment

on this apparent embellishment but she does discuss some major syntactic

differences between English and Hindi, pointing out that Hindi may appear

to have a more nominal style than English, and she says:

Indian English texts present difficulties to a native
speaker of English because of deviant coherence (e.g.,
paragraph structure) as well as cohesive strategies (e.g.,
use of tenses, linkers, lexical sets). The Hindi texts
present the same kinds of difficulties to a native speaker
attempting to learn Hindi.	 An increased awareness of
different strategies of coherence and cohesion would
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certainly facilitate interpretation of texts in a second
language or variety. (65)

The full discussion of this answer makes clear the distaste that raters B

and C have for the level of diction, the 'flowery' language. Although

rater D accepts that his initial favourable reaction is Inappropriate

when challenged by B and C, he appears to continue to feel that the

rhetorical structure is not only there, it is there in essentially the

same form as it would be in standard (academic) English. He is able to

see that the intrusive diction is just "a cultural thing". Rater D scored

the essay as a band 7, rater B scored It band 6 and rater A band 5; rater

C scored it band 4.

And finally, an example from the answer of a Chinese writer, writer

number 4, whose overall ELTS score was band 4 (Limited User).

Extract 5.2.18.: Writer No. 4

Rater D: . . . it's long enough for a 5 (laughing)... but short
points.., if you ignore the numbers you see. . there's
no connection between the sentences...

Rater A: no... but that numbering is a way of doing it... I meai
we don't disqualify people for doing it... very nice...

Rater C: ... it's a study skill, isn't it... if it impresses
people so that they don't actually look at the internal
logic there...

Rater A: yeah... you can't knock that...
Rater D: well, you can knock it... it isn't... it isn't.,. I

mean this is note form you don't use numbers in an...
Rater A:	 (interrupts) it's not note

form
Rater D: it is,.. you don't use numbers in a connected writing

exercise...
Rater A: I do all the time

The answer is an example of a phenomenon familiar to many who have

taught EAP (English for Academic Purposes): the "pre-sessional overlay".

Having been introduced to conventional English academic discourse and

exhorted as to its Importance in the university setting they are entering,

learners at the early stages of assimilating it often adopt the surface
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features of the genre without having internalised the underlying logical

structure the surface markers normally carry, resulting in a veneer of

conventionality over discourse which is deviant in the genre.

Raters A and D disagree quite strongly about whether this veneer of

English academic rhetoric (if numbering and laying out points on separate

lines may be so named) has any value. Note that they do not disagree

about whether the underlying appropriate rhetorical structure exists. they

agree that it doesn't. But rater D suddenly reveals himself as a purist:

tolerant of alternative rhetorical structures in other essays, he can't

accept this 'playing the system'. Rater A takes a more pragmatic

approach: "it's a way of doing it". This disagreement expressed itself in

a markedly lower score from rater D than from rater A. Rater D assigned

a band 3, raters B and C band 4, and rater A band 5.

Rater D had already shown that he objected to a superficial veneer of

rhetori al convention over a discourse structure which did not have the

internal iogi which such conventions normally convey, in the discussion

of writer number li's answer (Extract 5.2.10). We have already seen that

raters do expect conventional rhetorical structure and comment on its

absence ( ee also the discussion of extracts 5.2.6 and 5.2.7): it would

appear from the limited data here that they want it more than skin-deep

2.6.3. Length

While length wa clearly another variable which was strongly influencing

raters during the e discussions, the problem of what constitutes an

Madequate sample" was settled as a result of them. In the third version

scoring proce4ure raters are told that a length of 60 words Is a minimum,

and that quoted or p].agiarised material from the input text should not be

counted in the candidate's word total.
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2.7	 'SAP' raters in. action?

The extracts in this section, and the full transcripts in Appendix F,

reveal little to suggest that when raters are rating M2Q1 they see

themselves as SAP raters. There is nothing to suggest that what they

look for varies across Modules even at the content level in any but the

most unavoidable way. The discussions suggest that raters are applying

criteria of academic discourse of a general nature, I e., that M2Q1 as

rated is a GAP writing test. These criteria were set up for them by the

scoring procedure, it is true, but they seem to apply them with a

naturalness and ease which suggests they have construct validity in terms

of what raters who are language specialists do when rating essays on

topics from a range of subject areas. The problem is that this is

clearly not what subject specialist faculty do when rating written work

by students in their courses. In this regard language specialist raters

resemble the undergraduate English faculty in Bridgeman and Carlson's

(1983) study, who placed evaluation criteria for written work in the

following order of importance:

1. paper organization
2. development of ideas
3. paragraph organization

4. 5 addresses topic
overall writing

6. sentence structure
7. ( appropriate to audience

(assignment requirements
9. quality of content
10. vocabulary usage
11. punctuation/spelling
12. vocabulary size

In contrast, placement of evaluation criteria by a combination of faculty

from departments of civil engiieering, electrical engineering, psychology,

chemistry and computer science was in this, very different, order:
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1. quality of content
2. assignment requirements
3. addresses topic
4. development of ideas
5. paper organization

6. f overall writing
C vocabulary usage

8.	 paragraph organization
sentence structure

10. punctuation/spelling
11. vocabulary size

(there was wide disagreement among faculty across
departments about the importance of appropriateness to
audience, psychology ranking it with paper organization,
electrical engineering with overall writing and vocabulary
usage, and chemical engineering, chemistry and computer
science with paragraph organization and sentence
structure).

Content is placed ninth by English faculty and first by faculty in other

subjects: our raters in this ethnographic study are behaving like the

English faculty, and are clearly not 'SAP' raters as far as content is

concerned. The importance given to vocabulary usage also differs

considerably, and once again this study suggests that the raters here are

behaving more like the English faculty than like the faculty in other

subjects.

Faculty in other subjects consistently placed criteria of content and

relevance (assignment requirements; addresses topic) ahead of paper

organization and development of ideas, while for English faculty these

were the primary criteria. The ethnographic study shows that the raters

refer frequently and early to qualities of organization and argumentation

(development of ideas) in evaluating the X2Q1 essays, and that questions

of relevance/irrelevance are the most problematic in making score

decisions. Here also what raters do seem to be more like Bridgeman and

Carison's English faculty than like faculty in other subjects. The only

criteria on which the two types of faculty agree are punctuation/spelling
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and vocabulary size, ranked last by both groups: the raters in the

ethnographic study appear to concur in this.

It would appear that this in-depth study of how raters are rating and

what they are valuing has been unable to identify any discipline-specific

features or values in their decision-niaking processes. We have not

observed SAP raters in action, but rather, GAP raters in action.
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TASK VARIABLES AID YRITER VARIABLES

rt was found in the empirical investigation that although the two SAP

tests were significantly correlated for the group as a whole and for all

Modules except Medicine, in four of five Modules they failed to meet the

equivalence criterion of r .8O. Also, in four of five Modules the two

SAP tests did not share more variance with each other than with the GAP

test.

We shall in this chapter attempt to understand the task variables which

are operating in the M2Q1, SAPQ and GAPQ questions, and which may be

preventing the three writing tests from maintaining a stable set of

relationships. There are in this chapter two aspects to the continuing

search for 'SAPness' in a writing test: (1) What is a SAP writing test

task, and how shall we recognise and replicate it? (2) What is a SAP

response from a writer and bow shall we recognise it? We will approach

this study through a close reading of writers' responses to the three

tests, seeking indications from within answers of what it is that writers

are responding to in each task. We will also attempt to understand

something about the writers and the kinds of knowledge, skills and

expectations they bring to these tests The two aspects are interwoven

through the chapter so that the essential chemistry of the relationship

between the task and the writer's response can be continually stressed.

The chapter closes with an attempt to establish a system of task

analysis which can characterize task variables and their relationships,

identifying the task variables which contribute most to the SAPness or

GAPness of a task, and the task variables which contribute most to close

relationships between tasks.
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1.	 ThE. WRITING TEST AS. . CO1OUNICATIVE AJ:

Houghton (1984) characterises the formal academic essay as "a kind of

game in which the writer, according to the extent to which he or she is

familiar with the rules and is able to use them, seeks to satisfy the

demands of the reader/marker." (p. 47). This is equally true of the

formal academic e say test, which is a game with rules at the linguistic,

rhetorical, discoursal and pragmatic levels. Ostensibly the purpose of

this game, or communicative act, is to convey content. this may be the

actual purpose in the case of the true content area essay, in which a

faculty member requires an apprentice member of that disciplinary

community to display the extent to which she has acquired control of the

sh red knowledge of the community. When the actual purpose is to display

the extent to which the writer has acquired control of the tools of

communication within the disciplinary culture without having an authentic

me-'sage to convey, there is a real disjunction between apparent and true

purpo e. A question which we shall ask ourselves throughout this chapter

is whether the disjunction is exacerbated or minimised by- the use of SAP

tasks as opposed to GAP tasks

1.1,	 Ih writing tt . discourse

A writing test is, by its nature, a discontinuous discourse. In discourse

analytic terms (Coulthard & Ashby, 1975) we can think of any writing

test as a discourse exchange where the expected sequence is.

Figure 6.1.1

I NIT I AT I ON
	

( the essay question)

RESPONSE
	

( the student's essay)

FOLLOW UP
	

(= the assessing of the essay)
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An Important difference between SAP/GAP (ESP/EAP) writing tests and tests

in academic subjects which require essay answers is that in the SAP/GAP

writing test each 'move' in the discourse exchange Is made by a different

person, that is, it Is a three-way exchange, whereas the subject

specialist essay test is more likely to be a two-way exchange, as shown

in Figure 6.1.2.:

Figure 6.1.2

I N IT I All ON

RESPONSE

1.
FOLLOW-UP

SAP/GAP	 Subject Specialism

test constructor (P1)	 academic supervisor(P1)

student (P2)
	

student (P2)

language tutor (P3)
	

academic supervisor (P1)

Sinclair (1983) adds to the discourse exchange a move he calls the

challenge, a term used by Labov and Fanshel (1977) in describing a

discourse function in sociological, psychological terms. The addition of

this move to the discourse exchange significantly expands the discourse

structure (Figure 6.1.3):

Figure 6.1.3

INITIATION

RESPONSE
	

CHALLENGE

FOLLO
	

CHALLENGE	 FOLL
	

CHALLENGE

The question answerer, as a participant In a discourse, albeit a

discontinuous one, always has two options open: the predicted, or

unmarked response ('response'), or the unpredicted, marked response

('challenge'). Challenges may be unconscious (that is, the writer may be

unaware that she has replaced the response expected by the initiator with

an unexpected response); or they may be conscious. As Figure 6.1.3.
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shows, a challenge which replaces a response can be either followed up as

if it were an unmarked response, or it can be challenged in turn. This

set of possibilities is discussed in sub-section 2.2.

1 2.	 Lh writing tt . . task in/for u.n. academic setting

As we saw in Chapter 2, Section 3.4, there has been to date surprisingly

little research into writing test tasks and rubrics, and the variables

within and among them. Surprisingly, because in all writing tests the

task is a formal statement of what the student is required to do. If it

is negotiable, It is only negotiable within strict parameters. The

writing sample produced by the student will therefore be profoundly

affected by the task. Ruth and Murphy (forthcoming) say:

Vz-iting tasks themselves have rarely been treated as objects a
inquiry; thus, we have almost no literature on the ways writin
tasks function as instruments of inquiry in either assessmen
or research. (ms. P. 420)

We have only a small number of context-bound studies (eg., Chaplen, 1970;

Jordan & Mackay, 1973, Kroll, 1979; Johns, 1981; Horowitz, 1986), and the

studies of a larger number of institutions by Weir (1983) in Britain and

Brldgeman and Carison (1983) in the United States to inform the design

of writing tests In academic settings. While there was a detailed needs

analysis behind Gi, G2 and Ml, M2 was designed without any needs

analysis specifically focussed on what students actually need to do when

writing in academic contexts. Bridgeman and Carison (op cit) asked

faculty across university departments to rate types of task in terms of

topic type, and found no single topic type that was universally approved.

Tasks requiring testees to describe and interpret a chart or graph were

preferred by more departments than any other, but were not favoured by

undergraduate English departments or MBA programmes. Undergraduate

English departments preferred topics requiring testees to compare or

contrast, and take a position, but this topic type was not favoured by

engineering and chemistry departments. The Bridgeman and Carlson
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analysis does not include a detailed task analysis, nor do they propose

such a procedure, Weir's (op cit) detailed observations in a range of

academic settings revealed too little consistency across settings to

enable the observational data to be used as the basis for the design of

disciplinebased writing test tasks.

This researcher carried out a small survey of faculty at the University

of Edinburgh, briefly discussed in Chapter 5, Section 1, to investigate

the design parameters faculty have in mind when preparing tests in

writing in their own discipline, and the criteria they use when scoring

the writing produced by the postgraduate writers on their courses.

48 faculty members, across all disciplinary areas, all of whom had a good

deal of experience teaching overseas postgraduate students in their

discipline, were invited to a respond to a questionnaire (reproduced as

Appendix H). Responses were received from 24, i.e., 50% The results of

the survey are discussed in detail in Hamp-Lyons (forthcoming), but are

summarized here.

First, the results show that even in maths and 'non-language' courses

some writing is necessary: only one of the 24 respondents said writing is

never used in the whole course. The results also show that all modes of

writing are required with some frequency; and that 50% of respondents use

writing for 75% or more of their examination requirement, while 20% said

33% or less of the examination requirement involves writing.

Asked about the design factors they consider when preparing tasks using

writing, faculty produced 23 different substantive responses.

Fortunately, however, there were multiple responses and thus some -

instances of agreement among faculty. The frequently cited criterion,

with 13 variously worded responses, was the avoidance of ambiguity.

Other responses included 'questions which are realistic in the time

available ' (5); 'letting students show the ability to apply what they
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have learned' (4); and 'covering a balance of the course' (3). There were

47 responses altogether, suggesting that the average faculty member has

only 2 or fewer substantive design criteria for tests in writing.

Faculty descriptions of their scoring criteria emphasize the role played

by content in score decisions. Because the items were open ended, it was

not possible to place the criteria listed by faculty in a priority order,

but 49 references relating to 'content' occur, as do 29 occurrences of

'rhetorical' criteria, as detailed in Chapter 5, Section 1. The only other

criteria stated by faculty were 'linguistic' (total of 6 responses);

'stylistic' (total of 3) and 'subject specific' (e.g., "correct solution

method" (1); quantitative argument" (1); originality (1: Literature): total

of 5).

This small study suggests that, while faculty typically do not

consciously articulate their design and scoring criteria, they are able to

do so to at least some extent when called upon. Further, the responses

when totalled reveal a fair measure of agreement as to what is important

in design - disanibiguatlon - and in scoring - content - even if faculty

are not well able to describe what these criteria look like.

In this chapter, when considering the two SAP writing tests for construct

validity and indeed for operational validity, these two requirements -

clarity and focus on content - will be borne in mind.

2.	 WRITERS' RESPONSES REVEAL TASK VARIABLES

In the investigation of task variables through writers' responses which

follows, a 'task' is defined as the total input available to the writer, A

task consists of: (1) the instructions as to what Is being valued, time

available, etc., known as the 'rubric'; (2) the materials upon which an

answer is to be based, if any (written text, picture, non-linear text,
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taped material, etc.) referred to as the 'resources'; (3) the statement of

the "agenda" for an answer, known as the 'question'.

We saw in Chapter 2, Section 3 that our present level of understanding of

task variables is very limited. Although some parameters for examining

task variables have been suggested, there are some major differences

between parameters suggested by different investigators. There have been

too few studies to permit any confident prediction of the relative effects

of different task variables, or of manipulation of variables, and none of

these have taken place In contexts similar to the comparison of SAP and

GAP writing tests which is the concern of this study.

Therefore, in the investigation which follows, the movement is from what

writers actually did in their responses, and towards a characterization

of the features of the task which caused them to do what they did. The

observation of writers as a method of describing task variables entails

attention to 'marked' responses, and two categories of marked responses

will be studied.

2.1.	 Incompetence

In pragmatic terms a writing test is a highly restricted social act

within a closed system of knowledge and beliefs, and an academic writing

test, even more so a specific academic writing test, functions within an

even narrower system of knowledge and beliefs. However, because of the

discontinuity of the discourse it is not possible to know whether the

same set of knowledge and beliefs is shared by all participants in the

discourse exchange.

Many overseas applicants to British universities and universities In

other English-speaking countries have very limited exposure to the

academic culture shared by these countries and are quite unaware of the

social context and expectations within which their writing tests are set.
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Many of them are accustomed to an educational system where testing in

academic settings is carried out entirely through multiple choice tests

or through oral examination. They may lack any test-taking skills for a

written test, and are therefore handicapped in the pragmatic component

of their linguistic ability. They may lack the necessary competence to

take note of the messages sent by the elements of a writing test task.

Further, it may be that the setters of writing test questions are

themselves not conscious of the messages they are sending out, or of the

fact that they have failed to convey exactly their intended 'message'.

Investigation of testee responses in the database used for the empirical

investigation in Chapter 4 revealed occurrences of what is referred to

here as 'incompetence' (in the non-pejorative sense of 'lack of

competence'), relating to each of the three elements of the writing test

task, These are: misinterpretation of the question; misinterpretation or

misuse of the resources; misinterpretation of the rubric. There are, in

addition, occurrences of general pragmatic incompetence which relate to

underlying assumptions and values brought to the test by the initiator

and the assessor but not shared by the -student respondent.

2.1.1. Misinterpretation of the question

Misunderstanding of the question appears to arise mainly as a result of

failure to comprehend specific vocabulary items in the question. In the

GAPQ question, for example, the word 'sin' is central; a number of testees

clearly did not understand the word, or understood it only vaguely. Some

of them deduced the meaning from the context, but deduced incorrectly, as

did writer number 121 (Extract 6.2.1.):

Extract 6.2.1.: Vriter No. 121

I think that there is good and bad in every one is the most
serious sin mentioned in the text. I think that is true
because we can see some body one day is very nice and very
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friendly person but one day you might find him in a very bad
hapit. The person himself is some time devil.

The kind, of vocabulary items which result in misunderstanding of the

question are not only content/concept vocabulary, but also 'strategic'

vocabulary, as shown in the following extract from writer number 42's

answer to the SAPQ (SS) question (Extract 6.2,2.) in which the writer,

asked to describe the effects of the fall in death rates describes

instead the causes.

Extract 6.2.2.: Writer No. 42

It is seen that in Britain and Western Europe, the expectation
of life is about 70 years.	 This is mainly due to the
development in medical knowledge and sanitation system. A
second factor involved is the benefit of advanced agriculture
and industry which gave a better standard of living. . * . At the
end it is concluded that application of scientific and medical
advances has resulted in the death control in Western Europe.

Misinterpretation of the question appears to occur unevenly across the

questions in this database. GAPQ was quite often misinterpreted, usually

due to unfamiliarity with the vocabulary item 'sin'. The M2Q1 LS question

was often misinterpreted: the input text is about the 'green revolution',

and the question opens with a reference to the green revolution, but the

core of the question asks testees to write about "modern farming

methods". Many writers did not take note of the distinction, and wrote

about the green revolution (see, for example, 1k2Q1 No.15 in Appendix	 ).

None of the other questions appeared to generate consistent

misinterpretations.

2.1.2. MisInterpretation or misuse of the resources

Resources are provided to give testees something to write about and to

support them in their structuring of an answer. It can happen, however,

that the resources are themselves misunderstood and instead of being a
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support are in fact a cause of an irrelevant or untrue answer. Writer

number 53 responded to the GAPQ question with reference to 'adultery',

which appeared in the input text in the following context: "Britons rated

the prohibitions on adultery and coveting thy neighbour's wife higher

than did any other nation." This writer, however, who in the SAP

questions took the Life Sciences Module, interpreted 'adultery' as

'adulteration' (Extract 6.2.3.):

Extract 6.2.3.: Writer No. 53

Adultery has a bad effect in population. For example if
any body adulterated any food it can cause serious illness, can
produce disease, even can cause death of many people at a time,

Not only food, adulteration can also done in chemicals,
building materials, cosmetics and other useable commodities.

So, it should now be clear to everyone that a sin like
adultering has got a worst effect on population.

Writer number 80 found the SAPQ test input text for the GA Module too

long and difficult, judging by the fact that she never became aware of

the text's movement from apparent good effects to actual bad effects of

the 'green revolution' in India (Extract 6.2.4.):

Extract 6.2,4.: Writer Na. 74

The idea of the green revolution ws embraced enthusiastically
by the New Delhi government and the number of the number of the
hungry Indians was increasing remorselessly.
The 1965 Indian 5 year plan swung alot of money from the
government. And in 1970/71 green revolution reached its
highwater in India and it helped alot of people to eat and to
not be hangry becuse it is cheap and the have less money to buy
it

Most of what this writer produces is plagiarised from the text, and from

the early part of the text. The student does not demonstrate

understanding or even reading of the later part of the input text.

Plagiarism occurs frequently in answers and is the main misuse of

resources. Many cultures not only do not share the strict anti-
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plagiarism stance of western academic culture, but may even value the

selective use of the exact words of respected authorities. The provision

of text as a resource may suggest that such use of the material in it is

acceptable, despite the rubric instruction to the contrary. We shall

exarnine, elative frequency of occurrence of plagiarism in sub-section

2.1,4,

The resources of certain tasks seemed to generate more misinterpretation

than others: there were frequent instances of writers unable to "read" a

bibliography, so that they did not know whether a source was a book or

an article, which was the author's first or family name, etc. But mare

significant misinterpretations occurred in the case of !2Q1 1(E, where

many writers failed to understand the relationships drawn in the input

text between the experience a trainee doctor can get from working as a

paramedic and the benefit this experience offers to them as doctors in

training, presenting a very anecdotal response rather than the reasoned

one which the question/resources combination made possible and preferable

(see, for example, H2Q1 No.116 in Appendix I). Probably because of the

misinterpretation of the term 'sin' in the question, GAPQ generated a

number of misinterpretations of resources. It seemed that writers, as

readers, approached the input text with a preconception of what 'sin' was

and what data they were looking for, and found enough references in the

text that fit their expectations so that they did not need to go back and

reinterpret the question. Writers seemed to find the resources f or SAPQ

SS difficult to interpret, probably because the input text was quite long

and not a great deal of it was relevant to an answer to the question: as

we shall see below, SAPQ SS generated short answers, and part of the

explanation for that may be found here. Although all resources were

misinterpreted by some writers no others suffered a consistent,

significant misinterpretation.
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2.1.3. Nisinterpretation of the rubric

The most significant misinterpretation of the rubric on any of these

three tests occurred on 1(2Q1, where students failed to take note of the

information that they should spend 25 of their total 40 minutes on Qi,

and instead spent more time on Q2 than Qi. Because of the scoring

system used for 1(2 from 1980 to 1985, this resulted in very low scores

for those students. This is not something which can be accounted for in

interpreting the data, but it does suggest a note of caution for future

test design.

Another type of incompetence relating to the rubric was plagiarism, which

occurred on all three tests but was least noticeable on GAPQ. The

culturally different interpretations of the meaning of plagiarism, and of

the value of the 'expert' statement as opposed to a student

reinterpretation and rephrasing, seem to be so powerful that it overrides

the writer's reading of the rubric, For many writers, the existence of an

input text and the direct reference to it ("Refer to pp x - x in your

Source Booklet.") is construed as an invitation to repeat the ideas and

the language of that text. It would appear that a rubric which says

this, and also says "If you use information from the Source Booklet, put

it in your own words.", is sending a conflicting message, the exact

interpretation of which is outside the present pragmatic competence of

many student writers.

A problem occurred on GAPQ, which was not exactly a rubric

misinterpretation, but rather one of test layout, which combined with

writing test incompetence to lead some writers astray. GAPQ was set out

with the rubric at the top of the paper, then the input text, then the

question (Appendix A3), leaving blank about 27Q of the front of the sheet.

The rubric states: "Read the text below and then answer the question

under it." The meaning here is 'the question which is under it', but a

number of writers interpreted this as meaning 'the answer must be under
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it' and wrote on the front, and only the front, of the sheet. Although an

estimation of the relative length of answers does not suggest that GAPQ

answers are shorter In general then M2Q1 answers, some of which were

very short, and while the reading of these answers does not suggest that

they are left Incomplete, the possibility that this layout flaw affected

scores remains.

2.1.4. Pragmatic Incompetence

'Pragmatic incompetence' refers to instances where writers show

themselves to be unaware of some fundamental behaviours expected of

writers in western academic culture, lacking a certain "test wiseness"

that all students educated within the culture acquire, certainly by the

postgraduate level upon which this investigation is focussed. Some of

these fundamental expectations are overtly marked in the test rubric:

others are not.

2.1.4.1.	 Plagiarism

We have discussed plagiarism both as a misuse of the resources and as a

misinterpretation of the rubric. Plagiarism is a major category of

pragmatic incompetence, where initiator and assessor share a set of

cultural values that are not shared by many student writers from other

cultures. Discussion of the transcript of the piloting of the 1(2

Assessment Guide in Chapter 5 revealed cases where writers had

plaglarised, and where raters reacted more or less strongly to their

doing so. While raters with wide experience of the resource-based

writing of non-English speaking students learn to be mare understanding

of plagiarism, the problem it creates is that the rater does not know how

to value what the student has written either as content or as rhetoric.

Occurrences of plagiarism in this database suggest that it is more likely

to occur when the question is closely related to the text structure of the
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input text, or when the writer is personally unfamiliar with the subject

matter, or when she is unengaged by it. Thus GAPQ generated few

occurrences of plagiarism other than of isolated phrases because the

question did not follow the text structure; M2Q1 GA/SS also generated

little plagiarism, since the input was not a text In the usual sense but

an annotated bibliography. M2Q1 LS, on the other hand, generated quite a

lot of plagiarism, as did M2Q1 ME. M2Q1 PS was related to a detailed

table rather than a linear text, and writers were able to use much of the

terminology from the table, although there was no continuous prose they

could plagiarise. As we saw in Chapter 5, raters were suspicious as to

whether writers were being helped by the amount of useable vocabulary

and structure provided by the resources, and tended to rate more harshly.

On SAPQ, the GA question seemed to encourage plagiarism but of

appropriate material, while the LS question seemed to encourage

inappropriate plagiarism (it appears to be a convention of academic

discourse that plagiarism, once recognised, is penalised equally whether

or not it has been well done). The SS question appeared to allow both

appropriate and inappropriate plagiarism, because there was so much

material in the input text, some relevant and some not. The ME question,

like M2Q1 GA/SS referred to a bibliography and so plagiarism was not

possible: the PS question was rather minimally related to the input text

and again plagiarism was not an option.

2.1.4.2.	 Length

We saw in Chapter 5 a discussion by raters of what constitutes an

'adequate sample', and we learned of the decision that this would be

defined as at least 60 words. In the version of X2Q1 used in this

database, however, the rubric states SI .write 15 to 20 lines". Some

writers wrote much less than this, or much more. Those who wrote less

rarely received scores which would indicate competence (i.e., 5 or above):

others wrote much more and typically received much higher scores. We

saw in Chapter 2 , 	 ion 3 that length is very often found to be a
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significant factor in explaining scores, and although no statistical study

has been made of the effect of length in this corpus, the overall

impression of reading answers over and over and looking at their scores

is that something similar is happening. To write less than the minimum

stated by the rubric is pragmatically incompetent.

Examination of answers suggests that GAPQ generates a wide range of

answer lengths. M2Q1 GA generates rather short answers: however, when

the same question is answered by 55 students the answers seem to be much

longer. M2Q1 LS and XE generate long answers while PS generates answers

of moderate length. SAPQ GA, which is on the same topic as X2Q1 LS but

a different text, also generated long answers; LS and XE generated long

answers while SS generated short answers and PS generated aniswers of

moderate length.

2.1,4.3.	 Covert expectations

Both plagiarism and length are overt expectations: requirements were

clearly stated in the rubric. In N2Q1, and in GAPQ and SAPQ due to their

design basis in the parameters of M2Q1, however, certain key expectations

of an academic/ specific academic writing test task remain unstated.

Jo audience is stated for any of the tests: it is assumed that writers

have some sense of the context of the test and create an audience for

themselves. Although it has been popular to assume that it is necessary

to state an audience for a writing test because of the evidence that

writers write at different levels according to the audience specification,

we are beginning to understand that careful audience specification

implies no other readership for the text; it implies the assumption that

the writer perceives her relationship to the specif iced audience in the

same way as did the test constructor; it Implies that the test

constructor has a clear basis for a decision about what audience to

specify. Because writers' responses are influenced by audience
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designation, it is beginning to be suggested (for example, by Ong, 1975;

Elbow, 1956; Park 1986) that to specify the writer's audience for her

imposes an unrealistic constraint. Park (op cit) suggests that it is

more authentic to set up the task as a task within a genre, and let the

writer's sense of the genre determine the audience. This seems to be

what happens with M2Q1, and by derivation with SAPQ and GAPQ, Close

reading of the responses in this database does not reveal any instances

of pragmatic incompetence in this area: all the writers show an

appropriate sense of audience, within their general competence with the

written code (that is, the few writers who are at a very low level of

control of the written code do not show a sense of audience at all).

Another relatively covert expectation of the writing on these tests is

the mode of discourse. Mode of discourse is indicated only by the

command verb or verbs in the question (Explain; Discuss; etc.) and the

rubric does not attempt to make clear the underlying assumption that the

writer will write expository discourse. The SAPQ questions are all purely

expository in mode: GAPQ is argumentative; M2Q1 SS/GA, IS and TECH are

expository, ME is expository but with some room for argumentation; and PS

is argumentative. All the M2Q1 questions ask for some description,

narration or opinion from the writer's experience, and GAPQ asks for the

writer's opinion. None of the SAPQ questions require the writer to refer

to herself at all. Exposition and argument are the classic modes of

discourse for the genre of academic essay tests, and all of the writers

who produce an adequate sample show themselves to have some sense of

awareness of the mode of discourse they should be writing in, although

they may not have mastered it. Many writers did not, ho'er, respond to

the requirement of the inclusion of some element of personal writing in

the primari,ly expository tasks: this is most noticeable with M2Q1 LS,

which asks the writer to draw on her own experience in discussing the

advantages and disadvantages of modern farming methods. None of the

writers followed this requirement (and there was no indication in the

study of raters that writers were penalised for not doing so).
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Although there were too few cases of Technology to retain them in the

database, the writers who did write on this question made only marginal

reference to the advantages and disadvantages of particular metals "for a

purpose with which you are familiar". In contrast, writers seemed to

have no problem with the mode of discourse of GAPQ, which asked them to

make choices between a number of possible 'sins' and justify their choice

it was, then, essentially a personal response argument, another familiar

mode of discourse to most student writers. It seemed that the

combination of exposition and personal response created an unfamiliar

mode of discourse for many writers, I.e., they were pragmatically

incompetent In that mode although not necessarily in others.

Audience and mode of discourse are each strongly related to the purpose

of the task, and it seemed that none of the writers were in any doubt as

to the purpose of the writing tests. Apparently it was not necessary to

specify any of these parameters for these writers: all who were minimally

competent linguistically were pragmatically competent to this extent.

We saw in Chapter 5 that raters were very concerned about the rhetorical

structure of answers. Rhetorical competence is another aspect of

pragmatic competence, but it is a much larger set of possibilities than

are audience and mode of discourse, and the writers in this database

demonstrate great variability in this regard. We looked at some

contributing factors in Section 2.6. of Chapter 5, and in the next section

we shall consider the relationship between the text structure and the

required rhetorical structure of an answer in permitting a writer to

demonstrate the best, or otherwise, of her rhetorical competence.

2,1.5. Incompetence - writer or task?

The category of 'Incompetence' and its subdivisions emerged from the

researcher's close contact with the answers over a long period, and began

as the observation of small number of strongly marked cases of each
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kind of incompetence. Once the database was consciously studied for

further evidence and instances of these types of incompetence the

applicability of the categorisation, for this corpus, was confirmed. But

this continual re-reading of answers for evidence of certain variables

revealed that instances are not uniformly distributed, across tests, or

across questions, or within writers. The question then arises, whether

'incompetence' is located within the writer, within the task, or somewhere

between the two.

2.2,	 Challenge

We defined a 'challenge' as a marked or unpredicted response, and must

now refine that definition by limiting it to occasions where

misinterpretation of the task, at least at the linguistic level, does not

occur, since such .occurrences have been classified here as incompetence,

and are discussed above. Challenges may be unconscious (that is, the

writer may be unaware that she has replaced the task with a task more to

her taste) and as such will probably not be marked on the surface

structure of the text; only by directly comparing task and answer will

the mismatch be seen. Or challenges may be conscious but covert;

although the writer is aware that she is replacing the task with one of

her own she makes no reference to the replacement on the surface of the

answer. This type of challenge cannot be distinguished from the

unconscious challenge except through a more sophisticated research

technique such as grounded etlinography, which was not used in this data

collection: a claim for its existence is at this stage based solely on

haphazard anecdotal evidence. Overt conscious challenges are challenges

which are clearly identifiable because the surface of the text is marked

by an intrusive verbalisat ion of the challenge, and it is these which we

shall primarily use in our search for task variables through writers'

responses.

Just as in oral discourse every challenge is an interruption of the flow

of the normal social conventions of talk, in written discourse every
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challenge is an interruption of the pattern of the normal social

conventions of writing for a reader. Because in academic and specific

academic writing these conventions are stronger than in casual written

modes such as letters and lists, challenges are more noticeable, Because

they do not conform to the discourse expectations, challenges may seem

pragmatically incompetent. The incidence of challenges in this database,

however, suggests that challenges are made primarily by pragmatically

competent writers and are actually a manifestation of pragmatic

competence. When challenges are made by less pragmatically competent

writers they appear to arise from a very strong emotional response.

When a response is replaced by a challenge, the follow-up may as a result

be replaced by a further challenge: that is, in the case of the writing

test, the rater may choose to treat the writer's challenge as a valid

response and score it in the same way as any other response, or he may

choose to treat it as invalid, and score the answer lower because he sees

it as invalid. Just as the writer's challenge may be unconscious,

conscious but covert or conscious and overt, the rater's challenge may be

any of these.

In most cases of challenges in this corpus, it is not possible to know

whether raters reacted to answers with a follow-up or with a challenge of

their own. There are, however, two clear cases of challenges in the

smaller corpus used for the ethnogrpahic study of raters reported in

Chapter 5, and these discussions will be reported with the writers'

answers in the following discussion.

2.2.1. Why do writers challenge?

Weaver (1983) studied teacher candidate writers in the process of

composing in response to a range of tasks, and found that they needed to

go through a process which involved attending to the task and assessing

its value to them. If they found it of value they "transformed" to a
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self-initiated one (in our terms, they made an unmarked response); If

they did not, they "replaced" it with a task they could value (in our

terms, they made a marked response or challenge). The study of challenge

data here is based on the claim that writers only challenge when they are

disturbed by a task in some way, to the extent that they are unable to

value it as it stands sufficiently to make the necessary transformation,

to take it to themselves. Ifarked responses of this kind are "noise" in

the system, that is, they are indicators of systemic malfunction, unlike

the various types of incompetence which are evidence of writers' skills

in specific areas in their own right. We shall look here at frequency

of occurrence of challenges on different questions and the (apparent)

grounds of the challenges, and in the next section we shall consider how

we can apply what we have learned from the investigation of grounds of

incompetence, and of challenge data, to devising a system for identifying

and describing task variables and their impact in writing test tasks,

especially specific academic writing test tasks.

2.2.2. Challenges to GAPQ

GAPQ generated few challenges: the most overt challenge was from writer

number 52 (Extract 6.2.5):

Extract 6.2.5.: IriterNo. 52

I think it is very difficult to answer this question. The
reason is that, as ethics is a subjective concept in each
particular community, the meaning of the "sins'4 is varying
a lot.
Furthermore ethics refers not only to the community but
also to each one of us seperately. So, the action of
committing a crime has a different meaning to each one of
us and to each one community. Subsequently we have to
judge each case accordIng to the customs, that is
according to the way of life of each particular community.
For example, it is generally believed that killing is the
most terrible "sin". The people supporting it think that
we can not do something like that because life is given by
the God and we have not the right to kill someone
irrespective of the reason. But these people can stand
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the everyday starving of thousand of people of the Third
World while they know that it is essentially a way of
killing all these people by the developed countries.
(etc.)

The aggregate score for this writer on GAPQ was 5. The question arises,

in relation to this answer, of what made this piece of writing seem to

the readers that the most positive thing to be said about it was "the

basic message is presented", and of what made the readers feel that the

Niogical presentation (may be) broken and lack clarity and consistency".

The thesis of the answer is very clear, and it moves from general to

specific In conventional ways, arguing the thesis through supporting

examples in ways which are usually valued in western academic culture.

We cannot attempt an answer at this stage.

The next example of a challenge to GAPQ is more subtle: writer number 66

does not tell us she is making a challenge, but leaves us to gradually

reach that conclusion (Extract 6.2,6.):

Extract No. 6.2.6.: Writer No. 66

1. A man's belief in sin is one of the most serious
sins, because when he does somethings, he
immediately thinks whether or not there is any good
effect out of his works. If he feels that there are
some evil effects out of his works, it is his sin
which leads moral depression upon him.

2. Another serious sin is the regretness of people. A
man having done something should not regret that he
is wrong. If he always thinks that what he does is
wrong, it keeps him unhappy most of the time. That's
why the rich people are forced to be unhappy in
comparison to the poor.

3. Another serious sin is the believe in God. Because
nobody can give any proper definition about God. But
some people are regular-worshipers. They have faith
in God and consequently thinking about God they
sometimes show their strict attitude towards others.
Sometimes such strict attitudes brings potential
harmfulness to them.
(etc.
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This writer also scared an aggregate band 5 far this answer. Since at

the level of linguistic appropriacy and accuracy the answer seems to be

less competent than that in Extract 6.2.5., the readers presumably valued

some other aspect of the answer a little more in this case. Once again,

however, we may wish to ask ourselves what characteristics of the answer

led raters to find "the basic message is presented" the most positive

thing they could say about it.

2,2,3. Challenges to M2Q1

It is very striking in this database that some M2Q1 questions generated

many more challenges due to inability to value the task than did others,

Although X2Q1 PS had only 7 testees, there were 5 such challenges.

Extract 6.2.7. shows how writer number 31 makes a strong overt challenge

Extract 6.2.7 (a): Writer No. 31

Even though I am a scientist, I strongly consider the
opposition to new scientific processes as a healthy
action. I think that man's new experiments should
compromise their experiences and the environment, in order
to avoid damages to the present and future nature.
Basically, no man or nation has the right to, in the name
of a scientific progress, destroy their own habitat - the
only one we have now.

The reader may feel unsure whether this is in fact a challenge, or an

Instance of incompetence due to careless reading of the question (reading

"oppose" for "defend"). But as the answer continues it becomes clear that

this is not the case

Extract 6.2.7(b): Writer No. 31

Fortunately though, I believe that man can find better
ways in order to garantee the environment and mankind
preserved. Indeed, I also believe that new scientific
processes can be done Just to improve the quality of life
on Earth, in despite of all economic interests involving
this man's action all around the world. 	 Even though
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someone can find this thesis completely utopic, I really
trust it.

The writer is clearly aware that she is running counter to the viewpoint

she has been asked to argue, and that "someone" might not like that, but

she is prepared to stand by her belief, Vriter number 31 in the main

corpus was writer number 19 in the ethnographic study, and examination

of the transcript suggests that the challenge is treated as valid

(Extract 6.2.7(c));

Extract .2. 7(c): Transcript of Writer ITo. 19/31

Rater A: I should... because there are no or... I can't
see any... linguistic inaccuracies, come up with
a 9. I'm very loathe to do this... so in fact
I've given it an 8. how I'm not sure that my
reasons for not giving it a 9 are very good ones
but anyway that's my... I see it as a challenge
to the question (murmurs of agreement)... er...
quite clearly... urn... and I don't... you
know... I think we've agreed... or at least my
feeling is you can't... er... mark that down..,
urn... because it 's very well argued (murmurs of
agreement)

This was the first turn in the discussion, and the fact that the answer

is a challenge is not referred to again. Although we cannot know what

goes°,in raters' minds, there is no evidence from what they say that the

recognition of a challenge rather than a response caused them to lower

their scores. They appear to accept the challenge as valid and respond

to it with a follow-up.

The situation is rather different with the answer of writer number 5 in

the ethnographic study (writer number 120 in the main corpus), however.

Here is the answer of writer number 5/120 (Extract 6.2.8(a)):
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Extract 6.2.8(a): Writer No. 5/120:

The continual use of such potentially harmful processes
will change the percentages constituents of environments &
for this we must try to minimise the side productions such
as dust, soot & sulphur compounds which come from
factories.
To controle these products we can try to absorbe them by
many modern methods to get a great useful by using them to
other products as a primary constituents & not let them to
harm our environment. And we can also find other methods
by which we will not get much side harmful products also
we must bud the factories away of centres of towns & to
increase cultivations around towns & big cities to
decrease dust & other impurities to harm the environment.

The reactions of the raters are presented in the following extract from

their discussion (Extract 6.2.B(b)):

Extract 6.2.8(b): Transcript of Writer No, 5/120

Rater D:

Rater B:
Rater A:
Rater B:
Rater A:

C. . . )
Rater B:

Rater A:
Rater D:

Rater B:
Rater A:

Rater D:

(...) ther&s a problem of course in that he
doesn't answer the question
I wondered when you'd get to that
Thank you - precisely
"As a scientist bow would you defend...
How can you give him any mark at all? He hasn't
answered the question.

To a certain extent in fact he argues against...
the position he's supposed to be taking - and
you... you might take that as an indirect
challenge to the question but urn,.. I think
that's probably unfair
No, I don't think he's even noticed it...
Well it's not entirely irrelevant in that it
does suggest or begin to suggest methods for
reducing (inaud.)
But that's still not the point of the question
Yes but he doesn't defend it... he's supposed to
be defending... the continued use of such
potentially harmful processes... on what basis,
you know... that you're benfiting mankind or
you're...
it all hangs on "defend" doesn't it? It all
hangs on whether you interpret "defend" as
being... bow would you put up a case for them,
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or bow would you... get round them, or minimise
them,..

Rater A: But, but it's... no... I don't think... 1 mean,
"defend" is "defend"

Rater B: All we needed is a simple statement like
'society needs these... the products of these
processes, so all we can really do is... is...
accept them and do the following to reduce
them'... and er... I mean... .1 was... it struck
me immediately that... as being irrelevant

Ve may wonder why the raters can respond so differently to two answers

to the same question seen in the same rating session. Rater B's final

turn suggests that the raters did not accept this as a challenge because

it was not overtly marked on the surface of the text, and that if it had

been they might have regarded it with much more favour. It is impossible

to know whether this challenge was conscious but covert, or unconscious.

Yriter 5/120 responds from within her disciplinary knowledge, putting

forward methods for handling the problem: writer 19/31, in contrast,

responded as a community member, putting forward not arguments or

practical suggestions, but polemic based on moral outrage. Was it this

to which raters responded favourably, or was it the evident lower

linguistic level of writer 5/120's answer to which they responded

unfavourably? It is impossible for us to know.

In Extract 6.2.9., writer number 122, responds similarly to the 1(2Q1 PS

question, but the challenge Is overt:

Extract 6.2.9.: Writer No. 122

The phisical facts of pollution can be measured by using
scientific equipments, and scientists know the process of
the facts. Engineers who know the scientific knowledge
only can develop facilities which reduces this harmful
processes. On the other hand, politicians and exectives
of companies have a force to decide the use of the
beneficial but harmful processes. The decision must be or
would refrect the will of people who are enjoying and are
harmed by the process.
Therefore, the scientists only can give people proper
information about the process, and the engineers only can
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give people proper infoririation about the technology and
the cost of preventing the harmful effects,
For me, the question above does not make sence. The
choice of continual use of such potentially harmful
process or cutting off the use of the process does not
depend on the scientist. Scientists want to know
everything in a rational way. The knowledge obtained by
this way is so repeatable and testable, or reliable, that
this knowledge have a power. The way how we use the power
is not on the responsibility of the scientists.

While this answer displays clear linguistic weaknesses, they intrude only

marginally into our understanding of the argument. The answer is well-

organised, and It challenges the question not from personal opinion, but

from the position tradionally held by scientists, most of whom leave the

moral Issues of scientific developments to others in just the way she

describes. In other words, this writer is writing from within her

discipline and Its values. However, raters appeared not to have

acknowledged this: the aggregate score for this answer was band 5. As

with the answer in Extract 6.25, we must wonder why it was that raters

found so little of value in the answer, and felt a description of "theme

can be followed, but logical presentation may be broken and lack clarity

or consistency" was the most appropriate.

The M2Q1 SS/GA task also generated a number of challenges: most of these

came from writers in the SS Module. Writer number 87 makes overt a

challenge It would be hard, reading the answers carefully, not to notice

was covert or unconscious In many answers to this question (Extract

6.2.10.)

Extract 6.2.10.: Writer No. 37

Lt this moment .1 am n.at really interested in prison's
proble. Surely, Size's Prisons 1 have known is a well
documented book and I might learn a lot about prisons
reading it. I would like to know about proble of "open
prison". However, if I have to choose only one book to
read, I prefer to read Henry's fl Gaol. I expect
it to be like a novel. I would like to find an easy book
to read. Aditionaly, I think I will find interesting to
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hear of personal experiences of a prisoner. Generally,
one has opportunities to know opinions from the police,
authorities, etc, but rarely there is opportunity to know
what prisoners think. I feel I have a professional
interest in this book. As a psychologist I am interested
in knowing emotions, reactions, feelings of a man in such
a hard situations.

This answer was scored band 7 ("theme presented in a well-ordered,

intelligible manner with well-structured and relevant supporting detail").

The answer (reproduced in full above) consists of a single paragraph

although not just a single idea. The first three sentences are

irrelevant, and the first is a challenge. There are some fundamental

linguistic errors ("rarely there is"), not a great deal of support, and it

scarcely seems "well-ordered". It would appear that the challenge and the

two sentences about the other book 'counted' in some way toward the

judgement made about the answer. A similar situation arises with the

next extract.

Writer number 93 also responded to this question as an SS writer, and it

would appear that the whole answer is a challenge (Extract 6.2,11.):

Extract 6,2.11.: Writer No. 93

If I want to choose one of these books which are mentioned
above, it depend on what and why I want to study either to
build up a background or to collect a date to make a
research. If I have to choose one, I will choose the book
which is written by size's, as he had an experience, and
he was dealing with different type of prisons, so any one
interested to write something about the real life of
prison, this book will provide him with a real
information. But that it doesn't mean the resarcher just
depend on one reference like this kind, he should have
collect his data from different resources to make a good
decision.

The writer first appears to object to the lack of a stated purpose, or

context, for the task, which leaves her without an authentic basis for a

choice, The use of "have to" suggests her sense of being coerced, and of
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playing the tester's game, but unwillingly. The expression 'if I had to'

is used very frequently as a lead-in to answers to this question. Her

second challenge ("that doesn't mean") is not simply to making a choice

without knowing what the basis is, but to making a choice at all: it is a

challenge from within at least the general academic community, and

perhaps from within the values of her particular discipline, where there

are no absolute 'proofs' and knowledge grows through a more gradual and

consensual accumulation of evidence and understanding. The score of band

6 seems reasonable for this answer.

2.2.4. Challenges to SAPQ

The SAPQ questions generated very few challenges. It is noticeable that

SAPQ PS did not generate any challenges, although the topic of the

question is very close to that of X2Q1 PS. SAPQ SS and ME did not

generate any challenges either, and the closest to a challenge which

arose for SAPQ LS were two or three plaintive comments like this one

from writer number 52: "Unfortunately the answer is not straightforward.

It depends mainly on how many pairs of genes control the particular

genetic characteristic of cows." The writer appears to be letting the test

constructor know that the task is unreasonably hard. SAPQ GA asked

writers to "Explain why the 'green revolution' of high technology in food

production has created serious social problems in India." A number of

writers retained the structure of the input text, writing too much about

the good effects of the 'green revolution' before they began to discuss

the bad effects. The question is similar to K2Q1 PS in that it asks

writers to put only one point of view, and many did not acknowledge that

instruction. The impression was not, however, that such responses were

covert challenges but that they resulted from a form of incompetence.

The answer by writer number 36 comes closest to a real challenge

(Extract 6.2.12.):

Extract 6.2.12.: Writer No. 36

(.)
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Actually, the 'green revolution' has brought a great
advantage.	 However, we should pay attention to another
aspects of it. The new varieties of seeds need to be
pampered or they sicken and die, and have to have regular
supilied of water. As a result, just irrigated fields can
be planted.	 This means they need expensive artificial
ferti 1 isers,
Moreover, the green revolution caused a change between the
rich and poor farmers. In other words, it resulted in a
discrimination. Because only well-off farmers can buy the
new seed and only they can take a risk in doing so.
Anyway the poor farmers still remain poor.
In my opinion, what is called 'green revolution' in India
will be called 'Catch 22', which will be always in
backfire.

The writer appears to be only prepared to accept a halfway position in

terms of the stated point of view of the question, and is at some pains

to point out the good effects of the 'green revolution' also.

The variation in the number of challenges from question to question can

be clearly linked to variables in the design of the task, as we shall see

in the next section.

3.	 TASK VARIABLES

The study of two kinds of marked responses, incompetence and challenges,

has provided us with some data upon which to build a tentative model of

task variables. Ye saw that incompetence can arise from the writer's

response to the resources, the rubric or the question, or to the

interaction between them. Resources which are too short or too

indirectly related to the question are unhelpful, but resources which are

too long are a source of difficulty, and resources with a text structure

too closely matched to the rhetorical structure implied by the question

tempt plagiarism. We saw that expectations concerning plagiarism and

length need to be clearly specified and even then writers from some

cultures may not take heed of them. The lack of a specified audience did
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nat appear to cause a problem in this corpus, but we have no comparative

data to indicate whether better writing might have resulted from a

specification of audience. Xode of discourse was indirectly specified

through the verbs 'discuss', explain' etc., and it was not uniform across

questions. Since other studies have shown that exposition is more

difficult than narrative or description, and argument is more difficult

again, we might expect that the argumentative questions would yield lower

scores than the others. When two modes are required in one question the

task can be expected to be even harder. The requirement in the M2QI

questions to bring in personal opinion or experience was obeyed for GA/SS

and PS but ignored for LS and received only marginal acknowledgement in

XE. There were no indications that students found it helpful or that it

led to higher scores.

Challenges occurred most often on }12Q1 PS, a question which was both

argumentative and personal - the hardest according to the hypothesis

above. In this question also the writer is not given space to make up

her mind: she has to argue in defense. It seemed to be this pre-emption

of the kind of response which would be legitimate which most (5/7) of

the PS writers challenged, rather than the difficulty of the question.

The challenges to GAPQ seemed to be a rejection of the basic premise of

sin as a universal concept - a premise deliberately chosen in an attempt

to avoid a culturally biased topic. SAPQ GA also pre-empts the direction

of response but perhaps because the text structure leads the

reader/writer to the conclusion which is the starting point of the

question, the question generated few challenges. M2Q1 GA/SS took a topic

unfamiliar to almost all the writers and provided very little in the way

of input resources: unsurprisingly it generated quite a lot of challenges.
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3,1.	 Categories for task analysis

In attempting to develop a system of task analysis appropriate to the

study of SAP and GAP tasks, the categories proposed by Pollitt et al

(1985) have been taken and adapted, because (1) they seem to be the most

fully developed and researched to date, and (2) they offer the system

which comes closest to describing the phenomena observed in the writers'

responses in this corpus.

3.1.1. Subject difficulty

Pollitt et al's first broad category is subject or concept difficulty: as

this has been adapted for this study, this category refers to: 1) the

writer's degree of familarity with the subject matter; 2) the difficulty

level of the resources upon which the question (and therefore the answer)

is based; 3) the abstractness of the concepts to be discussed. Subject

difficulty does not reside in the subject matter but in the individual and

her experience of it, and in the context of a large-scale pre-acceptance

test it will never be possible to verify each writer's degree of

familiarity with the subject matter before deciding which test to offer

her. Although text difficulty level can be established independent of

readers, it is difficult to know where to pitch the reading level of the

resources for a writing test which is intended to yield meaningful scores

at all levels of writing proficiency. Of the three subject difficulty

variables, it would appear that only 3) can be absolutely determined, but

even to determine the appropriate level of abstractness of the concepts

to be discussed entails a number of prior decisions about what writers

need to do in real academic or specific academic situations, and such

decisions require a detailed needs analysis.
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3.1.2. Process difficulty

Pollitt et al's second broad category (op cit) is process difficulty,

which here refers to: 1) degree of difficulty of the process 'mode'

chosen; 2) strength of relationship between the structure of the task

(resources; question) and the potential answer; 3) amount of support in

the task (resources; question) for generating appropiate content for an

answer. Research was described In Chapter 2 which suggested that some

modes of discourse are more difficult than others; narrating, explaining

and arguing are not processes at equivalent difficulty levels. While it

Is commonly assumed that "personal" writing is easier than Interactional

writing there is little evidence that this is the case, and none that

adding personal writing to an interactional task makes it easier.

Heither can it be assumed that a close relationship between the structure

of a question and the intended structure of an answer makes the task

easier: in this corpus such a relationship appeared to tempt writers into

plagiarism, despite the warning against this in the rubric. The same is

true of the relationship between the content of the resources and the

content requirements for the answer.

3.1.3. Question difficulty

The third broad category based on Pollitt et al (op cit), question

difficulty, refers in the context of this study to: 1) linguistic

difficulty of the sentence or sentences which convey the particular

'stimulus' to which the writer must respond; 2) outcome space, i.e., the

space within which legitimate answers can occur. It should be possible

to establish more concrete parameters for linguistic difficulty than for

other task variables, since the linguistic system has been extensively

studied. But to investigate the linguistic difficulty of a writing test

task the linguistic structure of the question must be analysed from the

point of view of the components of its structure which are significant in
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determining writers' responses. There are no reports in the literature of

such attempts.

The analysis which follows is this researcher's attempt to establish a

fairly simple system of analysis of a writing test question which will

explain some of the key linguistic variables influencing writers'

responses. In this system four elements in a question are recognised

(Figure 6.3.1.):

Figure 6.3.1.: Analysis of Linguistic Structure

Coinponen t
	

Description

1,	 Topic	 N or NP; assumed to be old
information for the writer; open
set

2. Comrrient	 instructional V or VP and other
initiators; closed set each with
closed sub-set

3. Focus	 topic-narrowers; indicate
illocutionary force intended for
the answer; large but finite set

4. Perspective	 determines viewpoint to be taken;
defines what can be accepted as
'true' by each participant in the
discourse exchange

All of these terms occur in the work of Van Dijk (1977) but are not used

in precisely the same ways. The term 'topic ' is used here as it is used

in discourse studies, closely paralleling the concept of 'aboutness' in

philosophy and 'subject' in logic and formal sentence grammar. 'Topic'

and 'comment' are a familiar collocation, having the same relationship as

'given-new' in text grammar. Van Dijk (op cit) uses 'comment' to parallel

'predicate' in logic and formal sentence grammar, but for the analysis

here 'comment' is restricted to the part(s) of the question structure

which tells the writer what rhetorical expectations the answer should
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conform to. In cognition, 'focus' denotes attention and is propositionally-

based (that is, the focus is not on individual lexical items or concepts

but on their function in a specific network of relations). Semantically

it is identified with new rather than old information, like comment and

unlike topic. Pragmatically it determines relevance, i.e., what of the

possible new information which could be introduced about the topic should

be selected: thus it also plays a part in determining how the topic

should be treated, but in terms of content rather than of rhetoric,

'Perspective' is the only element in this system of analysis which will be

somewhat unfamiliar. 'Perspective' is both a semantic and a pragmatic

concept: semantically perspective refers to the model structure by which

the individual defines her world and her place within it; therefore it

determines the possible ways that the individual can act, think and

speak. Pragmatically perspective determines the appropriateness of the

discourse and is defined in terms of context, i.e., the point of view,

attitudes and so on of all discourse participants. The implication of

this Is that what is asserted must be seen as appropriate to the

intentions and goals of the writer. However, in a discontinuous discourse

such as a writing test, the interpretation of the speech act may not be

the same for initiator and respondent, or for the respondent and the

participant who follows up. The interpretation will depend on the

perspective of each participant. But in an academic or specific academic

writing test question, the perspective of the initiator, the test

constructor, has great power because of the social context, and this

perspective is imposed upon the test taker. It is one of the 'rules of

the game', and the test taker is expected to know that and to respond

appropriately. But as we saw in the previous section not all testees

respond appropriately, and the reason is not always pragmatic

incompetence or some other incompetence.

Perspective is closely related to 'outcome space', a concept which is

central to Pollltt et al's model, and which is explained in detail in
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Pollitt and Hutchinson (n,d,), When the constructor of a writing test

designs a question, he has clear ideas about the kinds of responses he

expects and those he is prepared to accept as legitimate: this is the

test constructor's outcome space. The design of the question, and the

delineation of the outcome space is inevitably influenced by the

constructor's perspective, since perspective influences everything we do.

But since testee writers also bring a perspective to the writing test

question, there Is a problem that the writer's outcome space may not

perfectly match that of the test constructor. When the writer perceives,

or believes she perceives, what the test constructor's perspective is, but

finds what is asserted to be untrue or inappropriate within her own

perspective, conflict results between the awareness of the conventions of

the writing test as a discourse within a fixed power structure, and the

need of the writer to state that which she believes to be true within her

world view. The claim here is that it is this conflict which generates

challenges.

As we saw earlier, the problem is exacerbated when the writer's response

to the test question Is not followed up by the initiator but by a third

participant. This participant, the rater, will also bring a perspective

to the activity, and it may not perfectly match that of either the test

constructor or the writer, although given the life experience and social

role of the rater his perspective Is likely to be more similar to that of

the test construcibr than the writer. The rater ) then, brings to the

evaluation of answers his own ideas about the kinds of responses which

are acceptable, that is, he has his own outcome space. We saw in Chapter

5 that some raters found particular answers or material within answers

"irrelevant" while others did not: this is a difference in outcome space.
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3.2.	 Application I the. task analysis categories t. tasks

t three writing tests

The identification of these categories of task variables is context-hound

and tentative: It is not possible at this stage to quantify them.

Presence or absence of a particular variable in a task does not make that

task either good or bad 1 easy or difficult. It was suggested in section

2, for example, that the resources for SAPQ SS were too long and that

some writers had problems processing them to choose appropiate material

for an answer, while the resources for M2Q1 PS provided almost nothing

in the way of useable material for an answer to the question. Both ends

of this continuum seem to be difficult: the 'ideal' is presumably

somewhere in between.

3.2.1. GAPQ

The GAPQ question, marked up to show its structure, is as follows:

CQ	 ( P	 c-e) is	 is
(____	 (-- 1___ — ---- -

Vhich of the 'sins' mentioned in the text do you think are

	

and why?	 -

Cr± 2C

The resources for the task (see Appendix A3) were perhaps a little

difficult linguistically, and were misinterpreted by a number of students.

The possibility of a problem with the rubric was referred to in sub-

section 2.1.3. We also saw earlier that the lexical item 'sin' in the

question caused some problems.

There was little help with an answer structure in the resources, and

although they provided input to the topic of an answer, they were not

very helpful with focus: on the other hand, there was little possibility

of plagiarism - lexical items could reasonably be transferred but not

larger chunks. The question provides a partial structure for an answer
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through the two parts of the conunent ("whicb...why?), suggesting an

organisation based on a paragraph per 'sin ' and moving from worst to

least serious it is also linguistically fairly easy, except for the

problem with 'sin' already noted. On the other hand, there is little help

with content for an answer in the question.

Although the outcome space is quite wide there is a perspective which

assumes that belief in sin as a concept is reasonable, and some writers

challenged this perspective. Additionally, although the subject of good

and evil was certainly familiar to all the writers, the linking of these

concepts with 'sin' is not a universal, and 'sin' as a subject may be more

difficult and unfamiliar. The subject matter was mainly rather abstract,

but the inclusion of various numerical data gave a false impression of

concreteness. The required mode of discourse was argument based on

personal experience, and this seemed to be a mode which caused little

difficulty.

3.2.2. The LS questions

The LS questions, marked up to show their structures, are as follows:

L2Q1 LS

P-d	 i-
with the Green Revolution. Drawing on your own

e'ience,	 discuss some of (th_advantages and
7saä'anges	 _

I	 teiques. 
Lihe mTJucti onj of

SAPQ LS

-
Eplain how you would eliminate an L desirableJ genetic

T	 ma herd of cows
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3.2.2.1.	 M2Q1 LS

Despite the combination of a quotation from Swift arid an extract from a

textbook, the resources did not seem to be misinterpreted, but they were

often plagiarised. It was In this Hodule that the greatest problem of

students not doing this question justice by comparison to the second

arose: the second was on the carbon cycle, evidently a very familiar

topic for most of these writers, and a number of them wrote unduly long

and detailed answers to that question at the expense of this one. The

question was often misinterpreted as being about the green revolution,

due to the lead-in reference which seems to suggest that the green

revolution and modern farming methods are synonymous.

The subject matter seemed familiar to most writers, as far as it is

possible to judge from the written responses; it was also concrete, and

expressed concisely in semi-technical rather than highly technical

language. The close relationship between the resources, the question and

the answer made the question easy to answer but encouraged plagiarism.

This was exacerbated by the strong structural parallel between resources

and answer and by the help provided in determining rhetorical structure

by the question.

The mode of discourse was primarily expository, since writers were asked

to discuss advantages and disadvantages but were not asked to state, or

state and defend, a position. Writers were also asked to draw on their

own experience, i.e., the intention was that answers would be constructed

from a personal perspective, but this did not occur.

The questi,on. appears to express an assumption that a writer will have a

perspective which enables her to find support in her experience for an

implicit argument that modern farming methods have advantages and

disadvantages in every context. This may not, however, be the writer's

perspective: some writers may see only advantages because of a strong
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economy and advantageous agricultural conditions in their own country,

while others may see only disadvantages because their own country has a

weak economy and poor agricultural conditions which are better suited to

alternative agricultural technology. Thus the perspective implied by the

question narrowed the outcome space in a way which writers may not have

been able to accept: equally, they may not have had a breadth of

experience which would enable them to address both sides of the issue

from personal experience. Writers did not overtly challenge, however:

they appeared to ignore the perspective requirement altogether. Some

raters were stricter than others in taking seriously the expectation that

writers should bring in their own experiences.

3.2,2.2.	 SAPQ LS

The use of visuals coupled with short pieces of text seemed to ensure

that the resources were not misinterpreted. There were no observed

problems with the rubric or the question. There was no evidence of

unfamnilarity with the subject matter of this task and some evidence of

extreme familiarity by some writers, The subject matter and the

resources, with clear layout, many diagrams and short, separate sections

of text were concrete and straightforward. The mode of discourse was

expository ("explain how") with no additional mode requirements, and

suggested a fairly simple, linear, text structure for an answer. This was

the structure used in the resources, which simplified the construction of

an answer but also proved a great temptation for plagiarism.

There was some inappropriate plagiarism because the question transformed

the resources slightly, requesting the method for eliminating an

undesirable characteristic, whereas some less skilled writers followed the

resources closely in describing genetic inheritance more generally.

Linguistically the question did not appear to pose problems despite the

lexical items 'eliminate' and 'undesi,rable': these seemed to be familiar to
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the writers, Although the outcome space suggested by the structure of

the question is quite proscribed, there were no challenges or

incompetencies; writers seemed to share the initiator's perspective and

see this as a valid task.

3.2.3. ME questions

The ME questions, marked up to show their structure, are as follows:

)L?Ql )IE

avinghadsostates that a doctor an benefi?
T -ieperience of hosrital life as a porter, technir

T

-
give your own opinion of the advantages and dThadvanti

heperie.

Tfic P-

SAPQ HE

('If you were a general practitioner in West Africain
infrtio_p on yto reduce the mortality rate fçfT

I hi1baria in your area, which of 	 book3	 j4ou-'/

2	 3j	 to and wh vlx'
r1	 c.z

3.2.3.1.	 M2Q1 ME

There was some misinterpretation of the resources for this task, some

writers apparently being unable to distinguish main and supporting

information, but it did not result in seriously inappropriate answers.

There were no rubric problems: the second question on this Module was

simple and required a short response. There were some misinterpretations

of the question, which was treated by some writers as expository rather

than argumentative. The subject matter was carried in a text which had
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an unhelpful structure and which moved from abstract to concrete, general

to specific in poorly marked ways.

Although the context was very familiar to these doctors, the arguments

were probably less so, and they picked the concrete parts of the text and

paid little attention to the more abstract parts. The rhetorical mode

expected of an answer apparently is a mixture of exposition ("advantages

and disadvantages") and personal argument ("give your own opinion"), and

this was handled awkwardly in most cases. Writers tended to include all

the points made in the resources and briefly mention their own position

on each of them, rather than constructing a cohesive argument. This may

also have been due to the weak relationship between the structure of the

resources and the best structure for an answer, so that the right content

was hard to find.

The question was not particularly difficult linguistically, but the

phrasing of the question with its apparent emphasis on the balance of

pro and con suggested a narrower outcome space than was in fact the

case.

3.2.3.2.	 SAPQ ME

There were no observed problems with the resources, rubric or question of

this task. The resources consisted solely of a medical bibliography, and

there was no other content which could be used in an answer. The

writers all appeared to be familiar and at ease with reading medical

references, and made appropriate choices. We may see this subject matter

as concrete and easy but limited in extent, requiring additional input

from the writer.

Unlike other questions, this one offers a context and purpose for the

answer. The mode of discourse required appears on first consideration to

be, like GAPQ, a personal argument, but is in fact a reasoned exposition,
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and exposition from the writer's professional role as a doctor, While the

outcome space may seem very constrained, there were no challenges or

evidences of incompetence: doctors appeared to view this as a valid task.

The question is linguistically quite difficult and is rhetorically complex,

using the hypothetical conditional, several focuses, and a strong

specification of perspective: it did not, however, appear to cause

comprehension problems for the writers.

3.2,4. SS questions

The SS questions, marked up to show their structure, are as follows:

If2Ql SS

ca______	
-f Fz

	

you had to read1eithernryts i
	 1i.	 GaolI. or-I

F2 çSize's Prisons I bve	 one you would

	

chooj and ve reasons for your- (choice	 '

SAPQ S9

Ft4'% ±	 lpt C-

ibe '	 fectsofhe fall in death rates'in Ves'
F	 rope.

3.2.4.1.	 M2Q1 SS

The only misinterpretation of the resources apparent here was the belief

of a number of writers that Henry was the author's first name. It caused

no serious problems, since writers who made that mistake seemed to be so

culturally uninformed that they continued to think of Henry as a woman.

There were no observed misinterpretations of the rubric or question.
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It was striking how many writers declared, or otherwise showed

themselves, to be completely unfamiliar with the subject matter of

prisons, and especially of women in prisons. The resources proved

difficult because they were so limited, especially in relation to the

focus: there was little support in the resources to help the writer build

an argument in favour of one book over the other. Although the

resources, such as there are, are fairly concrete, the task is somewhat

abstract: this seems to be the reverse of the usual situation in these

tasks.

We might describe the required made of discourse as personal argument,

except that there is nothing in the task to help the writer build the

kind of personal investment in a decision of one book or the other

which is necessary far a convincing personal argument answer. Few

answers were convincing. If there is little support for the content of

an answer, there is no support for the structure of one; the little

support offered by the introductory paragraph to the bibliography was so

urgently needed by writers that many plagiarised it wholesale.

Linguistically the question is a relatively simple one, but the outcome

space it offers is so limited, and so apparently unreasonable, requiring a

perspective where no perspective or material to manufacture one exists,

that writers often did poorly and many challenged.

3.2.4.2.	 SAPQ SS

There were signs of misinterpretation of these resources: the text was

long and fairly difficult, and its subject was wider than that of the

question, so careful reading and selection was needed. In contrast, the

rubric and question appeared to generate no problems.

Many writers seemed rather unfamiliar with the subject matter beyond a

vague idea of what the term 'death rates ' meant (and some appeared not
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to have even that much knowledge). The required mode of discourse,

exposition, was not complicated by any additional mode expectations, and

seemed to be handled adequately. There was a strong relationship between

the question and the resources, but the appropriate content was well

embedded into the much longer text and for some writers the search was

very difficult. Once appropriate content was located there appeared to be

a temptation for some writers to reward themselves by plagiarising.

There was only a weak relationship between the resources and the question

structure, and it may be because of this, coupled with the difficulty of

information retrieval, that some answers were disorganised.

The question was not difficult linguistically, but the outcome space was

quite narrow. Although there were no challenges, writers apparently

considering the task to be valid, if difficult, there is a sense of

discomfort in answers which suggests that this i a hard task.

3.2.. PS questions

The PS questions, marked up to show their structure, are as follows:

112Q1 PS

ba-c-	 (+ U4.LLG(.	 i'c.)

çNew scientific processes often meet with opposition
because of the pollution they cause to the environment, an

Lexample of which (Source Booklet ref.).
h.,e14 F.s 2	 I	 i&24	 fecs Z

cThtis?	 wou1d'	 7en!'e continued use of
yçh potentially harmful processes,

SAPQ PS

Discuss some of the ways in which air pollution can be
reduced.
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3.2.5,1. H2QI PS

In this small corpus (7 writers) one writer wrote about the composition

of the air, one wrote a short answer to this question and a longer one to

the second question, and the others made more or less overt challenges.

In the less overt challenges it would be possible to assume that the

writer had misinterpreted the question and failed to notice the

instruction to "defend", but the rate of occurrence of challenges was so

high that seems unlikely. The resources were very short, and were not on

the topic or focus of this question: the "example" mentioned in the

question is really a passing mention of sulphur compounds from factories,

which are described as "impurities". There is very little support for an.

answer in the resources in terms of either content or structure, although

this appeared to be a familiar subject to most writers. The required

mode of discourse is argumentative, but not really a personal argument.

The writer is asked to write from within her role "as a scientist".

There are, then two perspectives here which seriously restrict the

outcome space: the writer must defend rather than oppose or 'discuss'

these processes, and she must do so on scientific grounds. For many

writers this appeared to cause a real role conflict between the role of

participant in an academic test and all they know about the 'rules' of

that game, and the role of scientist, i.e., member of a specific

disciplinary, professional community with its own mores. We have looked

in some detail at the challenges which resulted in section 1.

3.2.5.2.	 SAPQ PS

There were no observed problems of resources, rubric or question with

this task. The resources were the same as for M2Q1 PS, and the text is

fairly concrete and not difficult. The required mode of discourse was

exposition, with no additional mode expectations. Writers needed to
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generate additional content to develop that in the resources but the

resources provided a good basis, There was not much help there with

structure for an answer, however.

The question is linguistically easy and was in general well handled; the

outcome space is quite wide, and the design of the task appears to

encourage writers to go beyond the resources to their specialist

knowledge.

3.2.6. GA questions

The M2Q1 question is the same as the 2Q1 SS question and is not

repeated here: the SAPQ GA question, marked up for structure, is as

follows:

Th-p

'i' h7'('green revolution' of high technology T7i'-7
(,_food , produc on,jas created	 social problems in,

T'	 1;;:4$

There was one misinterpretation of the resources, which was discussed in

sub-section 2.1.2.; there were no observed misinterpretations of the

rubric or question. Hany writers gave the impression of being familiar

with the subject matter, but one or two appeared to have no prior concept

of the 'green revolution' at all. The resources seeeined to provide most

writers with sufficient background to feel familiar with both the topic

and the focus, and provided some useful content. Plagiarism was a

temptation, however, due to the relative ease of the text, its

concreteness, and the close relationship between certain parts of it and

the question. Help with structuring an answer was also available from

the resources.

The question was linguistically easy, and although the outcome space was

narrowed by the perspective, which assumed that writers would agree the
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'green revolution' had led more to problems than to benefits in India,

that was the perspective also taken by the text and writers seemed to

find it valid. There were no overt challenges.

3.3.	 Task equivalence	 predicting scores

It can be seen from the foregoing discussion that the tasks in these

three writing tests are not equivalent in design. First, they are not

equivalent across Modules: that is, the five M2Q1 questIons discussed are

not equivalent to each other, They do not all require the same mode of

discourse; they do not all require the same amount of personal

investment; they do not all provide the same amount of content from

which to build an answer; they do not all offer the same amount of

support with structure for an answer; same generate many more challenges

than others. The same is true, although it would appear on the task

analysis above, to a lesser degree, of the SAPQ questions across Modules.

We might predict from this that questions will not be equivalent in

difficulty.

We may predict from the discussion above that the questions will yield

different score levels across Modules. Comparisons of scores across

Modules are not possible, however, because there is no claim nor any

evidence that the writers in each Module were equivalent in any sense:

this was not an experimental study. Indeed, on the evidence of the ELTS

overall scores (ELTSOA) presented in Chapter 4 it seems clear that they

are nt equivalent. We may, however, compare scores within Modules and
relate these to the task analysis above.

The discussion of the LS tasks suggests that M2Q1 LS will be more

difficult than SAPQ LS. The mean scores support this: M2Q1 mean is 5.585

while SAPQ LS mean is 6,293. The LS group reived the lowest mean score

on ELTSOA apart from the GA group, but their mean scores on the three

writing tests place them second in rank order of writing performance for
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GAPQ and M2Q1, and first for SAPQ. If we were to assume a 'flat' profile

of skills (an assumption we cannot in fact make) this would suggest that

both LS writing tasks were relatively easy. In fact the LS mean score

for M2Q1 is very close to their ELTSOA mean, suggesting that perhaps the

explanation is that writing tasks in other Modules are relatively

difficult.

A similar pattern can be predicted for M2Q1 ME and SAPQ XE, although

some difficulty was identified with both these tasks. The mean scores

are close together: )t2Ql ME is 5.909 and SAPQ XE is 6.000, not supporting

a prediction that the tasks will both be shown to be rather difficult.

The ME group's mean ELTSOA score placed them first in rank order of the

Modular groups, as did their GAPQ and M2Q1 writing test mean scores.

Their SAPQ mean score was the same as their ELTSOA, but LS outperformed

them on SAPQ. Again, if we were to assume a 'flat' profile, it would

appear that LS SAPQ at least is relatively easy. However, we saw in

Chapter 4 that there was an inverse and weak correlation between the

scores on the SAPQ/M2Q1 tasks, suggesting that one or several task

variables are generating quite different kinds of responses in these

doctors, one task favouring some and the other task favouring others.

Such a pattern of correlations suggests that for individuals flat profiles

would not be found. The most striking differences of task variables

between the two questions were: text length and type; mode of discourse;

degree of role specification; specification/non-specification of purpose

for task.

The discussion of the SS tasks leads to a prediction that M2Q1 SS will

yield lower scores than SAPQ SS. This is not in fact the case: the M2Q1

SS mean is 5.555 and the SAPQ SS mean is 4.926. The length of the text

for SAPQ SE and the embeddedness of the relevant content within it led,

as was noted, to short answers. Since there are strong indications that

length is often a significant variable in explaining scores in holistic

readings this may be the explanation. Clearly the weakness of the M2Q1
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SS task was outweighed by the resource difficulty and the failure to

provide an answer structure in the SAPQ 55 task. The SS group exhibited

generally lower scores on the writing tests than their ELTSOA mean score

would have predicted on the assumption of a 'flat' profile. On ELTSOA the

55 group was ranked second: on M2Q1 they were ranked third, and on GAPQ

and SAPQ they were ranked lowest. In none of the writing tests did the

group's mean score come close to their mean score on ELTSOA, suggesting

either that all the writing tasks are relatively difficult, or that SS

students tend to have 'marked' profiles with relatively weak writing

skills.

Ye saw in the discussion of the PS tasks that 1(2Q1 PS generated many

challenges, many of them strong and lively. We also saw that raters

responded to these challenges in different ways: different from rater to

rater and different from writer to writer. Although we might predict

that such a constraining task will cause problems for writers and lead to

low scores, examination of the answers and of the raters' responses

suggested that some challenges were made with confidence and conviction,

and that some at least were valued by raters. It becomes more difficult

on closer examination to make a prediction. In fact X2Q1 PS has a mean

score of 5.428 while SAPQ PS ha a mean score of 5.143: apparently

writers were not as disadvantaged by the narrow outcome space as we

might have predicted. Perhaps the controversiality of the question,

coupled with the fact that it is a question physicists often have to deal

with, perhaps unfairly in their view, engages them in the topic powerfully

(as SAPQ PS clearly did not), and it is this engagement which raises

their M2Q1 scores. It does not, however, affect their writing performance

relative to other l'todular groups: the PS group were ranked third on

ELTSOA and, on GAPQ: they were ranked fourth on both N2Q1 and SAPQ.

In the GA Module we predicted that the problematic M2Q1 task would

result in lower scores for that task than for the SAPQ task, and were

shown to be wrong. The same prediction is made here for the use of that
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task in the GA Module, but it is made with more conviction because the

SAPQ GA task appeared to have no serious problems with task variables,

unlike the SAPQ SS task, In fact the mean score for SAPQ GA is 5.B26 and

the mean score for M2Q1 GA is 5.261, confirming the prediction. The GA

group exhibited the lowest mean ELTSOA score, and were also placed lowest

on X2Q1, with a mean very close to their ELTSOA: they were ranked fourth

on GAPQ and third on SAPQ. Considering the close correlations between

writing test scores for this group it would seem that SAPQ GA in

particular is an easy question.

At this level then, the system for task analysis appears to allow

prediction with some success but also some error. Clearly, there are

other factors operating which have not been identified in the task

analysis.

3.4.	 What makes task AE rather than GAP?

In the task analysis above no particular attention was paid to

identifying SAP rather than GAP task variables. Reviewing the discussion

of incompetence in section 2 it would be difficult to find any variable

there which could be identified as existing only in SAP contexts:

problems of misinterpretation occur on all writing tests, and problems of

pragmatic incompetence occur on all academic writing tests. In the

discussion of challenges we saw that challenges occur when writers

cannot value the task, and it was suggested earlier in this section that

challenges are more frequent when outcome space is limited. Challenges

to GAPQ seemed to be on what we might describe as a 'moral' basis: that

is, the writers did not seem to orient their personal/cultural morality in

the same underlying values as the question implied. K2Q1 PS generated

some similar challenges but also challenges which seemed to be on a

'disciplinary' basis: we saw that writer number 122 wrote from the

perspective of a scientist and gave a scientists's reasons for

challenging the values implied by the question. We also saw how writer
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number 93 challenged the M2Q1 55 task from the perspective of her role

within her discipline. Through their challenges, PS writers were able to

transform the M2Q1 PS task into one they could value: this was less easy

to do with GAPQ.

We would expect a central SAP variable for a writing test task to be the

need to respond from within a discipline: that is, if role and perspective

are assigned they should be authentic ones for a member of that

disciplinary community. l't2Q1 PS and SAPQ ItE are particularly strong in

that regard. M2Q1 1'!E assumes a fairly narrow set of roles from within

which the writer may write, but does not limit the perspective, although

many writers interpreted it as doing so. The (2Q1 LS task attempts to

offer the writer the chance to write from within her own perspective by

asking for personal experience, but as we saw earlier this was ignored by

writers: the explanation suggested is that by asking writers to discuss

both advantages and disadvantages the personal role and perspective is

taken away from them, The perspective offered for the X2Q1 SB/GA task

was one of compulsion, and role was neither stated nor could be inferred:

on this variable this is not a SAP task.

Another central SAP variable is content. A SAP writing test can be

expected to be based firmly within the writer's content knowledge and

require her to demonstrate that knowledge. Further, according to studies

by Houghton (1984), James (1984), Johns (1985) and Swales (1982), and as

confirmed by this researcher's faculty survey reported earlier, faculty

within disciplines in their writing tests design tasks which emphasise

the selection of relevant data from sources and the reorganisation of

those data to build an appropriately organised response. All the SAPQ

tasks were designed to attempt to fit this design variable, but in the

cases of HE and PS this was not easy to achieve within the constraints

of the source material. In each of these cases the task requires the

writer to work with the resources but to go beyond them, into her

knowledge of her discipline. Thus they move from content to role. Of
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the M2Q1 questions only LS and ME are much related to content; little

content is available for 35/GA and virtually none for PS. As we have

seen, writers on M2Q1 PS are able to move from content to role, even when

this involves a challenge, but on M2Q1 SS/GA the task is too far from

most writers' perceptions of their role, either personal or disciplinary,

for this to be possible.

Figure 6.3.1. is an attempt to show how these two variables interrelate

for each N2Q1 and SAPQ question to make each of them a more or less SAP

task:

Figure 6.3.1.: Dimensions of SAPness/GAPness for !2Q1/SAPQ

-	 high .content---------
&s1

I	 I
I	 t

lowrole---	 ------------------------------

perspective

H
L ----------------low content

high role/

:Perspective
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35.	 What makes . writer's response AE rather than GAP?

It appears from the detailed study of answers and tasks in the corpus

used for this study that the first and foremost aspect of a writer's

response which characterises it as SAP rather than GAP is that the writer

approaches the task from a disciplinary perspective, writing from within

a disciplinary role. Here we are approaching the concept of 'voice' as

this is used in creative writing. The answers to SAPQ tasks by writers

18 (LS), 31 (PS) and 35 (ME) in Appendix I are each examples of answers

which are written with the 'voice' of the discipline, that is, of a writer

writing with the authority of their field. The answers by writers 1 (GA)

and 121 (PS) are included in Appendix I as examples which do not have

the voice of disciplinary authority.

Our investigations of task variables have made clear that certain

elements of the question either facilitate or impede the emergence of a

'voice' on any particular task. The topic and focus of the question must

fit the writer's perception of a legitimate arena for discourse in the

discipline (even if in fact it isn't) so that it may be valued. The

comment instruction(s) must be reasonable within the discourse of the

discipline: it would seem that all interactional modes are acceptable to

writers in this corpus, but that a comment requiring a personal (i.e.,

outside the role of member of a discipline) response makes writers

uneasy; if the writer sees that the personal response is required to a

public issue (as in the case of M2Q1 PS) this is accepted but answers

tend to be from the role of society member rather than disciplinary

community member. The combination of interactional and personal writing

called for in M2Q1 LS did not seem to enable writers to find an

authoritative voice. The perspective of the question plays a major part

in determining the outcome space of an answer, and therefore of the

voices with which it will be legitimate to use in responding. The

reading of answers suggests that questions with an implicit rather than

explicit perspective are most successful, sending a message to writers
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who are firmly grounded in their disciplines that it is appropriate to

respond from the disciplinary perspective, while not preventing writers

who are at the point of entry into the discipline from finding a more

general stance from which to respond. Both 1E questions seem to be

particularly successful in this regard, but of course this is easiest with

ME since the community of testees is narrowest and most clearly defined

in the minds of all participants in the discourse - test constructor,

writer/medic and rater.

The writer's possession of sufficient basic knowledge of the content area

of the task of the writing test is also central to making her response

SAP rather than GAP. The most convincing answers appeared to take the

content of the answer and develop an answer from it not simply by

selection, reorganisation and paraphrase, but by addition of content

(factual content rather than opinions). It can be seen in Appendix I

that this was convincingly done by writer 14 (M2Q1 LS) and writer 110

(SAPQ LS); writer 120, a writer with weak linguistic skills, also showed

convincing use of her own content knowledge on SAPQ PS. Writers without

that personal familiarity with the content produced answers which worked

within the information provided.

The impression resulting from close study of the responses in this corpus

is that an incompetent answer can never be a SAP answer, but a challenge

answer may be - and that in fact challenges are most likely to occur

when a low SAP task combines with a writer who is firmly grounded in the

role, perspective and content of her own SAP. The cases of writers 31

and 122 on X2Q1 PS, discussed in sub-section 2,2.3., are interesting in

this regard. Writer number 31, in challenging, appears to reject her role

as a scientist, and responds from the perspective of a member of the

wider community; writer number 122 obeys the directive to respond as a

scientist, but rejects the perspective of either defending or opposing

potentially harmful processes as outside her role as a scientist. We saw

that raters did not greatly value writer 122's answer.
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Ye appear to have been able to find some elements of SAPness in some of

the 'SAP' tasks, and some instances of SAP responses from writers. There

also seem to be 'SAP' tasks which are much closer to being GAP tasks on

Figure 6.3,1.: X2Q1 SS/GA appears to be more centrally a GAP task on

these dimensions than GAF'Q Is. There also are responses from writers

which have little to mark them as SAP responses, either of 'voice' or of

content addition and transformation.

We saw In the final section of Chapter 5 that the raters gave few signs

of taking a SAP perspective themselves while rating, and thus we cannot

assume that there will be any match between SAPness in a response and

SAPness In a score; further, we found that the scoring procedure had no

specifically SAP-focussed criteria. It Is not likely that writers who are

potentially SAP writers will produce SAP responses to tasks that are only

uncertainly SAP at best, But If they do, there is little to indicate that

such responses can be handled In valid ways through the scoring criteria

and procedure, or that raters are intuitIvely operating their SAP criteria

and valuing SAP responses.
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CONCLUSIONS

1.	 General academic purpose writing tests or specific academic

purpose writing tests?

The study reported here began with the attempt to investigate the claim

that writing tests in a student's academic discipline ('SAP' writing

tests) will yield more meaningful information about the student's writing

proficiency in English than writing tests applicable to the university

community at large ('GAP' writing tests). Although limited support for a

strong ESP construct was found,the study has not provided any strong

argument for the use of SAP rather than GAP writing tests in the

assessment of the writing of postgraduate students seeking entry to

British tertiary education.

Although when the subjects were treated as a single group both SAP mean

scores were significantly higher than the GAP mean scores, and

correlations among the scores were all significant, only 38% at best of

the score variance could be accounted for. In only two of the five

nodular groups studied, LS and SS, were mean scores for SAP writing tests

significantly higher than mean scores for the GAP writing test. Across

all groups, correlations showed that performances of individuals varied

from question to question, and that the variation was not explained by a

consistent SAP/GAP distinction. The only group for which the two SAP

writing tests met the criterion for parallel forms was GA. GA was the

only case in which scores on the two SAP questions correlated more

highly with each other than scores on either SAP question correlated with

GAPQ, and the only case in which correlations among all three tests were

equally significant.
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Evidently, SAP questions are lifting scores, but not always for the same

students. This pattern could be explained theoretically by a hypothesis

in which students with strong skills in the particular subject area would

be more advantaged by any specific academic question in that subject area

than students with weaker skills in the same area, but It does not

provide support for a simplistic assertion that SAP writing tests will

necessarily advantage students correctly placed on a six way division of

disciplines. Students may be correctly placed, but not have the

necessary skills of the discipline, or not have mastered the actual

content necessary far the question asked.

Further, in two cases, PS and SS, the two SAP questions were not

significantly correlated with each other, while each of them was

significantly correlated with GAPQ. For the subjects treated as a single

group, and for the other three 1(odular groups, the correlation between

GAPQ and one of the SAP writing tests was higher than the correlation

between the two SAP writing tests. In the PS Kodule, SAPQ and GAPQ met

the criterion for parallel forms, which is contrary to all predictions. A

finding of closer relationships between one of the SAP questions and the

GAP question appears to confound the hypothesis of a SAP advantage and

requires an alternative explanation. The pattern noted suggests that in

many cases M2Q1 is more a 'GAP' task than a 'SAP' task. Few of the

correlations were able to account for as much as 60% of the score

variance, suggesting that an explanation might be found in aspects of

test design rather than in the test subjects. There was no case in the

study where the data fit a pattern which could be predicted by an ESP

construct.

At the completion of the empirical study it was only possible to say that

no predictions had been fulfilled except the prediction of significant

relationships among the three writing tests, and even this prediction was

not fulfilled in every case. The two SAP questions on the SS Kodule were

not significantly related, and none of the questions on the ME Module
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were significantly related, despite the fact that this Module showed the

most similar mean scores across questions. In this Module, individuals

were performing differently on the three questions but the resulting

totals were very similar. Either ME students are more sensitive to small

changes in tasks than other students, or the differences among the tasks

f or this group were more dramatic than the differences among tasks for

other students.

It was concluded that other factors were having strong influences on the

data and making it impossible to approach a valid measurement of the

variables in which we are interested. For this reason the further

studies were carried out into the four principal task variables on a

writing test: the task, the scoring procedure, the raters, and the writers,

The purpose of these further studies was to understand more about the

causes of variation in the scores, and to search for ways of reducing, or

at least of predicting and accounting for, such variation.

2.	 Validity t ih scoring procedure

The scoring procedure used for scoring all three writing tests for each

group was the original M2Q1 scoring procedure. There was no evidence to

suggest that raters found the procedure more appropriate to the scoring

of some questions than of others. This procedure was found to be

unreliable when used operationally, and development was carried out which

made it more reliable under operational conditions, and which permitted

the concurrent investigation of the procedure's validity. No evidence was

found to suggest that the procedure became more valid: raters gave no

indication that they were applying SAP criteria when using the procedure

for its stated purpose, i.e. for scoring answers to supposedly SAP

questions. Not only was content not a criterion, it was specifically

excluded and discounted as a criterion. None of the criteria elicited

from raters' rating behaviour displayed any SAP characteristics, and as
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the scoring procedure was made explicit and refined neither raters nor

administrative bodies involved commented on this lack.

The motive force for the development of the scoring procedure was the

need for improved reliability: no attempt was made to move the procedure

towards a SAP basis. The development work on the scoring procedure

showed that the criteria used for the scoring of M2Q1, a supposedly SAP

question, demonstrated no features which could be viewed as specific to

SAP writing and inapplicable to GAP writing. If anything, the situation

is the reverse, i.e., the scoring procedure for M2Q1 is in fact a GAP

procedure, being applied to a purportedly SAP writing test.

3.	 Validity 1 raters' rating processes

The study of the raters in action when rating l't2Qi suggested that it is

possible to use observations of what raters do to articulate criteria

more exactly and to aid raters in identifying what it is they are

responding to in order that they may do so more consistently. It

confirmed that raters were not applying SAP criteria in making their

judgeinents, or rewarding SAP responses when they recognised them in

testees' writing. Rather, in the instances where it seemed that a SAP

basis for a judgement might be appropriate it was seen that raters either

failed to demonstrate awareness of the possibility of such a basis, or

veered away from basing their judgement in such criteria. Thus,

disagreements between raters as to the appropriateness of responses

occurred most often in the areas of content accuracy and relevance.

A certain disjunction was observed between raters' apparent ability to

follow the instruction to ignore content and their insistence on

relevance. Raters seemed to be concerned with organisation and ideas

within a single genre and not to have varying expectations from question

to question across Nodules; they referred often to 'message', but this

seemed more to do with the fulfilment by the writer of certain text
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structural expectations than with the absolute worth of the content

chosen: relevance was as much a matter of form as of fact. The

advisability of basing questions on the specific material of provided

texts was also called into question by the frequent occurrence of

plagiarism or other misuse of the input texts. It was clear that the

rating processes of these raters were based in GAP expectations of

writing in academic settings.

4.	 What writers' responses revealed about tasks

Study of the answers produced by writers enabled the identification of a

number of response variables which appeared closely related to task

variables and through which tasks could be examined, Content gave clear

indications of being a SAP task variable, but content requirements alone

did not appear to be sufficient to stimulate writers to produce responses

which deserved to be characterised as SAP rather than

paraphrases/summaries of the content of a text. A content requirement is

not necessarily a call for the writer to refer to the related text: in

fact answers which remained close to the input material seemed

unconvincing and ran the risk of plagiarism. SAPQ LS was an exmaple of

this. Tasks which made content demands, but which assumed that the

writer could herself provide some content, seemed to result in convincing

answers, for example, 1(2Q1 WE.

Similarly, role/perspective gave clear indications of being a SAP

variable, but those questions which limited these requirements to a

demand that the writer bring in personal experience were not particularly

convincing to the writers as tasks, for example M2Q1 LS. Only those

tasks in which the writer was able to make a personal investment

succeeded in producing a response in a recognisable SAP voice, and in

this regard N2Q1 PS was particularly successful, contrary to prediction.

The identification of this interaction of content and role/perspective to

create a unique outcome space for each writer brings the task close to
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'personal' writing. We are accustomed to thinking of academic writing,

and particularly specific academic writing, as impersonal, as 'expository'.

From this study it would appear that the most convincing SAP writing is

In important ways also 'personal' writing.

When tasks were analysed to discover which of them appeared to be based

more heavily in those dimensions which yielded SAP responses, it appeared

that the two ME SAP questions combined the most features of SAP content

and role, with SAPQ ME making greater role demands. SAPQ LS required

high content engagement but made rather low role demands, while M2Q1 LS

was more centrally SAP with moderate role demands and fairly high

content requirements. No other questions were unequivocally SAP: SAPQ PS

was borderline, with low content and fairly high role involvement, N2Q1

PS was on one outer periphery, with very high role demands and no

content, while SAPQ SS and GA were on the other, with very high content

expectations and no role. The other questions fell clearly into the GAP

half of the diagram.

5.	 What h. been learned?

The studies carried out make it clear that if a writing test is to be a

valid test of specific academic writing, a scoring procedure must be

designed which makes explicit this intention and which states, describes

and illustrates the valid criteria to be applied to the judgenient of SAP

responses to SAP tasks. Nothing was found to suggest that valid SAP

scores can result from the application of a GAP scoring procedure.

Whether or not experienced teachers of English as a second! foreign

language are able to conduct valid SAP ratings, given proper training and

guidance, was not an issue explored in this study, although Hanip-Lyons

(1986) suggests that they are. Certainly they do not have, ready-made in

their minds, SAP criteria which they can apply uninstructed, nor can they

intuitively recognise and reward SAP responses.
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There was little to suggest that raters were consistently recagnising and

valuing authentic SAP responses from writers. Indeed, on occasion raters

appeared to view SAP responses with suspicion. The disjunction between

the implicit claims of the test and the expectations of the writers, and

the basis of judgernents In the scoring procedure and the raters, may

explain why score levels and correlation patterns could not be well

predicted. It seems clear that all the aspects of the studies of the four

key variables of task, writer, scoring procedure and rater are interacting

in complex ways, and that these interactions were poorly understood at

the time of test construction.

It also seems fairly clear from these studies that the constructors of

ELTS 1(2 had no principled basis for the construction of truly SAP

writing test tasks, o consistent design parameters can be reconstructed

from the lt2Ql tasks apart from the appeal to personal experience, and

this is a parameter which Is patently not particular to SAP tasks.

Further, there is no evidence that the constructors bad any design

principles or parameters in mind at all, apart from the appeal to

experience just mentioned and the need to link the writing task to an

Input text chosen for another purpose, i.e., a text used previously to test

reading comprehension. Some tasks show some SAP characteristics but

this Is haphazard and unpredictable, appearing to be more due to luck, or

goad intuitions, than to judgeinent.

When tasks are at best hesitantly SAP, raters are GAP and the scoring

procedure is GAP, It would be foolish to expect meaningful distinctions to

occur between responses to those tasks labelled SAP and those labelled

GAP. There is little evidence here to indicate that if a question did

generate a SAP response it would be given a SAP reading and scaring. The

evidence of these studies suggests that, while there may be some

advantage to some testees in a SAP question rather than a GAP question,

differences in difficulty level of questions have more influence in

determining scores, While the study reported in Chapter 6 did not
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succeed in identifying all sources of task difficulty it did show some

progress, enabling, for example, GAPQ and SAPQ SS to be IdentIfied as

difficult, and SAPQ LS as easy. Study of challenges led to some incorrect

predictions, but also led to a greater understanding of the way in which

the writer's sense of role interacts with the content possibilities of a

task to give to the writer's response a sense of engagement with the

task. It led also to the observation that challenges based on the

writer's role as a member of a disciplinary community were found less

acceptable by these raters than challenges based on the writer's role as

a member of a wider community. This observation returns us to the

interaction between all the key variables in a writing test, and the

unlikelihood of establishing consistent relationships between tasks on

the basis of their degree of 'SAPness' as long as every key variable is

not functioning in ways which are valid for the test purpose.

It has not been possible to establish a clear advantage for SAP writing

test tasks over GAP writing test tasks, nor has it been possible to

establish the validity of the parameters of specific disciplines as these

have been used in the ELTS. The failure of SAP questions purportedly in

the same disciplinary area to correlate highly may be wholly the result

of poor task design, which has been clearly established, or it may be

partly the result of invalidity of the discipline-specific construct upon

which the test is based. Since specifications of the precise basis upon

which the boundaries between Modules in ELTS were drawn are not

available, tasks cannot be compared to any a priori construct. What does

seem to have been established, however, is that without exact

specifications of the parameters of specific disciplines ('Modules') and

of the construct of writing as it occurs in that discipline, it will not

be possible to show conclusively that supposedly SAP questions In any

discipline are more appropriate and can yield more accurate scores than

supposedly GAP questions.
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6.	 AE writing tests 4 .AE writing tests.	 fulfilment QI

expectations

We have seen that it is possible for ]'!2Q1 to fulfil reliability

expectations, but that to date there are no indications of the fulfilment

of the validity expectations of a specific academic writing test.

Although the test may claim a certain face validity, tasks are of dubious

and erratic content and construct validity; neither the scoring procedure

nor the raters' processes are valid, There must be doubt whether the

responses made by writers are valid SAP responses, given the failure of

validity of the tasks. There is no consistent set of results which can

be explained through a construct of specific academic writing. While the

backwash from the test may be beneficial, there have been no studies to

establish this, and the concerns about test security which have been

heard relate to the negative backwash created if test items are leaked

and 'stock answers' become common. The same criticisms can be levelled

at SAPQ. It is clear that SAP writing tests are less efficient than GAP

writing tests, and on this ground, without any strong factors to indicate

otherwise, it appears that no argument can be made for specific academic

writing tests over general academic writing tests,

This is not, however, to claim that general tests of writing in academic

settings are necessarily better than specific ones. All writing tests

have validity problems. It is difficult to design writing tests of any

kind which can reflect the construct of writing as we characterised it in

Chapter 1.

We know that writing, composing, is a process which occurs over time, but

we give little time for writing tests. We know that few good composed

products are recognisable in their first draft form, but writing tests

require and judge what are inevitably first drafts. We know that writing

is a process of discovery and of learning, but .we require writing tests

in order to measure what it is that writers already know. We know that
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writing is purposive and interactional, but we construct writing tests

which assume that the testing purpose and the interaction with the tester

will be sufficient stimulus for the writer to treat the activity of

responding as a communicative act. The only feature of the model of

composing which was presented in Chapter 1 which occurs in these writing

tests appears to be the normative feature, and this detracts from rather

than adds to validity as long as we are in the position of not

possessing a sound basis of understanding of the norms of written

discourse in each discipline against which writers' test essays can be

judged.

There is nothing to indicate that at present tests of writing in academic

settings, general or specific, approach construct validity. However, as

we understand more about what it means to write in academic settings,

and how this writing differs from discipline to discipline, it will

become more feasible to design writing tests with construct valdity in

those terms.

The failure of ELTS 1(2 to meet the expectations set up for it in Chapter

4 does not stand alone. The same criticisms apply equally to SAPQ and to

GAPQ. Writing tests designed and implemented as these were can

confidently be predicted to fail to meet any stringent expectations. The

development of any writing test must begin with a detailed a priori

construct validation which looks closely at the setting which the test is

intended to operate in and to reflect. A scoring procedure must be

developed to match the construct. Tasks must also be developed to test

the construct and must be carefully pre-tested to ensure that they are on

target. Raters must be carefully trained to understand not only the

scoring procedure qua procedure, but also the construct underlying it,

Scores resulting from the test must meet not merely reliability

expectations but more importantly validity expectations.
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7.	 E.utir. research	 development

It must be clear from the foregoing that more work is needed in all these

areas. A good deal of research is already being done into ESP and the

characterisation of specific academic communities and their discourse,

and all this research will inform test development. There is no evidence

as yet, for eiample, that the way in which the ELTS divides up the

disciplinary 'cak' has any construct validity' the limited research which

has ben done suggests that It dos not.

Mu'h work is alo being doie into the development of scoring procedures

for writing test3, and this can be applied to the problems of scoring

writing tests for the kinds of general and specific academic settings

with which the ELTS Is concerned. After a period in which holistic

scoring reigned un..ontested in writing assessment, a shift toward a range

of carefully designed, valid analytic schemes, of which the multiple trait

procedure developed for the third version of the 112 assessment is bLt

one, can be generally discerned.

)any reBearchers are concerned'-.w4ith the apparent disjunction between

process and product in writing, and attention is increasingly being paid

to the ways In which that disjunction can be lessened, so that product

demands take better account of processes and processes are shaped toward

an awareness of the products which are their eventual goal. Some of this

research is centred in academic communities, general or specific.

These research areas need to be linked together so that our understanding

of how we can assess writing performance, process and product, in

academic settings, will be increased. There are as yet few signs that

this linking research is under way, and It will take a good many

replicatory studies In a range of academic contexts, building as time

goes by on the developments made in each of the areas separately, to

enable us to reach that understanding.
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There are two aspects of the research reported here which do not appear

to be receiving attention at the present time, which have considerable

potential for increasing our understanding of the writing assessment

process in any context, including academic contexts, and which can be

pursued independently of other research developments.

First, the ethnographic study of raters in the process of rating student

answers provided a rich source of data. This source of data has been

neglected in almost all research in the testing of writing, or else data

collection methods such as self-reports have not permitted a clear

understanding of what it is that raters actually do while judging writing.

There is much to be learned from such studies. The ethnographic study

here was limited, because the data were collected during the development

of a scoring procedure: further studies in less constrained contexts

would be fruitful. It would also be useful to replicate such studies,

using the same answers and different raters, in order to investigate the

effect of the development of a rating community on. the score patterns

which evolve.

Second, the reconstruction of task variables from writers' responses

provides another rich source of data. This study was limited by the

small number of tasks, but analysis of many tasks in this way will teach

us a great deal about what it is in tasks which writers respond to and

which makes them more or less difficult for different groups of writers.

Ideally this would be coupled with structured interviews of the writers

immediately after they have completed the writing task and the

interviewer has read the answer, in order to collect self reports about

responses, interpretations and processes. A study of writers from the

same discipline functioning as a community, reading and discussing their

own and others' answers soon after taking the test would also provide

interesting information: writers asked to respond to each others' writing

would reveal their own criteria for judgements in ways which would

parallel the ethnographic study of raters.
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Finally, while this study has not provided a vindication of those who

would test the writing proficiency of applicants for tertiary education

places through specific academic rather than general academic writing

tests, it has not shown that such an aim Is mistaken in principle. It

has shown only that such an aim is impractical in the present state of

our knowledge. The study has provided a foundation from which research

and development of tests of writing In a variety of academic settings,

general and specific, may go forward.
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AulifJLJIX A 1-3; iURIE SEiS OF WRIT hG TEST TASKS

ki.L X2Q1
(texts follow)

Rubric for all M2 tasks (including both questions) was:

uAnswer BOTH questions. You have 40 minutes. Please allow 25 minutes
for the first answer, and 15 minutes for the second.

Life Sciences:

Section 4 of your Source Booklet deals with the Green Revolution.
Drawing on your own experience, discuss some of the advantages and
disadvantanges of the introduction of modern farming techniques. (Write
15 to 20 lines.)

Medicine:

Section 5 of your Source Booklet states that a doctor can benefit from
having had some experience of hospital life as a porter, technician or
auxiliary nurse. Give your own opinion of the advantages and
disadvantages of such experience. (Write 15 to 20 lines.)

Physical Sciences:

ew scientific processes often meet with opposition because of the
pollution they cause to the environment, an example of which is referred
to in Section 2 of your Source Booklet. As a scientist, how would you
defend the continued use of such potentially harmful processes? (Write
15 to 20 lines.)

Social Studies:

Refer to the bibliography in Section 5.1. of your Source Booklet. If you
had to read either Henry's Who Lie in Gaol . Size's Prisons I have
known, state which one you would choose and write 15 to 20 lines giving
the reasons for your choice.

Technology:

Look at the table on page 5 of your Source Booklet which describes
certain characteristics of steel, iron and aluminium. Discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of particular metals for a particular
purpose with which you are familiar (e.g. building construction or vehicle
manufacturing). Write 15 to 20 lines.)

General Academic:

same as X2Q1 SS	 S- 1
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Section 4: THE GREEN REVOLUTION

And he gave it for his opinion, that whoever could
make two ears of corn or twO blades of grass to grow
upon a spot of ground where only one grew before, -
would deserve better of mankind, and do more essential

5 service to his country, than the whole race of politicians
put together. JONATHAN SWIFT, Voyage to Brobdingnag,
Part II, Chapter 7

Most readers will be familiar with the term 'Green Revolution' if not
with the thing itself, for the public-relations job that has been done

10 around this technology-package approach to uc farming has been
admirable. We will try to define it through a series of questions:

What does the term mean, technically speaking? It means breeding
plants that will bear more edible grain—the 'two ears where only one
grew before'—and thus increase yields without increasing cultivated crop

15 areas. Traditional grains, especially those grown on the three poor
continents, tend to be tall onthejtallç for reasons of natural selection.
That way they can get more sunlight, grow higher than the surrounding
weeds, and resist flooding when heavy rains come. If one tried to
produce double kernels on these long stalks, the plants would be top

20 heavy, keel over and lodge in the soil. So the problem was to produce
plants with short, tough stalks that could bear new fertiliser-sensitive
hybrids. These dwarf varieties, capable of producing spectacular yields
under ideal conditions, were eventually bred: they go under the name of
high-yielding varieties, or HYVS for short. These plants can be adapted to

25 any number of environments, but they are not as adapted as thousands
of years of natural selection could make them—so they present problems
of disease resistance. And they will not bear ftill fruit unless heavy doses
of fefihiser are applied, and unless optimum irrigation ii supplied. In
other words, for us to get full benefit from the new 'miracle' seeds, they

30 must have plenty of water, plenty of nourishment and plenty of chemical
protection—pesticides and fungicides against disease; herbicides against
the weeds that also thrive on fertiliser. The rub is that if a single one of
these elements is lacking, HYVS can sometimes produce less grain than
what could have been obtained with traditional varieties.
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Section 2: THE COMPOSITION OF THE AIR

Air is the mixture of gases which immediately surrounds the earth. It can be
separated into its constituents by physical changes, such as guefyg the air by
cooling and then allowing the temperature to rise. Each different gas will theoreti-
cally be vaporised from the liquid air at a different temperature. The actual
industrial process is not quite so simple, since in order to obtain a particular gas with
a high degree of purity several successive freezings and vaporisations are required.

The principal constituents of air are nitrogen, oxygen and argon, their
proportions by volume being roughly in the ratio of 78:21:1. In addition there are
very small traces of the inert gases helium, neon, krypton, radon and xenon. The
proportions of the gases so far mentioned do not change greatly when different
geographical locations are chosen for samples.

In addition to the gaseous elements previously quoted, air contains water vapour
and about 0.03 ¼ of carbon dioxide. Air also contains impurities such as dust, soot
and sulphur compounds, particularly near factories. Dry air has little effect on
metals, but damp air, especially in the presence of sulphur compounds, such as those
emitted by factory chimneys, has a severely corrosive effect on many metals.

3
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TABLE 2: SOME PROPERTIES OF METALS

	

density proof stress tensile	 elongation modulus of hardness
material	 01 per cent strength on 55 mm elasticity E (Brineli no.)

1kg m 3 IN mm IN mm 2 per cent	 mm 2

stainless steels	 210	 510' 540"	 50	 170
Fe: Cr: Ni : (Mo)

high strength steel	 350-430	 495-617	 19	 150-180
7850	 207 000

mild (structural) steel	 423-510	 22	 130

wrought iron	 355	 25-40	 100

greycastirons	 7150	 100-200	 155-310	 05-10	 120000	 140-250
modular and malleable

cast irons	 7225	 193-440	 310-800	 20-20	 172 000	 120-300

aluminium (Al)
99()% pure	 2650	 -	 70-140	 2-20	 23

(extrusions)
_______ __________ __________ __________ 	 22-42

	

68 300-	 (sheet)
72 400

9999% pure	 -	 80-100	 3-45	 15
(extrusions)

15-30
(sheet)

i.ftf



APPENDIX A 1-3: TERSE SETS OF VRITJIG TEST TASKS

A2. SAPQ
(texts follow)

Rubric for all SAPQ tasks was:

You have 25 minutes to answer this question. Answer on the front of
this sheet. You may use the back of the sheet for rough notes, which
will not be assessed.
If you use the information from the Source Booklet, put It in your own
words. You are not expected to show specialist knowledge, but your
answer should be relevant. Although grammar, spelling, etc. are
important, we are most Interested in your ability to organise and
communicate Information and Ideas.

Life Sciences:

Explain how you would eliminate an undesirable genetic characteristic
from a herd of cows. Refer to pp. 2/3 in your Source Booklet.

Xedicine:

If you were a general practitioner in Vest Africa looking for information
on how to reduce the mortality rate from bilharzia in your area, which of
these books would you refer to and why? Refer to p. 9 in your Source
Booklet.

Physical Sciences:

Discuss some of the ways in which air pollution cam be reduced. Refer to
p.3 In your Source Booklet.

Social Studies:

Describe the effects of the fall in death rates in Western Europe. Refer
to pp. 3-5 in your Source Booklet.

Technology:

lame and describe three uses of bi-concave lenses. Refer to p.8 in your
Source Booklet.

General Academic:

Explain why the 'green revolution' of high technology in food production
has created serious social problems in India. Refer to pp. 7/8 in your
Source Booklet.

L-Ij4-
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Section 2: THE COMPOSITION OF THE AIR

Air is the mixture of gases which immediately surrounds the earth. It can be
separated into its constituents by physical changes, such as quefyig the air by
cooling and then allowing the temperature to rise. Each different gas will theoreti-
cally be vaporised from the liquid air at a different temperature. The actual
industrial process is not quite so simple, since in order to obtain a particular gas with
a high degree of purity several successive freezings and vaporisations are required.

The principal constituents of air are nitrogen, oxygen and argon, their
proportions by volume being roughly in the ratio of 78:21:1. In addition there are
very small traces of the inert gases helium, neon, krypton, radon and xenon. The
proportions of the gases so far mentioned do not change greatly when different
geographical locations are chosen for samples.

In addition to the gaseous elements previously quoted, air contains water vapour
and about 0.03% of carbon dioxide. Air also contains impurities such as dust, soot
and sulphur compounds, particularly near factories. Dry air has little effect on
metals, but damp air, especially in the presence of sulphur compounds, such as those
emitted by factory chimneys, has a severely corrosive effect on many metals.
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Section 4: LENSES

The refraction of light is utilised in a variety of ways that may be of con-
siderable scientific benefit. A large proportion of these ways involve light
passing through a lens or a series of lenses. The lens gets its name from
the Latin word for a bean, because the shapes of the commonest lenses
are similar to those of beans or lentils.

A lens is apiece of glass or other transparent material whose thickness
varies from the middle to the edges, bounded by curved surfaces on one
or both sides.

Since very early times, lenses have been used to bring together rays of
light in a concentrated form. They were originally known as 'burning
glasses' because the sun's rays could be concentrated to such an extent
that sufficient heat could be generated to start a fire.

Lenses are used in spectacles to improve vision, in microscopes to make
very small objects easily visible, in telescopes to make distant objects
appear near, and in cameras and projectors to produce a sharp image on
a film or a screen.

There are a large number of different shaped lenses in common use,
but for convenience they may be grouped under two headings—converg-
ing or diverging lenses. Converging lenses cause rays of light to come
together after passing through them, and diverging lenses cause rays of
light to spread out after passing through them.

pnnpaI

(a)	 (b)

Fig. H5 (a) Bi-convex lens (1,) Bi-concave lens.

Figure H5 shows examples of each of these types of lens. (a) is what is
known as a bi-convex lens, because both of its surfaces curve outwards.
The surfaces can have the same or different radii of curvature, depending
on the use of the lens. (b) is known as a bi-concave lens, having both of
its surfaces curving inwards. Again the radii of curvature can be the same
or different in a bi-concave lens. (a) is an example of a converging lens
and (b) is an example of a diverging lens. In such lenses the line passing
through the centres of curvature of the lens surfaces is known as the
principal axis of the lens.

l.l-51
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Section 4: THE VIOLENT HARVEST

To loud acclaim from the prestigious inter-
national audience, Dr. Norman Borlaug advanced
to the podium to receive the Nobel Peace Prize. It
was 1970 and the prize was a generous gesture

5 towards an agronomist who, pottering about in
various scientific greenhouses, had bred new and
fabulously prolific varieties of wheat and rice.
Deployed in India over the previous five years the
'miracle' seeds had helped produce record

10 harvests. The Nobel judges made the under-
standable connection that the creation of more
food in the subcontinent went hand in glove with
peace.

But it is violence not peace that is being
15 harvested in India's fields.

The new varieties of seeds that have been so
profusely scattered are rather like highly bred
dogs. They need to be pampered or they sicken
and die. The new seeds have to have regular

20 supplies of water - so only irrigated fields can be
planted. They have to be bedded down with
expensive artificial fertilisers. The intensive hot-
house breeding means that they are vulnerable to
disease and need to be cared for with pesticides.

25 And finally all the cosseting is only worthwhile on
a large scale and generally with the help of
machines.

The idea of the green revolution was embraced
enthusiastically by the New Delhi government.

30 Their backs were against the wall. The number of
hungry Indians was increasing remorselessly. And
although progressive taxation would have helped
provide food for nearly everyone, that was
political dynamite.

35 It was a far softer option to seize on new and
scientific ways to increase the size of the cake
rather than enforce fairer slices.

The 1965 Indian Five Year Plan swung a lot of
government money behind the new seeds. All the

40 elements of the technological package were
provided without tampering with the basic pattern
of 'who owned what' in the countryside. It was
new wine into old bottles.

Scarcely ever in agricultural history has there
45 been such a rapid transplant of new farming

technology, on such a massive scale and with so
great a success. By the end of the decade the
number of tractors being used had increased five-
fold, tubewells for irrigation 38 times, the area

50 sown with the new seed from two million to
twenty-two million hectares.

The green revolution in India reached its
highwater mark in 1970/71 when a record-beating
crop of over 100 million tons of foodgrain were

55 harvested.
But the achievements have turned sour.
A farmer has to make a sizeable investment and

take a risk for the new seed to pay off. The
government supplied cheap credit for tractors,

60 expensive seed and fertilisers to be bought. But it
was the well-off farmers who were good risks and
qualified for the loans. It was the well-off farmers
who understood the complicated paraphernalia
which surrounded the planting of the new seeds.

65 It was the well-off farmer who had more than
enough land to provide for his family's food
needs and could risk giving the new seeds a whirl.
It was the well-off farmer who had the irrigated
land. And it was the well-off farmer who had

70 large enough fields to make a tractor a worthwhile
asset.

Tenant farmers were squeezed off the irrigated
land. It now became more profitable to farm with
the new technology than collect half the small-

75 holders' crops in rent. Small farmers with their
regular crops found that market prices had been
driven down by the bumper harvests of the large

'. S

if
We are all here, Sir, fertiliser supplier, seed
adviser and soil tester - but I wonder who
that man is over there.

L2
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landowners. And the green revolution bene-
ficianes' extra cash was ploughed back into

80 buying up plots from the small fry sunk into debt.
The gulf between the village rich and poor has

widened by leaps and bounds. There might have
been more food on the market. However, many

people have less money to buy it.
85 But to engage in the primitive Luddism of

technology-bashing is daft. The agnculturai work
of Norman Borlaug is a breakthrough But it can
only become a force for peace once the agricul-
tural social structure has been changed

8
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Rei the text belc and then answer the question under it.
You have 35 minutes altogether for reading and writing. Use the back
of the Qi. par for notes if you wish.

British still believe in
sin, hell and the devil
by JUDITH JUDD
MOST Britons still believe
in the concept of sin and
nearly a third believe in
hell and the devil, accord-
ing to the biggest survey of
public opinion ever carried
Out in the West.

Britons have a stricter
moral code than their fellow
Europeans, especially about
sex under the age of consent,
fiddling the dole and keeping
money they have found. But
they are more permissive
about euthanasia and failing
to report accidental damage
to a parked vehicle.

The findings of the survey,
begun in 1978 in nine western
countries, show that belief in
sin is highest in Northern
Ireland (91 per cent) and
lowest in Denmark (29 per
cent). More than twice as
many Americans as Euro-
peans believe in hell and the
devil.

Even 15 per cent of adie.
ists believe in sin and 4 per
cent in the devil.

A preliminary analysis of
the findings, to be published
in a book in the autumn, is
given in the Roman Catholic

weekly, The Tablet. It shows
that 78 per cent of Eut-opeans
think there is good and evil
in everyone.

The Irish have the most
optimistic view of mankind.
They think 34 per cent of
people are basically good.
The figure for the French,
who take the most jaundiced
view, is 5 per cent.

Most Europeans admit that
they sometimes regret having
done something they felt was
wrong. The Italians and
Danes suffer most-from such
regrets, the French and the
Belgians least. The rich
regret more than the poor.

The survey, which was car-
ried Out by an international
team of academics, examines
the 'sins' recognised in the
West. The Ten Command-
ments, apart from those about
Sunday and worship, are still
rated highly.

Killing is tép, followed by
stealing a n d honouring
parents. Britons rated the
prohibitions on adultery and
coveting thy neighbour's wife
higher than did any other
nation.

Most of those questioned
cited honesty as the most
important quality to be en-
couraged in children. Only
the British put good manners
second. For other nations
tolerance and respect for
other people came next.

The rich are less likely to
believe in sin than the poor.
The right takes a more
cheerful view of the nature
of man than the left.

Among	 parents	 the
strictest - -attitudes were
found among believers in
God and regular worship-
pers. Left-wing parents are
less strict than right-wing
parents. Parents in lower
income groups are tougher
disciplinarians than their
wealthier counterparts.

Professor Jan Kerkhofs, a
Jesuit priest at Louvain Uni-
versity, in Belgium, who is
director of the project, said
last week that between 1,200
an 2,000 people had been
questioned in each country
and the- findings were still
being analysed.

(The Cbserver: 27/2/83)

Wilch of the 'sins' mentioned in the text do you think are trost serious,

and why?
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Marking the Test

Marking of Multiple-Choice Sub-Tests Cl, C2, Ml (all •odules/patterns, except
for the Non-Academic Training Module)

Cross through any multiple responses. These occur when a candidate has

underlined more than one letter for any one item. They are always counted as
wrong, even when one of the letters is correct. It may be clear that the

candidate has changed his/her mind but not completely erased his/her first
choice. In these cases the marker should use his/her discretion.

Check that the correct template has been selected according to the Version
used, and for Ml, remember that the template must be selected according to the
module used.	 Place it on top of the Answer Sheet, taking care to align them

accurately. Taking one column at a time, count the number of underlined
letters in the template boxes.

Enter the figure against 'Raw Score' in the section for office use. Then, using

the table printed on the template, convert this figure into a band and enter it
against 'Band'.

The scoring should be double-checked, if possible by someone else. The section
headed 'Comments' should only be used to indicate something which may have

significantly affected a candidate's performance, e.g. 'arrived late'.

Marking of M2 (all modules/patterns, except for the Non-Academic Training
Module).

Question 1

.-Q%
Assess with the aid of the M2 Topics .r"}'se1 /nsu-ss, Writing Assessment Scale
and Writing Samples provided (see Appendix C pp 13-22). Use only whole, not
half, bands. Judge according to the communicative quality of the writing, the

effectiveness with which the arguments are presented, the logical structure of

the presentation and the accuracy and appropriateness of the language used.
Candidates should not be heavily penalised for making factual errors in a
subject with which they may not be familiar, but answers should be relevant to
the questions asked.

Remember that it may not be possible or sensible to expound a specialist topic
wholly in one's own words. Question 1, however, has been worded so that it
should not encourage answering by wholesale lifting from the text. Wholesale

lifting should be assessed as band I (ace M2 Writing Assessment Scale). Partial
lifting may contribute to an appropriate answer and should be assessed
accordingly.

Question 2

The accuracy of the information given is more important than in Question 1 and
for this reason Model Answers are given on pages 13-18. The communicative value
of the writing and the correctness of the English used should also be
considered. The purpose of the Model Answers is to guide those assessors who
may not be familiar with the subject matter. They should not be interpreted as
definitive models of the presentation: they offer a useful, though by no means
exhaustive, summary of the data that may be expected in an acceptable handling
of the topic.



M2 WritinE Assessment Scale	 Pft'i1lIY	
19

BAND	 BRIEF PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION

9 Expert Writer: theme presented in a readable, intelligible, logical and
intetestiog manner. Writes with complete accuracy and in the appropriate
style. The reader is given a sense of mastery of the language and of the
ability to handle the topic with complete competence.

8	 Very Good Writer: theme presented clearly and logically, with accurate
language forms and good style. Only very occasional inaccuracy or
inappropriacy but which does not affect the communication. The reader
can follow with no strain and will appreciate the argument expressed.

7	 Good Writer: theme presented in a well-ordered, intelligible manner with
well-structured and relevant supporting detail. Generally accurate in
language and appropriate in style, but occasional lapses can affect the
communication on first reading. The reader has, however, the impression
of a functionally efficient writer.

6	 Competent Writer: theme presented fairly logically and intelligibly.
Reasonably accurate use of the language system. May have inaccuracies
of style and presentation but showing an adequate functional competence.
Can be read with only occasional strain put on comprehension.

5 Modest Writer: theme can be followed, but logical presentation may be
broken and lack clarity or consistency. Several inaccuracies and style
not always appropriate to presentation. May lack interest or variety,
but the basic message is presented. The reader will have to strain on
occasion to comprehend meaning.

4	 Karginal Writer: theme can be followed with effort, and closer reading
reveals lack of logical structure, clarity and consistency. Inaccurate
vocabulary and sentence use coupled. with inadequate connectors and
cohesive features. Elements of information required may be omitted,
repeated or inappropriately expressed. The reader has general difficulty
in working out the message, though can eventually do so.

3	 Extremely Limited Writer: elements of the information required are
provided, but the presentation lacks any coherence. Uses over-simple
sentence Structure and impoverished vocabulary with continual errors and
inappropriateness. Below level of functional competence though the
reader may work out the general message.

2	 Intermittent Writer: elements of the information required not provided,
although a general meaning comes through intermittently. Either copies
or produces strings of words. No real communication with the reader
having constant problems in making out any message.

I	 Non-Writer: cannot write the language. OR: cannot be adequately
assessed either because answers have been lifted 'en bloc' from the
Source Booklet, or because a clearly irrelevant stock answer has been
produced.

0	 No questions have been attempted.
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Writing Samples

Band 8: Very Good Writer
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Band 6: Competent Writer
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Band 4: Marginal Writer
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ecology

zoology

fisheries

forestry

genetics

food sciences

psychiatry

pharmacology

Life Science Module

agriculture

animal husbandry

veterinary studies

rural 8cience

biology

botany

Medicine Module

medicine/surgery

dental surgery

basic medical sciences

Physical Sciences Module

Non—Academic

auto/motor engineering

electrical engineering

ambulance service

fire service trainees

plumbing

carpentry

sewage engineering

Appendix C

Selection of Modular OptionS

Where some indication is needed as to which modular area a prospective candidate

should choose, the checklist below is offered as a rough, and by no means

exhaustive, guide to the more obvious professional fields that may be assumed to
fall under the various disciplinary headings of the test:

physics

chemist ry

set ronomy

mathemat ice

crystallography

Social Studies Module

operational research

optics

nuclear science

computing

social sciences/services

management - all types

administration (social/public)

government (central/local)

Technology Module

engineering - all types

technology - all types

building

surveying

planning - all types

industrial relations

political science

population studies

hydrology

metallurgy

soil mechanics

General or interdisciplinary cases, or those not easily accommodated uflder any
of the above mentioned headings, should be assigned to the General Academic
Module.	

LO



Development of the Tests	 AP'Nray b
Ilultiple-chOice sub-tests

The general tests (Cl and G2) and the first test of each module (Ml) are in multiple-
choice form. They were constructed with reference to the discussion document
Specifications for an English Language Testing Service, published by the British

Council in 1978. Materials were prepared by small teams of writers and subjected to

a pilot test on approximately 950 students in 34 centres in the United Kingdom. They
were subsequently edited and pretested on a total of 603 students in 19 countries
overseas before being cast into their final form for administration to candidates in

1980. Table I gives the statistical parameters of the tests, calculated for

approximately the first thousand candidates for the Service.

Table I

Test	 Number of Number	 of Options	 Mean Standard Reliab-

Candidates	 Items	 per Item Score Deviation ility'

	

()	 (Z)

Cl - Reading	 1087	 40	 4	 55	 22	 .90

G2 - Listening	 1073	 35	 4	 52	 21	 .88

Mi - General Academic	 172	 40	 4	 41	 19	 .87

MI - Life Sciences	 357	 40	 4	 49	 19	 .84

Mi - Medicine	 131	 40	 4	 55	 21	 .87

Ml - Social Studies	 227	 40	 4	 44	 20	 .88

MI - Technology	 200	 40	 4	 64	 23	 .92

Mi - Physical Sciences 2 	-	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -

Score Reporting

Performance in each test is reported in the form of a band, the significance of which

is contained in published band descriptions. These descriptions are applied directly

to the candidate's answers in the case of the subjectively marked tests M2 (Writing)
and M3 (Interview). Band cut-off points for the multiple-choice tests were determined

from the pretest results by matching the band distribution for each test with the M2

band distribution for the same candidates. In this way, the average candidate can be
expected to have a flat profile in the sense that his band is the same on Cl, G2, Ml
and M2. Candidate profiles will of course depart from this pattern, but the departure
will reflect variation in performance across the tests when compared with the average,
aad not differences in the intrinsic difficulties of the tests. Table 2 shows

percentages in the sample above falling into the various bands.

Table 2

BAND

Test
	

0-2.5	 I 3-3.5 I 4-4.5 I 5-5.5 I 6-6.5 I 7-7.5	 I 8-9

Cl - Reading
G2 - Listening

Ml - Ceneral Academic
MI - Life Sciences

Ml - Medicine

Ml - Social Studies

Ml - Technology
MI - Physical Sciences2

Z	 Z	 Z

9	 18	 29	 27	 14

7	 15	 23	 25	 36

4	 IS	 33	 20	 16

9	 2.	 25	 21	 II

14	 17	 2	 jO	 7

IS	 22	 ,7	 IS	 15

8	 10	 1	 18	 20

%	 IX

I	 2
32	 4

6	 2

6	 -

2	 1

4	 I

33	 14

I.	 The estimate of reliability is derived using Formu'a 20 of Kuder and Richardson.

2.	 Insufficient numbers.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE TESTING SERVICE

CRITERION SCRIPT 2	 [II	 ]

M2 (WRITING) TEST	 MEDICINE *JDULE

Test Centre	 ................. Date .1J.Y.t T	.........

Candidate ' s Name ........	 ....,.-.	 ......................

Answer BOTH questions. You have 40 minutes. Please allow 2.5 minutes for the first
answer, and 15 minute& for the second.

Question I:. Section 5 of your Source Booklet states that a doctor can benefit from
having had some experience of hospital life as a porter, technician or
auxiliary nurse. Give your own opinion of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of such experience. (Write 15 to 20 lines)
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE TESTING SERVICE	 -

CRITERION SCRIPT 6	
Band T	 1

M2 (WRITING) TEST	 GENERAL ACADEMIC )DULE

Test Centre .	 ............................... Date . .''.?./2...........
Candidate'. Name ......._..	 .

Answer BOTH questions. You have 40 minutes. Please allow 25 minutes for the first
answer, and 15 minutes for the second.

Question 1:	 Refer to the bibliography in Section 5.1. of your Source Booklet. If you
had to read either Henry1s W7za lie in Gaol or Size's Prisons I have known,
state which one you would cioose 	 write ISto 20 lines giving the reasons

-1
f or your choice.
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nswer 130TH questions. You have 40 minutes. l'lease allow 25 minutes for the first
aswer, and 15 minutes for the second.

stioni:	 Section 4 of your Source booklet deals with the Green Revolution. Drawing
on your own experience, discuss some of the advantages and disadvantages
of the introduction of modern farming techniques. (Write 15 to 20 lines).
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A.PPi^jptI F: TRAJSCRPT OF RATERS' DISCUSSIOIS

It should be noted that:
1) because these data were originally collected for another purpose,

i.e., the development of the scoring guide, not every part of every
discussion was recorded: some discussions will therefore seem
incomplete

2) the recordings have been transcribed with many of the hesitations
and false starts, but where these did not appear to have any
semantic significance some of them have been condensed to make the
transcripts less broken up and easier to read

Writer Number a

Rater B:

Rater C:

Rater A:

Rater C:
Rater A:

Rater D:

Rater B:

Rater C:

I started with 6-7-8..,there are certain ..,.hum....areas in it
where .., he hasn't used anaphora in the right way, for example
or he, or •she, ... hasn't included ... 2 parts of the sentence
there should've been an 'also' to make it balance properly
maybe the slip-up on 'reason' plural- this kind of thing 	 just
a ... a number of little things, though otherwise ... it reads
very well ... I wondered too it crossed my mind ... that perhaps
it's easier ... for these people who are lifting ... urn ... quIte
Impressive-sounding terms directly from the text, you know
coefficients of various things ... urn... so I tended to ... then go
for a 7 on that ... 'cos it is reasonably well-organised and it
does directly answer the question
I found it difficult to assess for the reason that I didn't fuly
understand the content ... I feel it is ... a lot easier to write
this sort of ... sophisticated jargon
that's a bit unfair isn't it? I mean what do they have to do
then ... if they're writing (Technology) to be able to do an B
I mean if you're going to ... you're almost disqualifying thern
from being able to score highly
perhaps then ... that's the wrong sort of question
I think It's very clear.., the message is very clear ... urn
it's well argued, there are some nice .. er... anaphoric are they?
references .. ."hence, aluminum" ... "which has a low density"
and I ended up giving it an 8
I do find it not so easy to judge things like .. the theme,
logical presentation ... communicative effectiveness (pause)
particularly as one ... In the other ones tends to think in
terms of the relevance and accuracy of the arguments whereas we
can't tell ... I suspect, for example, in line (4) "tough" is nt
the right word ... I would've thought "brittle" is the right word
there
I think there is a technical usage ... I mean I find it
relatively easy to understand ... because ... I did do science to
'A' level and that makes it easier
it sounds like textbook to me

14-6 c
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Rater B: but it does ... I mean there are technical usages and I think
tough is ... maybe ... I'm not quite sure

Rater D: that makes it difficult for us to assess it ... on the basis of
what I can ... within those limitations ... I gave it a 7 ... I
agree that there are a number of ... particularly ... er ... I
mean, can you say "low hardness" and "high hardness" ... is that
technical?

Rater A: No
Rater D: well how d'you know?
Rater A: because I've taught ES? and ... this area and I'm sure that's not

right
Rater C: that last sentence is
Rater B: I think it should be "low hardness value" and ... there's little

elements that
Rater D: that is a problem though ... if we ... he's obviously using "high

density" which we do know
Rater B: but if you remember... I can't remember exactly ... they're in the

Table ... now if you said at the top "hardness" and then with a
number value in it ... you could expect a low hardness value

Rater D: oh I see ... I couldn't go up to an 8 because of the graramatical
inaccuracies but

Rater A: I think probably I'd drop it to a 7 because of those, which I
hadn't noticed

Rater B: that sentence there, look... "steel is strong and is thereicre
most suitable for this purpose" ... "although steel has ." I
mean there it would be ..."although it ..." although it haE	 high
density it 1has a high tensile strength" ... I mean it should
be

Rater D: but then the fact that I understood most of it, I was s
relieved that I .. urn gave hm a 7

Rater C: what sentences there are are not of a very high ... level of
difficulty ... and they are ... jargon ... how else dwould you
express these? .. .1 don't think ... I mean ... you can't say
henceN in the way that he's used hence ... urn ... in fact ther's

an error in nearly every sentence ... which er ... for some
reason doesn't affect the ... er ... message ... the communication

because I think It's almost note form
Rater B: but it's kind of a stylish error rather than a ... er grammatical

error ... to a certain extent isn't it?
Rater C: I don't know
Rater B: I mean actually that's quite reasonable . ."for instance ) the car

body itself must be light in weight to improve the efficiency of
the car" I mean there's nothing there lifted ... and it's	 er
quite a nice formulation

Rater A: and then 'hence' that ... actually ah ... it seeems to me ... shows
quite (inaudible)

Rater C: you can't after 'for instance' have 'hence'
Rater A oh yeh I think so ... I mean 'hence' goes quite nicely for me
Rater D: it's a bit odd to have it after a semi-colon ... it's a nice

generalization opening sentence too
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Rater B: yes, I mean
Rater A: I mean . . .1 think he knows how to write ... t mean. not only has

he got the informatiEpon there but he
Rater B: still ... you know comparing it with some of the other things

we've seen .... I still think it's clearly 7ish

Writer Niumber j..Q.

Rater B: It's a 6... mainly because it's very clear, I think, to read... the
message comes across... there are occasional problems caused by
the numerous repetitions of 'women' and 'woman' in not quite
correct syntactic environments.., urn... but it's clearly better
than a 5 because I don't think you have to strain very much to
read it... there is an occasional strain.., it's not a 7... because
it's not really organised, it's not.., well... very well
structured...

Rater A: you've got to be joking... I started off... it had a certain
spurious attraction... I started off with a 6-5-4 and then
actually looking through It, it seemed that there was
basically.., you know, one reason repeated about 3 times in
different ways for why... she'd like to read this book... urn... the
whole business of a woman's came up... the first time, and then..,
it came out again "moreover I think it is interesting to have an
account of women by a woman" and then it came... er... in the
sentence after that "Mary Size was the governor of women and
hal the same women's sensibility" - it's just the same thing
being repeated time and time again... and... for me.... on logic
and argumentation dropped it... so : i gt 6 and and had 5-4
and... grammar's not too bad... I gave it 5

Rater D: I started with a 4 and went on to a 4 and finished with a 4...
when I got to "first", I was looking for "second"...

Rater A: yeah - me too...
Rater D: "for two main reasons, first"... der... Ier... der I wondered

whether "moreover" was supposed to be "second"
Rater A: no it wasn't...
Rater D: ... but since it's the same point.., or virtually the same point...
Rater A: yeah, and the "main interesting point" is again the first

point...
Rater D: er.. • even the vocabulary was not brilliant... it's... you know...

very limited.., spelling's good, and it's neat...
Rater A: but - 'Marginal Writer'?
Rater D: I think it could be condensed into 2 sentences using all these

words...
Rater C: I gave it a 5... I didn't give it a 4, I thought about giving it

a 4 - or a 6 -, I had 4-5-6. 6: it definitely wasn't
"Competent"... I thought it was a bit better them "Marginal". I
know there's repetition but I mean it is...quite well disguised
and it's urn... she's expressed differently 3 times... this is
every '0' level candidate's dream...
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Rater D: ... there might only b one argument... it depends how it's
presented... but this is presenting one argument as if it was
3...

Rater A: it's suggesting that there are more and then... promising what
it doesn't deliver

Rater A: ... and also... use of syntax... use of this "moreover"... I mean
it's totally wrong... it's not a "moreover at all... that's... that's
inaccurate,.

Rater D: this smacks of pre-sessional... overkill...
Rater A: yeh... and then " the main interesting point" is the same point

again ...you know... please make sure you've got all these
things...

Rater C: perhaps she just mlsunderstands "moreover" and just means 'more
of the same'...

Rater A: it does... she's been taught about it but is unable to use it -
happens all the time in pre-sessional courses

Yriter Number 21

Rater B: . ..while there's a lot of good vocabuiry... and lots of good
strings, it is generally.., it fits into that "the reader will
have to straIn on occasion to comprehend meaning".., because I
did have to... because I found it... just going on and on and not
coming to sort of a nicely rounded proposition or whatever... so
I found it difficult to understand and I think it's on that
communicatIve element that I have to... um. . .to go down to...
say... 6... even though... there's some sort of good vocabulary
and good strings...

Rater C ...I went down to a 4 for the same reasons... because I did find
it not just an occasIonal strian but a total strain.., although
the language Is very impressive.., well not the language
structure but the.. the vocabulary is very impressive at first
and er... you think he's saying something and... I don't think he
is! - or she is

Rater D: the structure is pompous but it's clear.., gives you the
advantages first and then the disadvantage.., the vocabulary's
er... pompous if you like.., bit... over-expressive - but I don't
think you can penalise that - I mean, cosw e don't know what...
the person... you... he's not given a target audience for this... I
mean he isn't... you know... I can see that... if you specified a
different target audience for the... you know... who you're
writing for... he's not told who you're writing It for so I
suppose it's... bit difficult... bit unfair... to penailse him on
the type of vocabulary he uses... It is a bit... er... bombastic...
but basically the message is clear... if tendentious... and the
er.. • a lot of vocabulary.., and a certain number of
compensating... constructions...

Rater A: it seemed to me that I was getting the message... er... but It
seemed to me that the argumentation, the organisation... was a
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Rater D:

Rater C:

Rater D:

Rater C:

Rater P

Rater C:
Rater A:
Rater D:

Rater B:

bit obscure at times and it was a bit difficult actually getting
it through,.. and then because... I mean he... clearly has a nice
grasp of the language, no linguistic inaccuracies that I could
see...
I can see the problems with it but the message is clear... I
mean, he hasn't absolutely done it... he hasn't done it,
particularly well in the last paragraph... I think most markers
would be... seduced, like I have been... by the bombast
well, that just put me off entirely - I thought, anybody who can
write that sort of thing...
but that's just a cultural thing (inaudible)

I don't see why being a porter could help to explain many
diseases and procedures, which is what he's suggesting...
"moreover they are a continuation of their previous skills" -
I'm sorry - "moreover, they now understand and are able to
explain many diseases and procedures"- what on earth has that
got to do with
(Interrupts) I think in the context in which they 're working...
where doctors are often very much detached from what actually
goes on there...
oh I see...yes - yes
(interrupts) "the auxiliary nurse"
perhaps he's emphasizing the "able to explain", that is, that
you've got the touch of the common people... but It's obscure,
isn't it?
because of the communicative element there, I think it's
difficult to give it a 7...
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Your Faculty
	

Your Dept

A.	 How often do students on Dip/XSc courses have to perform the following
writing tasks?

1. write short introductions or connecting sentences in numerical
calculations or mathematical arguments during

a) coursework:	 often	 sometimes	 never
b) examinations:	 often	 sometimes	 never

2. write short connected answers to questions demanding a narrow
response (le. where the question states the limits and nature of the
response required) during

a) coursework:	 often	 sometimes	 never
b) examinations:	 often	 sometimes	 never

3. produce extended writing (ie. continuous writing longer than single
paragraphs) during

a) coursework:	 often	 sometimes	 never
b) examinations:	 often	 sometimes	 never

4. produce any other types of written work (please describe)

B.	 How often are DipfXSc students asked to do the following in their written
work?

1.make a list of concepts, Ideas, or events _______
2. summarise readings or lectures 	 _______
3. compare or contrast one concept, theory or idea with another -
4. apply models, principles, or generalizations to a new situation
5. argue a position
6. analyse (break down information into constituent parts)
7. synthesize (produce something of their own from what has been
studied or observed) _______
8. evaluate using internal evidence or external criteria
9. other (please describe)
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C.	 How often do you find students on Dip/NSc courses who have these defects
in their writing?

1. graniniatical errors
2. restricted grammatical choices ________
3. inappropriate grammatical choices ________
4. vocabulary errors _______
5. restricted range of vocabulary choices _______
C. inadequate understanding of the subject
7. inability to express themselves clearly
8. poor arrangement and development of written work
9. poor spelling
10.poor punctuation
11. poor handwriting
12. untidiness	 _______
13. other (please describe)

D.	 How much importance do you attach to these features of writing in the
written work of Dipfl(Sc students?

1. grammatical accuracy
2. variety of grammatical structures ________
3. appropriateness of grammatical structures __________
4. accuracy of vocabulary
5. range of vocabulary
6. subject content ________
7. clarity of expression
8. arrangement and development of written work ________
9. spelling
10.punctuation
11.handwriting
12.tidiness ________
13.other (please describe)

B.	 What proportion of your examination requirement for Dip/XSc students is in
the form of questions to which the students must write answers?

F. What design factors do you keep in mind when preparing examination
questions, apart from the actual content to be examined?

G. What criteria do you use for marking examination answers, in order from
most to least Important?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP.
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Question 1: Look at the tabl. on page 5 of your Source Booklet which describes
certain characteristics of steel, iron and a.lumini*mi. Discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of particular metals for a particular
purpose with which you are filisr (e.g. building construction or
vehicle manufacturing). (Writs 15 to 20 lines).
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GENERAL ACADEMIC MODULE

Test Ce	 Date ...........................

Candida

Answer BOTH questIons. You have 40 minutes. Please allow 25 minutes for the first
answer, and 5 minutes for the second.

	

Question I:	 Refer to the bibliography in Section 5.1. of your Source Book1e. If yc
had to read either Henry.'s Wc lie in Gaol or Size's Prisons I have knots
state which one you would choose 	 write I5to 20 lines giving the rea5
for your choice.
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Question I:	 New scientific processes often meet with opposition because of the
pollution they cause to the enviroimIent, an example of which is referred
'to'in-Sectioa 2 of-your Source Booklet. As a scientist,. how would you
defend the continual use of such potentially harmful processes?
(Write IS to 20 lines).
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Question I:	 Section 5 of your Source Booklet states that a doctor can benefit from
having had some experience of hospital life as a porter, technician or
auxiliary nurse. Give your own opinion of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of such experience. (Write 15 to 20 lines)
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MEDICINE MODULE

Candidate's Name

Answer BOTH questions. You have 40 minutes. Please allow 25 minutes for the first
answer, and 15 minutes for the second.

Question I: Section 5 of your Source Booklet states that a doctor can benefit from
having had some experience of hospital life as a porter, technician or
auxiliary nurse. Give your own opinion of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of suchexperience. (Write IS to 20 lines).
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Answer BOTH questions. You have 40 minutes. Please allow 25 minutes for the first
answer, and 15 minutes for the second.

Question 1: Section 5 of your Source Booklet states that a doctor can benefit from
having had some experience of hospital life as a porter, technician or
auxiliary nurse. Give your own opinion of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of such experience. (Write 15 to 20 lines).
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answer bULII quesrlons. iou nave eU minutes. k'Lease attow	 minutes tot tne zirsc
answer, and 15 minutes for the second.

jestion :	 Refer to the bibliography in Section 5.1. of your Source Booklet. If you
had to read either }enry's i?o lie in Gaol or Size's ?r.eons I have k,zown,
state which one you would choose 	 write l5to 20 lines giving the reasons
f or your choice.
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Question 1:	 Refer to the bibliography in Section 4.1. of your Source Booklet..If
you had to read eithf Henry's Who lie in Gaal or Size's Prisons I hav
JCnozj, state which one you would choose and write 15-20 lines giving
reasons for your choice.
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:onl:	 New scientific processes often meet with opposition because of the
pollution they' cause to the envirorm1eat an example of which is referred
to in Section 2 of your Source Booklet. As a scientist, how would you
defend the continual ise of such potentially harmful processes?
(Write 15 to 20 lines).
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answer, and 5 minutes for the second.

Question I:	 Refer to the bibliography in Section 5.1. of your Source Booklet. If you
had to read either Henry's ko lie in Gaal or Size's Prisons I have ozcwn,
state which one 1you would choose	 write I5to 20 lines giving the reasons

•	 for your choice.
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Answer BOTH questions. You have. 40 minutes. Please allow 25 minutes for the first
answer, and 15 minutes for the second.

Question I:	 Refer to the bibliography in Section 5.1. of your Source Booklet. If you
had to read either Benry's Who lie in Gaol or Size's Pr'eons I have known,
state which. one you would choose	 write 15 to 20 lines giving the reasons..
for your choice.
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	Question I:	 Refer tbibliography in ecrzon '.s. or your Dource--aooet-- t-
you had to read either Henry's Who l.ie	 a1 or Size's Prieons
I have knowp2, state which one you would choose and write 15 to
20. lines giving the reasons foryur choice.	 .
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Answer BOTH questions. You have 41) minutes. ries
answer, and 15 minutes for the second.

Question 1:	 Refer to the bibliography in Section 5.1. of your Source Booklet. If you
had to read either Henry's ii7o lie in Gaol or Size's ?rsons I have known,
state which one you would choose 	 write 15 to 20 lines giving the reasons
f or your choice.
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Answer BOTH questions. You have 40 minutes. Please allow 25 minutes for the first
answer, and 15 minutes for the second.

Question 1:	 Refer to the bibliography in Section 4.1. of your Source Booklet. If
you had to read either Henry's Who Z.ie in Gaol. or Size's Prisons I have
Known, state which one you would choose and write 15-20 lines giving
reasons for your choice.
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LIFE SCIENCES NODULE
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Answer BOTH qucstions. You have 40 minutes. l'Icase &lLow 25 minutes Lot the first
answer, and 15 minutes for the second.

Question I:	 Section 4 of your Source booklet deals with the Green Revolution. Drawing

on your own experience, discuss some of the advantages and disadvantages
of the introduction of modern farming techniques. (Write 15 to 20 lines).
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jon t:	 Section 5 of your Source Dookiet states that a doctor can benefit from
having had some experience of hospital life as a porter, technician or
auxiliary nurse. Give your own opinion of the advantages and disadvan-
rages of such experience. (Write 15 to 20 lines).
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You have 30 minutes to answer this question. Answer on the front of this sheet.
You may use the back of the sheet for rough notes, which will not be assessed.

If you use information fran the Source oklet, put it in your own words.
You are not expected to show specialist knowledge, hut your answer should be relevant.
Although graianar, spelling, etc. are impurtant, we are irost . interested in your
ability to organise and calTtulnicate information and ideas.

Qi. Explain why the 'green revolution' of high technology in foud production has
created serious social problema in India. Refer to pp 7,' in your S3urce coklet.
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Question I:	 Section 4 of your Source booklet deals with the Green Revolution. Drawing
on your own experience, discuss some of the advantages and disadvantages
of the introduction of modern farming techniques. (Write 15 to 20 lines).
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LIFE SCIENCES

You have 30 minutes to answer this question. Answer on the front of this sheet.
You may use the back of the sheet for rough notes, which will not be assessed.

If you use information fran the Source &oklet, put it in your own words.
You are not expected to show specialist knowledge, but your answer should be relevant.
Although graar, spelling, etc. are inportant, we are mast interested in your
ability to organise and o:xtiiunicate information and ideas.

Q1.	 plain how you would eliminate an undesirable genetic characteristic fran a herd
of cows.	 fer to pp. 3/4 in the Source Bxklet.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCES MODULE

	Question I:	 New scientific processes often meet with opposition because of the
pollution they cause to the environment, an example of which is referred
to in Section 2 of your Source Booklet. As a scientist, how would you
defend the continual use of such potentially harmful processes?
(Write 15 to 20 lines).
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PHYSICAL SCI)CES

You have 30 minutes to answer this question. Pnswer on the front of this sheet.
You may use the back bf the sheet for rough notes, which will, not be assessed.

If you use information fran the Source Bxklet, put it in your own words.
You are not expected to sbuw specialist knowledge, but your answer sbuuld be relevant.
Although graimnar, spelling etc. are inportant, we are Trost interested in your
ability to organise and cc inicate information and ideas.

Qi. Discuss sane of the ways in which air pollution can be reduced.
Refer to p.3 in your Source Dx,klet.
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MEDICINE

You have 2 minutes to answer this question. Answer on the front of this sheet.
You may use the back of the sheet for rough notes, which will not be assessed.

If you use information frcxn the Source Booklet, put it in your own words.
You are not expected t.o show specialist knowledge, bit your answer should be relevant.
Although granniar, spelling, etc. are important, we are sost interested in your
ability to organise and ccrwrunicate information and ideas.

Qi. If you were a general practitioner in ?st Africa looking for information
on hoc., to reduce the nortality rate fran iarz,a. jn your area, c./nicJn of these bxks
would you refer o and why? Refer to p.9 in your Source Bklet.
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You have 5 minutes to answer this question. Answer on the front of this sheet.
You may use the back of the sheet for rough notes, which will not be assessed.

If you use information fran the Source cx,klet, put it in your own words.
You are not expected to show specialist knowledge, but your answer should be relevant.
Although granar, spelling, etc. are imx)rtant, S are mDst interested in ,vur
ability to organise and caiinunicate information and ideas.

Qi. <plain why the 'green revolution' of high technology in food production has
created serious social problen in India. Refer to pp 7/8 in your Source oklet.
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SOCIAL S'IUDIES	 P 4-)-

You have 2$ minutes to answer this question. Mswer on the front of this sheet.

You may use the back of the sheet for rough notes, which will not be assessed.

If u use information fran the Source Bx'klet, put it in your own wnrds.

You are not expected to show specialist knowledge, but your answer should be relevant.

ilthough graninar, spelling, etc. are fiportant,. we are nt,st interested in your

ability to organise and carinunicate information and ide

Qi. Describe the effects of the fall in death rates in Western Europe.
Refer to pp 3-5 in your Source oklet.
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LIFE SCIENCES

You have minutes to answer this question. Answer on the front of this sheet.
You may use the back of the sheet for rough notes, which will not be assessed.

If you use information fran the Source Booklet, put it in your own words.
You are not expected to show specialist knowledge, but your answer should be relevant.
Although grammar, spelling , ete; are important, we are rrost interested in your
ability to organise and cariminicate information and ideas.

Explain how you would eliminate an urdesirable genetic characteristic fran a herd
of cows. Pefer to pp. 3/4 in the Source &xklet.
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You have .S minutes to answer this question. Answer on the front of this sheet.
You may use the back of the sheet for rough notes, which will not be assessed.

If you use information fran the Source Booklet, put it in your own words.
You are not expected to show specialist knowledge, but your answer should be relevant.
Although gramar, spelling, etc. are important, we are riost interested in your
ability to organise and ccxrinunicate inforniation and ideas.

Explain why the 'green revolution' of high technology in fcxxl production has
created serious social problems in India. Refer to pp 7/8 in your Source Booklet.
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F.

Candidate' $	 •............

Answer BOTH questions. You have 40 minutes. Please allow 25 minutes for the first
answer, and 15 minutes for the second.

Question 1:	 Refer to the bibliography in Section 4.1. of your Source Booklet. If
you had to read either Henry's Who Ue £n Gaol or Size's Prisons I have

0	 Known, state which one you would choose and 'write 15-20 lines giving
reasons for your choice.
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IF NECESSARY YOU MAY CONTINUE YOUR ANSWER ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THIS SHEET

TURN OVER FOR QUESTION 2
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE TESTING SERVICE	

Band[	 I

Test Centre .

Candidate's N

Answer BOTH questions. You have 40 minutes. Please allow 25 minutes for the first
answer, and 15 minutes for the second.

Question 1:	 Refer to the bibliography in Section 4.1. of your Source Booklet. If
you had to read either Henry's t'17w Ue in GaoZ or Size's Priaons I have

Xnovs, state which one you would choose and write 15-20 lines giving
reasons for your choice.
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LIFE SCIE

You have	 minutes to answer this question. Answer on the front of this sheet.
You may use the back of the sheet for rough notes, which will not be assessed.

If you use information fran the Source xklet, put it in your own words.
You are not expected to show specialist knowledge, but your answer should be relevant.
Although graninar, spelling, etc. are ifrortant, we are frost interested in your
ability to organise ar ccxrnunicate information ar ideas.

Qi. Explain how you would eliminate an uresirable genetic characteristic fran a herd
of cows. Refer to pp. 2/3m the Source &3oklet.
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MEDICINE MODULE

Date ..........................

Answer BOTH questions. You have 40 minutes. Please allow 25 minutes for the first
answer, and. 15 minutes for the second.

Question 1:	 Section 5 of your Source Booklet states that a doctor can benefit from
having had some experience of hospital life as a porter, technician or
auxiliary nurse. Give your own opinion of the advantages and disadvan-
tages of such experience. (Write 15 to 20 lines).
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	Question 2:	 Refer to Section 3 of your Source Booklet. You have sat in on the
interview between the doctor and the patient, Mrs. Jellicoe. You wish
to discuss the case with the doctor before Mrs. Jell jcoe's next visit.
Make a few notes about her main symptoms and their probable causes and

the action taken by the doctor.
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PWISICAL SCIFS

You have zrminutes to answer this question. Answer on the front of this sheet.
You may use the back of the sheet for rough notes, which will not be assessed.

If you use information fran the Source oklet, put it in your own words.
You are not expected to show specialist knowledge, but your answer should be relevant.
Although granmar, spelling etc. are important, we are rn3st interested in your
ability to orgãnise and caiir&inicate information and ideas.

Qi.	 Discuss sane of the ways	 _______in which air pollution_______ can be reduced.
1efer to p.3 in your Source Booklet.
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ENGLISH LANGUAGE TESTING SERVICE

M2 (WRITING) TEST

Teat Centre

Candidate's Name

çjpPNLDlX1	 -I

Band L____i

PHYSICAL SCIENCES MODULE

Answer BOTH questions. You have 40 minutes. Please allow 25 minutes for the first
answer, and 15 minutes for the second.

Question I:	 New scientific processes often meet with opposition because of the
pollution they cause to the environment, an example of which is referred

.1 ZO	 to in Section 2 of your Source Booklet. As a scientist, how would you
defend the continual use of such potentially harmful processes?
(Write 15 to 20 limes).
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PHYSICAL SCI

You have 2jminutes to answer this question. Answer on the front of this sheet.
You may use the back of the sheet for rough notes, which will not be assessed.

If you use information fran the Source Sookiet, put it in your own words.
You are not expected to show specialist knowledge, but your answer ahould be relevant.
Although grarrmar, spelling etc. are important, we are mast interested in your
ability to organise and catininicate information and ideas.

Qi. Discuss sane of the ways in which air pollution can be reduced.
Refer to p.3 in your Source Booklet.
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1
02. Read the text below and then answer the question under it.

YOU have 35 mthutes altogether for reading and writing. Use the back
of the Q. paper for notes if you wish.	 -

British still believe in
sin, hell and the devil
by JUDITH JUDD

MOST Briton, still believe weekly, The Tablet. It show, Most of those quen1oned
in the concept of sin and that 78 per cent of Euro peans cited honesty is the most.
nearly s third believe in thInk there Ia good ana evil Important quality to be en-
hell and the devil, accord- in everyone. 	 couraged in children. Only
ing to the biggest survey of	 The Irish have the most the British Put good manners

optimistic view of mankind, second. For other nationspublicopinionevercarried They think 34 
per cent of tolerance and respect for lout in the West.	 people are basically good. other people came next.

Britons have a stricter The figure for the French.
moral code thin their fellow who take the most jaundiced 	 The rich are less likely to
Europeans, especially about view, is s per cent,	 believe in sin than the poor.
sex under the age Of Consent, 	 Most Europeans admit that The right takes a morecheerful view of the nature

I fiddling the dole and keeping they sometimes regret having of man than he left,
money they have found, But done something 4he7 felt was

I they are more permissive
about euthanasia and failing wrong. The Italians and 	

Among	 parents	 the
Danes suffer moat-from such strictest 	 attitudes	 were

to report accidental damage regrets, the French and the found among believers into a parked vehicle.	 Belgians least. The rich God and regular worship.The findings of the aurvey,
begun in 1978 in nine western regret more than the toor.	 pers. Left-wing parents are
countries, show that belief in	 The curves', which was car- lest strict than right-wingsin is highest in Northern lied out by an international
Ireland (91 per cent) and team of academics, examines parents. Parents In lower
lowest in Denmark (29 per the 'sins' recognised in the income groups are tougher
cent). More than twice as West. The Ten Command. disciplinarians than their
many Americans as Euro. ments apart from those about wealthier counterparts.
peans believe In hell and the Sunda'y and worship, are still	 Professor Jan Kerkhofs, a
devil,	 rated highly.	 Jesuit priest at Louvain Uni.

Even 15 per cent of athe.	 Killing is top, followed by versity, in Belgium, who is
lots believe in sin and 4 per stealing a n d	 honouring director of the project, said
cent In the devil, 	 parents. Britons rated the last week that between 1,200

A preliminary analysis of prohibitions on adultery and an 2,000 people had been
the findingo, to be published coveting thy neighbour's wife questioned In each country
in a book in the autumn, is higher than did any other and the finthngs wets still
given in the Roman Catholic nation. 	 being analysed.

(The Cbserver: 27/2/83)

i4ich of the 'sins' mentioned in the text do you think are ITost serious,

and why?
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Date ....

Candidate

Answer BOTh questions. You have 40 minutes. Please allow 25 minutes for the first
answer, and IS minutes for the second.

Question I:	 New scientific processes often meet with opposition because of the
pollution they cause to the environment, an example of which is referred

/2. 1	 to in Section 2 of your Source Booklet. As a scientist, how would you
defend the continual use of such potentially harmful processes?
(Write 15 to 20 lines).
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